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Cyrus' legendary amplifiers have evolved! 
Rack in 2001, Cyrus began a project to evolve our integrated amplifier 

designs to incorporate technologies researched over the last five 

years. After many months of acoustic tuning and detailed 

electrical re-evaluation lasting more than a year, we are proud 

'Nlit to announce the arrival of our evolutionary new Cyrus 8. 

This extraordinary amplifier sets new standards and 

strengthens Cyrus' position at the leading edge 

of what's possible in audio design today. 

For the full story on how our 

amplifiers have evolved, please 

visit our website at 

www.cyrusaudio.com. 

.ere'Ir "%MOP' II 

Advanced Audio and Video $VetéetS 

Cyrus Electronics 

Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire, PE29 6XY 

Tel: +44 (0)1480 435577 

Fax: +44 (0)1480 437715 

email: info@cyrusaudio.com 
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simon pope 

s you may have gathered 

- even from the strategi-

cally cropped picture at 

the top of this page - I 

like my food.And when I 

get the opportunity, I 

like to cook it as well as eat it! But ask 

any professional cook, and he'll tell you 

that you need a good oven and appropri-

ate utensils to get the most from any 

decent raw produce.There's no point in having a cupboard full of the 

freshest and finest ingredients and a single- ring gas camping stove to 

knock up haute cuisine. Sure, you'll be able to eat it, but it won't taste 

as good. I think you know where this is heading... 

...Yes, to hi-fi, dear reader! After listening to the multichannel satel-

lite and subwoofer packages in this issue's group test something was 

brought home to me that I'd expected for quite some time, To get the 

best from DVD-Audio and SACD (the fresh ingredients) you need the 

best equipment to get the best results (the variety of textures and 

flavours). It's possible we'll all be playing high resolution music in our 

homes at some time in the near future, but how many people will really 

be getting the best from it? Very few, I fear! 

As DVD players become more commonplace in the home, so the 

more manufacturers will produce machines that will play DVD-A and 

SACD, in addition to providing video. Suddenly, high quality audio 

becomes a must-have feature for video and the three universal players 

we've reviewed in this issue make a powerful case for themselves. 

This is good for those who want good sound quality. Whilst general 

home entertainment is undoubtedly where the serious money is at 

present, it just so happens that your basic A/V set up with a few grand 

invested in the right places can double up as an awesome music repro-

duction system — this was hitherto not the case. 

The days of budget stereo could well be a thing of the past, judging 

by the current state of play. So integration is by no means bad for the 

audiophile in that it opens up new possibilities, but perhaps now more 

than ever you need to get the right tools for the job. Being a music 

lover and a gourmand was never a cheap hobby, after all. 

how we test the products 
• Hi-Fi World has its own advanced test laboratory and acoustically treated 
listening room. 

• Hi-Fi World has a dedicated in-house team of experienced listeners. We 
review thoroughly by extensive auditioning, rather than by quick-fire group 
listening tests. 

• Hi-Fi World's engineering team designs a wide range of products in-
house. No other hi-fi magazine is so expert and dedicated. 

NICE PRICE- - Represents excellent value for 
money. 

eel,. EXCELLENT - - Superb sound, among the best 
available. 

eee VERY GOOD - Well worth a listen. 

ee ADEQUATE - Room for improvement. 

• POOR - Seriously flawed. Forget it! 

Half globes are added for those products that we feel are 
between categories eSUITE G4, ARGO HOUSE 

KILBURN PARK ROAD 
LONDON, NW6 5LF 

HI-FI WORLD 
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February 2003 
volume 12 No. 12 features 

contents  
reviews 
digital players 
PIONEER DV-757A1 
DVD-A/SACD PLAYER 17 
Alan Sircom encounters this latest universal 

player from Pioneer, featuring advanced 

Firewire connection for ultimate versatility. 

ONKYO DV-SP800 
DVD-A/SACD PLAYER 23 
From the unlikely source of Onkyo comes 

this latest universal player to hit the market. 
David price evaluates this newcomer. 

MARANTZ DV8300 

DVD-A/SACD PLAYER 38 
Yet another universal player arrives at HFVV. 

This time Noel Keywood does the honours. 

NAD S5001 CD 

PLAYER 50 
The high-end range S500i is the latest CD 

spinner from NAD to get the i treatment. 
Dominic Todd is all ears. 

amplifiers 
PATHOS LOGOS 40 
This stonking looking valve hybrid integrated 

is the latest product from the Italian style 
maestros, Pathos.Will it be a case of style 

over substance? 

NAIM 202 Et 200 53 
David Price gets first crack at this impressive 
new entry level pre/power combination in 

Naim's Classic range. 

LINN KLIMAX 
KONTROL 58 
Another HFVV exclusive.This is the long-
awaited front-end amplification for the top 
range, sleek Klimax Silent Power amps. 

loudspeakers 
SURROUND SOUND 

SUB/SATELLITE 

PACKAGES 9 
We test out four of the latest style-orientated 
surround speaker packages.Will they have 

what it takes to get the best from 
multichannel applications? 

REVOLVER R33 42 
Dominic Todd listens to the first product from the 
new company with an old name. Find out what he 

thinks of this £ 00 standmount 

VIENNA ACOUSTICS 
SCHONBERG 61 
This unusually stylish and slim floorstander is 

the latest model in the Vienna Acoustics line 
up.Will it be more tuneful than the works of 
the composer it was named after, we wonder? 

system 
DENON D-F101 21 
Denon have a reputation for making the 
most serious mini systems in the business.We 
try out their very latest version. 

vinyl 
ORIGIN LIVE 

ILLUSTRIOUS 
TONEARM 56 
Find out why David Price rates this latest bit 
of vinyl esoterica one of he greatest tonearms 
in the world...ever! 

CLASSIC CUTS 70 
Andy Giles chooses Gorecki's Third 
Symphony as his flavour of the month. 

OLDE VVORLDE 74 
David Price goes back to the eighties with 
Monitor Audio's classic R352 loudspeaker. 

accessories 
CONNECTED FOR 

LESS 77 
One way to make cabling your system 
cheaper is to use shorter lengths of higher 
quality. We check out two new budget 

interconnect options. 

13scon«eser 
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NEW MUSICAL 
EXCESS 34 
In the second half of our DVD-A feature, 

David Price goes into detail with the format 

and interviews industry figures behind its 
development. 
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computer 
audio 
CAW NEWS 81 
All the latest news and views from the world 
of computer audio. 

COOLER STILL 83 
Syntrillium's Cool Edit Pro has been updated 
David Price asks if it's improved on a winning 
formula? 

THE SECOND COMING 84 
Creative Labs has a new DAP Jukebox for 
our delectation. David Price takes it out on 

the road. 

BLUE VELVET 86 
David Price looks at the most polished 

SONICblue Rio so far,The S35 portable 

digital audio player. 

supplement 
No 71 
DIY NEWS 97 
HFW highlights what's new and unique in the 

hi-fi hobbyist's universe. 

VISATON TOPAS 
SPEAKER 
Clive Meakins builds this gem of a 
floorstander featuring a ribbon tweeter. 

98 

IMAGE HIFI PICKUP 

TEST RECORD 103 
Neville Roberts tries out the mother of all 
cartridge set up test discs. 
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www.hi-fiworld.co.uk 
visit our website for a 

comprehensive list of all the 

products we have reviewed 
over the past 11 years 

SUBSCRIPTIONS HOTLINE 

0 1 9 2 3 2 7 0 8 3 3 
MON - FRI 9.30AM - 12.00 NOON 

FAX: + 44 01923 260 588 

competition 
This month we have five pairs of superb 
Mordaunt Short MS9I4 floorstanders up for 
grabs. 

OVO PLAYER DV-757A1 

Noose Shaped Voleo 

E 
TruSurround 
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WORLD NEWS 

NEXT ISSUE 
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READERS LETTERS 44 
Got a burning issue that you would like to tell 

everyone about? Suffering from below-par 
performance in the stereo area? Fret not, Hi-
Fi World's wise men will reply to your letters 

and e-mails and put you back on the right 

course.And don't forget, every letter or e-
mail we print wins a superb prize. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 62 
Spare yourself the frenzied riot as you 

struggle with the hordes to claim the last 

copy of Hi-Fi World in the newsagent - 

Subscribe today! 

HI-FI WORLD KITS 64 
Solder in one hand, glue in the other, satisfy 

your creative urges with a World kit. 

HI-FI WORLD LIBRARY68 
A comprehensive selection of titles covering 

audio, valve amplifiers, loudspeakers, solid 

state electronics and more. 

SPECIALIST HI-FI 

DEALERS 72 
The perfect mix - excellent coffee, a 
comfortable sofa, and someone who really 

knows how to guide you through the world 
of hi-fi. 

COLUMNS 71,73,75 
The World team get to grips with issues 
facing both the industry and 
hi-fi alike. 

DIAL-A-DEALER 78 
Look before you leap, or alternatively listen 
before you buy. These are the people to talk 
to. 

MEET YOUR MAKER 80 
Not a call to the spiritual, but a list of 

manufacturers detailing who makes what, and 
how to get in touch. 

WORLD FAVOURITES 87 
Thinking of an upgrade or even a new 
system? Here's where to find our recommen-
dations from the mass of hi-fi we've reviewed. 

WORLD CLASSICS 92 
Our list of products that have stood the test 
of time. 

MARKETPLACE 107 

READERS CLASSIFIED 

123 
The definitive place to find classic audio 
components. 

ADVERTISERS 

INDEX 130 
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wor news 
HORN OF PLENTY 

In the wacky world of horn designs, few come close to the unusual 

appeal of the FH001 from newcomers, Ferguson Hill. Based in central 

London, this is their first product, with a CD player and integrated 

amplifier to follow. 

In the Beauhorn B2 mould of the 'modern horn', the FH001 uses 

a 'full range' Lowther DX3 drive unit but quotes a frequency response 

of 150Hz-20kHz, meaning a sub bass unit is required for true full range 

bandwidth.The single 

drive unit is mounted 

on a tubular metal 

frame, but most eye 

catching is a massive, 

elliptical, transparent 

plastic horn which 

spreads out from the 

Lowther unit to reach a 

height of 1.65 metres 

and width of 0.92 

metres.With a quoted 

sensitivity of 98dB and 

an 8ohm load, the FH001, not surprisingly, doesn't come cheap.This 

of cutting edge design and old-school, traditional hi-fi will set you back 

£5,875 for the pair. 

mix 

Ferguson Hill Studios 

Tel: +44 (0)20 7284 0969 

STYLISH NEW SPINNER FROM UNISON 

This month sees the launch of Unison Research's first ever source component, the stylish Unico CD player.This smart 

looking silver disc spinner features, as you'd imagine from the valve amp specialists, a 

vacuum tube output stage, 

along with a 24/192 all-

time high quality 

upsampling DAC and a 

brushless CD mechanism. 

Further features include 

an oversized 

programmable display 

window.The player comes 

supplied with a very smart 

and ergonomic 32 button, 

wood finished Unico 

system remote handset 

and there's also a choice of 

filter settings.The Unico CD 

player is priced in the UK at £ 1095. 

UKD 

Tel: +44 (0) I 753 52669 

www.ukd.co.uk 
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O.UBIC CURRENT 

Those owners of power 

hungry amplifiers who want 

clean, isolated mains could find 

an answer in the neat form of 

the new Qube from Isotek. 

This product is designed to 

supply the highest-end amps 

on the market and is available 

in three versions - I kW, 2kW 

or 4kW output. Inside is a 

truly massive hand-wound El 

isolation transformer with 

Faraday screens which is preceded 

with various parallel x and y class 

BRONZED AND FIT 

Iseirek 
THE OU B E 

Monitor Audio have introduced their new Bronze Series 

of 'speakers to the market. There are four new generation 

models, the Bronze BI, B2, B4 and Centre.They feature 

KEF'S BACK TO BASS 

filter capacitors.The outer casing is 

heavily constructed from non-

magnetic metal and there is 

mechanical isolation and 

stability provided by three 

specialist feet from RDC. 

Weighing a hefty 34kilos, the 

Qube is priced at an equally 

heavy £2,250 for the 4kW 

version which lowers to £ 1,495 

for 2kW and £ 1,195 for the 

I kW version.All come with a 

lifetime guarantee. 

Ii 

Activ Distribution 

Tel: + 44 (0)1635 291357 

www.activdistribution.com 

all-new enclosures constructed from 18mm MDF 

throughout, with a choice of Black Ash or Beech vinyl and 

are extensively braced for minimal resonance, All models 

are bi-wirable and also feature the company's new 

bass/mid drive unit. This uses a metal matrix polymer 

cone and an injection moulding process is employed to 

give differing thicknesses at critical points of the cone. 

The ceramic coated C-CAM tweeter has been improved 

since the previous range and now claims to have wider 

dispersion characteristics. 

The two-way standmount BI is priced at £ 150, the 

larger B2 is £200 and the 

floorstanding B4 is £350, with the 

new Centre model priced at 

£130. 

Monitor Audio Ltd. 

Tel: + 44 (0)1268 740580 

www.monitoraudio.co.uk 

KEF Audio have announced details of a new, top-range subwoofer.The PSW 4000 uses a 12" 

long throw drive unit in a downward firing, bass reflex configuration.The unit is housed in a 

hand finished cabinet which features a smoked-glass top.The sub 

is intended as a 'stand alone' unit for pairing with 

the new QX or top-range Reference 

series loudspeakers. Inside the cabinet 

is a 500W Class D amplifier, showing 

the PSW 4000 comes well equipped 

and should be no slouch. It also features 

radio remote control of output level, 

phase and the low pass filter controls. 

Available in a choice of three wood 

finishes, it is priced at £ 1,200. 

KEF Audio Ltd. 

Tel: + 44 (0)1622 672261 

www.kef.com 

Here's a selection of what 

we hope to bring you in the 

next issue: 

MUSICAL FIDELITY 

TRI-VISTA SACD 

PLAYER 

This is the new flagship digital disc 

player from Musical Fidelity. Will it 

impress us? Find out in four weeks 

time. 

EXPOSURE 23 Et 28 PRE Er 
POWER AMPS 
From the revamped Exposure come 

their new top range amplifier combina-

tion in the Classic Series. 

QUAD 99 CD PLAYER 
With the company firing on all cylin-

ders, this latest much heralded CD 

spinner could be one of the best sound-

ing on the market. 
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Pro-Ject 

Exclusively at 

Centres of 
EXCELLENCE 

Town Dealer Town Dealer 

Aberdeen Sevenoaks 
Aldridge (West Mids) Sound Cinergy 

Ashby De La Zouch buck Audio 
Bedford Richards A/V 
Birmingham ( Solihull Music Matters 

Birmingham (Edgbaston) Music Matters 
Brentwood Audio T 

Bristol Radford HIFI 
Bristol Audio Excellence 
Cambridge The Audio°le 
Cardiff Sevenoaks SEtV 
Castleford Eric Wiley 

Chester Audio Excellence 
Colchester Grayston SaV 
Darlington HI-FI Experience 
Doncaster The Hi-FI Studios 

°unstable Technosound 
East Grinstead Audio Designs** 
Edinburgh Corner 
Edinburgh Russ Andrews* 
Exeter Sevenoaks SEW* 

Glasgow Glasgow Audio 
Harrow Harrow Audio** 
Helston, Cornwall Sounds Perfection 
Hitchin, Herts David Orton A/V 

Huddersfield Huddersfield Hi- Ft 
Hull Sevenoaks SFr V 

Ipswich Sevenoaks SEtV Ortofon only 
Ireland ( Dungannon) Kronos Hi-Fi Pro-ject only 
Kidderminster Midland Audio' 

Leamington Stratford Hi- El 
Leeds Sevenoaks SEtV 
Leeds Yorkshire Audio** 
Leicester Leicester Hi-Fi 
Lincoln Sevenoaks SEtV 
London (East Sheen) Choice Hi-Fi 
London (Euston) Kamla 
London (Ho'burn) Sevenoaks SEtV 
Maidenhead Audio Venue 
Manchester Practical HIFI 
Manchester Sevenoaks SEtV** 
New Malden, Surrey Unilet 
Newbury BEtB 
Newcastle Lintone Audio 
Norwich Sevenoaks SEtV 
Nottingham Notts Hi-FI Centre 
Oxford Oxford Audio 
Peterborough Sevenoaks SEtV 
Rainham (Kent) Progressive Audio 
Reading BEtB 
Reading Audio T. 
Salisbury Salisbury Hi-Fi** 
Sheffield Moorgate Acoustics 

Southampton Phase Three* 
Swansea Sevenoaks SEV 
Swiss Cottage Sevenoaks SEtV 
Warrington Doug Brady' 
Worthing Phase Three 
Yeovil Mike Manning' 
York Vickers Hi-Fi 

For a full dealer list and more information riintutit: 

Henley Designs Ltd, Unit Il Nloorbrook. Southmead Industrial Park, Dideot, Oxon, OX Il 7HP 

el: 01235 511166, Fax: 01235 511266, E-mail info ke henle designs.co.uk.111111.henle,designs.co.uk 



STYLE 
TRIAL 
With the growing popularity of multichannel DVD, big name loudspeaker manufac-
turers are trying to appeal to the domestically aware audiophile who wants 

surround- sound. We listen to four of the latest satellite and subwoofer surround 
'speaker packages. 

• 

Tannoy FX5.1 

Linn Classik 

n an attempt to prove that 

surround-sound needn't be a 

hazardous mountain of boxes 

and wires, hi-fi manufacturers 

now offer compact satellite 

and subwoofer systems 

designed to blend into the home 

unobtrusively. Aesthetic discretion is 

the key word here but the real art of 

this approach is getting something 

that is small and discrete to sound 

good - alas, it's always been the way. 

This problem grows with the 

emergence of high resolution 

formats such as DVD-A and SACD. 

How do we get to realise the quality 

( 
\...;•°"" 

Focal JM LAB SIB & CUB 

Mirage Omnisat SE 

potential of these new audio formats 

from small, inexpensive wall or shelf 

mountable satellites and a 

subwoofer? Loudspeaker manufac-

turers have always struggled to get a 

big sound from a small box, so with 

the unobtrusively small speakers 

appropriate for these new formats 

they've well and truly got their work 

cut out. 

By their nature DVD-A and 

SACD demand high quality 

loudspeakers to do justice to the 

detail, dynamics and breadth of 

frequency response inherent in the 

recording. In the past it's taken 

'speaker packages in the region of 

£4,000-plus to give a realistic taster 

of the high res, banquet that awaits. 

Here we've gathered together 

four satellite and subwoofer packages 

at different price points that attempt 

to fill the gap for both multichannel 

movie soundtracks and high 

resolution audio. From the likes of JM 

Lab, Linn, Mirage and Tannoy these 

set ups claim to be as effective with 

music as they are with movies. It's a 

tough task and they're facing a strong 

headwind.Turn the page to find out 

how they sail in these choppy 

waters... 
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World Verdict elm 
Good extended treble and a spacious 
sound are marred by the poor 
performance of the subwoofer. 
Otherwise it's good value for money. 

TANNOY FX5.1 

At just a tad under £600 the Tannoy 

FX5.I system is the most affordable 

package in the test. It consists of five 

tiny (40 x 97 x 95mm) satellites and a 

powered 100watt subwoofer and 

comes complete with attachment 

brackets and screws, plus 25m bell-

wire type cable. 

Tannoy's WidebandTm technology 

has filtered down from their top spec 

models.This claims to extend the 

frequency response up to a quoted 

78kHz - ideal, in theory, for DVD-A 

and SACD information.The satellites 

are shielded, so close placement to a 

TV is possible.They use a 75mm 

paper cone mid/bass driver which is 

coupled to a Wideband 19mm 

titanium dome high frequency unit. 

There are optional, matching stands 

or supplied wall brackets. 

The subwoofer isn't the best built 

of the test but it's of decent 

dimensions with an internal 8" drive 

unit and a 100watt RMS amplifier. It 

possesses both high (speaker cable) 

or low (line level) inputs. Controls 

and functions are more basic than 

found elsewhere but just about make 

it flexible enough. 

The FX5.I satellites aren't as 

rough and ragged as you'd expect at 

the price, having a smooth, if slightly 

thin, response. Using just two 

satellites in stereo CD mode gave a 

forward and surprisingly full sound. 

With the Queens Of The Stoneage's 

'Songs For The Deaf the fast rhythms 

held up well and the overall sound 

CC= 

was nicely smooth without bordering 

on muffled.Vocals and other midrange 

information was good - they're not 

neutral or particularly 'hi-fi' but were 

still very enjoyable. 

Problems came in the bass, 

though, which was a bit too plummy 

for my liking - it's not the leanest 

sound around. Consequently lower 

frequency information is lost in a kind 

of 'one note' bass response - 

especially with dance music or R 'n' 

B. 

I moved on to multichannel high 

resolution audio with the help of 

Pioneer's DV-757 and Denon's AVR-

3802 receiver. First on was a cracking 

classical disc of Dvorak's Ninth 

symphony on Teldec.The sound was 

pretty good - although subtle 

dynamics were lost.Tonally there was 

a nice balance and a good sense of 

spaciousness, thanks to the extended 

treble of the satellites. Upper strings, 

although forward, weren't overtly 

scratchy or bright and woodwind was 

nice and airy. 

With movies the sound was very 

good, the bumps and thumps in the 

fight scenes of 'Crouching Tiger, 

Hidden Dragon' were full and meaty, 

the sub being better suited to the 

lack of subtlety of a film soundtrack. 

The FX5.I has a balanced and 

extended sound from the satellites 

and a nice out of the box appeal. 

Where the system is let down, 

especially with subtle music, is with 

the subwoofer which can sound 

tubby and slow, This apart, though the 

system represents decent value for 

money. 

Tannoy FX5. I £599 

Tannoy UK Ltd. 

Tel: 01236 420199 

www.tannoy.com 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 

The tiny satellites within Tannoy's 

system have been neatly tailored to 

give reasonably even output right up 

to 20kHz.There's no peaking and 

the pink noise test signal sounded 

smooth and natural. Of all the 

satellites the miniature Tannoys had 

the smoothest measured frequency 

response by far. However, they barely 

make it down to 100Hz and output 

above this frequency - in the lower 

midband - peaks up, suggesting the 

boxes will sound tubby and likely 

coloured. Sensitivity was very low at 

79dB but as a load the satellites 

should be easy enough. 

The subwoofer only just makes 

it down to 40Hz (-6dB) and it's 

peaky. Used on the floor, against and 

end wall should allow it to drive 

room modes however, bringing up 

output.The gain control was 

unusably coarse in adjustment; even 

with a high resolution real-time 

spectrum analyser I could barely get 

its settings right. In use I suspect few 

owners will get it accurately tuned. 

The Tannoy system has been 

cleverly tailored to get the most 

from budget components. It should 

sound smoother and more 

detailed than the others, but 

with poorer bass and possibly 

more colouration. 

NK 

I 6 
e 

Frequency response 

12 78 400 2k 7k 29k 
frequency (Hz) 

Impedance 
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FOCAL.JM LAB SIB 

Et CUB 

One of this company's strengths is 

the quality of its in-house designed 

and built drive units, although tests 

show nothing out of the ordinary in 

this case.The Sib satellites share a 

theme in many of the company's 

designs: their C-shaped baffles echo 

the 'FocusTime' technology found in 

the Electra and Utopia which claims 

to ensure complete "temporal 

coherence". 

The Sib, like the rest of the 

group test candidates, can be 

positioned in a variety of locations. 

Like the rest of the company's 

designs it offers a high sensitivity (a 

quoted 90dB) and uses a I I Omm 

synthetic cone mid/bass unit and a 

19mm "metallised" plastic-dome 

tweeter (as opposed to the 

company's house-style inverted 

domes). Build quality is good for the 

money, with solid binding posts and a 

generally robust feel, There are 

lockable, dual-purpose support 

brackets which can act as a stand and 

- when flipped over - a wall 

mounting bracket.The drive units are 

magnetically shielded. 

The Cub subwoofer is cube 

shaped and measures a compact 

30cm in all directions. Again. it is well 

constructed and finished for the 

money.The drive unit is an 8" in-

house design loaded by a laminar 

port tube which is flared at both 

ends. Inside the Cub is a 150W 

amplifier with effective reproduction 

down to 35Hz. Connection is via 

'speaker cable from the amplifier 

(high level) or low level line inputs. 

The Sib/Cub pairing has an 

overall well balanced sound - one of 

the best in the test as far as 

comparison to a full range 

loudspeaker is concerned . This is 

due mainly to good integration and a 

well designed conventional two-way 

configuration of the Sibs.With two 

channel stereo in the shape of 

commercial rock/pop CDs the 

combination put up a good show, 

with a nice spread of sound and 

plenty of space, but there was a hard 

edge at times to the upper mid and 

treble that made vocals a tad sibilant. 

Bass was firm and deep, though, with 

discernable notes as opposed to 

mere noise. 

With DVD-A and SACD 

programme the sound was quite well 

refined and a good amount of detail 

retrieved from the discs.The package 

was best utilised here than in stereo 

(a common trait in all of the set ups) 

as the sound encompassed the room 

well and had a decent (but not 

superb) clarity. 

With music, this set up wasn't 

the smoothest or warmest around 

but was still involving enough. 

However it worked well with movie 

soundtracks where a good dynamic 

range was displayed. 

Overall for the money, the Sib 

and Cub combination isn't a bad buy 

but there's better to be found. It 

offers a good balance between detail 

and excitement and can go loud, but 

isn't necessarily a sound that will suit 

audiophiles as well as videophiles as 

it lacks warmth and low level detail. 

Focale Lab SIB & CUB £859 

Focal. JM Lab UK Ltd. 

Tel: +44 (0)121 616 5126 

www.focaljmlab.com 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 

The small JM Lab satellites sounded 

fierce with a pink noise test signal 

and measurement showed why.They 

are peaky right across the audio 

band, with a strong treble rise at 

I 6kHz. However, the flip side to this 

is that they do get right up to 16kHz 

before output rolls off, so will have 

more sparkle and detail than the 

'speakers from Tannoy or Linn. 

However, treble quality is likely to be 

poor by hi-fi standards and this will 

be noticeable. 

At the other end of the 

frequency spectrum the small 

satellites peak up at I25Hz before 

lower bass rolls away fast.They may 

well sound thrummy as a result. 

Sensitivity was good at 86dB sound 

pressure level, but this was partly 

due to the fact that impedance 

plummets to an incredibly low 

2.5ohms in the midband and bass. If 

volume is turned up, this may upset 

some amplifiers. 

The subwoofer reaches down to 

40Hz, like so many, before output 

rolls off. As with all these 

subwoofers the presence of internal 

amps ensures there's plenty of 

energy down to this 

frequency. so the combo will 

sound weighty enough. 

The JM Lab system has 16. 

bandwidth, but it will likely 

sound fierce and unrefined. 4• 

Impedance is too low as well. 

NK 
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Very well constructed, the Sib Er Cub 
package is very versatile and good 
sounding but when it comes to 
ultimate refinement with music, 
doesn't quite cut it with its hard upper 
registers. 
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World Verdict 1111111 4 
Not the last word in dynamics or detail 
but a smooth and open sound that's 
especially good with music. The Afekt 
is a good, tight subwoofer which adds 
speed to the sound. 

[INN CLASSIK SPEAKER 

PACKAGE 
We have here yet another 

combination of names that could also 

be a range of office products from a 

certain home furnishing superstore. 

The Classic Speaker package consists 

of five Unik satellite units, an Afekt 

"bass reinforcement" speaker (that's 

"subwoofer" to you and 1) and, should 

you wish, five Kollum stands for your 

Uniks to sit on! 

The Unik is a 'full range' design 

that's compact and neat.The name 

may be akin to a certain furniture 

company's range but the product 

build isn't - they're as easy as pie to 

assemble. Get your Unik from its box, 

put together one of the simply 

constructed 'optional extra' Kollum 

stands (should you need them) and 

screw it on top - hey presto! 

The Unik has a one-piece case 

and shouldn't fall apart in two days. 

It's not as well put together as JM 

Lab's Sibs, but it's solid enough 

nonetheless.They're a commendably 

simple design which makes placement 

easy, too.They can also be wall 

mounted (with the aid of a Linn 

'Brakit' - seriously!) or even Blu 

tacked onto an appropriately located 

shelf. 

Sometimes, the subwoofers 

supplied with packages leave a lot to 

be desired but the Afekt that's part of 

the Classik package isn't. It's a small 

but substantially built bass unit that 

has quite a bit in common with its 

larger Sizmik stablemate.This is the 

most comprehensive - and labour 

intensive - sub in the test when it 

comes to set up. It has a digital display 

and three push buttons to execute all 

of the functions which involves a bit 

of trial and error for success. 

Don't chuck out your Quads, but 

compared to many other similar 

products the Linn setup does 

impress. In bog standard two channel 

CD mode with Queens Of The 

Stoneage they gave a convincing, if not 

all encompassing, reading of discs. 

Bass weight was good and very fast 

and the Uniks don't suffer from eye 

gouging tinny treble.They are fairly 

heavily but nicely rolled off and 'even 

response' sounding with good vocal 

projection.This gives a very smooth 

and warm sound that whilst not the 

most detailed around is one of the 

easiest to live with. Integration 

between sub and sats (perhaps the 

most important factor in the test) 

was very good but you need to work 

on it to achieve this - be warned. 

Again, the detail that could be 

achieved in Ravel's La Valse on a fine 

MDG DVD-A disc was missing 

somewhat but there was a good 

sense of space created and in 

surround-mode they produced an 

encompassing sound that made for 

very enjoyable listening. 

With their roll-off, though, the 

Uniks can't really do full justice to the 

bandwidth of DVD-A. Having said 

this, the Poulenc Organ Concerto 

multichannel SACD disc sounded 

very good, with a fine sense of 

ambience and spatial depth.Tonal 

balance was good too, with a 

commendable, if not tip-top, relay of 

instrumental colour. Movie 

soundtracks didn't grab me by the 

collar but the Linns managed to 

convey a full, bass tight sound 

nonetheless. 

As you've probably gathered, the 

Classik package is smooth sounding 

and makes a refreshing change to 

preconceptions of what a system like 

this generally sounds like.The Afekt is 

a very a tight sounding subwoofer 

that adds a certain speed and sparkle 

to the overall sound. It's a system 

that's easy to live with its smooth and 

easy going. yet punchy sound. 

Linn Classik speaker package £ 1,320 

Linn Products Ltd 

Tel: +44 (0) 141 307 7777 

www.linn.co.uk 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 

The small Unik has a soft, warm 

balance, obvious from the pink noise 

test signal. Its measured response 

shows this is caused by a distinct 

treble roll off, frequencies above 

6kHz measuring -5dB down. 

However, at least the Unik is not 

ragged at high frequencies, a 

common problem in small full range 

loudspeakers. 

Bass rolls off fairly early, 

measuring -3dB at 100Hz.Wall 

mounting will help but it lacks bass 

like all small 'speakers. Sensitivity 

was a very low 80dB, again like its 

rivals. 

The Afekt can be integrated 

nicely.When correctly adjusted it 

extends response smoothly down to 

40Hz.As output drops away below 

this frequency the Afekt really 

enables the small Unik to get down 

as far as a modest sized conventional 

loudspeaker. It isn't a true 

subwoofer, although on the 

floor and against a wall it will 

give very strong bass, no 

doubt. 16 

This combo measures 

well enough and some may 

appreciate its apparent 

smoothness. NK 

Si 
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MIRAGE OMNISAT SE 

The Omnisats are strange beasts and 

unlike your average loudspeaker.They 

can be attached to the wall or 

planted atop of the matching stands 

via brackets supplied with each 

'speaker. Unlike the Tannoy or Linn 

packages, no wiring is supplied but 

'real' good quality binding posts are 

featured. 

The omnipolar technology 

radiates the sound throughout the 

full 360 degrees, which is achieved by 

using two drive units - a midrange 

and a tweeter.The tweeter is 

mounted above the mid/bass unit and 

a reflector is offset and angled above 

the tweeter. 

The 0M-200 subwoofer that 

makes up the 'SE' version (there's 

another, cheaper version with a 

smaller subwoofer) weighs no less 

than 32kilos and is bi-polar, firing in 

opposite directions in a bass reflex 

design.This is by no means your bog 

standard sub/sat package inclusion. 

It's an attractive looking device, with 

three controls for gain, phase and a 

low pass filter, plus a switch for 

either music or movies (the latter 

being weightier and overall less 

subtle).The two drive units are 8" 

titanium-deposit polypropylene 

hybrids and use hefty 28oz magnets. 

Amplification is from a 200W mosfet 

class A/B design. Although available 

separately the 0M-200 was designed 

to work especially with the Omnisats 

in mind. 

By its nature, the Omnisat 

system is entirely different from 

anything else in the test.They are 

impressively transparent, to an extent 

the other auditionees can only 

dream of.The sound is also big, very 

big - thanks to that very big 

subwoofer. It has to be used carefully, 

as by its sonic weight it can 

overwhelm but it does give amazing 

breadth and kick to the sound. 

The Queens Of The Stoneage 

CD saw the omnisats giving a big and 

airy sound but compressed rock 

studio mixes - no matter how good - 

sounded muddled through theses 

'speakers with a swamped upper 

midrange (thanks to heavy guitar 

lines) which became ragged and hard 

edged. But the bass was superb! 

Things were changed for the 

better with Ravel's orchestra piece, 

La Valse in DVD-A multichannel 

mode. Here the Omnisats could 

showed their strengths with a 

spacious and natural sound, one that 

rose impressively high into the room. 

This isn't imaging in the traditional 

sense of the word, but the sound 

was still spread impressively 

throughout the stage - it's just that 

it's hard to tell where the stage 

actually is! 

Integration was good, the sub 

carrying on naturally from where the 

Omnisats left off. Again, with the 

multichannel Poulenc SACD discs the 

sound was spacious but there were a 

few minor problems with producing 

natural timbres of instruments.The 

system could often sound edgy and 

synthetic. In movie mode the system 

gave a good account of itself, 

delivering deep bass and a big, if not 

an overtly dynamic sound. 

The Omnisat system excels in 

transparency and overall 

spaciousness. However, it can at 

times sound ragged and incoherent, 

with an edgy upper frequency range. 

Mirage Omnisat SE £ 1,595 

API (UK) Ltd. 

Tel: +44 (0)1787 249656 

www.miragespeakers.com 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 

The large side-firing subwoofer of 

this system gives it a measurable 

advantage over the others. It gets 

down to 20Hz, a frequency low 

enough to give it. the sort of floor 

shaking subsonics the others can't 

quite manage. With some peaking at 

40Hz, bass from this system will 

likely sound big and gutsy. 

On their own the Mirage pod 

satellites get down to 140Hz or so 

before output rolls down fast, so 

they cannot be used solo if bass is 

wanted.Their output is peaky and a 

massive phase plate in front of the 

concentric tweeter predictably kills 

its output above 8kHz, not a subtle 

Frequency response 

piece of engineering. Sensitivity was level 

low at 82dB for the satellite alone 

and impedance normal enough, 

making it a reasonable amplifier 0. 

load. -5« 

The Mirage system is peaky and 

crude, but it does have the 

advantage of producing deeper bass 

than the others - or most floost-

anders if it comes to that. 

NK 
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Impressively transparent and spacious 
with especially deep bass from the 
sub, but the sound is perhaps too 
quirky to consistently appeal. 
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COUNTDOWN TO 

21 - 23 February 2003 

10am - 5pm every day 

at the Marriott Hotel, 

Lower Castle St., Bristol 

GETTING TO THE SHOW 
By train: Temple Meads Station is a short 
distance from the Marriott and is 
accessible by bus, foot or taxi. 
By car: from the M4 take 119 (M32 - 

Bristol). Follow signs for City Centre and 
RAC signs to the Show. 

SOUND 
JISION 

THE BRISTOL SHOW 

MSJI7 

Easy local parking in Broadmead 
and Bond Street NCPs. 

MS.110 
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ORGANISED BY 
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SOUTH WALES 
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WHAT HITI? 
SOUND AND VISION 

N D 
SrLdISION 
THE BRISTOL SHOW 
SEE Fa HEAR ALL THE LATEST PRODUCTS 
UNDER ONE ROOF, INCLUDING... 

ACOUSTIC ENERGY: the UK launch of the new AE1 MkIll loudspeaker 

CELESTION: Soundstyle Electronics DVD player and Home Cinema Receiver 

CYRUS: we've been promised some new CD players! 

DYNAUDIO: First UK showing of the revised Contour Range and more 

KEF: displaying the new XQ series and the brand new Reference Model 206DS 

dipole surround 

LOEWE: new Aventos television, using the latest Loewe technology 

MERIDIAN: 598 DVD-Audio player 

MISSION: First public showing of the M7 sub and M3 sub/sat system 

NAD: T752 - their first home cinema receiver with 7.1 surround decoding 

NAIM: World Premiere of the much anticipated CDS3 CD player 

TEAC: Legacy systems make an appearance 

WHAT HI-FI? SOUND & VISION: there in person to answer all your questions 

GREAT DEALS AND SPECIAL OFFERS AVAILABLE ONLY AT THE SHOW - PLUS YOUR 
CHANCE TO WIN SOME SUPERB PRIZES IN THE SHOW COMPETITION 

Admission 

Adults f 7.00; Students/OAPs/UB4Os £3.50; Accompanied children under 16 free 

BRANDS ON SHOW INCLUDE: 
Acoustic Energy, Acoustic Research, Aloia, Alphason, Anthony Gallo Acoustics, Arcam, Argento, ART, 
Atacama, Audionet, Audioquest, AVID, B&W, B-Tech, Bandridge, Beyer Dynamic, Black Rhodium, 
Boston Acoustics, Bryston, Cabasse, Canton, Cable Talk, Celestion, Chapter Audio, Cherished Record 
Company, Chord Company, Chord Electronics, Classe, Clearaudio, Clearlight Audio, Creek, Cyrus, Denon, 
Diverse Vinyl, DreamVision, Dynaudio, ECS, Eclipse TD, Ecosse, Epos, Elac, Emotive Excellence, 
FDM Furniture, Future Glass, Gamut, Goldring, Heco, Hi-Fi Plus, Hi-Fi World, In Focus, Isotek, lxos, Jamo, 
JM Lab, KEF, KM Acoustics, Leema Acoustics, Lehman, Lexicon, Living Voice, Loewe, Mi Acoustics, Magnat, 
Marantz, Meridian, Michell Engineering, Mission, Monitor Audio, Mordaunt Short, NAD, Naim Audio, 
Neat Acoustics, Nordost, O'Heocha Designs, One for All, Onkyo, Optimum International, Opus, Ortofon, 
OWL, Path Premier, Pioneer, PMC, Primare, Pro-Ac, Profigold, Project, Prowire, PSB, PURE Digital, Puresonic, 
QED, Quadraspire, Redline, Rega, REL, Revolver, Roksan, Rotel, Ruark, Russound, Sennheiser, Shun Mook, 
Sony, Sonus Systems, Soundstyle, Spendor, Stands Unique, Sugden, Tact Audio, TAG McLaren Audio, 
Target, Teac, Tech + Link, Tivoli Audio, Topodis Storage, Totem Acoustics, Trichord Research, 
True Colours Industries, Tube Technology, Vibe Technology, Vienna Acoustics, Videologic, Vivadi, Vivanco, 
Vivante, Voodoo Isolations, VPI, What Hi-Fi? Sound & Vision, Wilson Benesch and Yamaha 

For the very latest information on new product launches check 

www.bristolshow.co.uk 



CONCLUSION 
f one thing has been apparent 

in this test it's that to get the 

full potential of DVD-A and 

SACD multichannel music you 

really require top quality, high 

end loudspeakers for the job. 

Whist the systems in the test all 

played surround-sound in an involv-

ing and a satisfactory way none of 

them came close to reproducing 

DVD-A the way it can be produced. 

Although being touted as being 

acceptable for multichannel music, 

they are just that - acceptable, not 

superb. 

It's the age old argument of size; 

products such as this, even the big 

sounding Mirage with the hefty 

subwoofer, are restricted by 

dimension and won't reproduce the 

scale and dynamics that are 

absolutely essential to deliver high 

resolution audio. It is, and will 

perhaps remain, essentially a high-end 

and therefore expensive area, where 

only the best (or nearly best) will do. 

This not only applies to 'speakers but 

to amplification and source as well. 

That said, it was very interesting 

listening to the systems in this test 

Linn Classik 

and they differed vastly. Firstly, none 

of them actually impressed enough 

for me to rush out to my local 

retailer. However, all of them had 

appealing traits of one kind or 

another and all of them easily fit 

unnoticed into a domestic 

environment. 

These systems are really for 

those who must make some kind of 

sonic sacrifice for domestic harmony. 

For best all round listening the 

Linn Classik system was perhaps 

best. Whilst the build of the Uniks 

doesn't really reflect their price, they 

produce a smooth and sophisticated 

sound. However, whilst very 

listenable and musical they work 

better as a two-channel sub/sat 

system as opposed to a wide 

bandwidth all encompassing surround 

package.The Linn Afekt subwoofer is 

a good one, with a lean and tight 

sound that adds oomph and speed to 

the package. 

If you want more slam and 

excitement, then the well built JM 

Labs Sib & Cub could be your bet. 

Whilst they are upfront and 

immediate, though, they can also be 

%1•03;°. 
Focal JM LAB SIB & CUB 

tonally unbalanced at times and could 

usefully integrate better. Bass is 

pretty good, though. 

The Mirage Omnisats are a 

strange one - literally.Their looks are 

definitely an acquired taste, as is the 

sound. It's very open and transparent 

for such a product and the bass from 

that large sub is deep and powerful, 

but it's not always that well balanced 

and there is a fairly sharp rise in the 

upper mid and treble. Not subtle, but 

certainly exciting - and that 

transparency helps with DVD-A and 

SACD. 

The Tannoys are, in a way, very 

good value. If the sub was technically 

more proficient it would be excellent 

value for money. The sats are open 

sounding and smooth and have 

excellent extension thanks to the 

Wideband tweeter. 

Unfortunately though, none of 

the systems are truly audiophile in 

performance. For that you'll need to 

go bigger, better and more expensive. 

If space and style are a priority then 

getting a listen to any of these 

systems should influence your 

choice. 

Mirage Omnisat SE 
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SEE WHERE IT TAKES YOU 

"You can see how people become Naim addicts can't you" 

Grammophone 

"AWARDS WINNER 2002, PROCESSOR OF THE YEAR" 

Hi-fi News 

"Nairn's Magical Movie machine" 

What Hi-fi 

"The belle of my particular home theatre ball" 

Perfect Vision 

"Makes any film a delight to watch" 

Stereoplay 

"Naim's first multi 

"Completely convincing" 

Prestige Audio Video 

em is so, 

Hi-fi World 

"Cost no object dedicated av system, you won't find better than this" 

Essential Home Cinema 

Introducing the latest addition to the Series 5, the Naim AV2 (Audio Video) processor. It not only enhances anything you listen to, 

it makes everything you watch come to life. People talk about 'Surround Sound', at Naim we immerse you. 

THE ULTIMATE ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM 

WORLD CLASS HI FI For your nearest stockist call +44 (0)1722 332266. Or visit www.naim-audio.com 



WHAT THE 
WORLD IS 
WAITING FOR? 
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The latest generation universal player from Pioneer promises to take high resolution audio to 
the next level in terms of usability. Alan Sircom explains why. 

p
erformance of 
Pioneer's new top 

DVD player, the DV-

757Ai, has been signifi-

cantly improved, our 

lab report shows. But 

this performance upgrade is accom-

panied by greatly improved function-

ality. Being the company's top multi-

standard player, priced at £800, the 

757Ai supports DVD-Video, DVD-

Audio, Super Audio CD, CD and 

everything in between. 

There have been many 

improvements to its predecessor, the 

747, especially in the day-to-day 

operation of the player.The DV-

757Ai sports the latest version of 

Pioneer's GUI on-screen set-up 

display.This makes configuring the 

player even easier than ever before 

and takes the need for technological 

knowledge out of the set up 

procedure. 

What really pushes the DV-757Ai 

Into the 'must have' camp is that little 

'i suffix at the end of the name. It is 

short for i-Link and the player 

features two tiny i-Link connections 

on the back panel.The i-Link system 

comes from PC technology (it is also 

known as FireVVire and IEEE 1394 in 

the computer trade) and is used to 

connect high-speed data transfer 

devices together. Most commonly, i-

Link is seen between Digital Video 

camcorders and editing PC devices, 

or between high-quality, high capacity 

MP3 players and computers. It is a 

bidirectional, high-speed digital data 

transmission system that can retain 

the integrity of both data and 

security codes. So, i-Link can send 

DVD-Audio and SACD signals to a 

multi-channel processor in the digital 

domain, without undermining the 

watermarking or copy protection 

systems. Better still, because the link 

is bidirectional, it allows the player to 

sync-lock its datastream to the clock 

of the processor. 

i-Link also means an external 

decoder can apply DSP parameters 

(such as speaker distance and bass 

management) to the digital sound 

before converting it into analogue. 

And that's only the half of what 

i Link can offer. It also allows 

transferal of metadata' between i-

Link devices, so they can understand 

each other's parameters.This means, 

if you have a DV-757Ai connected to 

an amplifier, the amplifier will 

recognise the player, what kind of 

disc it is playing and any other 

information garnered from the 

internals of the player, using and 

displaying any relevant information 

accordingly. 

In an all-too-brief listening 

session with the DV-757Ai wired to 

a Pioneer AX I Oi amplifier (existing 

AX 10 owners will be able to 

upgrade to i-Link status soon), the 

difference between i-Link and 

conventional analogue outputs on a 

DVD-Audio disc was dramatic. 

Images are more focussed and 

precise, leading edges of percussion 

instruments have more attack, 

everything just sounds that bit more 

immediate and directed. 

On this player DVD-Audio discs 

had a dynamic scale and separation 

that sets it apart from its peers. 

There's not that much more detail 

on offer, but it's all presented in a 

very well-balanced manner that 

shows off the quality of both the 

player and the format. DVD-Audio 

artistes like Linkin Park and Missy 

Elliot can push this new format into 

brightness all too easily, but with the 

DV-757Ai handling replay, the sound 

leaves the disc sounding evenly 

balanced. 
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Meridian 192kHz 24bit CD Player 

BOOTH RCDVD STUART 

/MERIDIAN 

Meridian Audio Limited 

Stonehill, Stukeley Meadows 

Huntingdon, England PE29 6EX 

Tel 44 (0)1480 445678 

Fax 44 (0)1480 445686 

vvwvv.meridian-audio.com 

Meridian is the leader in high-end CD playback. 

Since we revolutionised the perfomance 

expectations of CD with the MCD-pro in 1984 

we have steadily advanced the art of digital 

audio. Our reputation in the field is further 

confirmed by the choice of MLP (Meridian 

Lossless Packing) as the mandated standard for 

DVD-Audio. 

The New Meridian 507 CD Player features 

192kHz 24- bit DACs for outstanding 

performance and the very latest laser assembly 

optimised for CD, CD- R, and CD-RVV. It comes 

packed with the Meridian MSR System remote. 



In SACD mode, I felt the player 

was slightly greyer and grainier than 

with DVD-Audio. Not so badly as to 

undermine the format, but by 

comparison to standalone SACD 

players.The machine still highlights 

what both stereo and multi-channel 

SACD has to offer the audiophile, 

but a good dedicated SACD/CD 

player still has the edge. Just. 

CD performance follows along 

similar lines.The Pioneer makes a 

good attempt at playing CD, 

considering it can support all those 

other audio/video formats, but it isn't 

as temporally focussed or as natural 

sounding as a decent standalone CD 

player. It comes very close though: 

close enough for the casual user not 

to complain about its sonic abilities. 

The vast soundstage of the live 

recordings on Rare on Air was 

slightly compressed and the 

machinegun pace of Eminem 

softened somewhat, but no other 

DVD player can do an intrinsically 

better job. 

On DVD-Video, it simply excels. 

The picture is precise and flexible 

(thanks to plenty of picture-shaping 

modes) and the addition of NTSC 

Progressive Scan is a boon to those 

with modern plasma displays and 

projectors, although it's more than 

good enough with regular TV sets 

through its RGB-compatible Scart 

socket. Likewise, the sound — 

whether Dolby Digital or DTS, 

through digital outputs or the built-in 

decoder — is big, bold and powerful 

when required, or subtle and 

articulate if the soundtrack calls for 

it. 

The only downside to all this is 

there are not many i-Link compatible 

amplifiers available at present. But 

that will change, and the Pioneer will 

remain one of the most significant 

DVD product launches this year. 

Future proofed and highly 

recommended. 

Pioneer DV-757Ai £799 

Pioneer GB Ltd. 

Tel:01753 789789 

www.pioneerco.uk 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 

Having passed on its first generation 

universal-play technology to Marantz 

and Onkyo, among others, Pioneer 

has raised the bar with its 'second 

generation' DV-757Ai.This player 

represents a significant advance on 

the DV-747, not least with the 

change from Crystal to a 

combination of Burr-Brown's 

PCM1738 (front) and PCM1702 

(centre, sub and rear) DACs.The A-

wtd S/N ratio is now some 108dB 

and while midrange distortion is 

broadly unchanged at —0.0009%, 

there's a worthwhile decrease in 

high frequency distortion to 0.002% 

(CD, 20kHz/OdBFs) and 0.009% at 

40kHz with DVD-A. 

The 40kHz plot not only 

demonstrates a marked 

improvement in dynamic range 

across the 20Hz-20kHz audioband 

but also reveals a substantial 

reduction (-40dB) in ultrasonic 

noise with DVD-A software. By way 

of comparison, this graph is 

reproduced with the same X/Y 

scaling as those for the Marantz and 

Onkyo players. It shows that while 

the Crystal DACs are responsible 

for the wash of requantisation noise 

in the latter, there's simply no 

avoiding the noise that's part-and-

parcel of the SACD encode process 

(bright blue trace). 

Erasing this noise may serve to 

highlight numerous digital spikes' in 

the dark blue DVD-A trace, but do 

bear in mind this measurement 

spans a monumental 130dB range. 

It's the reduction in ultrasonic 

rubbish that will ensure the DV-

757Ai is the more consistent 

performer with different amplifiers. 

Low 290psec jitter (also 

reproduced on the same scale as 

both the Marantz and Onkyo plots) 

reinforces this model's top-flight 

performance.The 88dB stereo 

separation at 20kHz is some I5dB 

short of what is expected, low-level 

resolution was some 0.8dB adrift 

with CD at -90dBFs and the digital 

filter offers just 79dB of attenuation 

(100dB+ is commonplace), but these 

could hardly be described as 

weaknesses. 

All this, plus an i-Link interface 

(Sony's trademarked version of IEEE 

;zw 

1394) to facilitate a direct digital link 

to Pioneer's forthcoming VSA-AXI0i 

amplifier, and the DV-757Ai is clearly 

setting the pace for all others to 

follow. Quite simply, this player has 

no competition. PM 

Frequency Response 

CD 

-0.02dB (20Hz) to -0.08dB (20kHz) 

SACD 

-0.02dB (20Hz) to - 13.0dB ( 100kHz) 

DVD-A ( I 92kHz) 

-0.02dB (20Hz) to -0.3dB (80kHz) 

Distortion (CD) 

-6dBFs 

-30dBFs 

-60dBFs 

-90dBFs 

Separation 

1 kHz 

20kHz 

Noise (IEC A) 

Output 

Left 

0.0009% 

0.0059% 

0.14% 

3.0% 

Right 

0.0008% 

0.0065% 

0. I 7% 

2.3% 

103dB 104dB 

88dB 90dB 

108.7dB I07.7dB 

I.94V I.93V 

World Verdict •••• 
An undeniably impressive and 
important product. This universal 
player makes good work of everything 
and is highly recommended. 
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The World's Finest Sound and Vision Systems 

Expert Multi-Channel and Multi-Room 

Installations - Nationwide 

Visit our West End store to see an incomparable selection of hi-fi componenR 
plasma screens and projection systems 

West 

KJ WEST ONE 

26 New Cavendish Street London W1G 8TY Phone: 020 7486 8262/3 

BRANCHES IN NORTHAMPTON (01604) 637871 & PETERBOROUGH (01733) 341755 

Ct:11 For yo 

°R0CMIRE 

\FREE COpyr 

www.kjwestone.com 



Ftc, PrTION 
OF THE TIMES 

Whilst separates are undoubtedly the choice for the committed audiophile, they may 
want something a little more user friendly elsewhere in the house. HFW listens to 

the latest two-box system from the masters of the art, Denon. 

enon have long been 

making 'mini systems' 

that whilst previously 

may not have 

matched similarly 

priced separates, 

have succeeded in getting pretty 

damned close. 

The new D-F 101 system that we 

review here consists of a two- unit 

'core system', the DRA-FI01, a well 

equipped stereo receiver, and the 

DCD-F101 CD player. In addition, we 

also used the matching SC-MI 01 

loudspeakers, co-designed with and 

manufactured by none other than 

Mission. As a bonus there's a choice 

of added 'extendables' to expand the 

set up. Both a matching MiniDisc 

separate and cassette deck are 

available as an extra recording media 

component. 

All the components have a highly 

polished finish, are well built but still 

remain sleek and attractive. Most 

striking is the aluminium front plate 

with inlaid soft reflective glass display 

windows, The matching 'speakers 

have a Beech finish ideal for today's 

style conscious abodes. All 

components have the same 

dimensions for perfect matching. 

The DRA-F101 receiver features 

an improved power supply and new 

circuits and delivers 3Swatts per 

channel.There are a total of five 

inputs including two tape loops and 

'speaker connection are via 'real' 

terminals that can accommodate 

4mm banana type plugs for high 

quality cable connection.The tuner 

section has RDS capability with 

Radiotext, search, program type and 

Traffic Program ID and 40 presets 

can be programmed. Bass and treble 

controls are present in the amplifier 

section. 

The other component in the 

core system, the CD player, is equally 

well equipped. It features a high 

performance 24bit/96kHz DAC, 8x 

oversampling digital filtering, optical 

digital output and the usual range of 

CD functions.There's also a daily 

alarm function and a full system 

remote that matches the sleek 

aesthetics of the set up. 

Sound wise the D-F I 01 and 

'speakers are a pretty impressive 

combination.With the Queens Of 

The Stoneage's 'Songs For The Deaf 

on CD, the system gave a good, 

muscular and detailed performance. 

You get audiophile-like traits such as 

commendable neutrality and tonal 

balance that won't be found 

elsewhere.There's little bass boom 

or unnecessary bloom to the sound. 

Vocals are clean and there's even 

sound staging to be had - although 

not to high-end extent! 

Classical music also fared well. 

It's not what this system is geared up 

for but it had a fair crack at 

reproducing the vast soundscapes of 

Bruckner.Tonal balance was again 

good and the complex, thick layers of 

the orchestration were surprisingly 

well produced.The tuner section was 

thrown into action and gave a good 

account of itself (not surprising 

considering the company's history 

with budget radio) with a full and 

clear sound on BBC Radio 3 and 4. 

Gripes? Well it isn't the last word 

in detail or sheer depth of sound and 

high frequency information such as 

violins can be a tad thin.Also, it 

won't perhaps perform as well as 

entry level products from the likes of 

NAD, but it's a more room friendly 

design. Here's the kind of product 

that will sit happily in a dedicated hi-

fi listener's bedroom or study 

without the need to be covered over 

when mates pop 'round for a tinny! 

Denon D-F I 0 I £349.99 

Denon 

Tel: +44 (0)1234 741 200 

www.denon.co.uk 

World Verdict IMO* 
Knocks the competition sideways. A 
clean, focussed and neutral sound that 
belies the concept of the 'mini system'. 
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definitive audio 

EXPERIENCE 

THE CHORD 

EFFECT! 
The first time you hear your 

sound system with Chord 

interconnecting cables will 

be the first time you've 

really heard it. 

Be warned - the effect can 

be shattering. 

Your eyes and ears will be 

opened. Your music will 

never sound the same 

again. 

Specify Chord 

cables - Hear 

the light! 

Irajr—"realfbibit 
ILVIMMLICAL1Cil 

MAW] FON 2 SILVER S VIDEO 

FOR SALES AND INFORMATION 

CALL: 01722 331674 FAX: 01722 411388 

E-MAIL: CHORD6r,CHORD.CO.UK 

OR VISIT US AT VVVVVV.CHORD.CO.UK 

Peddlers of fine wares, including: 

Record players: SME models 10,20 and 30: Kuzma Stabi, Stabi Reference-
Nottingham Analogue interSpace, Space Deck. Hyperspace and Dais: 

Michell Orbe, VPI AriesScout; Avid Volvere, Sequel and Acutus. 
Arms: Rega 300/600/900; SME Series IV and V; Kuzma Stogi; Triplanar. 
Cartridges: VanDenHul Grasshopper and Colibri; Kuzma KC Ref; EMT: 
Reson Reca and Elite; Cartridge Man Musicrnaker, Benz-Micro including 

Ruby Open Air. Kondo lo J. 
Amplifiers: Border Patrol; Canary, Sugdon, Art Audio: Monarchy; 

Western Electric; Icon, Tom Evans Audio Designs. SJS. 
CD Players: Wadia: Sugden, Primare: Resolution. 
Louspeakers: Living Voice, Vitavox - Lowther 

Cables and Tables by Living Voice. 

Sale of Part Exchange and Ex-dem Items 

Dynaudio Confidence 3, Rosewood perfect, boxed, giveaway. 
Horning Agathon - 98dB 2 way horn, mahogany 
Gamma Reference 5 speakers - gloss black - giveaway 
Mirage 8901 - fine condition - give away. 
Linn Kelidh - fine condition - give away. 
Art Audio Symphony (full chrome) 300 B SE 10 w. int. 
Art Audio Vinyl 1 mm phono stage. Chrome 
Art Audio VP1 line pre. Chrome 
Tune technology MAC niai and mr, phono - as new 
Audio Innovations L2 line pre 
Alchemist Forsetti ADP 15A integrated amp — remote control. 
Alchemist Forsetti ADP 20A stereo power amp. 
AudioNote Soro Phono integrated. Serviced, new valves 
Cary 2A3, 8 watt stereo with Cary pre amp. New valves. 
Unison Research Feather One line pre-amp. 
Mark Levinson 334 Power amp. April 02 boxed perfect 
Rod Rose Rosette 1 integrated, perfect, boxed. 
Trichord Dino phono stage and power supply. June '02 
Audio Research LS2 B line pre 
Pro Ac Tablette cherry 
Kinshaw Perception 2 box pre-amp - Give Away 
Voyd standard black — perfect — collectable joy. 
Ortofon Rohmen - June '02 < 10hrs use 
Origin Live Silver 250 

Sale New 

£2750 £4800 
£1500 £3400 
£1000 £4500 
£200 
£200 
£2250 £4000 
£1000 £1550 
£1000 £2000 
£900 £1400 
£350 £750 
£700 £1400 
£700 £1400 
£700 £1900 
£500 
£800 £1400 
£4000 £6000 
£1000 £2000 
£450 £650 
£1250 
£300 
£100 
£1500 
£600 £1000 
£500 £600 

Tel: 0115 973 3222 Fax: 0115 973 3666 
interne f: wwvv.definitiveaudio.co.uk email: shout@definitiveaudio.co.uk 

campalgn audio design 

Hi-Fi Cables Manufacturer and Supplier 

"Watt's the Solution," 
The AC mains is the most vital link in the hi-

ll chain. Pollution and voltage 
inconsistencies all play a part in spoiling 
musical ernoyment. Just listen to your 

equipment late at night - it will sound less 
grainy more fluid and involving. 

We have a range of mains cabling starting 
from £22.99 (or £7.00 per metre) which will 

open up and focus your systemproviding transparency and speed. Our silver OM 
cables, due to their high current capacities (up to240Amps), produce effortless 

music from current hungry devices. All mains connections are treated with a contact 
enhancer prior to shipping and soldered with Lead free 4% silver solder. 

Our analogue, video and digital cables make the most of available resolution. With 
precisely manufactured high bandwidth video cables you will experience an 

immediate improvement in picture quality. High purity silver and silver plated copper 
interconnects and speaker cables offer superior quality at down to earth prices. 

We have a cure for your noisy fridge or central heating boiler (0.50) enabling you to 

throw away that big noise suppressor that has been giving you that " sat upon" sound 
for years. There's lots we can do to bring you closer to die emotion and 

energy of the performance. So confidant are vie that you will be delighted that we 
offer a 21 day no quibble guarantee. 

CAMPAIGN AUDIO DESIGN 
Ty-Mawr Road (I1W) 

Cardiff CF3 3BS 
Tel:- 02920 779401 

Website: http://business.s irgin.neticad.cables/ 
0.11L1 

masterCard trade and International Enquiries Welcome. leMI 
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PERFECT 
HARMONY? 

Like the Ebony and Ivory on Stevie Wonder's piano, you'll find DVD-Audio and SACD 

logos sitting together happily on the fascia of Onkyo's brand new DV-SP800 DVD 

'universal' player. David Price listens in. 

B
efore some of its 
rivals even had an 

audiophile DVD play-

er, Pioneer came up 

with a dual format 

'universal' DVD-

Audio and SACD player last yearYou 

could almost hear the grinding of 

corporate teeth across the entire 

Asia Pacific region. 

It's a matter of some surprise, 

then, that the likes of Onkyo (and 

Marantz - see p38) have taken so 

long to catch up. Enter, finally, its DV-

SP800 DVD-Audio and SACD player. 

It packs a big punch for its 

£I,200 price tag. In addition to the 

aforementioned multi-format audio 

compatibility, there's full Lucasfilm 

THX-Ultra certification, a brace of 

Crystal multi-level delta-sigma 

I92kHz/24-bit audio DACs and 

Onkyo's Vector Linear Shaping 

Circuitry. Onboard DTS and Dolby 

Digital processing is provided, along 

with Onkyo's Direct-Digital Path 

switching to switch off that dreaded 

sound-destroying video circuitry.A 

welter of video goodies are also 

included, including progressive scan 

(via NTSC) and Analog Devices' 

108MHz/12-bit Noise Shaped video 

DACs. 

Weighing just 5kg, this player 

isn't built in the Japanese battleship 

mould - frankly, with all this gadgetry 

and gizmology there's precious little 

funds available for massive power 

supplies and cases hewn from pure 

copper.The fact that in the States it 

retails for just $ 1000 is further proof 

that this is a mass market design at 

heart, rather than a high-end 

audiophile product like, say, Marantz's 

SA-I2. Still, it's a neat enough design, 

much like the aforementioned 

Pioneer in the look and feel of the 

brushed aluminium fascia . Inside, a 

high quality shielded cable feeds the 

rear panel digital output that can be 

run at 24bit,96kHz resolution 

(although it won't run up to I92kHz 

or output DSD), Pioneer style. 

Power it up and you're hit with a 

sea of blue light - as is Onkyo's 

current practice - contrasting with a 

nice, soothing, orange display. Usefully 

it can be dimmed down to invisibility, 

and when used in conjunction with 

the Video Off switch (which turns off 

all the televisual goings on), it makes 

a useful improvement to this player's 

sonic performance. Otherwise, this 

machine's facilities are pretty average, 

the ergonomics not ideal (another 

typically muddled Japanese fascia 

sadly) and the overall feel very 

average - it doesn't have the 'aura' of, 

say, a British made £ I,000 hi-fi CD 

player. 

Despite its THX Ultra 

Certification - which in truth isn't 

directly relevant to audiophile hi-fi 

anyway - it's not one of the sonic 

stars at the price. However, neither is 

this Onkyo particular poor at 

anything either. Essentially it's been 

pitched right down the middle of the 

road in a way only the Japanese can 

do - think 'Toyota Corolla' in a sober 

metallic blue, or suchlike. 

Its CD performance is actually 

pretty good, to give it its due. 

Goldie's 'Timeless' sounded decently 

smooth and open, with a 

commendable amount of midband 

detailing and reasonable dynamics. 

Unlike the risible standards of some 

big name DVD players of late ( playing 

CD, that is) the Onkyo proved 

perfectly able to make a nice noise 

with no sign that it was on the 

backfoot. Bass wasn't terribly strong, 

but had a reasonably warm and 

generous nature - pleasantly soft, you 

could say. Midband was even and 

open with a fairly clear window onto 

the soundstage, with wide ( if not 

particularly strong or well defined) 

imaging. Only in the treble - as per 

the Pioneer DV747A - did this player 

sound a little shut in, with a 

conspicuous lack of energy or 

definition. Still, at least it wasn't 

harsh. 
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Performance: get it out of your system. 

NAD 
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Introducing an electrifying first' — a breakthrough for home 

entertainment. Now A/V sounds as good as NAD. For 3o years the critics 

have raved about NAD audio innovations. Winning awards has become 

something of a habit for us. Now you have the advantage of NAD sound 

quality in a more stirring, more emotion-packed A/V experience. Our 

engineers call it c n and it's an NAD exclusive. 

9p.m: itte 

Film soundtracks truly come alive, music is maximized — suddenly your 

entire cinematic experience is heightened with sensational sound. 

To fully appreciate how NAD takes music and home entertainment 

further, contact Lenbrook UK for your nearest specialist NAD A/V dealer. 

Shown here: T562 OVO/CO Player and T762 Surround Sound Receiver. 

www.nadelectronics.com 

powered by passion 

Lenbrook UK Ltd, Unit 2 Old Wolverton Road, Old Wolverton, Milton Keynes MK125NP 

tel: 01908 319360 e-mail: info@lenbrook.co.uk web: www.lenbrook.co.uk 

NAD 

LenbrooK 
UK LTD 



Moving to DVD-Audio was an 

ear opener. America's 'Ventura 

Highway' at 24/96 MLP was a good 

deal tighter and better defined than 

the 16/44 performance.As is so 

often the case with DVD-A, it erred 

on the forward side, although it most 

emphatically wasn't harsh in the way 

'old skool' CD used to be.There's an 

upper midband clarity and 

smoothness that really lets you hear 

into the mix which Compact Disc 

tragically denies you. Bass was 

obviously tighter and better 

articulated with plenty more energy, 

midband had a far deeper, wider and 

more commandeering soundstage 

that suddenly injected life into my 

system.Treble still sounded 

disappointingly digital however - it's 

not coarse by any means, it's just 

there's no real joy to be had from 

listening to it. It still seems to 'tinkle' 

rather than shimmer as it should. 

SACD was probably this player's 

most musically convincing mode.The 

Rolling Stone's 'Jumping Jack Flash' 

was a great advertisement for the 

format. Jagger's voice, so often hard 

or nasal with CD, was surprisingly 

deep and natural (just like good vinyl, 

in fact), while the percussion 

(maracas, cymbals, etc) all sounded 

usefully close to real instruments - 

no digital approximations here.There 

was real timbre to the keyboards and 

wind instruments, and even a 

smidgen of tonal colour. Most 

importantly, the music became rather 

beguiling and rhythmically inviting - 

the song seeming to ebb quite 

naturally. On so many different 

players and in so many different 

systems, to my ears SACD comes 

out as a duller yet more 'organic' 

format, while DVD-A is more 

impressive yet less engaging. Let's not 

forget that it also plays movies quite 

well too, so like the other ' universal' 

players emerging it really is a 'jack of 

all trades' which is no bad thing. 

Overall, the Onkyo is a tough 

one, it doesn't really do anything 

better that the substantially cheaper 

Pioneer DV-747 does, while it feels 

fussier to use and less aesthetically 

appealing. Although by no means a 

bad performer with any of its three 

major audio formats, it's still less 

successful than Arcam's FMJ CD23T 

at 16/44 and Denon's DVD-3800 at 

DVD-A, both of which cost less. So 

purchasers should seek out this 

player for its universal nature above 

its sonics - if the former's most 

important to you, then by all means 

audition it. 

Onkyo DV-SP800£1200 

Onkyo UK 

Tel: +44 (0)1788 570111 

www.onkyo.net 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 

This is the fourth universal player to 

market and the second, after 

Marantz's DV8300 (also in this issue) 

to be based on Pioneer's first-

generation DV-747 chassis. Onkyo's 

proprietary analogue filter (VLSC or 

Vector Linear Shaping Circuit) 

certainly has an impact on the 

player's response which features a 

+1dB boost at 20kHz with CD but 

remains flat with SACD and DVD-A 

software. SACD sources are rolled-

off in a more gentle fashion than is 

usual, so the ultrasonic response is 

just -4.5dB at 80kHz and -9.2dB at 

100kHz. Nevertheless, by comparing 

the 40kHz plots here and with the 

Marantz DV8300, it's also clear that 

Onkyo has engineered a 5dB 

'reduction' in ultrasonic noise from 

its DV-SP800.As an indirect result, its 

response with I92kHz DVD-A 

software is fractionally ' less' 

extended than that of the Marantz 

DV8300, falling to -2.5dB at 80kHz. 

Ultrasonic distortion is also 

lower at just 0.005% re. 40kHzJOdBFs 

even though, at midrange 

frequencies, it's just a little higher at 

0.0008%.The 40kHz plot also reveals 

a pair of sidebands at the base of the 

(dark blue) peak which are resolved 

in the jitter plot as supply-related 

distortions.The remaining, data-

induced jitter peaks are indicated by 

red-coloured markers and contribute 

to a 1250psec total that's about 

double the value suffered by 

Pioneer's original DV-747. 

Onkyo's overall S/N ratio is 

lower too at 102dB which 

represents some 17bits rather than 

the 24bit potential of its DACs. In 

practice, noise from subsequent 

analogue stages tends to limit the 

available range of the very best 

players to less than 120dB. 

Incidentally, some of the best 

sounding CD players have a S/N of 

just 96dB...PM 

Frequency Response 

CD 

-0.03dB (20Hz) to + 1.0dB (20kHz) 

SACD 

-0.03dB (20Hz) to -9.2dB ( I 00kHz) 

DVD-A ( 192kHz) 

-0.03dB (20Hz) to -2.5dB (80kHz) 

Distortion Left Right 

-6dBFs 0.0008% 0.0008% 

-30dBFs 0.0040% 0.0054% 

-60dBFs 0.19% 0.18% 

-90dBFs 4.3% 3.8% 

Separation 

I kHz I 05dB 104dB 

20kHz 104dB 103dB 

Noise (IEC A) 10I.8dB 102.3dB 

Output 1.80V 1.81V 

World Verdict Verdict ipee 
Multi-format capability is most 
welcome, middling sonics, ergonomics 
and build aren't. 
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HI-FI WORLD'S 
COMPETITION 

WIN ONE OF FIVE PAIRS OF MORDAUNT SHORT 914 FLOORSTANDING LOUDSPEAKERS 
IN THIS MONTHS SUPERB COMPETITION. 

Competition 
Questions 

[I] Who founded 

Mordaunt Short? 

[a] Norman Mordaunt 

and Rodney Short 

[b] Norman Short and 

Rodney Mordaunt 

[c] Norman Foster and 

Rodney Bewes 

[d] Laurel and Hardy 

[2] On which day did 

Audio Partnership 

acquire the company? 

[a] New Year's Eve 1987 

[b] New Year's Eve 1998 

[c] New Year's Day 1998 

[d] Pancake Day 2002 

[3] Who heads the 

research and develop-

ment team? 

[a] Graham Garden 

[b] Graeme Foy 

[e] Graham Souness 

[d] Golden Grahams 

[4] Which company 

used the research and 

development premises 

before Mordaunt 

Short? 

[a] Jaguar 

[b] Aston Martin 

[c] Lotus 

[d] Trabant 

February Competition 

Hi-Fi World Magazine 

Unit G4 Argo House 

The Park Business Centre 

Kilburn Park Rd. 

London NW6 5LF 

ordaunt Short 

is an instantly 

recognisable 

name in the 

world of audio 

and their latest 

range of 'speakers have gained an 

enviable response from the industry 

and reviewers alike. And we have 

five pairs of their excellent 914 mod-

els to give away to five lucky readers! 

Mordaunt Short was founded in 

1967 by Norman Mordaunt and 

Rodney Short and three years later 

moved from London to Hampshire, 

where from its factory in Durnford 

Mill it produced the Festival, Carnival 

and Pageant models that helped the 

company gain the reputation it has 

now. 

Throughout the eighties the 

company went on to introduce 

groundbreaking technology such as 

injection moulded baffles and 

surrounds. In 1987 the company was 

bought by the TGI group, which also 

had both Tannoy and Goodmans 

under its wing - it was at the time 

Europe's largest loudspeaker 

manufacturing group.This was soon 

followed, in 1990, by the Queen's 

Hi-Fi & Computer Audio 
World Competition rules 

and conditions of entry 

1. Only one entry per house 
hold. 

2. Multiple entries will be 

automatically disqualified. 

3. Purchase of the magazine 

is not a pre-condition of 
entry. 

4. No correspondence will be 

entered into. 

5. The Editor's decision is 
final. 

6. No employees of 
Audio Publishing Limited. 
or of any companies 
associated with the 

production or distribution 
of the prizes may enter. 

Award for Export 

Achievement after an export 

growth to around forty 

countries - it was throughout 

this decade that the company 

launched various award 

winning products. Despite this, 

TGI sold the company, which 

was acquired by Audio 

Partnership on New Year's Eve 

1998. 

Mordaunt Short now see 

the arrival of DVD and SACD 

as a significant step forward 

for consumer electronics and 

an aid to their growth.They 

recognised the opportunity 

early on and are now at the 

forefront of developing 

loudspeakers to reflect this 

market trend.They were the 

first company to introduce a 

THX Select loudspeaker 

package, the THX500, which 

was also the first set up to use 

two dipoles — "a declaration of 

intent" according to sales and 

marketing director, Paul 

Masson.The company also have 

a shared distribution with 

Marantz in countries, including 

the UK, in which they can develop 

their new products in the world 

market. They have a new research 

and development facility in West 

Sussex (formerly a Lotus factory) 

where designer Graeme Foy heads 

the team. 

The excellent 914 floorstanders 

that we're giving away are part of the 

900 series.They use a I 65mm 

bass/mid unit along with the 

company's own 25mm aluminium 

dome tweeter. It's a modern and 

stylish design with a sound quality 

that defies its price tag, indeed David 

Price, in his Hi-Fi World review called 

the 914 "true budget esoterica". He 

also noted that they are "musical to 

the core, more transparent than 

they've a right to be at the price, and 

yet impressively punchy and powerful 

too." 

And you can get the chance to 

experience this by entering our 

competition where we have five pairs 

to give away! Simply answer the 

following questions correctly on a 

postcard and send it to the address 

at left by January 31st 2003.The first 

five correct answers out of the hat 

get the prizes. Good Luck! 

CONGRATULATIONS 

...to Mr. Ayaz Butt, of Yorkshire, the winner of our December competition. 
A pair of Wilson Benesch Arc loudspeakers are on their way to you! 
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le Starts 14.12.02 
Sevenoaks sounr Visior 
We stock a comprehensive range of DVD players; amplifiers, speakers, plasma monitors, televisions and projection systems from 

all the leading manufacturers. From starter systems to custom designed multi-room and home cinema installations, our friendly 

staff are available in all outlets to advise, demonstrate and guide you through the home entertainment jungle. If you're interested 

in home entertainment and want to avoid the confusion. contact your local Sevenoaks Sound & Vision outlet and experience more. 

0°.,k, interest free option* is available on must products. 'Wniteii details oil ' ewes'. Licensed credit brekem status 

MUSICAL FIDELITY Tri-Vista Series 
  , .  
Designed to celebrate Musical Fidelity's twentieth anniversary, the new limited edition Tri-

Vista series offers both midi° excellence and value for money. The first products released 

  are the Tri-Vista 300 Integrated Amplifier and the 

Tri-Vista CO/SACO Player, with the Tri-Vista Pre 

and Power Amplifiers following in 2003. 

According to Musical Fidelity the Tri-Vista 

"Produces stupendous performance... No stone 

has boon left unturned in our efforts to make the 

  Tri-Vista series absolutely the best it can be in 

circuitry dl id physical layout, build quality and aesthetics." 

Ill X9 
By combining technologies from their Reference and 0 Series KFF have introduced the 

\ new X0 speaker range. Featuring KEF Uni•O'' 'point source arrays for 

. unrivalled off-axis performance and 'super audio' Hypertweeters'. the 41111r 

' XO range fully exploits the wide bandwidth of digital formats like 
/ 

SACD and DVD-A. The range comprises the XO one and three stand 

mounters. the X0 five floorstanders and X0 two c centre speaker. All X0 models are 

available in a variety of finishes. 

48 Outlets Nationwide 
Aberdeen • Bedford • Birmingham • Brighton • Bristol • Bromley • Cambridge • Cardiff • Chelsea • Cheltenham • Crawley • Croydon 

Edinburgh • Epsom • Exeter • Glasgow • Guildford • Holborn • Hull • Ipswich • Kingston • Leicester • Leeds • Lincoln • Liverpool • Maidstone 

Manchester 9 Newcastle • Norwich • Nottingham • Oxford • Peterborough • Plymouth • Poole • Preston 9 Reading • Sevenoaks • Sheffield 

Sollhull • Southampton • Southgate • Swansea • Swindon • Swiss Cottage • Tunbridge Wells • Watford • Witham (Essex) • Wolverhampton 

flete;10111 

New Outlets Now Open 
We are delighted to announce that we have opened new stores in the following 
locations. Poole 01202 671677 • Solihull 0121 733 3727 • Swindóit 01793 610992 
and Wolverhampton 01902 312225. See Page / for full address details. 

wwwsevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk experience more 



Turntables & Tuners 
Arcam DIVA T61 Tuner  

Denon TU260L MKII Tuner  

Marantz ST4000 Tuner  

Michell Gyro SE/RB300 Turntable  

Project Debut Phono SB Turntable 

Project Debut II Turntable (cotous)  

Project RPM4 Turntable  

Sony -;T-D777ES FM/DAB Tuner  

Videologic DRX-601E DAB Tuner   

FecrrL 

£249.95 

£99.95 

£109.95 

£999.95 

£159.95 

£129.95 

£324.95 

£499.95 

£229.95 

RCD-02 
RA-02 A ffi 

Claim Free 
Goldring Ex-Static 
Cleaner Worth £12 

PRO-JECT 

Debut Il Turritaale 
3IacK) £114.95 

"The original Debut turntable romped away with a Product of the 

Year Award in 1999, and the MKII version continues the extremely 

good work. It's a simple affair, that's easy to set up, but don't let the 

price fool you - it sounds a whole lot more expensive than that. This 

is a fine turntable, and it clearly reveals the benefits of listening to vinyl, with a 

rich and detailed soundstage, and a good dynamic response. 

It's available in six funky colours, so you should find one to suit your decor, 

and at just a smidge over £ 100, you can have no excuse not to keep that 

old vinyl collection in employment for a good few years yet." 

iM2M1 ***** Awards 2000 

Selected outlets are Project Turntable Centres, Colour Options are available at additional cost 

Also Available 

Michell Gyro SE • £999.95 

D Player £379.95 Free Interconnect Cable* Worth £80 
allfier £349.95 

RCD-02 CD Player Whether it's the raw, and sometimes just plain 

barking vocals of Tom Waits, or the stinging guitar stabs of Pete Townsend 

on some old Who tracks, the Rotel is one of those players that can't help 

but bring a smile to the face - it's a breath of fresh air." 

***** September 2002 

RA-02 Amplifier "The amp has a fast, detailed and yet satisfyingly full 

presentation. That allows it to make a fine job of the beats of Groove 

Armada's Goodbye Century set 

without losing sight of the fine 

details of the mix, and also husking out 

Marianne Faithfull's deliciously smutty vocals on Kissing Time with real relish. Add in decent levels of equipment - and the convenience of 

remote control, and we reckon Rotel has a winner on its hands."   ***** August 2002 

0 • • 3 3 3 • • 3 
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Also Available 

Marantz PM4200 • £139.95 

When Any Rotel CD & Rotel Amplifier Purchased Together 

eag  
(((AE I)) Aegis Evo One Free Speaker Cable* 

jp worth £ 30 with L 
ACOUSTIC ENERGY SoeaKers £179.95 -: Speakers over  £170  

"The original Aegis Ones were great speakers, to the extent that they were category winners in our Jc; Since then 

a host of new models have raised the standards in the sub-£200 category, and the Aegis Ones soon went from stunner to 

also ran. AE's response to that is an EVO version. 

SPEAKERS 

The Aegis Ones genes are clearly evident. The original's 

refinement and bass weight are preserved and backed up 

with better openness and more 

free-flowing dynamic ability. The 

old speakers would have 

delivered a cool and calm version 

of Pink's Missundaztood set - 

they'd be enjoyable. but would 

lack a little drive and excitement. 

• 

Also Available 

KEF Q1 • £249.95 
The new speakers. however, address those limitations... Add 

authority and good stereo imaging to the list of plus points 

and it comes as no surprise to find these speakers at home 

with classical. too. Indeed. running 

through our test room's extensive CD library we couldn't find a 

genre that these AE's weren't happy playing. ***** July 2002 

ex oehenco more 

CD Players 

Arcam DiVA CD62T  £369.95 

Arcam DiVA CD72T  £449.95 

Arcam DiVA CD92T  £899.95 

Arcam FMJ CD23T  £1199.95 

Cyrus CD7 £799.95 

Denon DCD485  £129.95 

Linn Genki  £994.95 

Linn Ikemi  £1949.95 

Marantz CD4000  £99.95 

Marantz CD6000Ki Signature  £399.95 

Meridian 507  £1194.95 

Meridian 588  £2099.95 

Musical Fidelity A308"  £1999.95 

Musical Fidelity Tri-Vista SACD. £3994.95 

Rotel HC-ilv   £494.95 

Sony CDPXE570 £39.95 

Free Interconnect Cable* worth £60 
with All. CD Players over £300 

Meas. Nets, Some products may not be available at all outlets 

Advertisement valid until at least 15th January 2003, E&OE 

'From our selection available in-store - Not in conjunction with any other oiler 



Amplifier SeleCon 

Arcam DiVA A65 Plus Amplifier £369.95 

Arcam DiVA A75 Plus Amplifier £469.95 

Arcam FMJ A32 Amplifier   £1149.95 

Cy, us An plifier   

Cyrus ,3 Amplifier   £599.95 

Cyrus 3 Amplifier   £799.95 

Denon Pfv1A355 Amplifier   £199.95 

Linn Kolector Pre Amplifier   £494.95 

Linn LK£35 Power Amplifier  £494.95 

Marantz :••nplifier  £139.95 

Musical Fidelity Pre Amplifier   £999.95 

Musical Fidelity .' Power Amplifier . £999.95 

Musical Fidelity - )8 Amplifier   £1999.95 

Musical Fidelity •,iista 300 Amplifier £3994.95 

Rotel I Amplifier  £249.95 

Sony A-FE570 Amplifier   £139.95 

Also Available NEW Arcam 

FMJ AV8 & P7 
£5,499.95 

2002 

1301-£1000 

AhC.A1.1 

• 

ARCAM 
SOUND & VISION 

  - 
Best Buy i 

2002 / 

°4g ciNE, 

.e Free Interconnect Cablr Worth £120 
When Any Arcam CD & Arum Amplifier Purchased Together 

DiVA CD82T CD Player 
DiVA A85 ntecrated Amplifier 
DiVA CD82T s lastest sounds like a more mature version of its little brother. On an initial listen the 

increased so and refinement are obvious, but over time the subtler dynamic shading and more assured 

handling of transients come to the fore... The Arcam CD82T is one of the best CD players available at this 

price point   ***** September 2002 

£599.95 
£799.95 

DiVA A85 "You'll have realised by now that we rather like this amp. It took us completely by surprise, and further 

strent, n s already impressive product range... The A85 is superb. and we can't wait to put it up against its peer in a group test." 1- ' .1 ***** March 2001 

Pee.-144 
Best Buy , 

2002 

1:201-£350 

B&WP) owe rs & Wilkins 
DM602S3 Saeakers £299.95 

Free 
Sneaker Cable* 

worth £ 50 with 
Sneakers over 280 

sta . 

But the B&W 602 S3 are our winners. 

They're big and not particularly beautiful, 

yet if it were our money they're what we 

would buy. No rival can match the wide 

anging dynamics or low frequency 

:.;erformance of these not so compact 

i2-round sonic excellence and the choice is 

easy. Give them sufficient space to breathe, then sit back and enjoy 

the music." IZZZ3 Supertest Winner August 2002 

Also Available (Pictured Right) 

B&W CDM NT Series • Prices start from £749.95 

DRX-701 ES Digital Tuner £249.95 
This new tuner from the recently renamed Pure is based on the 2001 Award-winning Videologic DRX-601ES, but under the lid is an all-

new third-generation digital radio engine, in the form of Frontier Silicon's Chorus FS1010. Its biggest advantages are lower energy 

consumption and above all cost - it's the major reason why the 

DRX-701ES is £ 100 less than last year's model. 

The tuner uses 24-bit/192kHz conversion with 4x upsampling and 

data interpolation, and is powered by a low-noise totbidal transformer 

- such attention to sonic detail pays off. Digital outputs are provided 

on electrical and optical feed, but most people will use the 

analogue out, and these sound very good indeed. As usual the tuner is subject to the signal quality off-air, 

but '.','hen it s fed from a high-qu3lity itdoor aerial and a good signal it's cartable of a CrISP, powerful and detailed presentation. Even 

more populist music stations like Radio 6 benefit from the mix of a neutral balance and fine weight, while speech is also neutral and easy 

to follow... If you want a quality home tuner for digital radio, you need look no further E27123 ***** October 2002 

Also Available 

Denon TU260L, II • £99.95 

!HAT n? 

PU;  

pricing po IC 

Product 
of the year , 

2002 

yWe always try to ensure our prices are highly competitive. In the event you can find the same 
products and excellent service at a lower price, please bring it to our store managers' attention. 
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Free Interconnect Cable* Worth îl 50 
When Any Cyrus CD & Cyrus Amplifier Purchased Together 

.0011•Mi.".11, dvi= 

CD7Q CD Player £1149.95 
8 lntecratec Amlifier £799.95 

Cyrus 70 CD "How it compares directly (with the competition) is a matter for a group test, but I 

can tell you now that it'll be a close one, because the CD7Q is a fantastic CD Player, offering all 

you'd expect from a disc spinner at this price, and more... The CD7O's 

major upgrade from the class-leading CD7. Its weighty, detailed sound puts 

it at the pinnacle of CD players at this price. IMMI ***** July 2002 

Cyrus 8 Amplifier The Cyrus 8 replaces the highly acclaimed Cyrus 7 amplifier. The 7 was described as " Fast and punchy Also Available 

with huge sackfuls of subtlety" by What Hi-Fi? Sound and Vision in November 1999. The new 8 has been further refined and Cyrus 7 CD 
upgraded to include more power. £799.95 

ROKSAN 
Kandy KA1 MKIII A olifier £544.95 
"When we last reviewed Roksan's Kandy integrated amp in February it fought off serious competition to come top in a Supertest. This is its replacement. 

Internal changes include an uprated power supply for the preamp section and identical mono modules for the left and right power amp sections. Roksan also 

claims 50 pecent lower distortion on line-level inputs and a whopping 150 

percent less on the phono input. The rated power output is an impressive 120 

watts per channel into 8 ohms, and this amp has a confident, muscular way with 

music that bears this out. But don't be fooled into thinking this amp is raw but 

unrefined. With Van Morrison's Down the Road the Kandy has the guts to render 

the performance exciting and dynamic, but also the guile to deliver subtle details. 

Free Interconnect Cable* Vilorth £100 
When Any Roksan CD & Roksan Amplifier Purchased Together 

— 

9 

a nn(Le. 

Also Available 

Musical Fidelity Tri-Vista 300 
Amplifier • £3994.95 

••• 
The upgraded Kandy MkIll is an 

excellent amp: the Mkt' version was 

impressive, but MkIll is a stunner. It betters all the amps here in the timing department, and has a wonderfully robust character that 

works well with all types of music. It manages to retain the good points of the Mkt' while adding extra resolution and subtlety. All the 

amps here have a place in the market. It's just that at £550 the Kandy really does set the pace." 

* * * * * October 2002 

• • 

the MkIII. 

11LS 

Free Speaker Cable* worth £50 
with _L Speakers over £280 

peakers £379.95 
"Quad is best known for its superlative electrostatic designs. which start at £3500. So any £379 ;.. a:( of speakers that 

carries the company's name has to be going some to avoid tarnishing the family reputation. The first surprise is that the 

11Ls come in real-wood veneers covered with piano-gloss lacquer. This type of finish 

is almost unheard of at the £ 1000 mark, let alone at this price. Has anything been 

sacrificed for such a luxury finish? Here's the second surprise: apparently not. 

The final surprise? Well, saving the best for the last, the sound quality of the 11Ls 

is phenomenally good. These are small speakers at just 

33cm tall, but the scale and authority of 

their performance 

is terrific. The laws 

of physics dictate bass extension limitations, but 

thanks to a clever dual rear firing port arrangement 

the 11 Ls plumb the depths with the determination 

of a rottwoiler, even when placed in free space. 

If you're in the market for a pair of top quality 

standmounters these Quads are a must listen. Quite 

simply, they're good enough to scare the competition 

big time." img2i ***** August 2002 Product 
of the year 

*"1, 2002 

n‘e°41r (We 
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Also Available 

Mission 780 • £249.95 

Speaker Selection 

Acoustic Energy Aegis Evo Three £349.95 

B&W CDM 1NT  £749.95 

B&W CDM 7NT  £1249.95 

B&W DM303  £179.95 

B&W DM601 S3  £249.95 

Cyrus CLS70 (Black)  £799.95 

KEF 01  £249.95 

KEF Q3  £399.95 

Linn Katan (Maple)  £634.95 

Linn Ninka (Maple)  £894.95 

Mission =',0  £249.95 

Mission 2  £599.95 

mission £119.95 

Monitor Audio Gold Reference 10 £799.95 

Monitor Audio Gold Reference 20 £1499.95 

Ftuark • - II  £344.95 

Wharfedale 1  £99.95 

Please Note: Some products may not be available at all outlets. 

',rent valid ',PI at least 15th January 2003. E&OE 

From our seleaul. ./...10le 1n-store - Not in conjunction with any other otter 



MUSICAL FIDELITY  

A3.2 CD Player £999.95 
A3.2 Amplifier £979.95 
Replacing the WHAT HI•Fl? SOUND AND VISION Award 

Winning A3 CD and Amplifier, the new A3.2 models have been further 

refined and re-styled. The A3.2 CD Player now incorporates the same 

DAC, filter assembly and control mechanism as the highly-acclaimed 

Nu-Vista CD Player. The .A3.2 Amplifier draws on experience gained 

through the development of the Nu-Vista M3 amplifier and as such has 

inherited many of its qualities, producing a sense of ease and flexibility 

that is normally only associated with far more expensive designs. 

Free Interconnect Cable* Worth 15[1 
When Any Musical Fidelity CD 8. Musical Fidelity Amplifier Purchased together 

AS. Available 

Marantz DR6000 
CD Recorder • £299.95 

• 

• 

CO  • 
MçOuTyAnœ.Lmsn,aJrc24rCoOArt5 
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OMONITOR AUDI() 
Silver S6 Speakers £599.95 

Free 
, Speaker Cable° 

worth £70 
with Speakers 

over £500 

British loudspeaker manufacturer Monitor Audio has introduced a replacement 

series for its acclaimed and award winning Silver Series speakers. "The aim 

has been to offer real advances in performance and 

value", says technical director Dean Hartley. " New 

models include the Si and S2 standmounters, the 

S6, S8 and S10 floorstanders. 

"With a close-miked track such as James Taylor's 

Line 'Em Up from SACD they really deliver the character of the singer's 

voice and they're just as expressive with the cultured rhythms of Groove 

Armada's latest outing, having just the right mix of rhythmic control and 

fluidity... But amazingly the best is yet to come: these are simply beautiful 

speakers for classical music, once a few days' thrashing has tamed their 

initial rawness. With the latest release of Hoist's The Planets on DVD-Audio, 

they thunder out Mars with true conviction. 

These are rather magical speakers, with a poise and grace that belies their ability to turn on the power 

when required. Pair them with a good CD player and suitably accomplished amp, and you won't go 

far wrong." IM:M1 ***** October 2002 

Also Available 

Gold Reference 
GR1 0 & GR20 

eicsneer 
PDR609 CD-RVV Recorcer £199.95 

"While it looks simple, the Pioneer has an impressive array of features, including the handy double-speed disc finalization and CD-Text 

compatibility. Internally, the PDR609 is a big step up from the Award-winning PDR-509 it replaced: the DAC is now a 24-bit/96kHz number, 

aided and abetted by Pioneer's Legato Link conversion technology, and it has 24-bit A-to-D conversion, which is ideal for copying your vinyl 

onto CD. If this is your plan, you'll appreciate that the Pioneer makes it easy to create first-rate copies from any source, helped by the manual 

recording-level controls. It was hard to tell our copy of Jim White's No Such Place from the original. 

While the Pioneer's replay quality can't match the Marantz, it costs £120 less, which would buy you a lot of blank discs. If you've already got 

a dedicated CD player. we'd go with this recorder. - =OA ***** August 2001 

Recorder Seiectton 

Marantz DR6000 CD-RW £2q14.95 

Sony MDS-JE770 MiniDisc  £219.95 

Yamaha KX393 Cassette Deck  £109.95 

Yamaha KX580SE Cassette Deck £179.95 

Yamaha CDR-HD1300 CD-RW  £549.95 

pricing po 
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Icy We always try to ensure our prices are highly competitive. In the event you can find the same 

products and excellent service at a lower price, please bring it to our store managers' attention. 



Free Interconnect Cable Worth Î150 
When TAG AV3OR & TAG 100x5R Purchased Together  

VGliclarefie 

AV3OR AV Processor £1799.95 
100x5R 9ower Amplifier £2994.95 

TAG McLaren's AV3OR AV Processor is aimed at the home cinema enthusiast who is concerned 

with keeping up-to-date with the latest surround formats. When partnered with TAG's 100x5R Power 

Amplifier it makes an exceptional combination. 

According to What Hi-Fi? Sound and Vision magazine in their October 2002 issue: " In use, the AV3OR, 

connected to TAG's 100x5R power amp, is superb. True, it can't quite match the clarity and power of the 

latest-specification TAG flagship, the AV32Rbp-192, but by any AV standard this is a very high-end piece 

of kit, with excellent impact and fine detail across a range of movie soundtracks from Once Upon A Time 

In America to the explosive actionfests. Channel steering is immaculate, and the sense of a soundfield 

wrapped around you - even in 5.1-channel mode - entrancing, with spine-tingling rear-channel effects. 

The fine Pro Logic II implementation serves music as well as it does non-discrete AV soundtracks, and with 

an SACD machine hooked up via the 5.1 channel inputs, the lack of coloration and sheer bass oomph is 

extraordinary IMMI ***** October 2002 

AC CS 

Pro 50 Subwoofer (Black) £299.95 
Pro 100 Subwoofer (Black) £599.95 
MJ Acoustics is a new company based in Cambridgeshire. During the past year, they have 

received favourable reviews across their product range The Pro 50 was awarded ' Beat Buy' by 

What Hi-Fi Sound and Vision in their 2002 awards. "This is a black satin finished miniature sub 

that nevertheless peke in a 20cm long-throw driver and a 50w MOSFET arnp designed for good 

cower reserves even at high lovols... And it sounds great wheilier with tno flOorshaking 

basslines of dance music the slam of rock or an orchestral swell, when curreetly set-up, the Pro 

50 provides a subtle underpinning even of big loudspeakers. The bass it delivers is well 

extended and tightly controlled with both music and movies, giving a subjective impression of 

greater clarity across the frequency range, the added low-end complemented by better 

midband focus. It's truly thrilling stuff." ***** Awards 2002 

Claim £120 Off TsahmeeSptiemaekearss*tho: yuonunr ccihaosisciek vvmhuesnicosuyrsctheamsedw,at, the vaior ma 

Cl £251 Ill • The Speakers' of your choice when purchased at the same time as the Linn Classik Movie System - ktmu.vaue £soo 

LINN 

Linn Classik 
Music System £999.95 

The Classik Music System is an alternative to the sound and looks of mass 

market compact systems. Designed to be useful throughout the home, the 

Classik is simple and stylish with all the 

advanced features needed to satisfy the most 

demanding hi-fi enthusiast or discriminating music lover. 

"Since the Scottish company added a tuner to the amp/CD player, mouths have gaped even wider in appreciation. The addition of colour 

options panders to the public's taste for kit to match their interior design, but it doesn't just look lovely in the lounge: the Classik sounds 

simply marvellous. Boasting fine impact and drive, it retains its grip even as it thumps out rock and dance tracks. Ask it to play quiet 

acoustic music and its smooth, liquid presentation impresses still further. The Classik offers the performance you'd expect from high quality separates in one lovely package 

- this is a very superior product MOM ***** Awards 2001 

Please Nobs: Some products may not be available at all outlets. Advertisement valid until at least 

lath January 2003. ROE. From our selection available in-store - Not in conjunction with any other offer 

ex oenence more 



outlets nationwide 
Aberdeen 491 Union Street 01224 587070 

Bedford 29-31 St Peters Street 01234 272779 

Birmingham Arch 12, Livery Stret 0121 233 2977 Open Sunday (8 Dec-5Jan) 

Brighton 57 Western Road, Hove 01273 733338 

Bristol 92b White Ladies Road, Clittor, 0117 974 3727 

Cambridge 17 Burleigh Street 01223 304770 Open Sunday (8 Dec-12Jan) 

Cardiff 104-106 Albany Road 029 2047 2899 Open Sunday (During December) 

Cheltenham 14 Pitville Street 01242 241171 

Crawley 32 The Boulevard 01293 510777 

Edinburgh 5 The Grassmarket 0131 229 7267 Open Sunday (1 Dec-5 Jan) 

Exeter 28 Cowick Street 01392 218895 

Glasgow 88 Great Western Road 0141 332 9655 

Guildford 73b North Street 01483 536666 

Hull 1 Savile Row, Savile Street 01482 587171 

Ipswich 12-14 Dogs Head Street 01473 286977 

MOVED Leeds 62 North Street 0113 245 2775 Open Sunday 

Leicester 10 Loseby Lane 0116 253 6567 

Lincoln 20-22 Corporation Street 01522 527397 Open Sunday ( 8-29 December) 

Liverpool 16 Lord Street 0151 707 8417 

Maidstone 96 Week Street 01622 686366 Open Sunday 

Manchester 69 High Street, City Centre 0161 831 7969 Open Sunday (1 Dec-12 Jan) 

Newcastle ' 9 Newgate Street 0191 221 2320 Open Sunday ( During December) 

Norwich . 29a St Giles Street 01603 767605 Open Sunday (8 Dec-5 Jan) 

Nottingham 597-599 Mansfield Road 0115 911 2121 

Oxford 41 St Clements Street 01865 241773 

Peterborough 36-38 Park Ro,: : 01733 897697 Open Sunday 

Plymouth 107 Cornwall Street 01752 226011 

N EW Poole Latimer House. 44-46 High Street 01202 671677 

Preston 40-41 Lune Street 01772 825777 Open Sunday 

Reading 3-4 Kings Walk Shopping Centre 0118 959 7768 

Sevenoaks 109-113 London Road 01732 459555 

Sheffield 635 Queens Road, Heeley 0114 255 5861 Open Sunday 

NEW Solihull ' 49-151 Stratford Roan 0121 733 3727 Open Sunday (8 Dec-5Jan) 

Southampton 33 London Road 023 8033 7770 Open Sunday 

Swansea • ; Mansel Street 01792 465777 Open Sunday 

NEVV Swindon 8-9 Commercial Road 01793 610992 

Tunbridge Wells 28-30 St Johns Road 01892 531543 

Witham (Essex) 1 The Grove Centre 01376 501733 

NEW Wolverhampton Burdett House, 29-30 Cleveland St. 01902 312225 

vvil I Ill 1_ hP M25 
Bromley 39a East Street 020 8290 1988 

Chelsea 403 Kings Road 020 7352 9466 

Croydon 369-373 London Road 020 8665 1203 Open Sunday 

Epsom 12 Upper High Street 01372 720720 0-1 Sunday 

Holborn 144-148 Grays Inn Road 020 7837 7540 

Kingston 43 Fife Road 020 8547 0717 Open Sunday 

Southgate 79-81 Chase Sine 020 8886 2777 Open Sunday 

Swiss Cottage 21 Northways Parade. Finchley Rd 020 7722 9777 Open Sunday 

Watford 478 St Albans Road 01923 213533 Open Sunday 

Please call to verify hours of business. 
Contact our outlets via E-Mail ,tlet@sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk 

who are sevenoaks? 
Founded in 1972, Sevenoaks Sound & Vision are one of the largest and most 
successful hi-fi and home cinema retailers in the country. 

Each Sevenoaks Sound & Vision outlet stocks a wide range of quality products, 

covering all categories of specialist home entertainment, from DVD Players to 
Widescreen Plasma Televisions and Projection Systems, all at highly competitive prices. 

Friendly staff are available in all stores to advise, demonstrate and guide you 
through the home entertainment jungle. 

new outlets now open 
We are delighted to announce that we have opened new stores in the following locations. 

Poole 01202 671677 • Solihull 0121 733 3727 • Swindon 01793 610992 and 

Wolverhampton 01902 312225. Please telephone to confirm before travelling. 

staff wanted 
We are currently recruiting staff at several locations. If you are enthusiastic, 
knowledgeable, have good customer service skills and would like a career within 

the audio/visual industry, call Janys Ness on 01732 466214 for more information. 

sevenoaks online 
The Sevenoaks Sound & Vision website has news and information on the Sevenoaks 

group and its 48 outlets nationwide. The website is designed to provide you with 

answers to the questions you may have when buying new equipment. 

There are regularly updated stock clearance lists with hundreds of products on offer 
and detailed pages to help you locate your nearest outlet. 

For impartial advice and information, just click on severboakesoundandesion.co.uk 

stock clearance 
With 48 outlets nationwide, the Sevenoaks Sound & Vision group stock and display a 
wide range of products. As individual models and product ranges are changed or 

superseded, the preceding models are made available at a reduced price, for 
clearance. Visit our Website for an up-to-date list of the clearance stock, listed by 

outlet, within the Sevenoaks Sound and Vision group. 

0% finance option' 
Spread the cost of buying. 0% finance optic; available on the vast majority of 

products we stock tWrkten cletalls on request. Ucensed erect brokers. Aelinmurn balance £400. Subject to status. 

pricing policy 
Whilst we do not claim ahNays to be the cheapest, we try to ensure our prices are highly 
competitive. Take into account the expert advice, unrivalled product selection, 

demonstration facilities and excellent pre. during and after sales service and the lower 
price might not look such good value. 

In the event you can find the same products and excellent service at a lower price, 
please bring it to our store managers' attention. We will always endeavour to offer you 
the best deal. 

christmas opening 
Sunday 22nd December • Most Outlets Open - Please Confirm Before Travelling 
Christmas Day • All Outlets Closed - Happy Christmas! 
Boxing Day • All Outlets Closed 

Sunday 29th December • Most Outlets Open - Please Confirm Before Travelling 

Wednesday 1st January • All Outlets Closed - Happy New Year1 

sunday opening 
Many of our stores will be open Sunday during December and January. Please contact 

your local outlet before travelling or vist our website for up-to-date information. 

www, sevenoaksso ndandvision.cau 



NEW MUSICA 
For the audiophile, DVD-Audio is manna from heaven. Twenty years after the music 
industry brought us the sonically flawed CD, it has redeemed itself with an excellent 

'advanced resolution' format — right? Wrong, says David Price in the second 

installment of our DVD-A feature.. 

IF or many audiophiles 
reared on top quality 

turntables, the I 990s 

were wilderness years. 

Having acquired a taste 

for music reproduced in 

the manner it was recorded, it came 

as no small disappointment to find 

that the format we were suddenly 

being asked to switch to — Compact 

Disc - was sonically inferior to what 

we'd become accustomed.We 

increasingly found ourselves unable 

to get what we wanted on our pre-

ferred format of vinyl, while being 

told by hardware and software man-

ufacturers alike either that we 

should, or that we'd have to, move to 

CD because it was 'the future of 

recorded music'. As the nineties pro-

gressed it became ever harder to 

find new releases on vinyl, as CD 

increasingly became the only format 

around. 

The announcement of DVD-

Audio was a bolt from the blue. Just 

as many of us had given up hope of 

ever getting decent sound from CD, 

here was the promise of a format 

that addressed the fundamental flaw 

of our silver discs — its prehistoric 

16bit, 44.1 kHz PCM digital coding 

system. Reading the specs of the 

proposed new system, it seemed as if 

all our Christmases had come at 

once. Not only did it offer 24bit, 

I 92kHz resolution in stereo, but a 

5.1 surround mix in 24bit,96kHz was 

provided too, in full uncompressed 

PCM using Meridian's Lossless 

Packing system. 

The key problem that many had 

with CD sound arose from its 16/44 

digital resolution which offered a 

frequency range that barely reached 

20kHz.Vinyl, on the other hand, was 

capable of considerably higher, 

although at the time of CD's 

inception this wasn't thought 

There are over 30 DVD-A players in the UK including the Marantz 

DV- 12 

significant, as it's generally agreed that 

human hearing only stretches to 

around 20kHz. 

Subsequently however, many 

acousticians have come to believe 

that humans can 'feel', if not 'hear', 

well above this. As a result, the new 

DVD-Audio format was designed to 

go right up to 96kHz. More 

importantly however, is that the PCM 

digital coding system gets distinctly 

'noisy' as it reaches the upper limits 

of its bandwidth — precisely where 

the ear is most sensitive with CD. By 

extending its frequency response 

right up to 96kHz, DVD-A gets 

ragged far out of the range of human 

perception, making for a cleaner and 

smoother sound. 

All this looked like the stuff of 

audiophile dreams back in the late 

nineties — which is precisely what we 

were worried about. Here was a 

superb new format that hi-fi buffs 

would love, which almost invariably 

meant the commercial kiss of death. 

Frankly, when was the last time the 

music industry had given a stuff 

about sound? The only moment the 

subject crossed its corporate mind 

was at the time of CD's launch, when 

it was famously touted by Philips as 

having "pure, perfect sound forever" - 

and we all new what a hollow ring 

that had. 

MANNA FROM HEAVEN 
Amazingly, DVD-Audio was launched. 

In addition to the aforementioned 

'advanced resolution' digital audio 

tracks, the new discs boasted 

enhanced content such as interviews, 

behind-the-scenes studio footage, 

and music videos, as well as photo 

galleries, liner notes, lyrics and more. 

Fears of poor 'backwards compati-

bility' were assuaged by their 

'universal' compatibility — DVD-A 

discs would play on all DVD 

machines (including the latest 

generation of games consoles like 

Sony's PS-2, GameCube and X-BOX). 

On standard DVD video machines 

they'd give Dolby AC3 quality, while 

DVD-Audio (or universal) players 

would give the full 24/192 smash. 

John Trickett, Chairman of the 5. I 

Entertainment Group called it, "an 

amazing music experience.., like 

having heard in black and white all of 

your life and now being able to have 

colour. Once you have heard it 

there's no going back." 

The worries that the public 
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L EXCESS? 
wouldn't want yet another new audio 

format were tempered by the 

massive — and unexpected - success 

of DVD video. By the end of 2002, 70 

million DVD players had already 

been sold, amounting to forty 

percent of homes in the United 

States. If the DVD drives built into 

PCs and game consoles are included 

then this number almost doubled! All 

this meant that the 'basics' were in 

place for the format to succeed — 

music buyers could play multichannel 

DVD-A discs on their existing kit and 

then upgrade to 'advanced 

resolution' machines at a later date 

to release the full potential of their 

software. 

By the beginning of this year, the 

DVD-A programme was growing 

apace, with a surprisingly harmonious 

relationship between hardware and 

software manufacturers. With thirty 

DVD-A players on sale in the UK 

and forty in The States, casual 

observers could be forgiven for 

concluding that, seemingly for the 

first time in the history of recorded 

music, 'both sides' are working 

together to bring punters better 

sounding music. Over four hundred 

titles are now available world-wide 

from the likes of Silverline,VVarner 

Music, EMI and Immergent. John 

Trickett adds that, " don't be deceived 

by what you see today on the shelves 

— there is an avalanche about to 

happen.". 

HARD SELLING 
There's no doubt, then, that DVD-A 

has an awful lot going for it in terms 

of technology and functionality. But 

for all its dazzling qualities, 

commercial success is still not 

assured. Formats like Digital 

Compact Cassette and MiniDisc have 

shown that people no longer buy 

into technologies that can't 

demonstrate obvious, everyday 

practical advantages over existing 

systems. The new format faces a 

welter of questions that its 

proponents must answer convincingly 

before it can succeed. 

First, how will the ordinary 

buying public appreciate the 

difference between 'standard' DVD 

and DVD-Audio formats? As most 

punters have little idea about the 

sonic merits of DVD, how can they 

be expected to invest in DVD-A? 

Early adopters and audiophiles may 

be prepared to pay for 'advanced 

resolution' digital but getting High 

Street buyers to understand why 

they should is a challenge. Here, the 

fact that DVD-A shares the 

immensely popular DVD platform 

gives it a real fillip. Because every 

'advanced resolution' disc features a 

multichannel mix encoded in either 

Dolby Digital or dts in addition to 

uncompressed PCM, every existing 

DVD machine can play the new discs, 

albeit not in the 'advanced resolution' 

quality.This — according to Meridian's 

Bob Stuart — gives buyers a "way in" 

to the format; they can buy the discs 

now, enjoy the multichannel mix and 

get the full benefit when they later 

invest in a DVD-A machine. 

He adds that with the exception 

of "£ I 00 players from Tescos", the 

next generation of DVD spinners will 

all be DVD-Audio compatible anyway 

because, "the cost of adding DVD-A 

functionality to DVD video machines 

is really only the extra price of the 

sockets and DACs, so in the medium 

term this won't even be an issue". In 

a sense then, he believes DVD-A will 

catch on almost 'by osmosis' — simply 

because all players can play the new 

discs now and will have full DVD-A 

functionality soon, it will become the 

default music format.This makes 

sense, but remains to be seen. 

Ironically, there's a sense that 

those pushing DVD-A are hiding 

their light under a bushel.VVhilst 

audiophiles crave the format for its 

fine sonics, and as Bob Stuart points 

out, "some of the music labels are 

very keen about the sound — partic-

ularly the artists", this point doesn't 

seem to register with the general 

music buying public. " It is difficult. 

Let's face it - many people are 

satisfied with the sound of an MP3 

file", agrees John Trickett.To wit, the 

multichannel aspect is really being 

pushed." We all feel that the thing 

that would lure the market — 

especially the young — is surround 

sound", says Bob Stuart. 

Another factor challenging DVC 

A's future success is Super Audio 

Compact Disc.Whilst DVD-A titles 

are now being rolled out with 

aplomb, there's no denying the lare 

number of titles available on SACD 

particularly coming from the 

Japanese market — and the clarity a 

focus of Sony's hardware marketim 

strategy. By contrast, Bob Stuart is 

not impressed with "the miserable 

job" originally made of launching 

DVD-A. Still, he rebuts SACD as a 

serious challenge to DVD-A, citing 

the latter's technical superiority 

(unlike SACD's DSD coding, DVD 

is "pure and uncompressed"), 

additional functionality and natura 

orientation towards multichannel. 

Many of DVD-A's proponents 

appear to regard SACD as more 

about Sony and Philips' response t 

the expiry of CD patents. "At the 

risk of being somewhat cynical — 

has to consider the motivation. If 

owned the patent on CD 1 woulc 

not be terribly enthusiastic about 

another format that has the pote 

to remove my income stream", s2. 

John Trickett. 

THE BOTTOM LINE 
If we are being conspiratorial 

however, there's plenty of evidence 

to suggest that the interest shown in 

DVD-Audio by the music industry is 

more about its own parlous state 

than the new format's intrinsic 

technical excellence. Global music 

sales are in deep decline, down from 

$37billion in 2000 to $33.6 billion in 

2001 [source: IFPI], but there's 

absolutely no evidence to suggest 

this is down to any lack of interest in 

music on the part of buyers. Rather, 

music consumption is actually up, 

with 6 billion tracks consumed per 

month in 1996 and 9.3 billion in 2001 

[source: IFPI]. 

A3.2 
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This is down to the combination 

of free internet music downloading 

and, more importantly, the prolif-

eration of CD copying.The upshot is 

that global music piracy is now 

costing the music business 

$1.9billion.This is engendering a 

'culture of free music' which is 

"terrifying" the industry, to use Bob 

Stuart's phrase. For example a recent 

survey for market research organi-

sation Gartner G2 revealed that 88% 

of respondents said they believed it 

legal to make copies of CDs for 

personal backup use while 77% felt 

they should be able to copy a CD for 

personal use in another device. It is 

becoming ever harder, it seems, to 

David Price talks to John 

Trickett, Chairman of the 5.1 

Entertainment Group about 

selling DVD-Audio. 

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS 

OF DVD-A TO YOUR AVERAGE 

MUSIC BUYER? 

An amazing music experience... 

DVD Audio works just like a CD — 

you put the disk into the machine 

and it plays. If you wish you can also 

switch on the TV and then get 

access to a host of bonus features 

including such things as an artist 

commentary, lyrics, behind the 

scenes/making of videos, never seen 

before photographs, bonus tracks, 

live performances, alternative mixes, 

charts, guitar tabs ... the sky's the 

limit. 

WHO'S DRIVEN THE 

DEVELOPMENT OF DVD-A - 

ARTISTS, STUDIOS OR 

RECORD COMPANIES? 

All of the above. DVD Audio was 

originally conceived as an extension 

of the DVD format in the planning 

stages back in 1995.At that time 

over 40 companies including the 

major hardware manufacturers, 

technology companies and record 

labels were involved in the process 

to develop something that would 

provide an experience that far 

surpassed anything that was then 

available.Today the level of co-

operation between those involved is 

unprecedented — artists, labels, 

studios, manufacturers, pressing 

plants — you name it. Everyone feels 

get music fans to pay for music. 

What DVD-A brings to the party 

is robust copy protection. Bob Stuart 

intimates that two major music labels 

have professed a desire to "be out of 

CD within five years because they 

want better copy protection. After a 

couple of years of ludicrous attempts 

to copy-protect CD, the big guns are 

saying right now we want to go for 

this". Of course, DVD-A isn't 

impossible to pirate, but it's not 

ridiculously easy either, not least 

because MP3s don't come mixed in 

5.1 channel surround. 

For all its 'advanced resolution' 

multichannel sound, 'enhanced' 

content and universal compatibility, 

what is possible and are working 

together to make it a reality. From 

the perspective of the artist — I've 

been fortunate to be in the studio 

with a number of major artists as 

they heard 5.1 surround sound and 

DVD-A for the first time.Without 

exception they have had the same 

creative epiphany — this is the way 

that music should be heard.There 

are many artists today who are 

delivering 5.1 mixes to their labels at 

the same time as they provide 

stereo. Don't be deceived by what 

you see today on the shelves — there 

is an avalanche about to happen. 

WHAT'S YOUR POSITION IN 

THE DVD-A vs. SACD 

DEBATE? 

Both sound fantastic. Personally I 

find that SACD smoothes out a lot 

of the end ranges of the spectrum 

and it is somewhat like listening to 

music through rosy coloured glasses 

whereas I feel that DVD Audio does 

a better job in reproducing the pure 

DVD-A is being given the hard sell 

because of its robust copy 

protection. For a recording industry 

flailing in the face of MP3 and CD-R, 

DVD-Audio is the obvious way 

ahead. Compact Disc, thanks to its 

vast market penetration, low 'added 

value' and 'copy-friendly' nature, is 

something many industry figures 

would rather forget. It is DVD-A that 

they want to see succeed.As Naim 

Audio's Paul Stephenson succinctly 

puts it, "copyright issues are the big 

driver for the big guys, and the 

multichannel disc releases help this 

cause". 

tonal quality of the original master 

tapes. In my opinion the sonic 

difference is largely immaterial to 

the average consumer. My company 

owns or has licensed over 300 

albums (with many more coming in 

the next few months) all but a few 

of which we have the rights to 

release in both formats.We have 

chosen to focus exclusively on DVD 

Audio for a few simple reasons: 

[i] SACD requires that the 

consumer buy a new piece of 

hardware, DVD does not. 

[ii] The DVD format is a household 

name that is synonymous with 

better quality. DVD Audio is a 

natural extension of that brand 

identity. 

[iii] DVD Audio permits bonus 

features which adds to the 

experience of the consumer and 

gives them more of a reason to buy 

albums. SACD does not. At a 

fundamental level I see DVD Audio 

as being the mass market format of 

choice. 
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TWO OF 

If it's a dual format DVD player you're after, Marantz's DV8300 DVD-A/SACD spinner 
fits the bill nicely, says Noel Keywood. 

f the music industry is polaris-

ing into SACD and DVD-A 

high resolution formats, and 

you want something better 

than CD, then a dual-standard 

player like Marantz's DV8300 

reviewed here is the way to go.The 

problem is price - the new DV8300 

costs £ 1400, which is a lot of wonga 

for any silver disc spinner. 

The Marantz plays both SACD 

and DVD-Audio discs. It also handles 

CD of course, including mini 8cm 

types which 1 tend to favour, as well 

as CD-R/RWs, video CDs, MP3 discs 

(IS09060, but not VBR) and DVD-

R/RW (but not DVD+R/RW). 

As you might expect from such 

an expensive machine, there is a 

Component Video output through 

three phono sockets, plus two 

Composite Video outputs, an S-Video 

and two Scarts, one with RGB.The 

machine can output either PAL or 

NTSC through its composite 

outputs, or both for dual system TVs. 

It also provides progressive scan via 

the component outputs as an option, 

and in fact some of the £1,400 asking 

price goes into advanced video 

processing, much of which is user 

adjustable through a Video Adjust 

setting. This is an eyeball roller - you 

can even reduce mosquito noise 

(MNR — Mosquito Noise Reduction 

—1 kid you not!), most effective when 

watching David Attenbrough 1 

imagine! If video turns you on, this is 

the machine for you. 

On the audio side, on-board 

decoding is provided for Dolby 

Surround Sound and dts, analogue 

being available from rear phono 

sockets.As always, the player will mix 

down to stereo as an option.There 

are electrical and optical digital 

outputs, but note that all DVD-Audio 

and SACD is output only though the 

analogue outs.Via digital link DVD-

Audio is downmixed to stereo and 

24/192 is downmixed to 24/96. 

Surround-sound speaker settings 

are comprehensive, with both 

'speaker size and delay ( i.e. distance 

from listener) adjustable over a wide 

range of 0.3m to 9m for the fronts, 

and —6m to +2m for the rears. 

Speakers cannot be individually 

adjusted, except the subwoofer, 

which can also be switched off.A test 

signal is provided to aid set-up, and 

that includes channel gain so that 

different power amps can be used 

for front and rear. 

You don't have to worry about 

video quality with the DV8300 — it is 

superb.1 use Scart/ RGB/ progressive 

for best quality, but even interlaced 

was fine, if not as silky smooth. 

Pressing the remote's Video Adjust 

button accesses all the picture 

adjustments whilst a disc is playing, 

so you can see changes immediately. 

Indeed the Marantz offers one of the 

best pictures I have seen to date, 

well ahead of Denon's highly rated 

DVD3800. In (don't laugh) Jimmy 

Neutron (which 1 am forced to 

watch a lot) colours were denser, 

with better contrast and seemingly 

more luminous than 1 have hitherto 

seen. Outdoor scenes in Dark Blue 

World looked natural and rich. Detail 

was superb, even in shadows. Of 

course, fine differences in video 

colour level settings affect our 

perceptions of a picture, so I'll add 

the caveat that the Marantz was 

superb 'as set', but it is undoubtedly a 

fine video player in absolute terms. 

Whilst in some ways the Marantz 

DV8300 was inferior in its handling 

of DVD-Audio to Denon's DVD3800, 

the situation isn't a simple one. The 

Denon was poor with CD, so poor 

that 1 chose not to use it as a CD 

player. Measurement shows the 

Marantz is far more linear in its 

replay section, born out by its decent 

CD sound which is clean but a little 

bright, well detailed and with nicely 

portrayed depth perspective. Bass 

was a little mellifluous perhaps, but 

entirely satisfactory all the same. 

Violins in both digital and analogue 

recordings of Wagner highlights came 

over as vibrant and well separated, 

but also smoothly too. Drums and 

bass in Angelique Kidjo's 'Agolo' had 

all the power you normally get from 

a decent player. 

Denon's big machines have a 

'rock solid' bass quality that eludes 

the Marantz, which simply didn't have 

the visceral punch of the drums on 

Toy Matinee's 'Turn it on Salvador' 

(DVD-A). Still, it wasn't so far behind 

as to be seriously wanting. Fleetwood 

Mac's Rumours (DVD-A) came over 

very well.This new transcription 

sounds a little bright but it still has 

the fulsome bass of the original — and 

the Marantz lost none of it, while 

also sounding pure across the top 

end. 

SACDs were generally easier on 

the ear and more fluid than DVD-A 

discs, which is how the two formats 

generally pan out sonically.The 
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AK 
Marantz changed nothing here, 

getting equally good results from 

both. 

As the Denon's clarity and 

cleanliness faded in my memory, and 

the Marantz DV8300 very 

competently strode through just 

about every test I threw at it 

(including fine CD replay), I couldn't 

help but end up admiring it.This 

player does everything — and does it 

well. Both impressive and very 

relaxing to listen to. Marantz have 

used their considerable knowledge 

ND 
and ability to ensure that the 

background weaknesses it has — see 

our Measured Performance — don't 

in practice make themselves much 

known. However, as Paul Miller 

makes quite clear in our Measured 

Performance, at least in audio terms, 

better is available for less elsewhere. 

While I would rate this player 

comfortably above Denon's 

DVD3800 in terms of sound and 

video quality — making it well worth 

its price — it still faces stiff 

competition from the likes of 

Pioneer's £500 cheaper DV-757Ai. It 

remains a great player though, one 

which 1 have been happy to use at 

length.To date I can only say this of a 

select few players — so many 

machines I've encountered seem to 

have near-fatal weaknesses in one 

area or another, but not so this 

Marantz. It might not be perfect, but 

it is very, very good. 

Marantz DV8300 £ 1,400 

www.marantz.co.uk 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 

This is the second sample of 

Marantz's DV8300 that 1 have tested, 

and while their general specifications 

are similar, this second unit does 

suffer from a marked increase in 

supply-related noise and jitter. Jitter 

has increased from the —680psec 

expected to —2090psec while, even 

with A-weighting, the overall S/N 

ratio has fallen from 107dB to 

103dB.These extra peaks are clearly 

visible in the jitter plot (picked-out 

by a wave of blue coloured markers) 

which, otherwise, is comparable to 

that from Onkyo's DV-SP800 (see 

page XX).This type of jitter will add 

more than a little warmth to the 

sound of the DV8300 but is just as 

likely to soften its bass and 

compromise the clarity of its 

imaging. 

This noise is also visible as a 

'clump' at the base of the 40kHz 

signal in the second graph (dark blue 

trace). Because the DV8300 uses 

Pioneer's first-generation DV-747 

player as its foundation, it also shares 

the same pattern of ultrasonic noise 

which, typically, is worse with SACD 

(bright blue trace) than DVD-A. Of 

course, SACD's increased noise does 

serve to camouflage any distortion 

harmonics of signals above 15kHz or 

so, although this amounts to just 

0.0125% at 40kHz with DVD-A. 

Through the midrange, 

distortion is as low as 0.0004% with 

all CD, SACD and DVD formats just 

as its low-level linearity holds true 

to +/-0.2dB (-90dBFs) and +/- I.9dB 

(-I 10dBFs).The increased SACD 

noise is at least partly explained by 

Marantz's gentler analogue filtering 

which leaves the <response> just - 

2.6dB at 60kHz, -7.6dB at 80kHz and 

-I6dB at I 00kHz.While this is more 

than 'flat' enough for human ears, the 

DVD-A response is, as expected, 

flatter still with a mere - I.7dB dip at 

80kHz! In practice, while the 

DV8300 offers little advantage over 

Pioneer's original DV-747 the 

variation in performance between 

samples suggests it has not fully 

settled into production.Will the real 

DV8300 please stand up? 

PM 

Frequency Response 

CD 

-0.02dB (20Hz) to +0.06dB (20kHz) 

SACD 

-0.02dB (20Hz) to - 16.3dB ( 100kHz) I 92k 

DVD-A 

-0.02dB (20Hz) to - I.7dB (80kHz) 

Distortion Left Right 

-6dBFs 0.0004% 0.0005% 

-30dBFs 0.0054% 0.0057% 

-60dBFs 0.18% 0.17% 

-90dBFs 1.9% 1.8% 

Separation 

IkHz 105dB 104dB 

20kHz 107dB 108dB 

Noise (IEC A) 103.1dB 102.9dB 

Output 2.00V 2.00V 

Fine audio and video quality plus 
'universal compatibility make this an 
excellent machine, but one which 
faces fierce competition nonetheless. 
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LAT 

Pathos Acoustics have always had great taste when it comes to styling and the new 
Logos integrated from the Italian company is a real feast for the eyes. Will it feast 

the ears, though, asks Alan Sircom? 

p
athos and Logos are 
two out of the three 

types of persuasion of 

classical rhetoric; just 

add ethos' to com-

plete the set. Pathos is 

an appeal to emotion whereas Logos 

is an appeal to reason (and ethos is 

an appeal to the character of the 

person). 

That seems to be about right; 

the company Pathos makes fantastic-

looking products that appeal to the 

heart, while the £2,495 Logos 

integrated amplifier is a logical choice 

for many systems. Styling of the 

Logos makes you wonder if Frank 

Lloyd Wright ever died. It has the 

gorgeous lines of the Guggenheim 

Museum or Fallingwater, not the bluff 

square exterior of your average 

integrated amplifier. Some touches 

are pure Art Deco, especially the 

heatsinks that spell out the Pathos 

name; when the amp is picked up, 

these leave an almost-indelible 

reminder of the company name in 

your palms.Then add the curved light 

grey front, the twin tubes in a 

mirrored V sitting back from the 

wood centre panel with the name, 

main knob and LED display. Short of 

a very select handful of other 

components of similarly elegant 

design, this will be the product to 

draw all the attention in any hi-fi 

system. 

Beneath this stylish exterior is a 

hybrid design typical of the Pathos, 

er, ethos. It's a pre/power in a single 

chassis and a no-feedback design.The 

MOSFET based dual mono output 

stage is claimed to deliver a healthy 

I I OVVatts into eight Ohms, doubling 

perfectly into four Ohms to give 

220Watts.The literature suggests 

that the output transformers are 

'oversized'. After wrangling with this 

massive, sharp-edged beastie I 

wouldn't dispute this claim. 

The preamplifier stage sits firmly 

in the Class A realm, using a tasty 

100-step digital volume control 

which features a network of high-

precision laser-trimmed resistors in 

place of the more commonplace 

potentiometer. Not only does this 

make for spot-on channel balance, it 

prevents tonal change through the 

sweep of the volume control. It also 

means the volume control operates 

at the merest twist of the knob - 

which looks and feels very cool 

indeed. 

It's the preamp section where 

the hybrid part of the amplifier lies. 

There are a pair of ECC 82 double 

triodes in fancy chrome protectors 

which drive the preamplifier stage in 

Class A. This section has a pair of 

balanced inputs, plus five conven-

tional (i.e. unbalanced) inputs. 

There's even a remote control 

hewn out of solid wood. It looks 

neat and elegant, but with no 

instructions at all, using it is down to 

guesswork and then memory. 

This amplifier's hybrid sound is 

truly magical across mid and high 

frequencies, presented seemingly 

without favouritism but with an 

honest three-dimensional neutrality 

that forces the listener into a mixing-

desk accurate soundstage. Better 

still, this amplifier sounds good while 

conveying a mass of detail. Few 

amplifiers get this much information 

from a source without sounding a bit 

stark, etched or somehow 

unappealing; most are amps you will 

respect rather than like.Then along 

comes the Logos and all bets are off. 

You get the information retrieval of a 
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SPIRIT 
genuine detail-hound product, but 

that info is so damn musical that you 

just can't help listening to more. 

As a hi-fi reviewer, this quality 

makes this a bit of a nemesis product 

..— you sit down with your pad and 

try to jot down notes about the 

performance and end up listening to 

another disc, and another, and 

another... It manages to combine 

high-end sheen and oodles of grunt 

with a degree of happy listenability 

that often characterises good budget 

products.This delicate balance 

between the smooth tones and 

resolute solidity of high-end 

performance and the almost raw fun 

of cheaper gear comes across 

whatever is played through the 

Logos. However, anything with plenty 

of vocals — like the arch weirdness of 

The Polyphonic Spree — has a 

fantastic sense of layering and articu-

lation that makes you hear every 

breath of the dozen or more white 

kaftan'd singers. 

Bass is a slight issue, but only if 

you partner the Logos with true full-

range speakers. Most hi-fi designs 

have strongly rolled off bass and the 

thickness of the Logo's bottom end 

enhances and complements that roll 

off, making speakers sound fuller, 

warmer and a bit more musical. Stick 

a ' real' full-

range 

speaker in 

the system 

and that full, 

warm and 

musical 

sound turns 

fat, syrupy 

and 

ponderous, especially when played 

loud with something with a bit of 

bottom-end welly, such as Gorillaz vs 

Spacemonkez dubbed up remix 

album.This made me wish for a bit of 

lean in my musical bacon, as it 

sounds rather too packed with The 

Full English bloat. But, as this would 

mean partnering a two-and-a- half-

grand amplifier with ten g's plus 

worth of loudspeaker system, most 

Logos users will never discover that 

chubbiness; instead, they will marvel 

at all that extra richness and tonality 

to the bottom end. 

You cannot sum up a product 

like the Logos in one word, but there 

are words that keep re-emerging — 

and one of those is 'bouncy'.The 

bouncy sense of rhythm (even if that 

is produced by a slight thickening of 

the bottom end) gives even dense 

classical music the sort of groove Ry 

Cooder would be proud of.Yet, it 
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doesn't force a rhythmic structure 

on the music played, it merely digs 

out a beat no matter how 

camouflaged that beat may be. Such 

infectious beat structures are the 

stuff of dreams for most valve 

designs, but come as standard here. 

If the Logos only sounded slightly 

as good as it looked, it would more 

than justify the price tag. However, 

sprinkle in that wonderful mid-band 

transparency, vocal articulation and 

natural imagery and the Logos starts 

to prove that beauty isn't only skin 

deep. Unless you have top-class full-

range speakers, this is an elegant and 

highly recommended choice. 

Pathos Logos £2,499 

UKD 

Tel: +44 (0)1753 652669 

www.ukd.co.uk 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 

The Logos certainly has plenty of 

power, producing 128watts into 

8ohms and 210watts into 4ohms. 

Power supply regulation was good 

and it will go loud. Measuring 

distortion, to see how it handled 

heavy current delivery into a low 

load showed, however, that at full 

gain the front-end triode valve 

produce quite a lot of hum and its 

harmonics on the output. Since this 

was gain dependent its audibility 

depends upon the gain of a 

preceding pre-amp and the setting of 

the Logos volume control, but all 

the same the amplifier should have 

been quieter. Input triodes only hum 

when the base used lacks critical 

screening or the heater is a.c. 

This apart, there is a little 

distortion with extended harmonics 

at high output, but the amplifier is 

clean enough at low output. 

Bandwidth was an extended 150kHz 

with good low end extension down 

to 5Hz 

The Logos measured fairly well, 

with the exception of hum from the 

triodes. NK 

Power 128watts 

CD/tuner/aux. 

Frequency response 6Hz- I 50kHz 

Separation 

Noise 

Distortion 

Sensitivity 

dc offset 

0.1 
Distortion 

level 

005 

o 

1 

90dB 

-81 dB 

0.04% 

800mV 

2/5mV 

10k frequency (Hzl 60k 

Stonking looking and highly detailed 
sounding, the Logos is a lot of amplifier 
for the money. High end at a sensible 
price. 
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TURN UP 
FOR THE 
BOOKS 
The Revolver R33 is the first product from the new, re-vitalised company. 

Dominic Todd listens to this new two-way standmount. 

T
hose with longer audio 
memories may well 

remember Revolver. 

Along with other small-

er UK hi-fi companies 

they were a brand that 

went to the wall during the early 90s 

as turntable sales dramatically 

declined. However, just as many 

other names have been resurrected, 

so too has Revolver.The company 

behind the resurrection,The Acoustic 

Partnership, is based in Cornwall and 

includes amongst its crew an ex-

Heybrook man, Mike Jewitt. It's 

therefore not that surprising to see a 

range of 'speakers as their first ven-

ture back into the hi-fi 

market. 

The £500 R33 

here faces extremely 

tough competition. 

There are literally 

dozens of 'speakers 

around this price 

point, and designs 

such as the Quad L 

Series have moved the 

game on in terms of 

what can be expected 

In both finish and 

sound quality. 

Initially, the 

Revolvers came as 

something of a 

disappointment. After 

the beautifully 

veneered cabinets of 

many rivals I find the laminate and 

grey cloth finish of the R33s rather 

cheap and impractical. Surely it 

wouldn't take long for that cloth to 

rip and stain in most households, 

especially those with curious cats! 

Personal issues of aesthetics aside, 

though, the R33s appear well made. 

The MDF cabinet is solid and 

internally braced.The hardwired 

crossover uses some decent quality 

components, although it's a shame 

that a higher grade of internal 

'speaker cable couldn't have been 

used.The drive units are pretty much 

what you'd expect at this level: 

there's a custom designed glass fibre 

woofer, accompanied by an 

aluminium tweeter with ring magnet. 

It's a competent design, yet one that 

boasts little to differentiate it from a 

proliferation of rivals. 

As ever in high fidelity though, 

even the unlikeliest looking designs 

can spring a surprise when it comes 

to sound quality and I'm pleased to 

say that this was very much the case 

here.Tom Jones and The 

Stereophonics"Mama told me not to 

come', revealed a vibrant, upfront 

sound that appealed to me from the 

off. Much of its appeal lay in sheer 

transparency.Vocals were wonderfully 

open and projected well into the 

room, clear of the rest of the mix. 

Separation and sound staging were 

excellent, even for a design of this 

price range.There were times when I 

could easily believe it was a 'speaker 

of twice I was listening to, such was 

the R33's insight into the music. 

Thankfully, their bass response 

had plenty of weight, otherwise the 

balance could have tipped just a little 

too much towards being forward.As 

it was. I found the balance ideal, at 

least for the average UK sized living 

room. 

Excellent timing was a charac-

teristic of Richard Thompson's 'Hand 

on me'.There was just enough bass 

to push the strong rhythm through, 

without it becoming bogged down 

and soggy, a problem with poorer 

floorstanders. In addition to the tight, 

focused bassline, my enjoyment was 

further enhanced by the texture and 

delay afforded to percussion. 

Thompson's vocals, too, benefited 
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from the R33's open and honest 

representation.With all these aspects 

combined I found a great sense of 

realism and very little to grouch 

about here. 

Much the same was true with 

Classical music, in this case 

Chabrier's, orchestral piece, Espana. 

This is one of the most vibrant and 

dynamic Classical pieces I know, and 

it's to the R33's credit that they 

coped admirably with it. First of all 

the downside:There can be no doubt 

that a hefty floorstander would 

create a superior sense of scale and 

weight to the sound, yet in other 

respects the Revolver's passed with 

flying colours.Their balance was 

dynamic and blissfully free of 

compression. They also managed the 

trick of sounding vibrant and 

exciting, without missing out subtler 

details.Amongst the almost 

uncontrolled outbursts from the 

brass sections, even the quietest 

chimes could still be heard.Yet, when 

a soloist should be heard above the 

orchestra, they were given the 

proper treatment.The closely 

recorded solo horn, playing during 

the middle of the piece, fairly leapt 

out from the 'speakers. I could of 

course argue that this wouldn't be 

the case at a live concert, yet it was 

clearly what the recording engineers 

had intended, and therefore true to 

the original recording.The R33s did 

more than simply stage the piece 

well, they made it involving and real. 

I've not heard brass timbre as good 

from a 'speaker of this price range 

for some time. It got just the right 

balance of power, richness and, well, 

brassy exuberance. 

My one fear had been that the 

Revolvers might be a little too 

forward, and perhaps sibilant, with 

female vocalists. I needn't have 

worried as Dave's True Story's 

'Daddy-0' proved.The vocals showed 

no hint of excess sibilance, despite 

being powerfully projected well into 

the room.There was also plenty of 

height given to the stage, and plenty 

of clues to the recording venue, given 

the echo, decay and ambience. Finally, 

it was a real pleasure to hear the 

tenor and baritone saxophones 

sounding as though they were 

sparring with one another, such was 

their vivacity. 

As you've probably gathered by 

now, I came to the conclusion that 

Revolver's R33s are sonically pretty 

special. Not surprisingly, they 

reminded me of the best character-

istics of Heybrook 'speakers. In terms 

of transparency, separation and 

staging they are amongst the best in 

their class. Furthermore, they manage 

to achieve such insight without 

sounding anemic or at all harsh. 

Whilst I wouldn't describe the 

R33s as being the most refined 

'speaker on the market, you would 

have to have a pretty harsh system 

to be upset by the effect. Likewise, 

whilst the bass may not be quite as 

deep as some, I found it to be ample, 

yet cohesive and powerful enough to 

balance the forward mid-range. So, 

despite the dubious aesthetics, the 

R33s get my wholehearted 

recommendation. Just make sure that 

all cats are kept well away! 

Revolver R33 £499 

Acoustic Partnership 

Te1:087 0047 0047 

www.revolveraudio.co.uk 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 

Although the Revolver R33 looks flat 

enough in terms of its frequency 

response, a close look shows that 

bass output is well damped and 

treble peaks abovel2kHz.VVith no 

crossover dip to soften the sound, 

on balance this means the R33 will 

likely sound tight and bright. In 

particular, its well damped bass 

output suggests near-wall mounting. 

Like most reflex loudspeakers of 

reasonable dimension nowadays, the 

R33 gets down to 40Hz and 

measurement suggests it will 

produce healthy bass. It's no boom 

box though, in spite of a large rear 

port, which in fact keeps bass 

compression and distortion low. 

Small ports make for a choked 

sound at high bass levels. It looks like 

the R33 has been engineered to 

sound fast and clean, but with bright 
level 
(dB) recordings it may well sound sharp 

at times. 

Voltage sensitivity was good at 

86dB, especially since impedance 

was high at 9.5ohms.This is a good 

loudspeaker for 8ohm valve amps 

and an easy load for transistor 

amps. Impedance plummets above 

6kHz and if this was corrected the 

tweeter would not peak so heavily. 

Revolver's R33 is a neat 

enough design that will likely 

appeal to those who want a 

fast, controlled sound from a 

near-wall mounter. 

NK 

+5 

o 

-5 

Frequency response 

12 78 400 2k 7k 20k 
frequency (Hz) 

Impedance 

frequency (Hz) 10 50 100 1k 10k 

World Verdict mime 
Not the best finish for the money but 
with their transparency and tonal 
accuracy, the R336 are one of the best 
sounding in their class. 
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Visit our website at www.hi-fiworld.co.uk or send your e-mails to letters@hi-fiworld.co.uk Every letter we print wins a 

superb prize including Precious Metals interconnects and a FREE subscription to Hi-Fi World for the letter of the month!! 

letters Et mails 
LEFT ON THE SHELF 

When our first child became a toddler I 

hastily raised my stereo from its Sound 

Organisation rack on the floor to any 

old shelf or cupboard top available to 

keep it out of reach of inquisitive little 

hands. Speakers too went from dedicat-

ed stands to bookshelves. The turntable 

has always been on a Target wall shelf 

which works fine but is of a rather 

industrial design. The imminent arrival of 

our second child has finally forced me to 

accept that this is going to be a perma-

nent arrangement So I've decided to 

put some shelves up. 

The system consists of Roksan 

Xerxes, Meridian 200/203, Cyrus Two 

and a cheap radio. Speakers are 

Celestion DL4. I like my stereo - it 

sounded great on a dedicated rack, it 

still sounds remarkably good on top of a 

cupboard. So I don't want to change any 

of the bits - just give them the best 

chance I can. The question then is, 

what's going to do this on a budget of 

not very much? 

A quick trawl of the web has 

yielded a grand total of zero dedicated 

wall shelves for hi-fi. I suspect this isn't 

really the case but it's not encouraging. 

Does anybody make such a product? If 

they do, I'll need at least two - one each 

for turntable and CD player - the radio 

and amp can fend for themselves to 

some extent 

My other option is a trip to the 

local DIY superstore. If I do go for 

ordinary shelving should it be a heavy 

(solid wood) shelf rigidly fixed to the 

wall or would a lightweight (MDF?) shelf 

on those plug-in bracket thingies be the 

way to go? 

With no evidence to back it up 

whatsoever, my preference would be for 

the solid variety, coupled with a support 

for the turntable of the Mona type. 

Some years ago a dealer demonstrating 

a CD player put Sorbothane pads 

underneath - and transformed it. Are 

these still considered a good idea and 

can you still get them (cheaper than a 

Mana table!)? 

Finally, what about the speakers? 

Are there any decent wall brackets 

available? The only things I've ever seen 

advertised look ghastly - designed for 

use by the kind of people who like to 

keep one speaker behind the sofa and 

the other in the airing cupboard - nicely 

out of the way. 

Regards 

Guy Coulson 

And pray what's wrong with one 

'speaker behind the sofa and the 

other in the airing cupboard? I've 

known certain models to sound 

much better this way! 

Onto the real subject, though. 

Yours is a very common case and 

one all us dads have to consider.We 

also have to consider that if we want 

excessive detail and pin-point preci-

sion sound, we aren't going to get it 

unless the garage is transformed into 

a 'no entry' listening room. 

Consequently it's quite hard to enjoy 

hi-fi when your children are in the 

early stage, unless you've a good pair 

of headphones. 

There is just the design you are 

looking for, made especially for those 

in your position and it comes from 

none other than Mana Acoustics.The 

Sound Shelf (£275) is a dedicated 

shelf for use with either a turntable 

or a CD player, and it is solidly bolt-

ed into the wall. It can be upgraded 

to Reference Shelf status by adding a 

Mini Table (£ 175) for further isola-

tion. It's not cheap but definitely 

effective. 

Otherwise, look around for sup-

ports such as the RDC platform 

which can be placed under the 

turntable on a self. It is available from 

hififorsale.com in their accessories 

section . 

For the rest of the system, the 

'real world' solution is, for me, the 

following. I'd suggest placing your 

equipment on some fairly wide and 

solid shelves (solidly fixed and brack-

eted into the wall).These can be well 

out of reach from little inquisitive 

hands, and I suggest you use subtle 

looking and effective supports such 

as Ringmat's Feet at £75 for four 

(which fit under each 'foot' of a com-

ponent) for a little fine tuning of the 

digital source - although they are a 

tad pricy. 

Where this type of support is 

less necessary is with amplifiers, 

where vibration has less impact com-

pared to that of a disc spinning 

mechanism. 

A cheaper option is available in 

the form of simple but effective RDC 

cones which slip under the compo-

nent, spiky end down.These things 

do work and often to the extent of 

many 'dedicated' stands. 

Equipment support is far less of 

a grey area when it comes to 'speak-

ers, however.Very, very few loud-

speakers will work effectively when 

mounted on wall brackets or in cor-

ners.There's always Mission's fs2 

NXT panels, but whilst good enough, 

they are more a domestic compro-

mise than an audiophile transducer. 

Wall brackets for loudspeakers 

are, as you suggest, not really for the 

hi-fi fanatic and are essentially a sonic 

trade off for getting the things out of 

the way! If you have to use a wall 

bracket make sure that the 'speakers 

are placed low enough down the wall 

for optimum listening (tweeters ide-

ally at ear level or just above) and 

away from any corners.Also, if the 

'speakers are bass reflex designs, 

choose a model that is front ported 

so it won't boom when placed close 

to a rear wall. SP 

A Sound Shelf from Mana could 

be the solution to your 

problem! 
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PERPLEXED OF 

PEACEHAVEN! 

My mind is totally scrambled with well 

meaning but contradictory advice on 

how to improve my front end (my wife 

may have a few suggestions). It all goes 

to prove that "sound" is so subjective 

and producing it with a spinning disc 

through boxes of wires and transistors 

(or valves) has too many variables to 

ever find real common ground. 

Not that I am unhappy with my 

current modest set of boxes - 

Systemdek II , Helios Scorpio tonearm, 

Sumiko Blue Point cartridge, EAR 834 

phono stage, Rega Planet 2000 CD, 

Technics SUCI 000 plus 2 X SEA 1000 

power amps and Mission 852 speak-

ers. However, no thanks to your publica-

tion I find myself looking for improve-

ment! 

I spend a lot of time listening to 

vinyl so this is the area I am looking at 

initially. My first thought was to upgrade 

to a GyroDec SE with RB300 arm os I 

am sure the Systemdek is gong to be 

off the pace these days. Having spoken 

to a 'no axe to grind' dealer from your 

classifieds, however, I was not convinced 

about the benefits. Whilst he agreed 

that the Gyro was a good deck, in his 

opinion it wasn't a huge hike in 

performance on what I already had and 

I could achieve as good, if not better, 

sound by changing the motor to an 

Origin Live DC and swapping the arm 

for one of their tweaked RB250s. 

This was the start of my journey 

through a whole chunk of your 

classifieds bothering each dealer in turn 

for their views. I have to say that each 

and every one was both courteous and 

helpful, albeit often giving completely 

opposite advice . The trouble is I'm none 

the wiser, hence my letter.. 

On the GyroDec - dealer one said 

'good deck but goes out of tune too 

easily and I'd be better off with a 

Nottingham Analogue Spacedek. Dealer 

two disagreed saying the Gyro once set 

up could be left without problem. 

Another dealer when asked about the 

Origin Live modified arms said he 

thought they were out performed by a 

standard RB300 they just gave a 

"different", not necessarily better, sound. 

You can see my problem. All I 

hoped to find out really is how much I 

would need to spend and in what 

direction to hear o significant 

enhancement in reproduction? Is it still 

worth keeping the Systemdek and 

improve it in the areas mentioned or 

ditch it altogether in favour of say, the 

Origin Live Ultra with their modded 

RB250 despite the 'thumbs down' from 

dealer three (most other dealers sung 

it's praises). 

I would value your unbiased 

opinion and don't delay, as 1 can 

already feel the urge to ring another 

poor dealer! 

Dominic Taylor 

East Sussex 

Well, hi-fi is a subjective thing, and so 

who can tell whether those dealers' 

respective contributions were heart-

felt or financially expedient? 

Personally. I've heard all manner 

of stories about the Gyro - it goes 

out of tune, it sounds dead, etc. etc. - 

and all 1 can say is that if you set it 

up properly (not difficult, considering 

its three spring adjusters are out-

side, not inside, the ' plinth') then 

you'll be amazed. In fact, your prob-

lem will be saving up for a suitably 

superb tonearm and cartridge! 

There's a knack to setting up a 

Gyro - as per any belt drive, sus-

pended subchassis deck - but it's not 

rocket science and once mastered 

won't need to be repeated very 

often. Simply get the deck on a level 

surface so the height adjusters don't 

need to be set differently, twiddle 

the springs so the bounce is a 

healthy 'up and down' motion (and 

dress the arm cable likewise) and 

you're off. Also, make sure you've got 

the right arm base for your arm, not 

just your arm mounting, as the bases 

are mass - as well as geometrically - 

matched to the GyroDec's balanced 

subchassis. 

If it were my money I would go 

for the Gyro without hesitation - 

the Systemdek is an old design from 

another era that although worthy is 

off the pace now, To this I'd fit a - 

you've guessed it - Origin Live mod-

ded RB250.The dealer who says it's 

different not better is obviously run-

ning a weird sounding system! Akin 

to fitting a new set of Koni shockers, 

springs and sticky tyres to your car, 

it tightens things up no end and real-

ly makes the whole experience so 

much more involving. It's also great 

value too! 

This done, when your Sumiko 

gives up the ghost, go for a 

Dynavector DV20X-H high output 

moving coil cartridge.Your EAR 834 

isn't a bad phono stage, but is veiled 

enough to keep you blissfully 

unaware of the BPS's harsh, strident 

tendencies. Upgrading your deck 

might throw these into sharper 

relief, so the DV20 should rebalance 

things nicely and give the EAR a 

nice, big, fat signal to play with. DP 

CUT IT OUT! 

I have an ongoing problem with my sys-

tem in that through various set ups 

(Cyrus based) it has continually cut out. 

The current system consists of a 

Cyrus 7 amplifier with PSX, a DAD 3 

CD player and bi-wired Mission 753 

Freedom speakers. This year I replaced 

the Cyrus 1111 with the Cyrus 7 which 

has helped but not altogether solved 

the problem. I normally ploy the amp 

between nine and ten o'clock and my 

musical taste includes Flaming Lips, 

Mercury Rev, Blue Oyster Cult and 

Sonic Youth. 

The amp cuts out on some discs 

quite regularly. I warm the hi-fi up for a 

day prior to playing and do not think 

that there is a particular fault as the 

previous hi-fi, virtually the same set up, 

had the same problem. I am now won-

dering whether the problem may be 

with the size of the speakers and 

whether they take too much driving and 

whether the addition of a power amp 

will help. 

I did hear some Totem speakers in 

a hi-fi shop with a Cyrus set up and 

they seemed to ploy louder than the 

Missions at a lower volume. Could it be 

efficiency related? 

Dave 

North Yorkshire 

Hi Dave.The Cyrus 7, whilst clean 

and forward is no out and out pow-

erhouse amp - there's only so much 

you can squeeze into a box that 

size! At 12 o' clock the Cyrus amps 

are on the edge and at maximum 

drive.They can take some stick but 

everything has a limit, unfortunately. 

Pumping Flaming Lips and Sonic 

Youth through the Cyrus 7 at ten o' 

clock will actually push it to the 

edge of performance with the 753s, 

which are a 5ohm load.This 

would have also applied with your 

older Illi. 

There are a few options open to 

you here. One is to sell the Cyrus 7 

but keep the PSX and upgrade to 

the new, more powerful (by IOW) 

Cyrus 8. This should make a small, 

not significant, difference. Perhaps a 

better option is to go for a pair of 

'speakers that are an easier load, or 

more upfront in performance. 

Anything from Triangle, for example. 

is very easy to drive and has a for-

ward and exciting sonic stamp. 

Alternatively, listen to a pair of 

Mission 783s which have a big, bass-

tight sound.They're not the easiest 
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90% of our customers prefer our "warm and 
old-valve" sound to their expensive transistor 

preamplifiers & power amplifiers. We have a signed 
testimonial to prove that one customer prefers 

£1,000 "EL34 Lim Signature" to £2,600 preamp / 
power amp/power supply made by a famous name. 

Do you need further proof that price is not a 
substitute for the "valve sound" ? Money refunded 

to 10% of customers who prefer transistor amplifiers. 

Money back guarantee (less £30 return carriage, 
within 1 month) that our valve amplifiers deliver clear 
sweet treble, without harshness, from CD players 

£700 + 100% fatigue free + Sibilance on female voices 
is well controlled and greatly reduced. £1,000 

'His' sound like ' His' and not 'Hissssssssk' 
+ Singers accentuation and accents become blatantly obvious + Random background noise/crossover distortion 
disappears, creating an inky black silence, so you can hear quiet notes, breathing noise, artificial reverberation, etc 
+ more powerful bass slam than most transistor amplifiers and most Single Ended amplifiers + 40 watts (EL34) 

Money back guarantee (less £30) that you prefer our £ 1,000 or £ 1,450 "KT88 Triode Connection" 
valve amplifiers to most transistor amplifiers, most transistor / valve hybrid amplifiers, most 
Single Ended valve amplifiers, most Ultra Linear valve amplifiers selling for £2,000 to £20,000. 

"Proper" Triode Push Pull valve amplifiers should sound better, so they are 
excluded from our Money Back Guarantee. However, they cost £6,000 and upward. 

Price is not a guarantee for sound quality. Some products are overpriced and pretentious. 

Telephone 01634 268662 anytime or 01634 373410 for Mr Andrew Everard's review in Gramophone Magazine and 
Summary of 18 testimonials from satisfied customers + www.affordablevalvecompany.com + Amplifier shown without 

CE safety cage, to prove that this is a genuine valve amplifier. Customers must not remove the CE safety cage. 

Free delivery to U.K. Subsidised £50 UPS delivery to other countries. 
Return carriage for Money Back Guarantee is £30 for U.K. £ 100 for other countries. 

Beauhorn"' 
The Beauhorn Virtuosos simply manage to make music. 

of all kinds more interesting and involving than 

conventional speakers. 

Paul Messenger Hi-Fi+ 

Inflict, the sound had clearly the "Beauhorn" signature. 

True, the B2 's are less sensitive than the Virtuosos, but 

the vivid, uncolored midrange that I so much liked on 

the Virtuosos was there, fully there. 

Thorsten Loesch Enjoy the Music 

the Beauhorn sensation - 

feeling that you are there  

Proven reliability. 
2 years guarantee. 

website: www.beauhorn.com e-mail: infow@beauhorn.com Hastings TN35 4NB England Telephone: +44 (0)1424 813888 
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to drive but have a bigger sound 

than the 753s. 

Lastly, presuming you'd like to 

stick with Cyrus, you could go for 

the Smartpower power amplifier, 

using the 7 as a preamp.Whilst the 

Smartpower quotes only 60W per 

channel, we measured up to 80W in 

our tests and two can be bridged in 

monoblock form for a (conservative) 

quoted 105W per channel and more 

clout and drive than the Cyrus 7 can 

deliver. SP 

ESCAPE TO A WARMER 
CLIMATE 
I need to warm up the sound of my hi-

fi. I've currently got a Meridian 200 

transport with Audio Alchemy DAC, 

Audiolab 8000A/800OP amplification 

with a REL Strata Ill subwoofer and 

Acoustic Energy AE I speakers. These ore 

bi-wired with QED profile 4x4. Whilst 

the sound is beautifully open and 

detailed, it can lack warmth when play-

ing Rock music. I suspect this is down to 

the Audiolabs. 

I've got around £2000 to spend on 

upgrading the amps. Do you have any 

recommendations? There's so many 

good pre/power combos out there, I 

don't really know where to start. 

Rick Williams 

The obvious answer is to get a valve 

amp like AudioNote's superb Oto SE 

(£1200), but the problem is that it 

will struggle to sound louder than 

your mobile phone through those 

AE I s! Your loudspeakers are an 

acquired taste, and having acquired it 

many years back 1 can see where 

you're coming from! You obviously 

like fast, tight, punchy sound, 

methinks.To wit, Naim's brand new 

entry-level pre-power should fit the 

bill nicely. 

The NAC202/NAP200 (£ 1170/ 

£1142) pre-power combo will sound 

dramatically different to your 

'Audiodrabs' - feisty, muscular, grippy 

and involving in a way your 8000s 

could only dream of but with more, 

yes, warmth. Indeed, I feel that your 

system has been suffering from mis-

matched amplifiers - the 8000Ps are 

a mediocre design that is grey as a 

wet Wednesday afternoon and your 

AEI s will be communicating this 

relentlessly. 

How can I mutter the Naim 

name and the word 'warmth' in the 

same sentence? Well, the latest gen-

eration of Naims are warmer (shall 

we say less cold?) than those of yore, 

and really are getting neutral. 

Certainly, they're far less grey and 

foggy than your 8000Ps. 

Alternatively, consider Musical 

Fidelity's A308 (£2000) integrated, 

which is a brilliantly clean and pow-

erful amplifier that errs on a warmer 

side of neutral. I'm using this right 

now and am growing ever more 

impressed with it as time goes by - 

it's also brilliant with my metal-coned 

(as per your AE I s) Yamaha 

NS 1000Ms, which are a real trial to 

drive (as per your AEI s)! By all 

means listen to this with your speak-

ers, but be aware that any upgrade to 

your amps will reveal your Audio 

Alchemy DAC in all its ( unlovely) 

glory.There's also the superb 

valve/hybrid Unison Research Unico 

DM power amp at £ 1,500 which 

delivers 150W per channel of 

smooth power.You could then hang 

fire until the matching preamp (UR's 

preamps are usually highly commend-

able) is available early next yearYou 

might also like to upgrade your DAC 

to a Meridian 203 (£ 125 from the 

classifieds) as a quick fix, or better 

still go for a Meridian 507 (£ 1195) as 

that superb ' last' CD player before 

you go to DVD-A.This has warmth 

and opulence in spades, and would 

be a great match for the AE Is too. 

Good luck. DP 

The 507 CD from Meridian 

would be an effective 'quick fix' 

REMAIN IN THE PINK 
My fifteen year old system needs its first 

major upgrade/replacement It compris-

es Pink Triangle Export turntable recent-

ly "GTi" modified with new PSU/Rego 

RB300/AudloTechnica ATF5 cartridge, 

QED SA240 integrated amp Marantz 

CD651ISE CD player and Wharfedale 

505.2 speakers on QED Tristands. 

I am looking to optimise a vinyl-

playing system first before dealing with 

the CD. 

I don't really want to replace the 

turntable yet, I've hardly used it (due to 

numerous house moves in the last 

twelve years it's never been set up 

permanently anywhere until now). I feel 

I have not heard what it's sonically 

capable of given the limitations of 

components in the remainder of the 

current system. Besides, I cannot justify 

the considerable expenditure of 

replacing it with a state-of-the-art deck 

offering what could only be relatively 

modest improvements in sound. 

The plan with the PT is to upgrade 

further over time. First of all, I am 

considering the Origin Live 

Counterweight modification on the Rego 

plus internal and external rewiring. And 

perhaps at a later date, the Origin Live 

DC motor replacement Is this a sound 

idea (excuse the pun)? 

For now though, the priorities are a 

new moving coil cartridge, a new 

amplifier with a good MC phono stage 

and new speakers. My budget Is about 

£4000-£5000.1 don't know where to 

start - help! 

My music tastes now are acoustic, 

vocal, R 8413/Latin/jazz fusion, classical 

(especially solo guitar). Very loud 

listening levels would not go down well 

with the neighbours so absolute amp 

power is not so important What I want 

is an amp/speaker combination where I 

do not have to turn the volume up to 

hear good detail. 

I always thought my current 

system's bass could be improved. I don't 

want extended bass if it is all woolly and 

uncontrolled; rather, firm, tight and 

rhythmic bass to coin a few phrases 

that hi-fi journals have been overzealous 

at using. Put short, from the whole 

system I want realistic (neutral not 

coloured), detailed sound balanced over 
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the entire sonic spectrum with good 

stereo focus.This could be a description 

of the ultimate in hi-fi terms but can I 

get a flavour of it with this budget? 

On the amps, what do you think 

about the Croft Vitale pre-amplifier (has 

this even got a MC phono stage?) in 

combination with Croft power amps. 

Also, the Unison Research Unico or SRI 

integrated, possibly the C5P/P3OKs 

pre/power combo (I am currently living 

in Milan so have a better opportunity to 

audition UR products). 

For speakers, I fancy the Snell E.5 

mk2 speakers based simply on 

descriptions of their bass control, plus 

having heard and loved the old type Ills. 

What others should I consider? And 

what about MC cartridges at or under 

the L500 mark? 

Thanks in advance if you can help! 

Chris, Ex-Pat 

Milan, Italy 

A pretty tall order, this. Firstly, I agree 

that you don't need to replace your 

PT - it's by far the strongest link in 

the system and capable of truly 

excellent sound even if it isn't the 

very best around these days. To wit, 

I'd agree that you should get your 

Rega OL modded, or if at all possible 

get a new OL Silver 250 (at around 

£600).To this, fit an Ortofon 

Kontrapunkt B which The Pope and I 

both agree is something deeply spe-

cial. Others to audition are the 

Dynavector DV I 7D2 and the Lyra 

Lydian Beta - both are excellent coils 

so you're somewhat spoiled for 

choice. I can't tell you which one to 

buy - I'd say this is very much a mat-

ter of what speakers you end up 

with, so sort these first, then decide. 

Next is an amplifier for around 

£2000-£3000.The Crofts won't give 

the firmness and control in the bass 

you strive for, although they are nice-

ly transparent.The Unison Research 

valve amp combination you mention 

is a good package.The P3OK gives 

out a healthy 30W of muscular valve 

power from four KT88 tubes and the 

preamp has a very decent switchable 

phono stage. 

There's also the Argo/Alecto II 

Stereo full Class A pre-power combi-

nation (£ 1650/ £ 1950). If you're the 

kind of guy who knows what he likes 

and knows that it isn't Naim, then 

this is probably your dream pre-

power. It's awesomely open, clean 

and clear yet has a valve-like liquidity 

and smoothness.This is all despite its 

use of transistors - but the upside is 

the brilliant bass grip and big, broad 

shouldered speaker driving ability. 

Also consider the Sugden 

Masterclass integrated, which at just 

over £3,000 gives you a taste of real 

high-end fluidity thanks to a pure 

Class A design.Again this amp isn't 

about power, but detail and refine-

ment. At 30W, though, it ideally needs 

'speakers that are an easy load. 

Speakers? Well that's a tricky 

one, and genuinely hard to answer 

until you've decided on the compo-

nents in your system higher up in the 

chain. If it was my money I wouldn't 

go near the Snells - I see what you're 

trying to achieve by suggesting them, 

but to my ears they're simply too 

coloured and compromised to be 

taken seriously. If you went with the 

valve option then maybe they'd be a 

more synergistic match but if you 

opt for the 70W RMS per channel 

Alecto Stereo, you'll have no such 

load limitations. Personally I'd be 

looking at a used pair of Magneplanar 

MGMC Is or Quad 988s, both of 

which would really benefit from your 

REL sub (I agree - ed!). DP 

The ESL 988 and a Re! Sub are 

a marriage made in hi-fi heaven 

NU-VISTA NEW SOUND? 

I would like some advice on upgrade 

options. My current set-up is Sony X-

33E5/ Cyrus DAD3Q.24 and Project 

Perspective/MC30 as sources, and a 

Musical Fidelity series II MVT pre and 

P270 power amps driving Dynaudio 

Audience 50 speakers. Despite an over-

all preference for the sound of the 

Cyrus I am considering selling it to raise 

money, and buy an MF A3 192 upsam-

pling DAC, as I have been impressed by 

this DAC and support the upsampling 

theory. The Sony would probably be rele-

gated to a source in a second system 

and another older but higher end Sony, 

either o X-777ES or 333ES, bought 

cheaply to be used as a transport for 

the MF DAC. 

I am extremely pleased with the 

MF amplifiers, and although the 

Audiences share my pleasure I feel the 

electronics would justify an upgrade to 

Contour series, either 1.1s or I.3s as 

the room is quite small. The alternative 

is Acoustic Energy AE I s, which whilst 

being not as neutral or uncoloured as 

Dynaudio and with well-known short-

comings are still highly accomplished 

monitors, and would be configured opti-

mally being driven by the P270 and on 

the rock-solid concrete stands I'm using. 

I'm aware this is a classic combina-

tion. I would expect the Contours to be 

superior to AEI s, but also more expen-

sive and much harder to find bearing in 

mind the constraints of only buying sec-

ond-hand. 

1 would appreciate your comments 

and suggestions on these ideas, but 

would also like advice on preamps! The 

MVT is excellent and would take some 

beating, but following source and speak-

er upgrades would probably be the next 

area to change. It would be logical to 

stick with Musical Fidelity and not cre-

ate a 'stir-fry' of brand names, and an 

obvious contender is the Nu Vista pre. 

This could improve into the system but 

as it is only available second-hand, audi-

tioning is unlikely. However, bought for a 

bargain price it could be sold on easily 

without financial loss. It would also bring 

the benefit of remote control! Does it 

have an MC input? Would I need an 

external phono stage? 

I hate bright sounding equipment 

that makes recordings sound brash and 

in many ways prefer the rich, warm 

sounds of valves. However, whilst owning 

an eclectic music collection, a love of 

dance music has made me shy from 

valve amps in the past. Despite this I 

am curious as to whether a valve pre-

amp wouldn't combine with the P270 to 

offer the best of both worlds without too 

much compromise. Again, this is difficult 

territory to predict. I would value any 

opinions or recommendations. 

Many thanks 

Oliver Wilkinson 

Frankly, I'm not sure that the Sony 

transport/MF upsampling DAC would 

be dramatically better than the 

Cyrus DAD3Q.24, if at all. I simply 

don't believe you can make gold out 

of base metals, which is what all 

upsampling DACs (of whatever on-
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gin) attempt to do. Personally, I'd 

either stick with the Cyrus and buy a 

PSX-R, or - if you must get the MF 

A3 192 - then I'd get my Sony CDP-

X33ES Trichord Clock 3 modded 

first.The Sony isn't a bad machine, 

but as you correctly identify, the 

X77ES is a far better place from 

which to start. 

Your DAC can only work as well 

as the transport that drives it, and 

the Sony. although a rather polite 

Bitstream design, has a stonking 

transport akin to that found in Sony's 

(£5000) CDP RI Reference. So this 

would be the one to go for, then a 

Clock 3, then the MF 

Given that you've PSX-R'd your 

Cyrus or got your Sony/MF combo 

sorted, you should next turn your 

attention to the preamplifier. The 

MVT is indeed a fine preamp, and 

you'll struggle to find a tube design 

that comprehensively outclasses it. If 

you wish to stick with tubes, then 

the World Audio Design modular 

preamp kit is a quality candidate, oth-

erwise I'd probably go for an 

extremely open sounding transistor 

design such as Michell's Orca (with 

Delphini phono stage). 

Another interesting alternative, 

bearing in mind your expressed pref-

erences, is a second-hand Finestra 

preamp which is a classic late eighties 

design that offers all the grip of the 

Naim school with a good deal more 

tonal detailing.This would represent 

a better 'bargain buy' than the 

NuVista you mention (which, even 

secondhand, is expensive) and work 

brilliantly with your P270s. 

I agree with your prognosis on 

the Dynaudios, which I think are ulti-

mately more self-effacing and trans-

parent than the AE- I s, but also far 

harder to get to work at their best 

and - if we're honest here - a touch 

less involving.The Acoustic Energys 

are very much of the old, eighties 

school of un-reconstructed 'flat 

earth' loudspeaker design, where 

attack transients were everything and 

to hell with tonal accuracy, trans-

parency, bass extension and the rest. 

The result is an incredibly interesting 

and involving listen that's not strictly 

accurate in the way the Dynaudios 

can at least claim to be. Given that 

you've got a decent front-end and 

amplifier driving them, I'd personally 

plump for the AE- 1 s, which are sort 

of ' Linn Kans on steroids', if you get 

my drift! 

However, best get your front end 

and amplification sorted, then audi-

tion and decide. DP 

TIME TO GO TUBULAR? 

My system has been together now for 

around 5 years, and although I'm rea-

sonably happy with it I feel a case of 

upgradeitas coming on, evident by the 

recent copies of Hi-Fi World lying about 

the place. Trouble is, I'm not sure where 

to start. 

The system is built around a 

Gyrodeck turntable driven by a QC 

power supply, an R8300 tonearm 

rewired by Manticore and until recently 

a Denon 304 cartridge at the sharp 

end. This cartridge unfortunately suf-

fered a demise due to the over enthusi-

astic administrations of an up and com-

ing 3 year old DJ and has since been 

replaced by an Ortofon MC25 FL The is 

fed through an ISO/Hera combination to 

Audio Analogue Bellini/Donizetti 

pre/power amps driving bi-wired 881W 

CDM Is mounted on Atacama sand 

filled stands. Although this is my main 

listening setup, o Micromega stage 6 CD 

player completes the hardware. 

Interconnects are Audioquest Quartz 

and speaker cable is QED 4x4. 

If I'm correct the first area to look 

at are the speakers (and cable) and 

secondly the amplifiers, although I'm 

open to any suggestions, my budget is 

around £2000. 

My shortlist of speakers include the 

Klipsch Hersey Ils, Elac 5 I Os, or possibly 

Concert 8s, again I'm open to sugges-

tions. However, maybe my amplifier 

preference will have a big bearing in 

speaker choice, as I would like to enter 

that strange world of the valve. My lis-

tening tastes are varied from rock to 

classic with no particular favourite. Your 

help would be greatly appreciated. 

Jim Taylor, Tyne & Wear 

Hi Jim. On the amplifier front I'd go 

for a cross between the sound of 

your present Audio Analogues and a 

fully blown tube amp. There so hap-

pens to be a product from Unison 

Research that could exactly fit your 

bill - the Unico integrated.This gives 

a big but valve- like sound thanks to 

its smooth yet powerful 80W per 

channel of valve/Mosfet hybrid 

powerThe £750 line-only version 

can be upgraded to include a switch-

able MM/MC phono stage for just 

£50. 

Now for 'speakers.The Klipsch 

and Jamo models are perhaps too 

'quirky' for your requirements.The 

Unico integrated will go very well 

with the Elac 510 'speakers that you 

mention, which have good, tight bass 

and a beautifully sweet and detailed 

treble thanks to the folded ribbon 

tweeter. Keep your stands and you'll 

get a big, detailed and out of the box 

sound. 

With the handful of dollars you 

have left invest in some cabling from 

the Chord Company.Their products 

have a transparent yet smooth sound 

which runs throughout the range, so 

whatever you can afford from them 

will improve on your current wiring. 

DP 

The Elac 510s are an 

ideal match for the 

Unico integrated. 
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HI, HO SIL 

The latest NAD CD player to get the upgraded 1' tag is their high-end Silverline 
Series S500i. Dominic Todd listens in. 

I
've always been a fan of the 
higher end NAD products. 

The Monitor Series cassette 

decks of the late eighties 

were good enough to wipe 

the smile off any rival's face, 

bar the top Nakamichis. Equally the 

208 power amp of the nineties 

proved that one could have mega 

muscle with decent refinement, and 

at a reasonable price. 

NAD's Silverline range isn't new, 

and neither is the S500i player, yet it's 

just received a few tweaks in the 

hope that it will keep the player 

amongst the best at the £ 1000 price 

mark.Those unfamiliar with the 

Silverline range would barely 

recognise the S500i as a NAD player. 

The solid, metal casing with ribbed 

extrusions is a world away from the 

company's more usual grey affairs. 

But. as NAD would be keen to point 

out, there's far more to this machine 

than mere appearance. 

Whilst the Philips transport and 

Crystal 24 bit DAC aren't 

remarkable at this price point, NAD's 

attention to detail should set the 

S500i apart.The power supply stage 

uses an oversize toroidal with 

separate windings for digital and 

analogue stages. Component fans will 

also be pleased to see the liberal use 

of decent quality Elna capacitors in 

both the power supply and output 

stages.The analogue stages are Class 

A biased, with a 5-pole, as opposed 

to the more usual 4-pole, filter being 

deployed. Even the PCB is of a 

decent quality, and is star-earthed to 

reduce noise. Finally, in addition to 

phono sockets, and in true high-end 

style, NAD offers XLR balanced 

outputs for both analogue and digital 

connections. 

Although CD is facing the heat 

from DVD-A, there are still plenty of 

rivals worthy of note. The Arcam 

CD92T (£900), Cyrus CD7Q 

(£1150), Meridian's 507 (£ 1200) and 

Marantz's stalwart CD I 7 KI (£ 1200) 

all offer formidable competition. 

The first disc to hit the tray was 

Rimsky-Korsakov's 'Festival at 

Baghdad' (which I'm sure was a 

different kind of place in those days!) 

played by the Kirov orchestra, 

conducted by Valery Gergiev.Whilst 

perhaps not being the most refined 

of renditions, it's one full of passion 

and colour, in true Russian style.The 

NAD more or less arose to the 

occasion. One could hear the 

individual strokes of violinist Sergei 

Levitin, and even the "cluck" sound as 

the fingers unstuck from the strings. 

It was also pleasing to find that, 

although refined, the violin still had 

decent texture and attack, and was 

far from sounding bland. Indeed, the 

piece as a whole was involving, with 

excellent separation and a partic-

ularly fleet of foot timing.The sharp 

dynamic response was no doubt 

aided by very low levels of 

background noise, although I did feel 

that the overall effect was perhaps 

let down by a lack of real bass 

weight. Deep drum notes, for 

example. didn't quite have the 

authority within the piece that I'd 

have hoped for. 

Similarly involving was Steely 

Dan's Jack of Speed'.This revolves 

around a tight, coherent brass 

section, which can sound hopelessly 

flaccid given the wrong equipment. 

Again the S500i remained musical 

and vibrant.The percussion had a fine 

depth and good timing, with a 

rhythmical nature that Naim would 

be proud of. It should also be noted 

that this was achieved without 

resorting to an overly forward 

balance that can become too 

intrusive. Again, I did just wish for a 

little more bass weight, but the broad 

sound staging and excellent 

separation went some way towards 

making up for this. 

Another key feature of the S500i 

that I approved of is that it always 

appeared to know just which 

instrument was key. Before it had 

been the violin, this time it was 

Becker's guitar that captured the 

attention with a fine sense of realism. 
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VER LINING! 
Turning to the less well recorded 

'Well, well' by Nelly Furtado, showed 

that the NAD wasn't overly critical 

of less than perfect recordings.Yet 

again I found the bass line 

disappointingly thin, even compared 

to my elderly Cambridge 

CDM3/DAC3, although it maintained 

dynamic integrity by banishing any 

form of slop with each and every 

note. Furtado's vocals were well 

resolved and there was the same 

sense of attack and speedy, fat free, 

timing that the previous tracks had 

enjoyed.As before I also sensed that 

the 5500i is the type of player whose 

transparency almost sneaks up on 

you, making you forget about the hi-fi 

and simply get on with enjoying the 

music. 

Although equally transparent, 

there's no doubting that Jeff Healey's 

'My Life Story' was just a little too 

polite.The vocals had a fine sense of 

weight and conviction, yet the guitar 

didn't quite fizz as it should and the 

piece lacked a little grit.What the 

NAD did bring to the proceedings, 

though, was the ability to follow 

individual instruments amongst a 

broad and spacious sound stage.Also, 

despite an earthy bass response, such 

was the quality of the timing that it 

was easy to involve oneself in the 

music. 

There's little doubt that the 

NAD 5500i is a super player and 

worthy of serious consideration at 

this price range. However, the 

competition is very strong and what 

it does not do is comprehensively 

blitz the competition as its junior 

brother the C52 1i does. Even the 

mid-range C541í can claim a level of 

class superiority that the 5500i 

simply can't replicate. The main 

reason for this, is that at this price 

point there are other machines that 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 

simply punch harder, or offer an even 

more holographic insight into the 

music. In other respects the NAD 

does impress, as any £1000 player 

should do.There's consistently good 

timing, and a sense of attack that 

goes some way to making up for the 

lack of bass. Equally, vocal and instru-

mental timbre can't be faulted at this 

price range. The depth of quality also 

means that the NAD would stand 

many an upgrade in amp and 

'speakers before the cracks began to 

show. 

For those who find their system 

a little too bloated or synthetic, the 

5500i could be ideal, otherwise I'd 

strongly recommend listening to the 

NAD alongside the opposition 

before taking the plunge. 

NAD 5500i £ I,195 

Lenbrook UK Ltd. 

Tel: +44 (0) I 908 319360 

www.lenbrook.co.uk 

In line with its up-market status 

perhaps, NAD have given the 

Silverline 5500i a flatter frequency 

response than their standard players. 

It's likely to lessen the warmth and 

apparent cohesiveness, bringing a 

more obviously concise presen-

tation.The upper limit of 2I.125kHz 

is as far as CD goes. 

Linearity was good, if not quite 

up with the very best. Distortion at 

high levels was minimal. Down at - 

60dB it reached 0.4% where other 

players now reach 0.3% or lower. 

Similarly, at -90dB there was just a 

little more distortion that the best, 

but differences weren't so great. In 

spite of this I would expect the 

S501i to sound clean enough. 

With output at a healthy 2.24V, 

good channel separation and low 

noise this CD player measures well 

enough in all areas, even though it 

isn't up with the best. It is likely to 

sound fairly crisp, but should not 

offend. NI( 

Frequency response 

4Hz - 21.125kHz 

Distortion left right 

-6dB 0.004 0.004 

-30dB 0.006 0.006 

-60dB 0.4 0.4 

-90 29.6 30 

Separation left right 

I kHz 108 109 

20kHz 106 107 

Noise 

Dynamic range 

Output 2.24V 

level 
(dF1) 

40.5 

o 

-0.5 

Fre.uenc res onse 

62 frequency ( Hz) 

Distortion 

0 1k 

25k 

frequency (Hz) 21k 

World Verdict 0.1110 
The S500i easily holds its own 
amongst the strong competition with 
refinement and great tranaparency. 
Bass isn't as 'big' as with some rivals 
but the overall sound is of very high 
quality. 
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idme r SOUNDS idse ! 
PERFECTION1W 

SPECIALIST IN ANALOGUE AND DIGITAL 
WE STOCK 

J.M.LABS LEXICON PARASOUND PRIMARE • PROJECT • TRIANGLE • REL SUB-
WOOFERS • VIENNA ACOUSTICS AVID ' PROJECT • SME • ROKSAN • STRAIGHT 
WIRE • MICHELL* ACOUSTIC DESIGN • AUDIONOTE • MONITOR AUDIO * BOSTON ' 
SUGDEN • AUDIO ANALOGUE • GRAFF • NAD • PHILOSOPHY CABLES MUSICAL FIDELITY 

PLUS MANY OTHER TOP BRANDS 
NORDOST VALHALLA CABLES PROJECT CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE 

AYID_BIRNIMLES PHILOSOPHY CABLES L ' SM TV'S 

CHRISTMAS SALE LIST 
JM LAB MEZZO UTOPIA SPEAKERS EX-DEM BOXED 
ATC ACTIVE SCM 50 ROSEWD BXD MINT 6MTHS OLD 
LEXICON MC 1 PROCESSOR USED MINT BOXED 
PINK TRIANGLE DACAPO 2 CD PLAYER. NEW BOXED 
PRIMARE P30 PROCESSOR. DEMO MINT BOXED ONLY 
ATC SIA 2 150 AMPLIFIER BOXED MINT 
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 2ND AUDIO MONO BLOCKS 
VIENNA ACOUSTIC MOZART SPKS ROSENUT BOXED 
PARASOUND DAC 2000 UOHN CURL SPECIAL) ONLY 
ELECTROCOMPAN1ET 4.6 PRE AMP BOXED ONLY 
BOSTON ACOUSTIC IOX SATS SET OF 4 MINT BOXED 
AUDIONOTE ZERO PRE & MONOBLOCKS MINT BOX 
AUDIONOTE AN-J SPX SPEAKERS BLACK 
ELEMENTAL AUDIO REF SPEAKER STANDS BARGAIN 
PRIMARE V20 DVD PLAYER DEMO UNIT BOXED MINT 
BOSE QUATERMASS ACTIVE 5 CH SPEAKER SYSTEM 
AUDIONOTE PI SE POWER AMP BOXED 
ROGERS E20 VALVE AMP EX-COND BOXED 
GENESIS DIGITAL LENS 
ELEMENTAL 2 TIER REFERENCE STAND MINT 
VIENNA ACOUSTICS HADYNS NEW BOXED 
HAYBROOK SIGNATURE PRE / POWER AMP 
MERIDIAN 555 POWER AMP BOXED 
AUDIONOTE AZ3 SPEAKERS MARKED BOXED ONLY 
TRIANGLE ZEPHYRS XS MARKED HENCE BOXED 
EEL STRATA II BOXED ONLY 
CASTLE DURHAM 2 SPEAKERS BLACK 
PRIMARE A10 AMP DISPLAY ONLY 
MUSICAL FIDELITY E200 PRE-AMP 
ARCAYDIS BABY 2 BOXED ONLY 
NAD 804 SPEAKERS EX COND BOXED ONLY 
PARASOUND HC/A 750 POWER AMP 
ARISTON RD 80 TURNTABLE, EX COND. BOXED 

£4995 
£4995 
£3225 
£2595 
£I495 
£1495 
LI 195 
£1095 
£875 
£795 
£795 
£745 
C745 
£745 
£695 
£695 
£695 
£620 
£95 
£575 
£499 
£495 
£495 
£375 
£449 
£395 
L395 
£375 
£295 
£295 
£225 
£225 
£195 

FOR FRIENDLY SERVICE CALL NIGEL 

01209 719049 
MOBILE:- 07766 404869 

Email :- nigel@soundsperfection.co.uk kathrynesoundsperfection.co.uk 
Web :- www.soundsperiection.co.uk 

Your Small Speakers Sound Much Larger and the 

Leading Edges and Decays in Music More Natural" 

"Makes for Exciting Listening" 

"Great Cables for Fat Bass" 

Hi-Fi W orld 

Hi-Fi Choice 

32 Dei went Business Centre, Clarke Street, Derby DEi 2BU 

tel: 01332 361390 fax: 01332 200698 
email: enquiries@blackrhodium.co.uk 

Most systems are spoilt 

by the prearnp. Listeners 

do not realise how much 
information is being lost 
or corrupted by this 
under-rated item... 

Preoimps 

LS 00ocil enoudi 

Respected audio journalists 
sometimes remark that there is 
only a handful of good preamps in 
the WHOLE WORLD. Exaggeration? 

Remember the best sound stage 
you ever heard: NATURAL-SIZE 
musicians, placed with pinpoint 
accuracy in WIDTH, DEPTH AND 
HEIGHT. Now imagine the PHASE 
precision — throughout the chain at 
all frequencies — needed to create 
that 3D holographic image. 

We are very sensitive to TIMING 
with sound. Phase change, or time 
"smearing", confuses imaging. Our 
brains also detect an "EVENT" 
before the pitch, so the START of 
notes is critical. Any damage will be 
amplified through the chain — and 
preamps are major suspects. 

Preamps with wide bandwidth, fast 
power supplies and low noise are 
hard to design and expensive to 
build. Be cautious about anything 
costing less than L3k. 

We offer some very good preamps: 
Balanced Audio Technology (eg the 
VK55SE), CAT SL I Ultimate, DNM, 
Hovland HP100 and Nagra. 

BUT DO YOU NEED A PREAMP?! If 
your main source is CD consider a 
better DAC or player with DIGITAL 
VOLUME (eg dCS or Wadia) and 
drive the power amp direct. You 
will gain more by putting the preamp 
money into a better CD player. 

Customers say we make some of the BEST 

SOUNDS they have ever heard, so you know 

we can do the same in your home. Our 

advice will take account of your best 

components and guide you where change is 

needed, in stages you can afford. 

YOU AVOID EXPENSIVE MISTAKES, enjoy 

music along the way and save money in the H  it\ 

long run. 

JUST LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW 01225 874728 

The 
Right 
Note 

tlu• 11( )11 

CD: ACCUPHASE, ADVANTAGE, AUDIO SYNTHESIS, BAT, dCS (ELGAR, DELIUS PURCELL, 

VERDI) MERACuS. PASS, SAT, SUGDEN, W AD1A. VINYL: BASIS, CLEARAUDIO, CROWN 

JEWEL, DNM, GRAHAM, THE GROOVE. LEHMANN. MICHELL, SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL. 

TRANSFIGURATION. A MPLIFIERS: ACCUPHASE, ADVANTAGE, BALANCED AUDIO 

TECHNOLOGY, CAT, DNM, GAMUT, HOVLAND, NAGRA, PASS. SAT, SONNETEER, 

SUGDEN. LOUDSPEAKERS: AUDIO PHYSIC, BKS, ETHOS, LUMLEY, NEAT, TOTEM, 

VERITY AUDIO. TUNERS: ACCUPHASE, MAGNUM DYNALAB. CABLES: ARGENTO, 

CHORD CO., DNM, HOVLAND, NORDOST, SILTECH, YAMAMURA CHURCHILL ETC. 

SUPPORTS: ARCICI, KINABAI U, STANDS UNIQUE 
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NAIIVI 
CHANGE 

For the first time in the company's history, it has revamped its entire 'Classic' model 

range. The NAC202/NAP200 is Naim's most affordable 'grown up' pre-power combo - 

David Price listens in. 

C
hanges are afoot in 
Salisbury.The company 

most famous for not 

following fashion and 

rarely replacing or 

relaunching a hi-fi 

product has just revamped its entire 

line-up. Coming from the company 

that has shocked the entire audio-

phile community with things like a 

simple casework change, the inclu-

sion of remote volume control on a 

preamp or even the decision to make 

a Compact Disc player - for heaven's 

sake, then a wholesale range replace-

ment is a big issue! 

Were it any other company, the 

raft of revisions featured in these 

new products would barely cause a 

raised eyelid. But as we all know, 

Naim has done things differently 

from day one, resolutely sticking to 

its guns on issues like speaker cables 

and interconnects when practically 

every other company has gone the 

other way. Now - shock horror - we 

find the new NAC202 fitted with 

two pairs of RCA phono sockets. 

Think of it like this - if you were to 

warp back fifteen years and tell a 

Naim addict that his beloved brand 

would be making remote controlled 

multichannel AV products with 

Digital Signal Processing and phono 

plugs round the back, they'd have 

laughed in your face! 

With the new £ 1,170 NAC202, 

Naim says that all those years of 

research spent developing its flagship 

NAC 552 pre-amplifier have given it 

a wealth of experience which has 

been applied in this, the entry level 

preamp in the new 'Classic' range. 

New high quality star-earthed circuit 

boards, anti-vibration, resonance-

controlling feet, carefully matched 

precision rotary potentiometers with 

precious metal wipers and intelligent 
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balance controls with high quality 

motorised potentiometers with 

intelligent circuitry to indicate the 

centre position, all figure in the 

preamp range. It can be powered 

either by a NAPI50 or NAP200 

power amp, or upgraded by adding 

an external Naim Hi-Cap or Super-

Cap power supply for the analogue 

audio, or NAPSC for the digital 

control, circuits. 

The days of a Naim fascia 

troubled only by a couple of 

potentiometers and a switch are long 

gone.The NAC202 features a silent 

microprocessor that sleeps during 

listening and controls all aspects of 

the amplifier, including the optical 

protection circuits that continuously 

monitor the power supplies, ensuring 

safe shut down in the event of a 

power cut. Its six inputs can be 

selected directly from either the 

front panel or the supplied 

NARCOM system remote. In 

addition to the usual DIN inputs, 

which the company famously prefers 

for their 'superior earthing and 

impedance matching', two inputs can 

be configured for use with the 

aforementioned RCA phono sockets. 

A dedicated unity-gain input is also 

provided for use with the Naim AV2 

processor or similar. 

At £ 1,142, the new NAP200 is 

the company's cheapest 'Classic' 

power amplifier. Again it follows 

wisdom accrued from the genesis of 

Naim's flagship NAP500 amplifier.A 

new circuit design with improved 

earthing arrangements is built on an 

anti-resonance main audio circuit 

board.Anti-vibration feet serve to 

protect the sensitive internal 

components from vibration.The new 

430VA toroidal transformer provides 

over 300VA of transient power, with 

separate windings for dedicated left 

and right channels, and rectified 

supplies with two smoothing 

capacitors per channel and a 

separate winding for a pre-amplifier 

power supply.The result is a claimed 

70W RMS per channel into 8 ohms, 

and the claimed ability to drive a 2 

ohm load for long periods of time. 

In the flesh, I'd say the new 

'Classic' series looks Naim's most 

successful to date.The styling isn't 

awkward or idiosyncratic, but elegant 

and fuss-free. Build is superlative - 

the NAP200 in particular is an 

incredibly heavy bit of kit, its chunky 

432x314x87mm casing looking a 

million dollars.As usual, Naim 

electronics need a good burn in 

period and prefer to be left 

permanently powered up. For the 

purposes of the review, I hooked 

them up to my Michell Orbe/ OL 

Illustrious/ Ortofon Kontrapunkt B/ 

Michell Delphini front-end and 

Yamaha NS 1000M loudspeakers via 

Naim NACA5 speaker cable. 

SOUND QUALITY 
First things first. If you have a 

penchant for single-ended triode 

valve amplifiers then may I politely 

suggest you turn the page? While 

Naim's amplifiers are smoother and 

sweeter than ever, they are not of 

the 'sepia tinged' school. If. however, 

you want a high quality £2,300 

transistor amplifier. then I'd go as far 

as saying this is the best around right 

now. I found it particularly amenable 

to vinyl, where it really managed to 

get the music 'out there' into the 

room with tremendous verve. CD 

was a less happy experience 

however, not least because of the 

format's inherent upper-midband 

hardness that is not a synergistic mix 

for the Naim sound. Again. it's 

happier with SACD than DVD-Audio 

discs for these same reasons, 

although either 'advanced resolution' 

format is a quantum leap over 

Compact Disc. 

I started with Freeez's 'Southern 

Freeze', a slice of beautiful Brit funk 

from 1980.The first few bars showed 

this combo to have incredible detail 

resolving capability, the Naims going 

deep into the wide, capacious 

soundstage. Bass was taut, with a 

particularly solid and powerful kick-

drum sound.Although I've heard 

other amplifiers producing a fuller 

bass guitar sound - warmer with 

more presence - this combo 

nevertheless made it feel very real. 

Despite being a little lean, the way 

the notes stopped and started give 

the bassline a live feel that the likes 

of Musical Fidelity's equivalent priced 

A308 integrated lacked. 

Interestingly, although bass was 

just a little lighter - you got the sense 

that the levels had been turned down 

by one (on a scale of eleven,Tap 

fans!) compared to the MF, it 

somehow seemed more muscular.1 

put this down to the Naim combo's 

ability to go loud when it counted. 
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Also remarkable was the sheer 

tunefulness of the NAC202/NAP200, 

its ease and fluidity made the song 

bounce along with aplomb. 

Moving to the midband, and Lee 

Morgan's 'The Rajah' proved a 

delight. Stereo image location was 

excellent, the recorded acoustic 

(courtesy of the old Blue Note trick 

of one crossed pair of microphones) 

being faithfully recreated in terms of 

left to right and 

front to back 

dimensions. 

Here though,1 

have to confess 

I preferred the 

MF's softness 

and sweetness. 

The sound of 

the trumpet was a 

little 'forward' for my 

tastes, even if its every 

rhythmic inflection was superbly 

carried. 

Up top this combo further 

impressed. Rush's ' Fly By Night' 

showed its superb air and space. Hi-

hats had a metallic clang - as they 

should - but were never harsh or 

distorted. Instead, these amps 

provided a very vivid and lively 

picture of the track's high frequency 

content, which did no harm at all to 

the song's sense of air and ambience. 

Once again, the drummer's rhythmic 

and dynamic accents were superbly 

communicative, making for an 

electrifying sound on rock music. 

Overall, the NAC202/NAP200 is 

a dazzlingly capable twosome at the 

price. It's not a case of simply saying 

'great if you like the Naim sound'. I'd 

say that if you've decided valves 

aren't your bag, baby, then this 

combo is the one to have. Nothing 

else for the same money will punch 

upgrade path, it really is churlish to 

complain.Although the Naim 

changes, some things stay the same. 

Naim NAC202/NAP200 £2,312 

Naim Audio Ltd. 

Tel:+ 44 (0)1722 332266 

www.naim-audio.com 

The 202/200 combination benefits from the use of an 

external power supply 

out vast amounts of power in such a 

musical and lively way. Brilliantly 

involving, tremendously capable in hi-

fi terms (detail, soundstaging, etc.), 

beautifully built and endowed with 

Naim's superb aftersales support and 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 

This sturdily built combination 

delivered 72W into 8ohms under 

test, a useful amount for most 

homes. Naims always perform well 

with low loads though and the 

NAP200 power amp was no 

exception, producing a healthy 

110W under these conditions. As 

most bass units are, these days, 

4ohms, this is the sort of power that 

is available in use with most 

loudspeakers. 

It was interesting to see that in 

the mid-band at least the NAP200 

actually produced slightly less 

distortion into a 4ohm load than an 

8ohm load, quite the reverse of 

normal, At high frequencies results 

into 4ohms were a little worse than 

8ohms, but at 0.03% total harmonic 

distortion worst case, delivering full 

output at 10kHz, the NAP200 

managed well. It produces just small 

amounts of second and third 

harmonics at high frequencies, but 

second harmonic only in the mid-

band and the spectral pattern held 

at all output levels. 

Frequency response was band 

limited to 24kHz (- 1dB) and 

sensitivity was very high at 80mV, 

two characteristics that distinguish 

Naim. 

This combination measures very 

well in all areas. I'd expect and 

smooth, powerful and fairly 

atmospheric sound, much in the 

Naim tradition. NK 

Power 

CD/tuner/aux. 

Frequency response 

Separation 

Noise 

Distortion 

Sensitivity 

dc offset 

0.1 

level 
1%) 

9 05 

u 

Distortion 

72watts 

I 0Hz-24kHz 

62dB 

-87dB 

0.01% 

80mV 

8/9mV 

10k frequency (Hz) 60k 

Powerful, detailed and involving like no 
others at the price, Nairn's new 
'Classic' pre-power is a high end 
bargain. 
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REVIEW 

EQUIPMENT: 

Michell Orbe turntable, 

DC motor 
Ortofon Kontrapunkt B MC 
cartridge ( 1.7g) 

Michell Delphini phono stage 
Musical Fidelity A308 

integrated amplifier 

Yamaha NS1000M/Atacama 
B200 loudspeakers/stands. 

ILLUSTRIC 
David Price listens to what's claimed to be one of the most important new tonearms 
for a decade, Origin Live's Illustrious. 

A
ny hi-fi manufacturer 
will tell you how 

great its products 

are. Some say it with 

a passion bordering 

on the psychotic, 

showing how completely blinkered 

they are to other companies' designs. 

Others say it with just the slightest 

hint of irony, as if to say "come on, 

we're not that bad really." Origin Live 

calls its new Illustrious, "unquestion-

ably the best tonearm in the world 

by a staggering margin".This surprises 

me, because it hails from OL's Mark 

Baker, who is absolutely the last man 

on this planet prone to bouts of 

hyperbole or overstatement. If he's 

right, it could be one of this decade's 

most important products - to us ana-

logue addicts, at least. 

Mark is a very quiet man with 

patience, an enquiring mind and 

forensic attention to detail.These 

attributes, plus thousands of hours of 

listening time, enabled him to come 

up with a 'thesis' on what he regard-

ed was wrong with the existing Rega 

design. First and foremost, he came 

up with the revelation that it was the 

cheaper RB250 and not the RB300 

that was the better of the two 

\IV 

designs, thanks to the former's supe-

rior bearing housing and lack of 

sound degrading tracking weight 

spring. Next, he correctly identified 

the standard arm's slapdash counter-

weight mechanism as a terrible 

source of coloration. Finally, he came 

up with a better internal/external 

wiring combination, complete with a 

separate earth lead. 

The result was an arm that came 

oh-so-close to being one of the 

world's best, at a ridiculously low 

price. For under £300 the OL 

modded RB250 was a giant killer in 

exactly the same sense that the 

original Rega RB300 was back in the 

early eighties - open, incisive, 

detailed, powerful, dynamic; it had it 

all. Now, for a pretty hefty £1570, his 

all-new Illustrious arm seeks to 

improve on this still further - hence 

Mark's claim that it comprehensively 

outclasses the best of the rest of the 

super-arm world. 

DESIGN 
Rather than doing anything too 

radical, Mark Baker followed an 

evolutionary path to achieve his 

avowed design aims.These include 

low resonance (for tonal accuracy), 

high rigidity in all planes (to render 

powerful dynamics), low friction 

(to aid tracking and subtle low 

level information retrieval), fast 

energy transmission (for timing 

and treble clarity) and 

ierr medium mass (for 

/ compatibility with most 

modern cartridges). He 

stresses that he spent a 

"great deal" of time 

researching different 

types of metals for 

the armtube. 

The result was a 

black anodised 

armtube profiled 

from a solid billet 

of a "certain type" 

.., of aerospace alloy, tapered 

and of large diameter for 

optimum torsional strength.At the 

end is a high strength, low mass 

sculpted headshell machined from a 

solid alloy block, that's decoupled and 

rigidly attached to the armtube.The 

geometry - unsurprisingly - is as the 

Rega RB300, meaning it will fit 

straight into any Rega mounting 

board or hole. However, this arm 

also boasts full VTA adjustment, so 

the days of cheap and nasty (and 

fiddly) spacers are over. 

Headshell wiring is silver plated 

copper, insulated in robust PTFE, with 

gold plated copper beryllium 

cartridge tags. Inside the arm itself is 

a run of high grade Litz wire, said to 

be selected from hundreds tested. It 

terminates in high grade aluminium 

phono plugs, with over twice the 

conductivity of brass. Mark says this 

has a very audible effect on the 

sound.At the other end, the rear end 

stub and counterweight design is as 

OL's successful Rega 'structural 

modification'. 

The bearing housing has been 

designed to offer high mass in the 

horizontal plane for cartridge 

stability, whilst maintaining low mass 

in the vertical plane for optimal 

tracking ability.The bearings 

themselves are said to be the most 

highly specified of the company's 

range, widely spaced outside the arm 

tube in the bespoke bearing house. 

The arm base is made from a " large 

number of specially selected 

materials" which OL is unwilling to 

divulge for obvious commercial 

reasons. It's interesting for its 

infinitely variable side bias adjustment 

and new VTA adjuster. 

It's an impressively built device.A 

whole step up from the rebuilt Rega 

arms, it rather reminds me of the 

late lamented Zeta. It is not, however, 

finished as exquisitely as an SME IV 

or V. I have no reason to doubt that 

its internal engineering is no less 

exacting, yet it simply doesn't have 

that exquisite 'Swiss watch' feel that 

SME owners know and love. Slightly 
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US STUFF 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION: 
Effective length : 240 mm 

Overhang : 17.24 mm 
Offset angle: 23 degrees 

Mounting distance: platter centre to arm hole 
centre: 223 mm 

Diameter of mounting hole: 24-25mm 

disconcerting is the play in the 

bearing housing, but - sure enough - 

read the instructions and you find 

this is 'designed in' and nothing 

whatsoever to worry about.The 

instructions also lack SME-like clarity 

- a few photos wouldn't go amiss - 

but there's an impressive section on 

general tuning and tweaking of both 

the arm and cartridge, which is most 

welcome. 

SOUND QUALITY 
The Illustrious is an extremely big, 

powerful and confident performer, 

one which I'd describe in terms of 

being an amalgam of the best bits of 

both the Linn Ekos and SME V. It 

offers 99% of the former's rhythmic 

and dynamic fluency with 101% of 

the latter's tonality and detail 

resolution. In short then, it's pretty 

awesome. Grace Jones' My Jamaican 

Guy' was a revelation - the midband 

had an incredible ' hear-through' 

quality, the OL placing instruments 

precisely in three dimensions and yet 

relaying masses of tonal and textural 

information. It's also beautifully subtle 

and organic - whereas SME's Series V 

sucks out all the music's emotion and 

Linn's Ekos fetishises it to the 

exclusion of all else, so the Illustrious 

treads an oh-so-clever path that lets 

the song's groove pour forth whilst 

not impeding the amazing flow of 

detail.To wit, Sly and Robbie's 

stunning percussion work was 

allowed to shine in all its glory - bass, 

snares, cymbals, kettle drums, 

maracas, triangles, tambourines etc. 

lilted out of the mix with both 

precision and ease. 

Moving to ACT's 'Absolutely 

Immune', I was again stunned at this 

arm's combination of clarity and 

musicality. Its midband is so startlingly 

clear that the limitations of the LP's 

mastering (and indeed its 44.056kHz 

Sony PCM-F1 recorder) were 

obvious, and yet unlike the SME the 

OL didn't suffer 'analysis paralysis'. 

Rather, Claudia Brucken's icy voice 

was carried in all its Teutonic glory, 

right down to her smallest breathing 

motions. More impressively still was 

the way this arm hung her vocal in 

space so confidently, way out of the 

instrumental mix. 

Bass was another revelation; 

deeper and more powerful than the 

Ekos, only the SME surpasses it for 

extension and even then, it loses 

much of the OL's articulation. Fast 

and extremely tuneful and yet 

disarmingly strong and muscular, this 

arm offers tremendous grip and 

dynamics. Indeed, it's so good in the 

latter respect that you realise how 

compressed rival arms are! 

Moving up the frequency range, 

the Illustrious's treble proved damn-

near unsurpassed. Just as its midband 

exhibited revelatory clarity and 

detail, so its high frequencies were 

beautifully open and flowing. Joan 

Armatrading's 'Me, Myself l' had an 

incredibly open, spacious and crisp 

hi-hat sound that made the Ekos 

sound finy and the Series V 

unincisive and matter-of-fact. Better 

still was the way the OL was 

supremely airy yet never once 

became bright or forward. Rather, 

from bottom to top, it sounded 

highly integrated, even and all of a 

piece.This was even easier to discern 

on old, over-played discs such as my 

'distressed' pressing of CSN&Y's 

'Country Girl', where the OL arm 

threw out lots of previously unheard 

treble detailing that all my other 

arms had kept down in the 'mush' of 

the mix. 

I could go on and on.To my ears 

and through my system, this is simply 

the best tonearm I've heard to date. 

It is both very transparent and 

extremely engaging - steadfastly 

refusing to forsake one characteristic 

for the other, it ends up doing them 

both together with hitherto unheard 

alacrity.The result is the famous 'new 

record collection syndrome' where 

you end up running through all your 

vinyl in a hurry, desperate to hear 

how every disc you own 'really' 

sounds, Although it's a good deal 

more expensive than an OL RB250, 

the extra expenditure is well worth 

it if you have the cash, and especially 

if you're running a decent cartridge. 

Indeed, it's so marked that I'd 

venture to suggest you'd even notice 

the difference if this was bolted to a 

Rega P3. My only gripe is the 

Illustrious's finish - it's extremely well 

made of course, but as I've said 

before, it simply doesn't feel like a 

million dollars a la SME. Not that 

you'll be wanting to look when 

there's some serious listening to be 

done, however. 

Origin Live Illustrious ( 1570 

Origin Live 

Tel: 02380 578877 

www.originlive.com 

ONO 
Brilliantly detailed yet utterly musical, 
this arm is set to loin the ranks of the 
all time greats. Wholeheartedly 
recommended! 
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KONTROL 
PANEL 

After the launch of their high-end, slimline Klimax Twin, Linn have now introduced 
the matching high specification, advanced technology Klimax Kontrol preamplifier. 

Simon Pope gets out the manual.. . 

T
he Linn sound has, tra-
ditionally, been cate-

gorised as rhythmically 

precise and accurate, 

sacrificing overall tonal 

colour for this end. At 

least, that's how some people have 

seen it.Things started to change with 

the introduction of the 

Genki/Kollector/LK140/Ninka system 

of products which brought a touch 

of colour to the previously grey-

tinged world of Linn.This sound was 

fuller and more rounded than before 

and, for me, ultimately more involving 

and musically satisfying. 

At the top end - and I mean top 

end - of the Linn range came the 

awesomely constructed (and priced) 

£12,000 Sondek CD12. It was fol-

lowed by the Klimax mono power 

amps and the Klimax twin stereo 

power amp. At £6,000 a pop these 

amps were heavily priced - but they 

were also heavily built and had an 

unmistakably smooth and detailed 

'high end' sound. 

Now the latest product in the 

range has arrived, in the form of the 

Kontrol preamp, a full system can be 

constructed, which with the Komri 

loudspeakers, would set you back 

somewhere in the region of £60,000 

or more.This isn't the 1970s/80s 

Linn of K9 cartridges and Kan 'speak-

ers we once knew - this is Linn as an 

unashamedly high-end contender, and 

to a certain extent how the brand is 

now recognised in the US. 

The Klimax Kontrol has the 

same impressively constructed 

casework as the Klimax power amps 

and CD I 2, a machined-from-solid 

"clamshell" chassis which has a mass 

akin to that of gold bullion, yet 

combined with slimline elegance.This 

industrial standard casing mechan-

ically and electrically screens a total 

of four circuit boards, each in an 

individual "perfectly still" 

compartment.The amp features the 

secret recipe Linn switch-mode 

power supply that provides so-called 

Silent Power and helps create the 

superb sound quality and 

domestically acceptable size of the 

matching Climax power amps.The 

audio path is, like the rest of the 

range, kept as short as possible. 

Where the fluorescent blue 

'crescent' appears on the power 

amps, the Kontrol features a smallish 

(when compared to the competition, 

but large considering the size of the 

case!) but very clear blue dot-matrix 

display which can show a variety of 

things, from the 200 step volume 

calibration to the Linn logo. 

It's here that some of the 
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wizardry inside becomes apparent. It 

has user configurable source inputs 

consisting of three line level stereo 

inputs, plus one balanced stereo 

input and one balanced stereo out. 

It's compatible with Linn's Knekt 

multi-room system and an optional 

Kontrol source expansion module is 

soon to be available for further input 

versatility. There are six function 

buttons on the fascia for both basic 

and advanced functions 

The Kontrol comes with the 

heavyweight, top-end system remote 

supplied with the CD12.Twenty user 

configurable options are available to 

customise operation and you can 

personalise the inputs and choose 

what to display in the window 

during standby, including, should you 

wish, your dog's name or similar! Put 

simply, it's a very intelligent bit of kit 

that requires a read through of the 

manual before prodding any buttons. 

Let's get the nasty business out 

of the way first. £6,000 for a preamp 

is a lot of money. Actually, £6,000 for 

anything is a lot of money but it all 

depends on your priorities.There are 

plenty of people out there willing to 

spend this kind of money (after all 

there are some that spend this alone 

on cable!) so there's no point in 

moaning about it.At the end of the 

day if you have the money for it - 

and many do - an item like this may 

be a 'must buy' purchase, a bit like a 

top BMW or Porsche. 

I can tell you that the Kontrol is 

a joy to use both practically and 

sonically. For the review I lined it up 

with a matching Klimax Twin power 

amp and used a cheaper Meridian 

557 as a non-stablemate comparison. 

Source was a Meridian 506.24 and a 

Sony 555ES CD/SACD player, 

'speakers were, after a variety of 

'running- in' variations, a pair of trusty 

Quad ESL-988s and cabling was 

Chord's Anthem interconnects and 

Odyssey 'speaker wire. 

Immediately the Kontrol has the 

unmistakable sheen of high-end audio 

electronics. By this, I mean super-

clean, transparent and totally 

inoffensive but also smooth. Not 

smooth and sweet in the kind-of 

sugary Levinson way but warm 

without being synthetic. It's very 

impressive in the way it does what a 

good preamp should do, which is 

nothing, but you also know it's there 

sonically by its great detail. 

Kicking off with the rollicking 

'Songs For The Deaf' by Queens Of 

The Stoneage, the Kontrol partnered 

with the Klimax Twin gave a fast and 

very involving reading.This 

combination managed to dig very 

deep into the disc to retrieve some 

deliciously impressive detail in the 

layers of the mix- and in the 

instruments themselves.Vocals were 

clean as a whistle with a 

commendable 'flat' production, and 

they were well placed in the mix. 

Both drumming and bass playing 

were as solid as a rock, with fast 

transients and a full, yet lean sound, 

devoid from overhang. 

Moving onto the Meridian power 

amp the effect of the preamp was 

still present but the sound had a 

slightly fuller and leaner quality - as is 

the nature of Meridian (admittedly 

one I quite like - not necessarily 

prefer - but like) even with this fairly 

neutral amp. 

As host to rock recordings the 

Kontrol was well at home and a 

superb sounding option, as indeed it 

was with jazz from Miles Davis arid 

Chet Baker, which sounded smooth 

and again superbly detailed. 

With classical the overall sound 

was more suited to the genre than 

I've found with previous Linn 

products. Poulenc's Organ Concerto 

on SACD had good space and 

ambience (not a traditional Linn 

trait) with perhaps just a tad less 

window like transparency and 

orchestral timbre than that found in 

quality single-ended valves - which, 

design wise, is as far away from this 

product as you can get anyway, so 

potential buyers should never choose 

between them! Having said this, the 

sound is by no means grey or lifeless 

- it's vibrant and dynamics are 

realistic. 

Preamps aren't just volume 

controls, they really make a 

difference and can be the make or 

break of a potentially excellent 

system. Just compare the sound of 

the Kontrol to a Levinson, Meridian 

or even a £ 120 Creek passive 

preamp to find out how big the 

differences can be. The Kontrol has 

all the high-end appeal of a Meridian, 

Krell or Levinson, but a more 

punctuated and transparent sound 

than the former and a less hi-fi 

sound than the others - it could 

double up as an effective choice as a 

professional product (although I can't 

see studio owners shelling out full 

price!). 

The Kontrol is damned 

expensive, make no mistake, but it's a 

great product, both in and out of a 

complete Linn system where it's 

simply effective yet a vitally 

important part of the sonic chain. 

High cost but undoubtedly high-end 

as well. 

Linn Klimax Kontrol £6,000 

Linn Products Ltd 

Te1:1+44 (0)141 307 7777, 

www.linn.co.uk 

World Verdict 00»  
A very expensive preamp but highly 
effective and superbly designed. Build 
and facilities are faultless. 
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Illustrious - the new `Vvorlq,, leer 

Origin Live Tonearms Silver - £ 599 Encounter - £970 Illustrious - £ 1570 

The Silver is the very best tonearm I've ever heard....the £599 price tag is laughably 
low....could probably charge five times this amount....words can't express how good this 
is - one of the designs of the decade" Hi-Fi World 2002 

"There may be better value propositions around to upgrade your system but if there is 
I haven't heard them....A fantastic product then from Origin Live and this particular 
audiophiles dream review tool." TNT Audio 2002 

Very occasionally new products appear that are so advanced as to render all previous 
benchmarks obsolete. People believe our new range of tonearms are just such products and 
we invite you to experience an unprecedented leap in your system performance - regardless 
of your current tonearm. Arrange for an audition now. 

All products carry a full no risk money back guarantee and are available via your 
nearest Origin Live dealer or by direct mail order. 

For more information visit our website or contact: 
Origin Live, Unit 5, 362b Spring Road, Sholing, Southampton, S019 2PB, UK 
Tel/Fax: 02380 578877 e-mail: oríginlive@originlive.com 

www.originlive.com 
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For info on these, and much more, including our numerous second-hand items, 
please visit our popular website: www.walrus.co.uk 

* interest free credit available on most items, subject to status * 
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web: www.walrus.co.uk 
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ROLL OVER, 
BEETHOVEN 
From Vienna Acoustics comes their latest cutting edge design ' speakers. Alan 
Sircom encounters the eye-catching Schonberg. 

S
chonberg, the inventor 
of the twelve-tone 

scale and one of the 

founding fathers of 

modern classical 

music, would approve 

of putting his monika to this intrigu-

ing slice of transducer design from 

Austria. He wouldn't be alone, every 

speaker in the company's range is 

named after a famous Austrian or 

German composer; Mozart, Haydn, 

Beethoven,Webern and Berg. 

Unsurprisingly. the Mozart, Haydn 

and Beethoven are more classical 

wooden cabinet designs, whereas the 

more avant-garde 20th Century 

composers get a 21st Century sil-

very look. 

And what a look it is! It's not for 

everyone — many people still like 

their speakers to look like big square 

wooden boxes — but those who 

want something elegant will love the 

sleek, shiny Schonberg.These tall, thin 

floorstanders are deceptively thin, 

thanks to a unique sandwich 

arrangement which looks more like 

the wing of a light aircraft than a 

loudspeaker. 

A lot of smart touches went into 

the Schonberg design, touches that 

may not be immediately apparent. 

The tweeter sits in an alloy housing 

between the main cabinet and the 

curved rear panel, which cleverly 

isolates the 25mm silk dome tweeter 

from vibration within the main body 

of the speaker, without making it 

look too noticeable, Along the other 

side of the speaker, between the two 

alloy facings of the speaker is a kinky 

black rubberised cabinet with a pair 

of side-firing ports and — at the base 

of the speaker — a pair of speaker 

terminals.Vienna are not that 

impressed with bi-wiring, but it 

would also be incredibly 

difficult to make bi-wire 

terminals that didn't prove 

to be some of the most 

fiddly around. 

The main cabinet itself 

features a pair of 150mm 

drive units made specifically 

for Vienna Acoustic. They 

feature a material called 

XPP, a custom-specified 

polymer unique to Vienna 

and chosen for its light 

weight and excellent 

damping factorThe speaker 

is configured as a two-way 

design and has an extremely 

low crossover point, 

suggested to be around 

100Hz, so the bass drivers 

do not impinge on the 

tweeter in the all-important 

midrange. This also makes 

the speaker easy to drive, 

with a quoted 91dB 

efficiency with a nominal 

impedance of four ohms. 

Even the feet 

are custom 

designed for the 

task. The Schonberg 

sits on an alloy plate connected to 

a thick alloy 'X' base terminated by 

spikes. These help to lower the 

centre of gravity and stabilise the 

speaker far more than they really 

should be capable of. The tower is 

tall and thin and looks set to topple 

at a moment's notice; with the 

bracing in place, it barely moves. 

This stand is removable for a 

reason; the speaker is a true multi-

purpose affair, designed to work on a 

wall as much as in free space. One of 

the joys of the Schonberg speaker — 

aside from the distinctive elegance, 

that is — comes from that 

comparative 

freedom from 

room acoustic limitations. Most 

speakers with high-end aspirations 

make demands on the listener and 

their room, requiring the speaker to 

sit a metre or more from any kind of 

wall for the best sound. Not so the 

Schonberg; put it where you want, in 

free space, up against the wall, 

whatever, and the speaker will sound 

relatively unchanged.There is a slight 

thickening of the upper bass when 

butted up against a load-bearing wall 

and a slightly more open soundstage 

in total free space, but the 

differences are mild — consider it fine 
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tuning the sound. 

The cabinet is remarkably dead 

acoustically, leaving most of the sonic 

action in the hands of the drive units. 

Fortunately, they seem more than up 

to the task; creating a tight, detailed 

and ordered sound free from cabinet 

colorations and angry boomy 

resonances that beset many a 

traditional speaker design. 

While the speaker is not the 

deepest, most bassy around, it 

delivers coherent bass at almost 

electrostatic speeds and this more 

than makes up for that last octave or 

so. Even the ultra-fast drumming of 

Billy Cobham soloing on the 

'Spectrum' album stays coherent — 

this normally leaves most box 

speakers with a very sore port and 

gasping for air if 

played at 

volume. The 

Schonberg 

passed muster 

with pace to 

spare. 

It's a high-

precision sound; 

you get the 

impression of a 

warts ' n' all 

exactness that 

makes lo-fi 

recordings like 

The Datsuns 

sound like a wall of noise.That said, 

every dynamic change, every note 

and every breath into the 

microphone is accurately presented. 

This will leave many conventional 

speakers out in the cold, but the 

Schonberg is not without fault.That 

informative nature can be too 

intense an experience at times, 

pitching edgy recordings into the 

realm of the too bright and making 

brash sounds seem almost glassy.A 

good source and amplifier help keep 

the speaker in check, but as this 

speaker is designed to look elegant, it 

may feature in sparsely decorated 

rooms, and that is a combination that 

could make music more stark than 

stonky. 

Except for occasional flashes of 

brilliance, ' Designer' speakers are 

often not worth the money.They 

may look fantastic, but often what 

makes them look good is what 

makes them unsuitable for good hi-fi 

use.Thankfully, the Schonberg is one 

of the exceptions, thanks to some 

well-engineered touches that back up 

the pretty looks. It almost makes a 

class of its own, sonically, having 

removed the wooden coloration of 

traditional boxes but retaining the 

dynamic drive of cones and domes. It 

may be a bit bright at times, but if 

you like a bit of excitement in your 

music, Schonberg's shiny charms may 

well seduce. 

Vienna Acoustics Schonberg f 1,500 

Henley Designs 

Tel: +44 (0)1235 51 I I 66 

www.henleydesigns.co.uk 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 

The Schonberg has some emphasis 

at both ends of the frequency 

spectrum, to give It both warmth 

and quite strong treble.A dip across 

the upper midband will recess voices 

a little and soften violins.This sort of 

response characteristic tends to 

make the treble unit sound a little 

divorced from the rest of the 

'speaker and bright CDs may well 

seem a little overpowering in their 

treble. 

Down at the other end of the 

frequency spectrum, bass output 

rolls down slowly in what is quite a 

well damped response, suited to 

near-wall use. With forward output 

reaching down to 40H7 and the 

ports extending down further the 

Schonberg should give a fair account 

of itself at low frequencies. 

With a sensitivity of 85d8 SPL 

from one nominal watt of input a 

reasonable amount of power will be 

needed for decent volumes. 

Amplifiers of around 40W minimum 

will suit. Like most loudspeakers 

nowadays, this one uses a 4ohm bass 

unit and it will draw current, making 

it a reasonably demanding load, 

albeit one with little V/I phase shift 

to upset feedback. 

The Sconberg is 

neatly engineered. It 

doesn't excel, but nor is 

it flawed. Conventional 

equivalents are generally 

more accurate and 

revealing nowadays 

however. NK 

level 
(dB' 

+5 

o 

-5 

Impedance 

Frequency response 

78 ,J0 2k 
frequency (Hz) 

cuK 

frequency ( Hz) 10 50 100 1k 10k 

World Verdict elm 
Well engineered, exciting and stylish 
but can sound brash if partnered with 
the wrong equipment or recordings 
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World Audio 
deeieet 

DEMONSTRATION ROOM AT 12A SPRING GARDENS, NEWPORT PAGNELL, MILTON KEYNES, 

BUCKS MK16 OEE BY APPOINTMENT ONLY - CALL FOR DETAILS ON 01908 218836 

KECL82 VALVE AMPLIFIER KIT 
41:1:322/0 The Kec182 is out latest introduction for the true beginner and designed by Andy 

Grove. A simple and elegant design based on the classic ECL82 valve, a triode and 

power pentode sharing the same glass envelope.The amplifier consists of two ECL82s 

per channel, the triode sectons work as the input/phase splitter and the pentode 
sections work in push-pull for the output stage.The amplifier offers 8 watts into an 8 

ohm load, the hum level is extremely low, comparison to solid state standards.The 

chassis is constructed of I.6mm mild steal with a black powder coat finish, there is 

only one signal input pair controlled at the front by a volume control for that simple 

touch.The speaker connects are the standard 4mm banana type, positioned at the 

rear, as are the mains input which is received through an IEC lead, mains switch and 
earth post.VVe have made the construction as simple as is humanly possible with 

comprehensive instructions.The circuitry is based on a single printed circuit board. 
Ultimately this kit is for the guy who has always fancied a go at building a kit, but 

never dared. Simon Pope says," It's a great introduction to the valve sound. For it's 

humble price it delivers a full and rich sound with great detail and good depth." 

Kec182 weighs 9kg. External dimensions are 30cm(w)x23.5cm(d)x I I cm(h) 

World Audio 
deuer 

KIT6550 VALVE INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER KIT & KAT6550 VALVE POWER AMPLIFIER KIT 

KiT6550 
upgrade kit now 
available £ 130 

These are our new 6550 series amplifiers .A pure class A design providing 40 watts 

into a 8 ohm load.(available in a 4 ohm version if required) A truely high end 

design by Andy Grove, using Svetlana 6550Cs in push-pull (any 6550 or KT88 tube 

can be used with this amp). It features valve rectification (5U4) a choke pi filter 

power supply and is hard wired.Weighs 19kg with dimensions 390mm(w) x 

Ke184 VALVE INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER KIT 

The Ke184 features a pair of EL84 valves per channel in push-pull configuration. 

They give 15 watts into an 8 ohm load.The output transformers are Ultra Linear. 

Up front the ECF80 input/phase splitter valve has an extremely smooth sound. 

The Ke184 has very low hum, for simplicity the kit is built on a printed circuit 

board. A strong steel chassis is fronted by a 3mm anodised front panel and 

attractive chromed custom made knobs.There are five line level inputs, plus one 

monitor input, with a tape output included, all controlled from the front panel. At 

the rear is a mains switch/EC power input, earth post, phonos, and 4mm bannana 

sockets. Simon Pope says, "The quality that can be gleaned from this amp is a fine 

introduction to the joys of the valve sound.The Ke184 will highlight all the 

intricacies and depth of detail in your favourite recordings whilst retaining a 

warmth and fullness that is almost exclusive to pure valve amps and is rare at this 

price point." Ke184 weighs 10kg. External dimensions with valves are 

300mm(w) x 270mm(d) x 150mm(h). 

2A3 PSE INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER KIT 
The 2A3 PSE integrated amplifier offers a seriously hi-end sound, but without the 

cost usually associated with single-ended amplifiers.The stereo chassis houses, on 

the output, 2 x 2A3 in parallel single ended configuration and a single 6SN7 as the 
driver tube per channel.The valve rectified power supply consists of a 5U4 and a 

10h choke.This feedbackless design provides 8.5watts into an 8 ohm load, so a 

good sensitivity speaker is required above 90dB. It can accept 6 line- level inputs 

fully controllable from the front panel.We provide the excellent Alps Blue 

potentiometer as standard.The amplifier is hard wired so plenty of scope for 

tweaking in the future. Simon Pope says. "The 2A3 PSE is extremely impressive 

piece of kit, good imaging, wide sound stage, nicely extended on the high 

frequency and tremendous bass thump.Weight - 20kg, external dimensions with 

valves fitted - 390mm(w) x 360mm(d) x 220mm(h) 

KaT6550 
upgrade kit now 
available £ 120 

330mm(d) x I 90mm(h) with valves or 220mm(h) with cage. Simon Pope says - " If 

you favour attack and rhythmic grip, together with a smoothness of sound that's 

incredibly easy to live with, the KiT6550 could well be the kit amp for you.The 
6550 is one for those who like a valve sound married to the attack and clout of a 

good quality solid state design". 
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DIY KITS IN THE WORLD 

ALL NEW SERIES II MODULAR PRE-AMP KIT 
The PRE- II is a valve pre-amplifier with six inputs, tape monitor and two sets of 

output sockets. It utilises a high quality line driver transformer and x5 gain.The 

PHONO-II is a dedicated valve phono stage that incorporates a step-up 
transformer for MC users. Finally, PSU-II à a power supply unit that feeds both 
the PRE- II and PHONO-11. 

Power Supply Unit ( PSU-II) 
Pre-amplifier (PRE- 11) 
Phono Stage (PHONO-11) 

Moving coil step-up transformer 
Passive pre-amplifier (PAS- 11) 

C195.00 
195.00 

£110.00 
£77.00 
£215.00 

KAT34 VALVE POWER AMPLIFIER KIT & KIT34 VALVE INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER KIT 

Eli iq::j 

KaT34 
upgrade kit now 
available £ 120 

KiT34 is a 32 watt stereo valve integrated amplifier, featuring a pair of EL34s, in 

push-pull mode, per channel, plus an ECF80 pentode/triode as input/phase splitter. 
The power supply is valve rectified (2 x 5U4), using a heavy duty choke to achieve 

exceptional smoothing.The output transformers are 14% Ultra Linear tapped to 
keep distortion down to its lowest level and the kit is totally hard wired utilising 
three tag boards. It has five line level inputs, plus a tape-in and tape out, all 

KiT34 
upgrade kit now 
available £ 130 

controllable from the front. Simon Pope says,This integrated bring together the 

best sonic virtues of our KiT88, ke134 and top of the range 3008 PSE in an 

affordable package.The highlights of the sound are a deep and taut bass response, 
together with an open and highly detailed mid and high frequency response that 
only the best valve designs can achieve.., a true valve classicrWeight 22kg. External 

dimensions with valves fitted - 390mm(w) x 360mm(d) x 210mm(h) 

300B PSU MONOBLOC KIT 

Our Parallel Single Ended amplifiers offer ultimate 

sound quality Each monobloc has two of the 

beautfully linear 300B directly heated triode in its 
output stage, producing 20 watts into an 8 ohm load. 

At the front we have a 6AU6 pentode and an ECC82 as the 
driver valve.This design utilises a 5U4 rectifier valve in the power supply, in 
combination with a 10H choke, giving an extremely quiet supply. Both mains and 
output transformers we E/I pattern. 

For purists, feedback is switchable and the kit is totally hard-wired. For those 

that require valves we provide the superb Tesla 300Bs, Russian 5U4s and European 
6AU6s & ECC82. Simon Pope says, "Not to put too fine a point on it, the sound 
these monoblocs create is among the finest that can be encountered in hi-fi." Our 
300B PSE kit bears an affordable price of £875.00 (UK price) excluding valves. 
Each monobloc weighs 23kgs., external dimensions with valves: 25cm(w) x 
38cm(h) x 22cm(d) per monobloc. 

300B PSU 
upgrade kit now 
available £ 150 

!WA 

HD83 VALVE HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER KIT 
The HD83 headphone amplifier is a beautifully simple design using Mullard ECL83 

valves, a triode and power pentode housed in the same envelope. It works 
directly from any source, be it CD, tape, tuner etc., or from an amplifier's tape out 

or pre-amp out sockets. The circuit uses high specification E/I output transformers 
that will drive any headphone load from 16 ohms to over 300 ohms depending on 

how the secondaries are wired up.The HD83 is a single-ended design with the 
power pentode wired up in triode configuration for added sonic purity, and it is as 

quiet as a mouse. For sound quality Jon Marks says," The bass à punchy and 
controlled without becoming artificial, while treble has the crispness of the best 
solid-state, with the tonal purity, delicacy and speed associated with valves." 
External dimensions I8cm(w) x30cm(I) x 8cm (h) weight 4kg. 

o World Audio 
.4.usa 

1.1.1011. 
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World Audio PROBABLY THE BEST 
er£44« Div 'curs IN THE WORLD 

NEW DEMONSTRATION ROOM NOW OPEN AT 12A SPRING GARDENS, NEWPORT PAGNELL, 
MILTON KEYNES, BUCKS MK16 OEE - CALL FOR DETAILS ON 01908 218836 

KeIB4 Upgrade kit 

I x 100K Alps blue Potentiometer 

2 x 1000uF, I6V Black Gate 

4 x 100uF, 50V Black Gate 

4 x 0.22uF, 400V Jensen paper 

in oil 

KiT6550 Upgrade kit 

1 x 100K Alps blue Potentiometer 

2 x 2200uF, I6V Black Gate 

4 x 100uF, 100V Black Gate 

4 x 0.22uF, 630V Jensen paper 

in oil 

KaT6550 Upgrade kit 

2 x 2200uF, I6V Black Gate 

4 x 100uF, 100V Black Gate 

4 x 0.22uF, 630V Jensen paper 

in oil 

£90 

£100 

£120 

£130 

£110 

£120 

KiT34 Upgrade kit 

1 x WOK Alps blue Potentiometer 

2 x 1000uF, I6V Black Gate 

4 x 100uF, 50V Black Gate 

4 x 0.22uF, 630V Jensen paper 

in oil 

KaT34 Upgrade kit 

2 x 1000uF, I6V Black Gate 

4 x I 00uF, 50V Black Gate 

4 x 0.22uF, 630V Jensen paper 

in oil 

£120 

£130 

£110 

£120 

300B PSE Upgrade kit 

2 x 470uF, I6V Black Gate 

4 x 100uF, 100V Black Gate 

2 x 0.22uF, 630V Jensen paper in oil 

2 x 0.47uF, 630V Jensen paper in oil 

4 x 35A Bridge Rectifier KBPC3502 

4 x 4700uF, 16V 

£135 

"KiT34 Upgrade Kit" 

E/1 mains transformer 120 lam, Primary:110/120/230/240Vac 
Secondary: 4 x OV- 4Vac, 2A 

(suitable for 2A3 heaters for DC), OV-5Vac, 3A (heater for 5U4 etc) 
0V-63V, 2A and 370V-0V-370Vac, 250mA Price - £65.00 

2A3 PSE chassis and base plate (without face plate), slight flaw on paint 
work, can hold 1 x 120 lam, 2 x 78 lam E/1 transformer, 3 x octals and 

4 x UX4s, hardwired. Price - £50.00 

Ke184 chassis and base plate (Without face plate), slight flaw on paint 
work, can hold I x 78 lam, 2 x 29 lam E/1 transformers and 6 x B9A. 

Price - £40.00 

Audax drive unit, HM130ZO, aerogel, 5 inch mid/base unit 
UK price £35.00 each 

5687 valves, double triode 
UK price £7.00 each 

Kit34 chassis - UK price £50.00 each 

Pee jetx/tet 

00 44 (0) 190g 21ST36 

ea atetet 

111111 11111111111111111 - 1111111111111111111111111r 

(Mains transformers & Choice  
KIT6550/KAT6SSO mains transformers 
2 inch stack. 130mm(h)x120mm(yr)x135mm(I) drop through fitting 
with zinc cap. Secondaries 425V-0V-425V, 350mA, 0V-5V. 6A, 3.15V-
OV-3.15V. 9A. Suitable for 120V & 240Vac opeation 

KEL84 mains transformer 
1.5 inch stack, 90mm(h)x 80mm(w)x 95mm(d) drop through fitting 
with zinc cap. Secondaries: 0V-240V 300mA. 3.15V-0V-3.1W, 5.5A. 
suitable for 120/240V operation 

KIT88/KAT88 mains toroidal transformer 
120mm dia. x 60mm(h). Secondaries: I 95V-0V-95V.450mA/OV-27V, 
I 00mA/3.15V-0V-3.1W9A. suitable for 120/240V operation 

KIT34/KAT34/KIT6550/KAT6550 choke 
1.25 inch stack. 65mm(h)x105mm(w) with fitting holes x 60mm(d). 
clamp fitting. 2.5 H, 350mA 

300B PSE mains E/I transformer 
130mm(h) x 95mm(w) x I 15mm(d). 
drop through fitting with zinc cap. 
Secondaries: 380V-0V-380V, I 80mA/150-0V-150V, 25mA/OV-5V, 
1.2A/OV-5V. 1.2A/OV-5V,3A/3.15V-0V-3.15V,0.4A suitable for 
120/240V operation 

KEL80 mains toroidal transformer (encapsulated) 
I 30mm dia. x 65mm(h). Secondaries: 195V-0V- f 95V.390mA/OV-27V. 
I 00mA/3.15V-0V-3. I 5V.7.5A. suitable for 120/240V operation 

HD83 mains toroidal transformer 
80mm dia. x 35mm(h). Secondaries: 0V-165V.75mA/3. 15V-0V-
3.15V. I A. suitable for 120/240V operation 

PSU-Il mains toroidal transformer 
80mm dia. x 35mm(1)). Secondaries: OV-270V.60mA/OV-10V,2A. 
suitable for 120/240V operation 

("Output transformers 
KIT6550/KAT6SSO E/I 16%TAPPED UL push-pyll output 
transformer 2 inch stack, 80mm (w) x 95mm(I) u 100mm(h), drop 
through fitting with zinc cap. Primary-secondary 4.5K, 16% UL 
tapped. Secondary 4 Or 8 ohm, pis specify on order, max output 45 
watts. max current 180mA. valves. KT88, 6550 etc 

KEL84 E/I Ultra Linear push-pull output transformer 
1.25 inch stack. 76mm(h)x 65mm(w)x 76rrrn(d)Primary - seondary. 8K 
with 12.5% UL tap - 8ohms, max o/p- I Swam, max current 150mA 
valves EL84 etc 

KIT88/1(AT88 E/I push-pull output transformer 
80mm(w)x95mm(I)x100mm(h). Primary-secondary 10K - 8ohms, 
max o/p-40watts, max current-I60mA valves-KT88. 6550. E134 

TRANSI mains toroidal transformer 
95mm dia. x 50mm(h). Secondaries: OV-370V.150mA/OV-6.3V,3.5A 
30013 Ell choke 65mm(h) n 70mm(d) x 80mm(w) open frame 
fitting. ION. 180mA. 

KEL84 E/I choke 
0.5 inch stack. 40mm(h)x 35mm(d)x 70mm(w) clamp fitting. I H, 
250mA 

PSU-Il E/I 
40mm(h) x 35mm(d) x 70mm (w) clamp fitting. I 5H, 20mA 

KIT34/KAT34 mains transformer 
2.5 inch stack, 120mm(h)x115mrtqw)x95mm(d), drop through fit-
ting with zinc cap.Secondaries 365V - OV - 365V,300mA/OV - 
6AD.15V - OV - 3.15V, 7.5A Suitable for 120/240V operation. 

KIT34/KAT34 E/I 14% tapped Ultra Linear push-pull output 
transformer 
2 inch stack, 80mm(w)x95mm(I)x100mm(h), drop through fitting 
with zinc cap Primary-secondary 6.4K, 14% UL taps. Secondary 
8ohm, max output 34watts, max current 150mA. valves EL34, 6L6. 
6CA7 

HD83 E/I single ended output transformer 
40mm(w)x50-mm(1) x55mm(h).. 
Primary-secondary 4K - 4 x 64ohms 
windings, max o/p- 1 watts. max current-25mA valves-ECL83 etc 

Pre-II E/I driver transformer 
80mm(w)x6Omm(I) x65mm(h). 6:1 step down transformer. max 
current-I0mA valves-6922 etc pre-amp stage 
300B PSE E/I parallel single ended output transformer 
130mm(h) 95mm(w) 115-mm(d). 
drop through fitting with zinc cap. 
Primary 1K5 Secondary 8R, output. 

.113111131' 

Printed circuit boards  

K,184 Printed Circuit Board 280mm(w) n 135rnm(l)x 1.6rnm(d), 

Iliffill/KaT88 Printed Circuit Board 140mm(w) 

Ke134 Print, d Circuit Board 140mm(x.) x 310mrn(1) u 2.4mm(d). 

-king/Printed Circuit Board (a pair)120mm(w) -; 

HD83 Pr wit,d Circuit Board 14Ormanw) u 160mm(1)x I.6mm(d). 

PSU-11 Printed Circuit Board 105mrn(w) x I 

PRE- 11 Print ,•d Circuit Board 105mm(w) 130mm(1) 1.6mm(d, 

11111R)140-11 Printed Circuit Board 105rnm(w) 

Hi-Fi World in Malaysia at Millennium Hi-Fi & Av. Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 

Hi-Fi World is now distributed through good bookshops and newstands in Malaysia. For back issues, 
general enquiries and advertising, contact Simon Chang at Millennium Hi-Fi & Av. 

Also available are products by World Audio Design, 
Michell, Trichord, Lowther and ReThm loudspeakers. 

Millennium Hi-Fi & Av 

500-1-3 First Floor, Wisma Indah (Shen Court), 
Jalan Tun Razak 50400 K.L. 

tel: 603 9283 8171 fax: 603 9281 3762 

137 Jalan Pendekar 2, Taman Skudai Baru, 81300 Skudai, Johor DT 
tel. 607 554 5171 fax: 607 554 7645 

e-mail: info@millennium-audio.com 
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These are expert kits, not for the inexperienced. You must be able to solder and read a circuit diagram. The valve kits 
contain lethal voltages. We cannot be held responsible for any errors arising from the construction of these kits. 

riclaucliaclsierr-e=c3t.gak 
amplifier kits description 

Kec182 valve amplifier kit ( with valves)(available 01/12/02) 
2A3 PSE valve integrated amplifier kit (with valves) 
2A3 PSE valve integrated amplifier kit (without valves) 
KaT6550 valve power amplifier kit (with valves) 
KaT6550 valve power amplifier kit (without valves) 
KaT 6550 upgrade kit 
KiT6bb0 valve integrated amplifier kit ( with valves) 
KiT6550 valve integrated amplifier kit (without valves) 
KiT 6550 upgrade kit 
KAT34 valve power amplifier kit (with valves) 
KAT34 valve power amplifier kt (without valves) 
KaT34 upgrade kit 
KiT34 valve integrated amplifier kit (with valves) 
KiT34 valve integrated amplifier kit (without valves) 
KiT 34 upgrade kit 
Ke184 valve integrated amplifier kit (with valves) 
Ke184 valve integrated amplifier kit (without valves) 
Ke184 upgrade kit 
PSU 11 power supply unit module 
PRE 11 pre-amplifier module 
PHONO - II phono stage module (with valves) 
PASIIpassive pre-amplifier module with 10K or 50K attenuator (pls specify) 
Moving Coil step up transformers 
HD83 Valve Headphone amplifier kit (with valves) 
30013 PSE Valve Monobloc amplifier kit (with valves) - a pair 
300B PSE Valve Monobloc amplifier kit (without valves) - a pair 
300B PSE Upgrade Kit - a pair 

parts description 

2A3 PSE mains transformer 
KiT/KaT6550 mains transformer 
KiT34 mains transformer 
Ke184 E/I mains transformer 
HD83 mains toroidal transformer 
PSU- Il mains toroidal transformer 
300B PSE E/1 mains transformer 
KiT34 E/I chokeKiT6550 E/I UL 
Ke184 E/I choke 
KiT6550 choke 
300B PSE choke 
2A3 PSE choke 
PSU- Il E/I choke 
KiT6550 E/I UL push pull output transformer (4 ohm? or 8ohm?) 
KiT34 E/I UL push pull output tranformer (4ohm? or 8ohm?) 
Ke184 E/I push-pull output transformer (4 ohm? or 8ohm? 
2A3 PSE parallel single ended output transformer 
HD83 E/I single ended output transformer 
Pre- 11 E/I driver transformer 
30013 PSE E/I output transformer(4 ohm? or Sohm? 
Ke184 Printed Circuit board 
Ke134 Printed Circuit Board 
Ke180 Printed Circuit Board 
HD83 Printed Circuit Board 
PSU- Il Printed Circuit Board 
PRE- II Printed Circuit Board 
PHONO-II Printed Circuit Board 
Tag board 2 x 16 connections (hard wiring) 
Alps blue audio grade 50K dual log potentiometer 
Alps blue audio grade 100K dual log potentiometer 
Stepped attenuator with resistor pack 10K of 50K (pls specify) 
LCR 22.5uF 440Vdc polypropylene capacitors 
Jensen 0.47uF 630Vdc paper in oil capacitor 
Jensen 0.22uF 630Vdc paper in oil capacitor 
Jensen 0.22uF. 400V paper in oil capacitor 
Black Gate 4700uF 16Vdc electrolytic 
Black Gate 100uF 100Vdc electrolytic 
Black Gate 470uF 16Vdc electrolytic 
Black Gate 1000uF, 16V electrolytic 
Black Gate 100uF, 50V electrolytic 
Black Gate 2200uF, 6.3V electrolytic 
650V safety gloves (a pair) 
2A3 PSE/6550/34 cage 

order No. 

Kec182 (with valves) 
2A3 PSE (with valves) 
2A3 PSE (without valves) 
KaT6550 (with valves) 
KaT6550 (without valves) 
KaT 6550 upgrade 
KiT6550 ( with valves) 
KiT6550 (without valves) 
KiT 6550 upgrade 
KAT34(with valves) 
KAT34(without valves) 
KaT34 upgrade 
KiT34 (with valves) 
KiT34 (without valves) 
KiT34 upgrade 
Ke184 ( with valves) 
Ke184 (without valves) 
Ke184 upgrade 
PSU - II 
PRE - II 
PHONON 
PAS II 
MC - step up ( pair) 
HD83 (with valves) 
300B PSE (with valves) 
300B PSE (no valves) 
300173 PSE upgrade kit 

order No. 

2A3 PSE mains T 
6550 mains T 
KiT34 - mains T 
Ke184 - mains I 
HD83 - mains T 
PSU- Il - mains T 
300B - mains T (each) 
KiT34 - choke 
Ke184 - choke 
KiT6550 choke 
30013 - choke 
2A3 PSE choke 
PSU-choke 
6550 - 0/P T ( pair) 
34 - 0/P T (pair) 
Ke184 - 0/P T ( pair) 
2A3 PSE 0/P T (pair) 
HD83 - 0/P T(pair) 
PRE- I1 - driver T(pair) 
300B - 0/P T (each) 
Ke184 - PCB 
Ke134 - PCB 
Ke180 - PCB(pair) 
HD83 - PCB 
PSU- Il - PCB 
PRE- II - PCB 
PHONO- Il - PCB 
TAG 
ALPS - 50K 
ALPS - 100K 
Attenuator + resistor pack 
LCR - 22.5U 
JEN - 0.47U 630V 
JEN - 0.22U 630V 
JEN - 0.22U. 400V 
BG - 4700U 16V 
BG - 100U 100V 
BG - 470U 16V 
BG - 1000U 16V 
BG - 100U 50V 
BG - 2200U 6.3V 
SAFETY GLOVES 
2A3 PSE/34/6550 cage 

World Audio Design Amplifiers fully built from Malaysia 
Title Description 

1A40 40W EL34 integrated 

1636 36W 6788 integrated 

P20A 20W 5881 power amp 

Pece (exc. 

VAT o Carriage) 

£590 00 

£895 00 

£795 00 

Title Description 

MB80 80W EL34 monobloc 
PA11 Valve pre-amplifier 

PH11 Valve phono stage for PA11 

Price (exc. 

VAT n Carriage) 

£1190 00 

£699 00 

£19900 

citY uk overseas 
(inc vat & carriage) (exc. vat & carriage) 

LI £195.00 £170.00 
O £550.00 £471.00 
O £450.00 £385.00 
O £580.00 £495.00 
O £450.00 £380.00 
O £120.00 £105.00 
O £595.00 £510.00 
O £465.00 £395.00 
LI £130.00 £110.00 
O £480.00 £410.00 
CI £415.00 £354.00 
O £120.00 £105.00 
LI £495.00 £420.00 
O £430.00 £365.00 
O £130.00 £110.00 
O £278.00 £237.00 
O £248.00 £212.00 
O £100.00 £85.00 
O £195.00 £167.00 
O £195.00 £167.00 
O £110.00 £95.00 
O £215.00 £185.00 
O £80.00 £68.00 
O £195.00 £167.00 
LI £1177.00 £1002.00 
O £875.00 £745.00 
LI £150.00 £130.00 

fli'd uk overseas 
(inc vat & carriage) (exc. vat & carriage) 

U £115.00 £98.00 
£120.00 £105.00 

O £100.00 £85.00 
O £60.00 £47.00 
O £39.00 £34.00 
LI £39.00 £34.00 
O £115.00 £98.00 
O £40.00 £34.00 
LI £20.00 £17.00 
O £40.00 £34.00 
LI £40.00 £34.00 
O £40.00 £34.00 
O £20.00 £17.00 
LI £130.00 £112.00 
O £130.00 £112.00 
O £90.00 £78.00 
LI £130.00 £112.00 
O £100.00 £86.00 
O £80.00 £68.00 
O £110.00 £94.00 
LI £30.00 £25.50 
LI £12.00 £11.40 
U £52.00 £44.65 
LI £20.00 £17.00 
LI £20.00 £17.00 
LI £20.00 £17.00 
O £20.00 £17.00 
O £4.00 £3.00 
O £14.00 £12.00 
O £14.00 £12.00 
O £75.00 £65.00 
O £10.00 £8.50 
O £20.00 £17.00 
LI £16.00 £14.00 
O £12.00 £10.20 
O £16.00 £13.60 
U £10.00 £8.50 
O £8.00 £7.00 
O £8.00 £6.80 
LI £6.00 £5.20 
LI £12.00 £10.20 
LI £14.00 £12.00 
O £80.00 £68.00 

Order horn our Far East Distributor: Millenium Hi-Fi & AV 

137 Jalan Pendekar 2, laman Skudai Baru, 81300 SkudaL Johor DT, Malaysia 
Tel: 07 554 5171 - Fax: 07 554 7645 - email:mha8@pd taring my 

wrier information Tel/Fax: 01908 218 836 
NAME: 1 enclose cheque/postal order for £ made payable 
  to World Audio Publishing Ltd. [ wish to pay by Mastercard / VIS9 /Switch/ Solo. 

ADDRESS:   Please debit my account no: 

POST CODE:   

COUNTRY: 

TEL. (DAY): 

I 1 
Expiry Date:  Signature:  

  (Switch/Solo only) Valid Date:  Issue No  

  (Visa/Mastercard only) Security number - last three digits of number on signature strip. ( 

Prices were correct at time of print, 01/01/02 they are subject to change. 

If you wish tor a built item. please phone for a quote / Valves included except where otherwise stated .6t you would like a data sheet on any of the kits, please write a 'D' in the qty box 

WARNING - World Audio Publishing Ltd accept no responsibility for kits, parts or modifications made or supplied by third parties.Order on our website wwwworldaudiodesign co.uk 

Please send your completed order form to: ,VORLD AUDIO PUBLISHING LTD. 12a Spnng Gardens. Ner,,,port Pagneil. Meon Keynes, BucKs. MK :6 dEE 
Tel/Fax, 01908 218836 e-mail, ciclersOwondaudicdesign.co.uk 
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WE HA VE OVER 30 TITLES 
ON OFFER!!! 

:ELECTRONICS 
MADE SIMPLE 

re 

k.s. 40 

Electronics made Simple 
by Ian Sinclair 

This books covers the basic theory and 

principles of electronics. A good read 

for the beginner. 

Code No 1420 

£12.99 + £2.50 P&P (UK) 

Build your own Electronic Test 

Instruments 

by Electktor 

This book contains designs for 17 

measuring instruments. seven generators 

and analysers, ten miscellaneous instru-

ments and a number of test ancillaries 

and auxiliaries. The designs range from a 

simple multicore cable designs contain a 

special phnted circuit. drawing of which 
are given in an appendix. 

Code No. 1400 

[15.95 £3.25 P&P (UK) 

VALVE BOOKS 

Are 

Undlendommilbeg 
61611 OberRe 

am Z.... 

AU20.N 

t.-41b" 

OB1111 

Fundamentals 
Of 

Radio-Valve 
Technique 

inga-remsemmew 
WOO •0111,01 

GEC Audio Tube Data 

Full of data and circuits concerning 

the three most well known MO 

Valve power tetrodes, the KT66. 

KT77 and KT88, (the KT77 was 

GECianswer to Milliards E134) and 

some data on the PX4 and PX25 

triodes.The first section concerns 

preamplifiers of various types. with 

information regarding equalisation, 

tone controls, filters and suchlike. 

An excellent book for all valve 

heads. 

Paperback Code No. 1780 

£14.95 £2.00 (UK) 

Understanding Hi-Fi Circuits 

by N. H.Crowheirre 

Originally published en 1957.Drscusses ai 

aspects of amplifiers, pre-amplifiers and equal,-

sawn orcuin-y.well vexten.easy to under-

stand.The author does concentrate on valve 

°mutts. so no transistors here. 

Paperback, 224pp Code No1820 

Price £ 13.95 + £2.00 UK p&p 

The Best of Audioneditorial projects 

by Luciano Marri 

The book contains six excellent audio protects - 

a high senunvity speaker. a superb tube preamp 

a 2A3 amplifier design.a protect usng the baton 

6C33CB and too projects using 3008s as ouqxx 

valves. Overall the book is a fabulous read. 

62gispaper back book code 1750 
£1200 • [200 UK pip 

Fundamentals of Radio-Vaine 

Technique 

J. Deketh 

This is part of the (tulips technical series 

written in 1947 it was one the most author. 

tine and comprehensive treatments of the 

nature and function of the vacuum tube. 

534pp, Paper back 

Code No. 1630 

£21.50 + £ 2.50 P&P ( UK) 

The Williamson Amplifier 

by D.T.N. Williamson. 

Offers practical advice on how to build an-

et up the amplifier for best results. 

4Opp Paper back 

Code No. 1040 

(995+11511P&P(UK) 

IiiL'h-cml indio 
I quipincirl 

AUDIO IVRE DATA' 
eiremerstrairween 
1[11111fflf 'MU 

FLOINHHOM NM» 

omega. gapral pin 

F.,. 
Vacuum libe 

Amplifiers 

•••••••••••.• 
an-

IRLE» 

Build your own High-End Audio 

Equipment 

by Elecktor 

Build your own High-End Audio equip-

ment contains construction proiects for 

solid state preamplifiers and power 

amplifiers. active cross-over filters, an 

active subwoofer, a mono/stereo 

compressor and a headphone amplifier 
Code No. 1390 

£14.95 + £2.50 P&P (UK) 

The LP Is back 
by Audio Amansares 

Your complete guide to LP care and 

maintenance designed to offer you 

everything useful for those who love 

and enjoy this older music medium. 

This covers the theory and care of 

LPs and the electronics and mechan-

ics of its players. 
154pp Paperback , Code No.I6 20 

£8.00 + £2.00 P&P (UK) 

Audlo/Radio Handbook 

By National Semiconductor 

National Semiconductor's manual is an 

essential aid to engineers and experienced 

hobbyists in the applicanon of Nationale 

line of consumer audio and radio ICs. Not 

only does it bald conprehershe data of 

their ICs but discusses theory aspects of 

amplifiers and pre-amps and covers elec-

tronic principals. 

paperback 200pp, Code No.1810 

CI3 95 + L2.00 P&P (UK) 

Glass Audio Pnaects 17Varaaam 

Tube Designs 

Thn book features 17 vafve project 

designed.eied and tested by some of the 

best authors state side. Designs such as a 

30013 push-pull amp a 33 poner amp a 

6528 single encled.a 30013 parallel single-

ended amp, a6C33C-8 single ended amp 

a 7CNV KT88 push-pull arnpa 2A3 single 

ended amp to name a fewAll informa-

tion is provided so most protects can 

beads from scratdt. 

Paperback 73pp. Code 1790, 

£8.00 + ( ISO P&P (UK) 

Vacum Tube Amplifiers 

byValley & Wallman 

This book is a well known reference 

valve text book and is assembled 

from pieces by ten knowledgable 

authors.An absolute bible when it 

comes to valve electronics. 

734pp, Paperback. Code 1770 

£29.95 • [ 4.30 P&P (UK) 

Build sour oven AudloValve Amplifiers 

by Rainer Zur Linde 

This book covers construction projects 

for prearnplifers. power amplifiers and 

two amplifiers for musical instruments 

aimed at the practical audio/hi-fi enthu-

siast, it offers much information on the 

operation of electron tubes, while the 

first chapter gives a short history of 

the therrnionic valve. 

paperback, 25Ipp, Code No.1320 

£14.95 + ISO P&P (UK) 

Valve & Transistor Audio 

Amplifiers 

by J L Hood 

Describes the earliest valve amps to the 

latest solid state design. It is the com-

plete world guide to audio amp design. 

Other contentS, active & passive com-

ponents. amplifiers. pre-amplifiers and 

power supplies. 

250pp., Paperback, Code No. 1530 

£20.99 + £3.50 P&P (UK) 

Practical .11 
Electronic ma 
Fault Finding and 
Troubleshooting 

R IA PA; 

THE JOY OF 
AUDIO ELECTRONICS 

e 

RCA 
iv INC 
IUS .E 
MANUAL 

49 Mullardl 
TUBE CIRCUITS FOR 
AUDIO AMPLIFIERS 

Practical Electronic Fault-Finding 

and Troubleshooting 

by Robin Pain 

This book explains the basic techniques 

needed to be a troubleshooter, using only 
basic equipment:a digital multimeter and 

an oscilloscope. Simple circuit examples 

are used to illustrate principles and con-

cepts fundamental to the process of fault 

finding. 

240pp, Paperback Code No. 1430 

£20.99 + £2.50 P&P (UK) 

The Joy of Audio Electronics 
by Charles Hansen 

This is a fail-safe guide to the pleasures of 

hands-on electronic construction. This 

book covers test and measurement pro-

jects, how to build simple kits, safety 

issues, the workplace, theory and 

resources.A must for the beginner who 

plans to build more advanced electronic 

projects in the future. 

24pp Paperback, Cede No.1650 

£10.50 + (2.50 P&P (UK) 

RCA Receiving Tube Manual 

Technical Series RC-I4 

This book presents RCAs commercial valve 

line-up as it was n 1940.The manual COVerS vahe 

termenology.Technology and applecaoonvahe 

testing and then a brger season giving some cir-

cuit ideas and plenty of dam on nuneras values 

ng 6L6.6N7.6SN7. 

155pp Paperback, Code No.1800 

£13.95 + [2.00 p&p (UK) 

An Approach to Audio Bubonic Valves 

in Aucio F-reciuency Ampers 

by E. Rodenhuis 

Discussing the use of valve data, the func-

tion of different amplifier stages and 

includes detailed descriptions of eight 

designs. A wealth of practical data, mea-

surements and interesting features will be 

found. A very good read. 

Paperback I 47pp, Code No. 1520 

Price £ 12.95 + £2.00 P&P (UK) 

Audio Reality 

by Bruce Roxenblita 

Investigates conductors, skin effect, imped-

ance, interconnects, speaker cables, balanced 
lines. transmission lines, isolation transform-

ers, tubes. acoustics and much more. Also. 

Induies 6 excellent denuded valve design projects, 
80wain OIL 25watt OTL grounded grid pre. 

amp. 150watt amp.. 6550 SE amp and a 

grounded gad cascade phono preamp 

Paperback 128pp, Code No. 1640 

Price 21.50 + 2.50 P&P (UK) 

htultard Tube Circuits for Audio 

Amplifiers 

Includes full designs for eleven power and 

control amps, including 5-20. using valves. 

Begins with a four chapter tutorial on getting 

the best sound from valve amplifiers. 

142pp 8" x 10" Paperback Code 1030 

£13.95 • (2.00 P&P (UK) 

The Beginner's Guide tolbbe Deign 

by Bruce Roaenblitz 

This book takes a comprehensive look at 

tube audio design. It explains how vacuum 

tubes work and how to design with them. 

Roaenblit covers stabilisation and testing, a 

description of 13 famous and classic amps 

and prearnps and how to work effectively as a 

designer. A hands-on guide to construction 

techniques, tools and choosing components 

and tubes is provided. 1997, 

132pp Paper back Code No. 1340 

L15.50 + L2.50 P&P (UK) 
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II ORDER 4 BOOKS Et OVER Et PAY ONLY £7.130 FOR P&P (UK ONLY) 

Urviona• 

Manuale HI-FI a valvole Schemario 2° 

This book is dedicated to self makers and 

to Hi-Fi tube engineers With a wealth of 

circuit diagrams from some of the best 

valve amplifiers. pre-amplifiers and phono 

equipment producers in the world 
Including.Audio Research.Altec. Conrad 

Johnsan,A.rt Cal rEi. 

Dynaco. Electrovoice. Leak, Macintosh. 

Marant.a. Quad, Radford. Quick Silver. 

numerous OTL designs.VerdierVTL and 

Western Electic VVell worth the money 

208pp. Paperback Code No. 1720 

£44.00 + £4.00 P&P (UK) 

First in High Fidelity 

The Products and History 

of H. J. Leak & Co. Ltd. 

by Steven Spicer 

This book is the unique and 

comprehensive story about 

one of the worIcfis best high-

fidelity audio companies. 

Contained are 300 pictures. 

30 circuit diagrams for classic 

designs of the day There are 

also nurnensus anecdotes and 

contributions from ex-errplcryees 

A wonderful htstoncal read. 

270pp Paperback 
Code no. 1740 

£19.95 + £3.55 pup UK 

\\I. \relit \le IN 

INI/N 11111 , 

VACUUM 
TUBES 

Getting the most eut &Vacuum 

Tubes 

by Robert B.Tomer 

From the cover. "Types and causes of tube 

fiiiliirrfr. whir te eripect (re., tubes, rettas 

methods and all about tube maintenance 

programs " This book is intended to offer 

explanations of why tubes fail and what to 

do about it Discussions of catastrophic and 

degenerative failures, selecting tubes and 

tube types and testing and predicting tube 

performance 

160pp Paperback, Code No.1710 

C13.95+ MO P&P (UK) 

Basic Theory and 

Application of Electron 

Tubes 

A US Army & Navy 

Publication 

This book is an excellent 

introduction into valves. It 

does just about everything 

its title suggests.Written in 

1957 it was used by the US 

military as a text book in 

their electron's department. 

Superbly written it con-

tainns all you need to know. 

215pp Paperback 

Code No.1760 

£17.95 • £ 3.50 P&P ( UK) 

LOUDSPEAKER BOOKS 

Il I 

• »guys«. 

Testing Loudspeakers* 
by jui. D'Aupulitu 

Joe D'Appolito. loudspeaker designer and 

consultant, has written the definitive text on 

testing loudspeakers Dr. D'Appolito brings 

his expertise to the subject and provides 

you with a hands-on discussion of testing 

drivers and systems. He brings you the the-
ory and physics behind loudspeaker testing 

in this volume 

Paperback 

Code No. 1580 

£24.95 + £3.00 P&P (UK) 

Bullock On Boxes 

by Robert M. Bullock Ill. 

Using Thiele-Small parameters clearly, it 

offers lots of helpful tables and graphs to get 

to grips with the sizing of the box and port 

of a reflex 

loudspeaker 

72pp 81/2" 11" Paperback 

Code No. 1100 

£12.95 • £2.50 P&P ( UK) 

Audio Amateur Loudspeaker Projects 

A collection of the 25 best speaker articles 

published in the Audio Amateur throughout 

the 1970s. this popular book is proof that 

great designs are never out of date This 

volume is a rich source of theory. practi, 

and design 
135pp 81/2" x 11" Paperback 

Code No.1550 

£16.95 • £2.50 P&P (UK) 

SYLVANIA 

TECHNICAL 
MANUAL 

Sylvania Technical Manual 

by Sylvania Electric 

Products Inc. 

This 13th edition contains 

data on more than 3300 elec 

tron tubes and semiconduc-

tor devices. Reprinted here 

without the TV picture tube 

section. this manual contains 

detailed information on 

Sylvania's devices including 

charts and diagrams.A master 

index is found in the front of 

the book for reference. 

516pp Paper back 

Code No.1700 

£16.95 + £3.80 UK p+p 

Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design and 

Curistruttion 

by Ronald Wagner 

Step by step guide to the design and con-

struction of a full range electrostatic loud-

speaker, including basic operating principles. 

Strongly recommended for those wanting 

to either build, repair and/or restore. or 

who are lust interested in electrostatics 
243pp 7" x 9 5/8" Paperback 

Code No. 1080 

£16.95 + £3.25 P&P (UK) 

DER ON-LIN 
.worldaudiodesign.lc 

r fw OR 

Loudspeakers:The Why and How of 

Good Reproduction 

by GA. Briggs 

An easy to understand book on building 

loudspeakers, using empirical techniques 

that pre-date computer analysis Strongly 
recommended for beginners 

88pp 51/2" o 81/2" Paperback 

Cod. 1070£  
10.95 + £2.00 P&P (UK) 

rPlease send Code No.) 

ORDER FORM 

ocousiocs ..• precoloacou,stocs ...... ....... 
•\. 

Hi-gh End Valve Amplifiers 

Based on Toroida/ Output 

Transformers 

by Merino van der Veen 

Explains the whys and wherefores of 

toroidal output transformers at vanous 

technical levels. Discussed eeer.sr.zly 

within this book are designs for amplifiers 

from 10 to 100 warts. Finally. the author 

gives some attention to a number of 

special valve amplifiers, and to the theory 

and practice of negative feedback 

250pp Hard back Code No. I 670 

£24.95 + £3.30 Pop (UK) 

Valve Amplifiers 

(second edition) 

by Morgan Jones, Audio 

Engineer 

This book allows those with a 
limited knowledge of the field 

to understand both the theo-

ry and the practice of valve 

audio amplifier design, such 
that they can analyse and 

modify circuits. and rebuild an 

amplifier Constructional 

techniques are also provided 

so readers can build from 

scratch designs that actually 
work 

488pp, Paper back, 

Code No. 1330 

£26.99 u 3.76P&P (UK) 

The Loudspeaker Design 

Cookbook, 6th edition (new) - 

by Vance Dickason 

This best seller offers up-to-date design 

information for the home constructor. It 

uses modern Thiele-Small theory and 

parameters 

288pp 81/2" x 111/2" Paperback 

Code No.1090 

£29.50 + £4.00 P&P (UK) 

Hom Loudspeaker Design 

by Mr J. Donsdale 

A colecoon of papers by rir J. Donsee. that 

ckscuss the design and theory of thn wonder-

ful breed of loudspeakerThe book contains 

detailed drawings of nunerous design. includ-

wig some Lowther rtisars Also included with 

the book is a 3.5inch floppy disc with straight 

forward software to assist in the design 

process A senors reference for those with an 

',crest In hot, speakers 

112pp paperback 8‘3.51oppf tic 

210mm y 300mrn 

Cade 1730 

£29.50 + £2.50 P&P (UK) 

Acouatics 8i P,ychriacoustics 2nd EditIon 
David M. Howard & James Angus 

An introduction to iCOUStiCri.caenng hieran 

,erception of sound notes and harmony, 

'al dynamicstirribre of ',stead insonments. 

Icousoc model for musical instrumeno, hear-

ing MUSK different environments, decerving the 
ear and processing sound electronically 

n4pp 244 x 189mrn 

paperback 

Code 1370 

£29.99 + £3.50 P&P (UK) 

I enclose cheque/postal order for £  

Please debit my account no: HUH 
(Switch/Solo only) Valid Date: 

Delivery Address:  

made payable to World Audio Publishing Ltd. I wish to pay by Mastercard / Visa /Switch/ Solo. 
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Issue No. 

Signature:  

(Visa/Mastercard only) Security number - last three digits of number on signature strip..__IL 
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claesio 
A truly Classic 20th Century Symphony — Górecki's Third, is revisited by Andy Giles. 

he first ever UK review 

of this recording of 

Henryk Górecki's 

Symphony No. 3, in 

1993, described the 

work as 'one of the 

most important symphonies of the 

century.' 1 know, for I wrote it. A 

smart Press Officer at Elektra 

Nonesuch, aware that I wrote for Q 

Magazine, sent me an early copy, hop-

ing to promote the piece to a wider 

audience with a review therein. 

Fortunately I was short of decent 

copy material at the time so I pro-

posed to clash-off a couple of hun-

dred words on this unusual offering 

(well, certainly for Q readers). In the 

event, I found it hard not to write 

two thousand words on it — I was 

entranced. 

A few weeks later saw the 

recording smash not only into the 

top ten classical charts but also, 

incredibly for those days, ride high in 

the pop album charts.You couldn't 

switch on Classic FM without hearing 

it. Paul Gambaccini, I recall, went 

orgasmic at the very mention of its 

name. It has since become the 

biggest selling disc of music by a 

contemporary classical composer. 

For myself, I made hay whilst the sun 

shined and penned about five other 

reviews — all equally glowing — and 

sold them to other magazines and 

national newspapers. I even received 

a fax from Górecki, thanking me for 

my ' interest' in the work. But, what 

was then a minor music business 

phenomenon is now a legend. It 

really is that good. 

Górecki's Symphony No 3 

(Symphony of Sorrowful Songs, Opus 

36, written in 1976) is a three-part 

threnody of painful beauty. Rarely 

does the voice of sorrow speak with 

such eloquence. Morbid? You bet, 

but it doesn't hurt to reflect from 

time to time on man's unutterable 

inhumanity to man. But where this 

symphony is morbid it does not 

descend to being maudlin. Where 

there is pathos there is no bathos. At 

times, particularly during the 

lachrymose central section largo 

(tranquillissimo), visions of killing 

fields, concentration camps, 

mushroom clouds and children 

smeared with flaming napalm haunt 

the listener. 

Yet, because it is so very 

gorgeous, in its hymn-like setting, 

Górecki's third symphony never fails 

to arouse the spirit of hope. The 

trailing, lustrous voice of Dawn 

Upshaw on this Nonesuch pressing 

inspires expectations of a better 

world — either here or elsewhere, it 

matters not. The deft orchestration 

and timing of David Zinman and the 

London Sinfonietta also serve to lift 

rather than deflate the spirit.The 

inner repose one derives from 

listening to this monumentally 

incisive work is one of peace over 

hostility and truth and beauty over 

falsehood and evil. 

The Symphony was completed 

when Górecki's style was undergoing 

a fundamental change from 

modernist 20th century music, using 

a definite order of notes as a 

thematic basis for composition, to a 

more approachable style, fixed to 

more tonal traditions. He seemed, 

and this is a trite but understandable 

analogy, to have completed a reversal 

of, say, Schoenberg, and decided to 

lean towards the musical and 

accessible as oppose to the atonal 

and less appealing. Schoenberg did it 

the other way round, going 'bonkers' 

as has been described, after such 

gems as Verklàrte Nacht and 

stretching tonality to its limits 

thereafter. The Symphony's simple 

trio of finely wrought elegiac 

movements (or ' songs') outline a 

keenly felt triptych of soul-laden 

laments for all the innocent victims 

of conflict — predominantly (as 

Górecki was Polish and knew much 

of the suffering of his people) of 

World War II. Comparisons with 

Schoenberg and the Austro-

Germanic style are not altogether as 

ludicrous as once they might seem. 

Indeed there is almost a Brucknerian 

theme to the final glorious 

S ony No. _ 
thown Upshan, 
London Sinfomena 

Da, Id A11.111. candoc,, 

movement. But all this serves only to 

elevate this most effortless 

symphony to that of the arcane and 

unfathomable.The work is undeniably 

well structured but is complex only 

in the sense that its thematic course 

remains unhindered by fanciful 

orchestral meanderings. It is all there, 

stark and yet wonderfully ethereal. 

There are detractors to this 

symphony — as can be expected — 

and 1 regret that they are amongst 

those dinosaur diehards of the 

classical music cognoscenti that 

brought the more serious musical 

world into disrepute and made it 

intractable and unappealing to many. 

The banal descriptions of this work 

as 'film- music' or as a ' mawkish 

advertising theme tune' are as 

ridiculous in their pomposity as they 

are wholly incorrect. 

This is a piece of music in a 

million.A piece to cherish, a piece to, 

above all, enjoy. Its appeal lies in its 

haunting beauty, never overstated 

and with its obvious melancholy held 

in check by its overriding sense of 

redemption, frail forgiveness and 

hope. 

And if it fails to move you, then 

there is little hope for you, I'm afraid. 

Symphony No 3 by Henryk Górecki. 

with the London Sinfonietta under 

David Zinman and Dawn Upshaw as 

soprano is available on Elektra 

Nonesuch 7559-79282-2 
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_net keywood 

T
he surround-sound 
speakers we have test-

ed this month say a lot 

about the upcoming 

DVD market and — 

possibly — the future 

of audio. As matters stand you'll 

doubtless be aware that stereo isn't 

so much dying a natural death as 

being killed off, in favour of sur-

round-sound.Yet replacing 

a decent pair of inexpen-

sive stereo speakers 

with an affordable sur-

round package like the 

ones we have tested this 

month will destroy the quality than DVD video. 
sound quality of your sys-

tem. 

Am 1 arguing against surround-

sound? No! At this very moment I 

am in the process of re-arranging 

my lounge in a fairly substantial way 

to do surround-sound properly — 

without the wires or the intrusion. 

It can be done. But this means 

getting the circular saw out, 

removing the furniture, ripping up 

the floorboards and what have you. 

Not everyone is into house surgery 

to accommodate their hi-fi, but less 

expensive and more convenient 

solutions will walk you backwards 

in terms of sound quality. Let me 

explain just what our package 

systems give you. 

The cabinets of these 

loudspeakers have to be small, 

because there are so many to 

accommodate in a living room.The 

satellite units use cheap full range 

drive units. Some have separate 

tweeters, some have a parasitic 

centre dome/cone but under test I 

found all have a ragged frequency 

response inferior to any normal hi-fi 

loudspeaker. In other words, they 

will sound rough.The cone 

materials used will add coloration, 

as will the small, cheap plastic 

cabinets. 

There are no engineering 

benefits to be had in a small 

loudspeaker other than good 

dispersion.These systems are about 

convenience rather than sound 

quality. They are for the 

uncommitted user who wants 

surround-sound at minimum trouble 

and expense.The drawback is that 

their quality is so poor it wouldn't 

normally be considered hi-fi. 

The economic argument looks 

no more convincing. If you were to 

5 SACD and DVD Audio offer even 

higher sound 

buy three pairs of Mordaunt Short 

MS9I2s — an excellent hi-fi 

loudspeaker — they would cost you 

£600. Believe it or not, an M59 12, 

like any small-ish modern 

loudspeaker, will get down to 40Hz 

like most of the subwoofers in 

budget surround-sound systems. 

With fveMS9 I 2s you would have a 

superb hi-fi surround-sound 

'speaker system for just £600. 

This comparison simply makes 

the point that budget surround-

sound systems represent very poor 

value. Of course, Mordaunt Short 

have proper centre 'speakers and 

complete cinema systems, as do 

Mission, et al, which incorporate 

real hi-fi loudspeakers. But even 

with a proper REL subwoofer at 

£300 or so, a brace of small high 

performance hi-fi loudspeakers will 

still not take you above £ 1000 — 

less than two of these packaged 

systems. 

Home cinema in a box offers 

dismal sound quality, well below 

what would be considered hi-fi, for 

prices higher than a six channel hi-fi 

system — quite an amazing situation. 

This contradicts a basic tenet of 

both DVD and SACD to provide 

not only surround-sound, but sound 

quality at least as good as CD or 

better. DVD video discs have Dolby 

surround sound, dts or 24/96 

digital, in respective quality order. 

The last of these, 24/96, is like CD 

(linear pulse code modulation or 

LPCM) but much better, with 

considerably less distortion on low 

level music signals and a bandwidth 

to 48kHz rather than CD's 21 kHz 

brick wall limit. 

What does it sound like? Hard, 

fast and very solid, as a generali-

sation. In one word: vivid.1 

generalise because in practice 

how any disc 'sounds' depends 

mostly upon recording quality, 

but traits are evident once you 

have listened to a good cross 

sample of recordings. What I 

would say though, is 24/96 is 

worth having; you not only get 

visceral punch to your dynamics, 

you also get extreme, or shall I say 

conspicuous clarity. Believe me, 

friends will walk in and go "wow!" - 

if you do it properly. 

Of course, surround-sound 

through a poor set of ' speakers still 

gives you noises from every corner 

of the room and in most cases, if 

not all, it's more involving than 

stereo, in the sense that you are 

immersed in the sound field. But try 

to listen to an orchestra, or even 

violins on a Rock recording, and 

your ears will certainly protest 

using the 'speakers I tested this 

month. 

SACD and DVD Audio offer 

even higher sound quality than 

DVD video. Our experiences to 

date at Hi-Fi World suggest you 

need a decent hi-fi system to 

clearly resolve the improvements 

these new high resolution digital 

systems offer. It seems a shame 

people should be drawn into using 

low grade surround-sound 

loudspeakers for the sake of 

convenience and domestic harmony, 

because it smothers much of what 

high resolution audio can do. 

Instead of going "wow" a word 

more likely to be used is 

"ouch". And that's not how it 

should be.• 
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specialist hi-fi dealers 
LONDON 

THE INNOVATIVE HIFL 
HOME CINEMA AND MULTI ROOM 
RETAILER/INSTALLER 

SERVING LONDON 
FROM BATTERSEA 

ORANGES & LEMONS 
Friendly and efficient service 

0% finance 

JUICY FRUIT FROM LONDON'S FRESHEST RETAILER 

ARCAM B&W CABLE TALK CASTLE CHORD 
CREEK DENON EPOS LINN MARANTZ 

NAIM NAD NEAT PMC QED REGA ROKSAN 
ROTEL RUARK STANDS UNIQUE SOUNDSTYLE 
YAMAHA XANTECH and many other. 

020-7924 2040 
61/63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11 

website:oandlhifi.co.uk j 

SOUTH 

EAST 

20 Treville Gate, W.Sussex BN11 1UA-
(01903) 212133 

friendly shop with the best sound system m the 

Electronics - Friendly Advice - 3 Year Guarant 

Easy Parking - Open Mon-Sat. 10am-6pm. 

Late Night Wed 7.30pm. 

s include: Dynaudio. Ruark, Gradient. Roks 

le Sonneteer, Kora, Cymbal, Talk Eles 

and many more 

I r " I 
ewe° c..e4.441.1s444 TheseOUMe 

And More Available From: 

Creek JM Labs 

Epos Living Voice I 

Exposure Neat Acoustics 

I For A Demonstration & Expert Advice Coll 
I Stowmarket (01449) 675060 I 
rirl ivone ;aim, orm io:hiâ nLan o¡oat Stowmark%i 

11 

We aim to provide a well chosen 
selection of quality hi-fi and 
accessories including 
FMJ, ARCAM, B&W, NAUTILUS, 

DYNAVECTOR, LINN, LOEWE, MERIDIAN, 

M&K, NAIN, PIONEER, PROCEED, 

NEAT, REGA, ROTEL, SHAHINIAN, 

YAMAHA + more 
www.infidelity.co.uk 

Infidelity 
INDECENTLY GOOD RIF 

9 High Street, Hampton Wick, 
Kingston upon Thames, Surrey KTI 4DA 
Tel: 020 8943 3530 

Open: 
fuel- Fri 

10 30am-
/pm, 
ta turday 
10am-dpm 

SOUTH WEST 

OUT-I1 WIST -fitifILOGUI 
SME - MICHELL - NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE - 

LORICRAFT GARRARD - PROJECT - ORTOFON - 
TUBE TECHNOLOGY 64bit Valve CD Player, Remote 
Control Hybrid Integrated Valve Amplifier CROFT 
VOODOO Isolation platforms/Loudspeakers, 

Equipment Stands and 1/Turntable lift off Perspex Covers. 
Record cleaning service - Secondhand equipment 

01643 851 351 
graham@southwestanalogueisnet.co.uk 

VALVES Et TUBES 

CVC Delmer Valve > Him ly 

Buy CVC. PREMIUM HI - Fl valves direct from us. 

All valves processed for improved performance. 

We also have stock of MAJOR BRAND types inc. 

MULLARD, GEC, BR1MAR, RCA, GE, PHILIPS, etc. 

e Stables. Haddon Park, (. real Haddon, 
Chelmsford, tsses. C‘12 7S1 

lelt 01245 241301 l'as. 01245 241309 
F mail: sal'sii chelmerlabe.com 

... ........ 

Accessories 
a,Hi-Fi 
Home 
Cinema 

...... 
0800 373467 

e 

Mail Order Cables & Accessories 

Free catalogue! 
Don't buy new equipment! 
What you have is much better than you think! 

Our award winning catalogue will show you 

how to release the full potential of your system. 

For your free copy just call UK FREEPHONE 

0800 373467 
and quote AH23 

ifur Illation and products that really work. 
Russ Andrews Accessories Ltd.,FREEPOST NWW881A, KENDAL LAS 9ZA Tel. 0044 1539 825500 Fax: 0044 1539 825540 

E-mail: AH?1 unissandrews.com 

,4-11144, fe-F-rffl 
27 BOND STREET. EALING 

LONDON W5 5AS 

TEL. 081 - 567 8703 

Audio Analogue, Art Glass, Ash Designs, Avik, BAO, 
B&W. Cabletalk. Chord Company. Creek, Denon, Epos, 
Harman Kardon, Infinity, KEF, Lat. Marantz, Musical 
Fidelily, NAD. Nakamichi, Nordost Orelle, Onkyo, 
Pnmare, Quad, Roksan, Ratel, Ruark. Sennheiser, 

SonicLink, Sound Style. Stands Unique, Stnaghtwire, 
Supra. Tag McLaren. Target. Teac. Thorens, van den Hul. 

10 - 6 pm Non., Tues.. Fndey, at Set. 
Late night Thur., closed Wed. 

Two demonstration rooms 
Free local delivery and installation 

Repairs and Services 

NORT 
Basically 
NORWICH • i 

Audio Analogue. Brystou 

Chord Co, Denon, Epc 
Naim Audio, PMC, Pi 

Talk Electronics.Teac 
Audio Note and 

The Old Sch 
School Road, Braco 

Nr Norwich, Norfo.-
Tel (01508) 

Sound 
ORFOLK 

bletalk. Ch., 
Final, Isoblu, 

c, Rega, Stas, 
KD Opera, 

NRI 4 E0--1( 
70829 

SERVICES Et 

CONSULTANTS 

Front End Problem? 
contact 

The Cartridge Man 
It doesn't have to cost an arm and a 

leg to get the best - listen to my 

Koestsù - and Dccta -easel. 

Also agents for Croft. Hadcock. 

EAR. Michell & 

Moth. 

plus cartridge re-tipping service 
020 8688 6565 

Website: www.thecartridgeman.com 

atv • Service & Repairs 

• Valve & tronostor omplMers 

ATV SERVICES • Vintage valve Radios 
• Hi-Fi VCR's 

LEATHERHEAD 
01372 456921 • Valves Tested 

VINYL 

THE DIRECT DISC 
VINYL VINYL VINYL 

Thousands of records always in stock. 

+ a full range of sought after compact discs. 

Extensive search service for wanted albums. 

Comprehensive 96 page full catalogue 

available at £1.50 

Telephone / Fax 01992 447764 

Or 31613 our web site on 

www.directdisc.demon.co.uk 
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  todd 

S
everal months ago, I 
wrote about what I 

expected to be a DAB 

Christmas.VVell with 

the Christmas season 

well under way now all 

the signs are that the public's 

response to Digital Radio has been 

even better than many had imagined. 

Although there is little choice in DAB 

tuners at present, the two 

budget models that made 

it in time for Christmas 

have sold exceptionally 

well. Both the Acoustic 

Solutions 120 and 

Cambridge Audio's DAB300 even better than many 
have been so popular there had 
will be shortages over the 

season. 

The problem has been that retail-

ers have found it tricky to gauge 

demand. For one reason, the whole 

country has yet to get DAB coverage, 

and the other is that it's difficult to 

estimate just how many people will 

buy into the technology. 

Although the DAB alliance had 

hoped that coverage would be around 

75% by now, the deadline has been 

moved forward; the BBC still quote 

early 2004 for 85% coverage. More 

encouraging has been the recent 

launch of extra stations including 

another new BBC station, Radio 7. 

I also hear that Ford is to be the 

first to fit DAB tuners to their range 

of cars, giving the format a potentially 

massive boost. 

With the modest excitement 

generated by the format I decided to 

try the new technology for myself just 

before Christmas, with an early 

present of a Pure Evoke I. Pure, 

formally VideoLogic, have been at the 

vanguard of digital tuner technology 

almost from the off.They were 

responsible for bringing the price 

down, and the£100 Evoke I is the 

cheapest model now on the market. 

Fair enough, it is a portable set, 

although it uses the same circuitry as 

many of the budget full size machines 

and has a stereo output to connect it 

imagined. 

rather coyly refers to a "burbling" 

sound that may occur with some 

stations. In practice this is actually a 

stuttering of sound, screeches, 

whistles and then the total death of 

the signal for seconds at a time, as the 

signal error meter shoots up the 

scale. 

This is disappointing for a new 

technology that prides itself upon 

quality of reception.VVell, there may 

not be much hiss, but when my old 

Sony portable occasionally broke up, 

switching the signal to mono was 

usually enough to cure the problem. 

With the Pure I now have to move 

the unit, which is mains only powered, 

around the room until the reception 

improves The answer, of course, is to 

get a decent outdoor aerial fitted; yet 

I don't see why a portable being used 

in an area with an excellent chance of 

reception should really need one! 

Yet, when the reception is OK 

the sound quality is generally good. 

The inbuilt speaker Is rather 'plummy' 

in tone and obviously short of power, 

yet when plugged through a separates 

system, the sound quality's not bad. I 

say not bad'. because I still feel that an 

analogue tuner of the same price 

sounds better.A Cambridge T500 with 

a decent outdoor aerial outperforms 

its digital brother similarly equipped. 

to a separates system. Living with the 

Evoke for a month or so has been 

something of a mixed experience. My 

first concern was reception, but 

according to the website.www.ukdigi-

talradio.com, typing in my postcode, I 

stood an "excellent chance" of a 

quality reception.The trouble is that 

on occasions the signal has been 

anything but.The instruction manual 

For any hi-fi fan this is a major 

handicap.Yes the Tag McLaren no 

doubt will sound very impressive, but 

I doubt if it will match the magic of a 

well set-up Naim NAT. Much of the 

problem is down to reduced data 

rate. In order to provide more 

stations the forum has reduced signal 

quality - a trade off that is available in 

digital. Now that all the digital tuners 

are equipped with a data rate 

signs are that the meter, the listener can see just 

how good - or rather, poor - the 

response to Digital quality of the transmitted signal 

Radio has been is.The best data rate possible is 

I 92kbps . This falls to a mere 

48kbps with the financial station 

Bloomberg.This is set by the 

broadcaster and it comes as no 

surprise to find Radio 3 has the 

highest quality signal as this has always 

been the case with their FM 

broadcasts. Most BBC stations use a 

I28kbps rate, although this does vary. 

Although broadcasters have always 

altered rates at different times of the 

day, now the listener can actually see 

exactly when the rate changes. It can 

actually be rather alarming to see the 

rate fall, especially if you were quite 

looking forward to the following 

program! The sound quality may not 

be discernably different through the 

Evoke's own 'speaker but it's certainly 

noticeable through my separates 

system. In this respect then, the old 

bugbear of stations, such as Radio I, 

being almost unlistenable on a decent 

separates system, because of 

compression, remains just as true with 

Digital Radio. 

Despite its teething problems and 

less than brilliant sound quality I must 

admit to having become something of 

a convert to Digital Radio, however. 

There's no doubt that the choice of 

stations is excellent, and most of the 

time the quality is fine for speech, 

dramas, comedy and pop music. Given 

the choice of listening to the Proms 

on digital or analogue, though, I'd still 

plump for the latter. Here's hoping the 

reception improves in time for the 

summer! ie• 
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MONITOR 
CILIAr 
David Price goes back to the eighties with Monitor Audio's classic R352 
loudspeaker. 

he eighties was a 'trou-

bled' decade for loud-

speaker design. 

Although a number of 

'milestone' products 

appeared - such as 

Celestion's SL6 and Acoustic Energy's 

AE- 1, it's hard to argue these were 

completely successful designs in 

themselves. Rather, they proved more 

notable for what they subsequently 

made possible, rather than for what 

they actually did.The decade is best 

remembered as an important ' rite of 

passage' in loudspeaker design, 

sweeping a new broom through a sea 

of big, bloated multi-drive unit seven-

ties speakers and installing the rigour 

of metal dome 

tweeters, minimalist 

crossovers and small, 

pert cabinets in their 

place. 

All of which has 

absolutely nothing to 

do with the speaker 

you see before you. 

In a world moving 

inexorably towards 

stand-mounted mini-

monitors sporting 

aluminium dome 

tweeters, Monitor 

Audio's R352 must 

have looked a 

complete 

anachronism upon its 

introduction back in 

1984. Rather than 

being a ' brave new 

world' design, it was much 

more a case of 'traditional values 

in a modern setting'. 

Intriguingly, this loudspeaker was 

the brainchild of Robin 

Marshall, more famous 

, for the brilliant work 

he went on to do with 

Epos and the ESI4. He had 

started his career at the BBC, 

entering directly from university as a 

mathematics and computer science 

graduate. There he'd got to work on 

a number of speakers, including the 

famous LS3/5A. Upon leaving, he 

hooked up with the retailer KJ 

Leisuresound, whose owner John 

Read gave him a job making 

loudspeakers, effectively starting the 

Audiomaster brand. His Beeb 

connections ensured that it won a 

license to manufacture the LS3/5A, 

causing the company to grow at an 

alarming rate. By 1981 the business 

imploded and it was then that 

Monitor Audio's Mo lqbal offered 

him a job.The MA R352 and R252 

were his first two designs, and the 

aluminium domed R852/MD, and 

R952/MD followed, After two years, 

Marshall finally left to set up Epos 

Acoustics and launch the famed ES-

14. 

He has described the MA R352 

as a " mould-breaker', saying that 

when he looked around at what 

other people were doing, he thought 

it seemed pointless to "just make 

another clone". Indeed it is not - at 

640x250x3I8mm it's a pretty big box 

and taller still on the custom MA 

stands, which are angled slightly up 

to improve dispersion.The cabinet is 

beautifully veneered - MA produced 

some spectacularly finished boxes 

through the eighties - and thick, 

strong and solid at I 3kg apiece. 

Inside sit a 200mm plastiflex mid/bass 

unit and a 25mm soft dome tweeter, 

with a large bass port completing the 

front baffle layout. 

Its driver compliment is 

remarkable for being entirely ' old 

school', albeit done to very high 

standards.The combination of 

relatively unsophisticated drive units 

and a large, bass reflex cabinet made 

for an excellent 91 dB sensitivity and 

a very benign nominal 8 ohm load. 

Compare that to the 85dB sensitivity 

of the then 'flavour of the month' 

Linn Kan (sealed box mini monitor) 

which retailed at a similar price to 

the R352's £350 and you can see 

how different it must have seemed! 

One obvious result of all this 

sensitivity is brilliant transient 

performance, and this is where the 

Monitor Audio shines. Don't expect 

it to have the neutrality of a classic 

BBC design, or the clarity of an 

electrostatic - this is to miss the 

point.The R352 is all about giving a 

fast, involving and tuneful sound, and 

this is what it does - in spades. 

Moreover, whereas price rivals like 

the Kan were also very musically 

engaging but had precious little bass, 

the MA has loads of it. Interestingly 

though, it's not a seventies style fat, 

bloated low frequency performance. 

Rather, it's decently tight, taut, grippy 

and tuneful. However, you still get the 

distinct impression that this is a big, 

barrel-chested loudspeaker that's at 

home in something bigger than a box 

room. 

This is the beauty of the R352 - 

it has that large, warm seventies 

sound that so many of us living with 

nineties speakers yearn for, yet it has 

a good deal of eighties- style speed 

and rhythm - the best of all worlds, 

in other words.The R352 was a 

popular product in the mid-eighties, 

but these days you see precious few 

around (either their owners are 

holding on to them, or they're 

downright ashamed of them)! 

Prices range from around £90 

for a tatty pair up to £200 for a mint 

set complete with the very desirable 

factory spiked stands. Either way, 

you're getting a lot of loudspeaker 

for your money - precisely why 

people bought them all those years 

ago. 
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n 2002, hi-fi had a most 

excellent year. It saw sever-

al strands coming together 

to mark a sea change in 

audio - namely 'advanced 

resolution digital', multi-

channel and high end analogue. It 

was probably one of the most 

important years hi-fi has had since 

the early eighties advent of 

Compact Disc. Last year's 

goings on strike right at 

the heart of the future 

of high fidelity. 

Although DVD-

Audio and SACD are 

technologically yesterday's 

news - the cutting edge is 

now hard disk and flash 

memory-based audio 

devices - 2002 was the 

year they became a 

commercial reality. 

Granted, they haven't yet 

reached ordinary homes, 

but there's no denying 

that these two audiophile digital 

formats (arguably the first ever) 

have made great strides in getting 

to shops. 

This time last year, most hi-fi 

nuts had never seen a DVD-Audio 

disc but now there's over four 

hundred of the things on sale. 

Likewise, one year ago you could 

count the number of SACD players 

on the fingers of one hand - now, 

Philips sells a £200 DVD player 

with SACD built-in. 

Until the advent of DVD-A and 

SACD, there was precious little 

justification for the purchase of a 

high quality multichannel sound 

system, as far as out-and-out 

audiophiles were concerned. 'Home 

theatre' buffs have been buying high 

end surround-sound systems for 

years now, but their sound was 

enough to get hi-fi nuts running for 

cover. The quality of even quite 

expensive 5.1 systems used to be 

shockingly bad. Reminiscent of the 

worst excesses of late 

seventies/early eighties Japanese 

solid-state, they were harsh, thin tri-amp system, so 1 can see many 

and acerbic sounding in the spending £6,000-plus today on a 

extreme. decent 'advanced resolution' digital 

In 2002 however, we saw the multichannel set-up.VVith plain old 

meeting of high-end hi-fi and 16/44 however, the source quality 

multichannel like never before, was never good enough to warrant 

Products like Naim's such high expenditure, but now the 

AV2/NAPI50/NAPV 175 and audio industry has something to 

Arcam's FMJ AV8/P7 gave lovers of shout about once more. 

real hi-fi the chance to get truly Amusingly, just as digital takes a 

giant leap forward and comes 

within shouting distance of its 

top analogue rivals, so 

analogue advances once more. 

For me personally, the best 

thing about 2002 was the 

arrival of Origin Live's 

Illustrious tonearm. Coupled to 

a new generation of DC 

motors on decks like Michell's 

seminal Orbe, this device is 

capable of absolutely stunning 

results. Its astounding 

resolution catapults it above its 

Linn, Naim and SME rivals to 

dramatic effect. The fact that 

the 'fab three' superarms have had 

virtually no development in the 

past fifteen years is something 1 for 

one cannot fathom, and the 

Illustrious comprehensively proves 

that there was - as I'd suspected - 

plenty of room for improvement. 

The nineties saw real 

development in the fields of 

turntable power supplies, motors 

and suspension, as well as cartridge 

styli, cantilevers and coil 

technology. With the exception of 

Origin Live's simple but effective 

Rega tonearm modifications, very 

little has been done on the arm 

front however - until the 

Illustrious. 

Ironically, all this work done on 

decks and pickups has meant that 

the first arm to comprehensively 

advance on the Linn, Naim and 

SME seems all the more stunning. A 

good year then, and here's hoping 

that twelve months from now, we 

get all of 2002's qualitative 

advances, but at a new, lower 

price! 

Until the advent of 

DVD-A and SACD 

there was pre-

cious little justification f 

the purchase of a high 

quality multichannel 

sound system, as far as 

out-and-out audiophiles 

were concerned. 

superb surround sound. In an 

instant, systems like these can 

change from delivering impressive 

Dolby Digital 5.1 movie 

soundtracks to reproducing CDs 

and LPs in genuinely high fidelity. As 

well as all the power and push 

required for home cinema, they 

have the smoothness, subtlety, 

finesse, refinement and polish 

required for top drawer music 

reproduction.While audiophile 

purists may be alarmed by all the 

compromises involved - multi-

speaker listening rooms, complex 

digital signal processing, tone 

controls and room equalisation - 

the results speak for themselves. 

Although the aforementioned 

systems are expensive (at around 

£5,000 just for the 5.1 channel 

preamplifier/processor and power 

amplifier), it is products like these 

that 1 can see sparking a 

renaissance in high-end hi-fi. Just as 

back in the late seventies, many felt 

sufficiently enthralled by music to 

invest £3,000- plus in a Linn/Naim 

or 

• 

ID 
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Things are not always what they appear to be. 

moinifiriemjnilinl o o o 

3000 

Heart CD 6000 LE in Champagne 

OEM 
Heart CD 6000 LE in Black 

B
uilding a hand-calibrated machine from select and discrete 
critical components is what defines true high- end and justi 
fies the price At digital signal source stage, attention to 

detail is critical, the smallest errors are amplified by the time they 

reach your loudspeakers. Now, at £699, there is an affordable 
alternative to High Street CD players. 

Heart Audio have supplied valves and made transformers in the 

Netherlands for three generations spanning 80 years. For the 

CD 6000 LE they start with a value-engineered product and add 
critical components from the mains lead to the damped transport 

and case through to the all important analogue output stage. 
Everything after the DIA converters has been removed and 

replaced with a circuit consisting of two long-life, cool-running 

valves and four transformcrs.So we have no OpAmps after the 
DACs! 

Few selected dealers handle this individually-crafted product built 

by engineers, not assemblers, because only ten units per month 
have been allocated to the UK. 

Tel: 0870 9096777 
or visit: www.realhi-fi.com 
for your nearest dealer 

It's what inside that counts! 

0 

a /0-t easier! 

'My tubes are imp-e-s-sible 

to get hold of' 

You can even telephone your order 

5D1 L̀im licIcD10@cprm 
- Over 2,500 different tube types in stock at all timen 

We offer you the best prices around, Guaranteed 

- UK•s first fully online tube ordering system 

- Expert matching service by PM Valve Labs 

- We sell only the vvorld's BEST brands 

- Next day delivery (if ordered before 3pen) 

- Free delivery (on all order% over E50) 

- MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

- Trade enquires welcome 
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CONNECTED 
FOR LESS 
One way to make cabling your system cheaper is to use shorter lengths of higher 

quality. We check out two new budget interconnect options. 

SUPRA DUAL 
£40 PER 0.75M PAIR 

Supra cables hail from Sweden and 

specialise in a range of budget to 

midpriced speaker cable and 

interconnects.The new Dual 

interconnect is their latest entry 

level model and retails at the kind of 

price ideal for those wishing to 

upgrade from bog standard bell wire 

and the like.Aimed at both hi-fi and 

AV applications, the Dual is also 

available in packs of 5 or 6 pairs 

intended as a complete AV set. 

The design principle behind the 

Dual is to offer high noise immunity 

as well as top musical performance. 

In an attempt to achieve these ends 

it's a 'figure- eight' design (two 

separate cables joined together) and 

is terminated with the company's 

RCA6 gold-plated, all metal 

constructed phono plugs. 

Each channel uses two 

conductors, one of which is the 

'send'; the other is for ' return'.A 

separate 100% coverage 

aluminium/poly foil screen is then 

used for earthing with a drain wire 

connected at the ' send' end, making 

the cable directional (a small 

arrowed yellow tag signals the 

directivity).The audio signal uses two 

conductors made from I9- strand, 

0.127mm diameter Oxygen Free 

Copper inside a polyethylene 

isolation. 

The Dual is finished in a kind of 

wishy-washy pale blue hue bur 

thankfully it's shielded by whatever 

it's connected to! 

Sound wise the Dual is, in the 

words of Sade, a smooth operator. 

Playing Miles Davis's seminal 'Kind Of 

Blue' on CD the opening of 'So 

What' had a fluid and almost velvety 

feel.As the drums and trumpet 

kicked in, so the Dual showed that it 

has sweet and warm treble - a nice 

change from hard edged budget 

cable. However, whilst this creates a 

musical organic and wholesome 

sound, those that crave excessive air 

and detail may find it wanting.VVith 

studio rock recordings such as the 

Foo Fighters latest album, it served 

well, giving rough compressed guitar 

tracks a lyrical aspect and taking the 

edge off of the mid and high 

frequencies. Bass, whilst not the 

fastest I've heard, was nonetheless 

tuneful and pretty tight. 

The Dual is a good bet for those 

with edgy components that need 

calming down or, alternatively, for 

those that like a laid back, long and 

enjoyable listening session. 

Recommended. 

Glaive Audio 

Tel: 01622 664 070 

www.supracables.co.uk 

KIMBER KABLE TONIK 
£45 PER 0.5M PAIR 

Whilst the Tonik is very low priced 

for Kimber, you'll need to have slim 

components for using the starting 

price, as 0.5m doesn't get you very 

far if you favour 50kilo monoblocks 

(in which case you'd probably get 

something more expensive anyway). 

Having said this, the Tonik is available 

in longer lengths to order, The new 

Tonik replaces the PBJ as the 

company's entry level interconnect 

and uses the traditional Kimber tri-

braid geometry and Varistrand Tm 

"ultra-pure" copper conductors. 

There's also a special PE dielectric 

and the Tonik is available in both XLR 

or the company's Ultratike (sounds 

like a super-brat) RCA connectors. 

When it comes to sound quality 

you'd be hard pushed to find anything 

more neutral and transparent for this 

money — even at half a metre! The 

Tonik is refreshingly (get it?) open 

and airy and breathes life into 

equipment — it will give budget, 

midpriced or ageing 

components a real boost. 

'Kind Of Blue' had plenty of 

insight arid it was 

resplendent with detail — 

the old analogue tape hiss 

was realistically present, and 

brushes on the skin of the 

snare had a startling 

presence.Tonally the Tonik 

errs on the bright side but 

as long as your amps aren't 

equally crispy then you'll be 

alright. Such was the realism, 

at times the sax and 

trumpet was so forward in 

the mix that I felt the bell 

was poking through the 

Quad's grill. 

With the Foo Fighters 

Supra Dual 

11117i'> ' 
¡ ç t\ 

the Tonik was fast and furious and all 

the layers of the mix were laid bare. 

Guitars sounded lean and trim and 

the drum kit powered away nicely. 

Much in the style of the rest of the 

Kimber range the superb midrange 

and treble sometimes means that the 

bass could be a tad weightier but 

what's there is taut and powerful. 

These are very fine 

interconnects for the money, giving a 

high-end appeal to budget hi-fi.You 

may find yourself listening to the 

electronics instead of the notes, 

though, but the Tonik gives a level of 

transparency hitherto unavailable at 

the price. Sit back and enjoy, 

preferably with a stiff gin! 

Russ Andrews Accessories Ltd. 

Tel. + 44 (0) 1539 825500 

www.russandrews.com 

SUPRA DUAL 
A good, musical cable that's fluid and 
warm but not the last word in 
detail or transparency. Hard to knock 
at the low price, though. 

KIMBER KABLE TONIK 
Superb value, with a very open and 
transparent sound extremely rare at 
the price. 
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dial a dealer 
This is a comprehensive directory of Hi-Fi Dealers throughout the UK and Ireland. 

BEDFORDSHIRE 

RICHARD'S AUDIO VISUAL 4 Greyfriars 
Bedford.Tel: 01234 365165. Stockists of: Arcam. 
Audioquest. Beyer. B&VV, Bose, Cable Talk. Cyrus 
Denon, Manna, Mission, Moth, Ortofon, Pioneer. 
Pro-Ject, Quad, REL. Rotel, Ruark. Sennheiser, Sound 
Style. Stands Unique.Teac, van den Hul 2. more! 
Expert friendly service Listening room. Pioneer 
Reference Point Visa / Access. 

BRISTOL 14 BATH 

THE RIGHT NOTE Tel (01225) 874728. Just 
think: most audiophiiles listen for most of the time 
to systems that are not quite right'. Are you happy 
with yours? Forget the reviews and trying to put 
together a system like a patchwork quilt with the 
test bits around. Its our job to do the assessing, 
you judge our results. Well help you to plan a 
system for the future. even if you spread the 
purchases. Leave the ' up-grade-itis. behind, save 
money and enjoy music all the time. Just listen, and 
you'll know. CD: Acuras, Audio Synthesis, Classe, 
DCS. Enlihtened Audio Design, Meracus, Orelle, 
Wadia, XTC.Vinyl: Basis. Crown, Jewel, Graham. 
Michell. Sumiko.Transfiguration.Amps:Acurus, Audio 
Sculpture & more. Speakers: Audio Artistry.Audio 
Physics & more. Tuners: Fanfare. Magnum Dynalab & 
many more. Cables: Chord, DNM, Silver Sounds & 
more. (Credit Cards Accepted). 

V'AUDIO HiFi Consultants: 36 Druid Hill, Stoke 
Bishop, Bristol. BS9 1EJ. Tel: 0117 968 6005. ATC. 
AV1, Alon, Audio Analogue.Aucliomeca. Cadence 
Valve. Chord Amps. Electrocompaniet. Harman 
Kardon, Heybrook, Jamo, LFD, Lyra, Open. Ortofon, 
Pink Triangle. Ruark, Mark Levinson, Michell, REL, 
SME, Shearne, Sonic Link. Sugden.Townshend, 
Triangle. Unison Research Valve Amps. Home 
Cinema demonstrated including, AN Amps, DVD 
Players,Video Projectors and Screens. Demos by 
appointment only Home trial facilities. Free instal-
lations We are not a shop. 

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE 

NORTH WOOD AUDIO 98 Cambridge St. 
Aylesbury. Tel. 01296 428790. Established since 1992. 
Independent specialist retailer Extensive Hi-Fi,A/V 
and Multiroom experience catering to your needs. 
From Vinyl to SACD.Valve to Solid State. from LCD 
to Plasma. Audiorneca, Audio Note. Cable Talk. 
Castle, Chord.The Chord Company, Cura. Denon. 
Elac. Epos, Exposure, Heart, JM Labs, KEF, Linn, 
Manna, Michell, Micromega, Monitor Audio. NAD. 
Nakamichi, PMC, ProAc, Quadraspire, Rega, REL, 
Revox, Roksan, Rose, Rotel. Ruark, Sony. Sennheiser, 
Sonus, Talk Electronics.Tannoy,Teac.Tube Technology, 
Videologic.Vienna Acoustic. Export orders welcome. 
2 demo rooms. Credit facilities available. 
Website: www.northwoodaudio.co.uk 
Email: info@northwoodaudio.co.uk 

TECHNOSOUND 8 Granville SquareWillen, 
Milton Keynes. MK 15 9JL.Tel: (01908) 604949. Fax: 
(01908 202 I 66. Audiophile Hi-Fi and Home Cinema 
specialists. All major brands stocked from Arcam to 
Yamaha. Meridian Digital Home Theatre dealer.Video 
projection. Plasma screens. Custom installation. 2 
dem rooms and expert advice. 
Email: hifi@technosound.co.uk 
www.technosound.co.uk 

CAMBRIDGESHIRE 

THE AUDIO FILE 41 Victoria Road, Cambridge. 
Tel 01223 368305. ' For the best in British Hi-Fi and 
Home cinema entertainment' . Visit or call to arrange 
a dem with products from:Arcam. Linn, Nom, Rega, 
Cyrus.Absolute Sounds, Kef. Sony.Yamaha. Rel, 
Ruark, Denon. 

CHESHIRE 

ACOUSTICA 17 Hoole Rd. Chester CH2 3NH. 
www.acoustica.co.uk.Tel 01244 344227. All that's 
best in HiFi & Home Cinema from quality manufac-
turers including Nairn, Rega.Arcam. Musical Fidelity, 
Rotel. Seleco Projectors. Kef. Roark, Denser,, 
Primare.Teac, JM Lab, Nakamichi, Quadraspire, 
Celestion & Crimson.VVe offer friendly. helpful 
advice, interest free credit & trade-in facilities, and 
deliver & install systems throughout Cheshire. 
Merseyside & North Wales. Opening hours are 
Tuesday to Saturday 10.00 until 5.30, evenings by 
arrangement 

ACTON GATE AUDIO 4 Ruabon Road, 
Wrexham, North VVales.Tel, 01978 364500, Audio 
Visual Specialists. Arcam,Audio Analogue, Bose, 
B&W, Celestion, Castle. Deno''', Harmon Kardon, 
jamo. Manna, Michell, Mission, Onkyo, Project, 
Musical Fidelity, NAD, Micromega, Myrad, QUAD. 
Radford, Rotel, Ruark.Tannoy.TDL,Teac,Thorens, 
UKD, Unison Research.Yamaha, DSP Club Member. 
Demo Room, installation service. Easy Parking and 
Motorway access. All major credit cards accepted. 
9.30 - 5.30 daily Closed Sunday & Monday. 

DOUG BRADY HI-FI Kingsway Studios, 
Kingsway North.VVarrington, WA I 3NU Tel 01925 
828009 Fax 01925 825773.Visa, Mastercard, 
Lombard Tricity. 2 dem rooms, home trial: Agencies 
include: Arcam.Tag Mc Laren. AVI. B&W, Castle, 
Caspian, Chord Electronics, Exposure, Harbeth, 
Heybrook, Krell, LFD, Michell, Meridian, Musical 
Fidelity. Monitor Audio, Naim, Nautilus 800 series. 
Pink Triangle, ProAc, Roksan, SME.Wilson Beneath. 
XTC and many more. 

CORNWALL 

SOUNDS PERFECTION 'Cornwalls most 
exclusive Audio retailer'. Agencies include: Audio 
Analogue, Audio Design.Audio Note, AudioQuest, 
Audio Spectrum, AR.Avid, Border Patrol, Boston, 
Dynavector, Electrocompaniet, Graaf. Henley. JM 
Labs, Lexicon, Michell, Monitor Audio, Musical 
Fidelity, Ortofon, Parasound, Primare. Project. NAD, 
Nakamichi, Nordost, Philoshophy. REL, Roksan, 
Ruark, Rotel, Totem, Tom Evans.Tsunami, 
Sudgen, Stands Unique. Unison Research, Teac.Vienna 
Acoustics, Triangle, Trichords, WBT. Sonic Link. Home 
Demonstrations by Appointment. 
Tel/Fax. 01326 221372 
Mobile 07798 554357 
email nigel@soundsperfection.co.uk 
website www.soundsperfection.co.uk 

DORSET 

MOVEMENT AUDIO 588 Ashley Road. Poole, 
Parkstone, Dorset EH 14 OAQ.Tel: (01202) 
730865/3800 I 8. Arcam. B&VV. Castle, Chord 
Electronics, Cyrus, Denon, Manna, Michell, Mission. 
Pioneer.Tannoy Dimension,Yamaha. 2 Dew rooms. 
Listen to the available choice and decide at your 
leisure - no pressure, no obligation. Our staff enjoy 
music, with our choice of products, you can too! 
Service Department. Free installation. Home trial 
facilities. Access,Visa. Amex, Diners Card. Credit 
facilities available. 
Open Tuesday-Saturday 10-5.30. 
www.movement-audio.co.uk 

MOVEMENT AUDIO 926 Wimborne Road, 
Winton, Bournernouth, Dorset. BH9 4DH. Tel: 
(01202) 529988/520066 Arcam, B&VV, Denon, KEF, 
Marantz, Mission, Musical Fidelity. Open, Pioneer, 
Quad, Roksan, Ruark,Yamaha. Full dem facitlites 
available, also home dem. Friendly expert advice. 
Service Department. Free installation. Home trial 
facilities Access,Visa.Amex. OpenTuesday-Saturday 
9.30-5.30 

DAWSONS OF WESTBOURNE Home 
Cinema Specialists. Main agents for Bang & Olufsen, 
Harman Kardon. JBL, REL. Mordaunt Short. Sony, 
Technics and TDL. Demonstration facilities include 
our unique Dolby pro-logic system comparator for 
the ultimate may to choose the perfect system. Also 
on demonstration large screen televisions from 
Thomson, sony and Ferguson with video projectors 
from Sharp and Seleco. Dawsons, 23 Seamoor Road, 
VVestbourne, Bournemouth 01202 764965 

WEYMOUTH HI-FI 33-35 Maiden Street. 
Weymouth, Dorset DT4 8BA. 
Tel (0 I 305) 785729/766345. Arcam, B&VV, Denon, 
KEF, Marantz, Mission, Musical Fidelity, Panasonic. 
Pioneer, Quad, Sony Tannoy.Yamaha. Dem room. 
Friendly professional advice. Only quality hi-fi dealer 
in Weymouth area. Service Department. Free instal-
lation. Home trial facilities. Access.Visa,Amex, 
Switch, Delta Mastercard. Interest free credit. Instant 
credit. Open Mon-Sat 9.30-5.30 

ESSEX 

GRAYSTON SOUND & VISION 33 Sir Isaac's 
Walk, Colchester. (01206) 577682.Alchemist,Arcam, 
B&VV, Boston Acoustics, Castle, Denon, Harman 
Kardon, KEF, Linn, Loewe Opta. Meridian, Michell, 
Musical Fidelity, Philips. Pioneer, Project. Rotel, 
Sennheiser. Superb demo rooms, free regional 
delivery and installation. Regular musical and 
surround evenings, home demonstrations. Excellent 
credit facilities. 

GLOUCESTERSHIRE 

THE RIGHT NOTE - Bath. For specialist advice 
and home demonstrations. See BRISTOL & BATH. 

HEREFORDSHIRE 

ENGLISH AUDIO 37 VVhitecross Road. Hereford. 
HR4 ODE. (01432) 355081. Arcam, A.T.C., B&W, 
Castle, Cura, Cyrus Centre, Elac, Denon. JM Lab. KEF, 
Loewe, Maranta, Mission, Musical Fidelity, MAD, 
Naim, Pink Triangle, Pioneer, Project, QED 
Systemline, REL, Rotel, Ruark, John Shearne, Stan. 
System Audio.Teac.Vienna Acoustics, VVadia, and 
Yamaha. Single speaker dem room, home trial 
facilities, free installation, service dept. AccessNisa, 
Credit arranged. Open Mon-Sat, 9.30-5.30pm .BADA 
members. 

HERTFORDSHIRE 
AUDIO FILE (THE) 27 Mocker'', Street. Bishops 
Stortford. H erts.Tel. ( 01279) 506576. 

DARBY% OF ST. ALBANS. 6 Market Place. St 
Albans, Herts. Tel: (0 I 727) 851596. 
Fax: (01727 812217) Email: sales@darbystvhifi.co.uk 
Hertfordshire's premier Hi-Fi/Audio Visual specialists 
established 1946. Full Horne Cinema demonstration 
suite. Whether your needs are large or small, we 
stock it all; Arcam, Cyrus, JVC.Yamaha, Quad, Denon, 
Sony. Bang & Olufsen, Pioneer, REL, KEF, Mission, 
Ruark, Celestion and many more. Free planning 
service. Free Delivery and basic installation. Full 
workshop facilities Open 9-6 Mon-Sat. 

LANCASHIRE 

ADVENTURES IN HI-FI 5, Bishopgate. off 
Hallgate.Wigan,WNI I NL.Tel 01942 234202. 
For the best hi-fi and home cinema products from 
quality manufacturers including Naim, Rega, Cyrus. 
NAD, KEE Denon, Dynavector, Rotel. Shahinian. JM 
Lab, PMC, Project, Quadraspire, Seleco and Sanyo 
projectors. We offer friendly advice, excellent 
demonstration facilities. 0% finance, free delivery and 
installation throughout the North West. Opening 
hours 10.00 - 5.30pm Tuesday to Saturday evenings 
by appointment. 

LEICESTERSHIRE 

LEICESTER HI-FI 6 Silver Walk, St Martins 
Square, Leicester LEI 5EVV. Tel: (0116) 2539753. 
Email: info@leicesterhifi.co.uk 
www.leicesterhifi.co.uk Arcam, B&W, Chord 
Electronics, Copland. Cyrus, Denon, Greig 
Loudspeakers, KEF, Maranta. Michell. Miller & Kreisel, 
Musical Fidelity, NAD, Nakamichi, Nautilus, Mission. 
Project, Rotel, Sanyo Projection, Talk Electronics, 
Teac,Technics.Yamaha, and many more. 4 Listening 
areas over 3 floors. We can demonstrate, deliver and 
install. Including AN and Multiroom. Credit Facilities. 
All cards taken, open 6 days 9.30-5.30. 

LONDON 

BABBER ELECTRONICS SERVICE CENTRE 
158 Uxbridge Road. West Ealing, London, W13 8SB 
Tel 020 8579 63 15 Akai, Aiwa, A&R, Celestion, Dual, 
Goodmans, Harman Kardon, ( EL, JVC. Kenwood, 
Maranta. Panasonic, Sennheiser. Sony. ES range, 
Tannoy.Technics,Wharfedale.Yamaha and many 
more. Auth. Service Dept. Credit Facilities, Open 
10.30 - 5.30 Mon-Sat, 

INFIDELITY 9 High Street, Hampton Wick, 
Kingston-upon-Thames.Tel: (020) 8943 3530. for full 
details see entry under SURREY 

HIFI EXPERIENCE 227 Tottenham Court Road. 
London WI. 020 7580 3535.Arcam, Cyrus, Denon 
Gold. Quad, Kef, Meridian.Yamaha, Maranta, 
McCormack, Mirage, Nakamichi, Musical Fidelity, 
PAFF and many more. Open 10.00-7.00 Mon- Fri. 9-6 
on Sat. Service dept, Credit facilities, delivery and 
free installation. 

THE LISTENING ROOMS 161 Old Brompton 
Road, London SW5 OU. (020) 7244 7750/59. 
Fax (020) 7370 0192. Linn, Quad, Meridian. 
Nakamichi.Arcam, Audiolab, Acoustic Energy, SME, 
Audio Research, Krell.Wadia.Theta.Apogee, Martin 
Logan, Pioneer.Tannoy, Systerndek, Stan, Pink Triangle, 
Michell, Monitor Audio, Yamaha. Manna. KEF, Bose, 
Celestion, Epos, Mission, Denon, Neat Petite. Mon-
Sat I 0-6pm. 

THOMAS HEINITZ LTD 35 Moscow Road. 
Bayswater, London.W2 4AH. 
Te1020 7229 2077, 
Fax: 020 7727 9348. Email: info@thomasheinitz.com. 
Web site: www.thomasheinitz.corn. Established in 
1952. Thomas Heinia has a long history of providing 
the best music and AV systems available We 
continue to offer the highest standard of service in 
the most relaxed atmosphere Whatever your needs, 
from multiroom and home cinema to a high quality 
stereo system, we offer consultation, design specifi-
cation, architect hasion and installation in order to 
ensure your system is tailored to your exact 
requirments. For quotes contact our manager Johnny 
Drum. 

GREATER MANCHESTER 

ADVENTURES IN HI-FI 5, Bishopgate. off 
Hallgate,VVigan,WN I 1NL.Tel 01942 234202. See 
our main entry under LANCASHIRE 

MANCHESTER 

REPLAY AUDIO 64 Flixton Road, Urmston, 
Manchester M4I SAB Tel 0161 202 9921 Audio 
Analogue, Bryston, Creek, DNM, Exposure, LFD, 
Michell, Myryad, NAD, Onkyo, Ortofon, Pink Triangle. 
Project, Sonneteer, Sugden,Trichord, Unison 
ResearchTeac. Loudspeakers from Acoustic Energy, 
A.R.T. Audio Physic.AVI, Blueroom, Epos, Harbeth, 
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Living Voice, Monitor Audio, Neat, PMC, Royd. Lots 
of cables and accessories available We are just off 
Junction 10 of the Manchester Ring Road (M6Uj, five 
minutes from The Trafford Centre. Our 
demonstrations are relaxed and informal and help 
and adviceis free! Phone or visit our web site 
www.replay.dial.pipexcom 
or email replay@dial.pipexcom 

MERSEYSIDE 

ACOUSTICA 17 Hoole Rd, Chester CH2 3NH. 
Tel 01244 344227. See our main entry under 
"Cheshire" 

MIDDLESEX 

RIVERSIDE 1-11-FI 422 Richmond Road, East 
Twickenham, Middlesex, TW I 2EB. Tel: 020 8892 
7613 Fax, 020 8892 7749. www.riversidehifi.co.uk 
Arcam, Bose. B&O. Castle, Copland, Denon, Krell, 
Marantz, Martin Logan, Michell, Monitor Audio, 
Musical Fidelity. NAD, Pioneer. Project, Rel. Sonus 
Faber, Sony.Tag McLaren Audio, Tannoy.Teac, Theta. 
Wilson. Finance available. Subject to status.Written 
details available on request. Export orders welcome. 
UK mail order available. 3 demonstration rooms. All 

major credit cards. Open 10am-5.30pm Mon-Sat. 

NORFOLK 

BASICALLY SOUND The Old School. School 
Road. Bracos Ash ( Nr Norwich). Norfolk, NR I 4 
8HG.Tel:(01508) 570 829. Stockists of the following 
leading Hi-Fi: Audio Analogue, Beyer, Bryston. 
Denon, Dynavector. Epos. Grado. Naim, PMC, ProAc. 
Rega, Royd, Sennheiser, Talk Electronics, Teat and 
more. Bada members, 2 comprehensive demo 
rooms. 

NORTHAMPTON 

CLASSIC HI-FI At Classic Hi-Fi we cover the 
best in quality sounds. Be it a question of taste, a 
question of balance or a question of price, were the 
ones to help. We stock: Maranta, Nad, Pioneer. 
Roksan, Yamaha. Heybrook. LFD. Sugden. Rotel. 
Kenwood. B & W, Kef, Rogers. Monitor Audio. 
Musical Fidelity, Tannoy, Shearne Audio, Royd, Audio 
AlchernyTeac and many more. For more details call: 
01536 310855 

LISTEN INN 32 Gold Street, Northampton. NNI 
IRS Tel: 01604 637 871. The World's Finest Hi-Fi 
from Arcam, Audio Analogue. Chord Company. 
Copland, Denon, FMJ, Fujitsu, KEF, Krell, Linn, Loewe, 
Martin Logan, Meridian, Miller & Kreisel. Mission. 
NAD, Nairn, Proac, Rega, Rotel, Sennheiser, Sonus 
Faber.Wilson Benesch.Yamaha. Dedicated Viewing & 
Listening Rooms, Friendly Staff, Fresh Coffee, 2 Full 
Years Warranty. Part Exchange Welcome, Free Car 
Parking, Interest Free Credit, Members of BADA. 
Open 10am-5.30pm (Closed Thursday). 

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE 

NOTTINGHAM HI-FI CENTRE 120-122 
Alfreton Road, Nottingham. Tel:- 0115 9786919. 
Multi-room specialists. Hi-Fi. Home cinema. All 
leading brands stocked Three superb demonstration 
areas.Two year parts and labour guarantee. Home 
trials. On site service facility. Full delivery and instal-
lation service. Easy free parking. BADA Dealer, 
Established 1968. Mon-Sat 9.00-5.30 

OXFORDSHIRE 

OVERTURE HI-FI 3 Church Lane, Banbury. Oxon 
OXI6 8LR. Tel (01295) 272158. 
Email sales@overture.co.uk 
‘Nebsite: www.overture.co.uk Arcam: Bose, Cura, 
Denon, KEF. Linn Products, Miller and Kriesel. 
Mission, NAD, Nairn Audio:Yamaha. For sensible 
unbiased advice. call Oxfordshire's audio experts. 
Superb demo facilities. No appts. necessary. Home 
Cinema.Plasma TV, Projectors. Lutron Lighting, 
MultiRoom and Commercial installations. 
AccessNisa, instant credit. Mon-Fri 10-6, Sat 9.30-
5.30. 

SHROPSHIRE 

ADAMS 8, JARRETT Hi-Fi and Home Cinema 
Specialist. Phone or visit us at 6-18. Norman Road. 
St Leonards-on-Sea, E.Sussex. (01424) 
437 165/432398. Stockist of quality equipment 
including; Audio Innovations, Meridian, KEF. Ruark: 
Maranta. NAD, JBL. Royd, Dali. Jamo, Onkyo, Rel. 
Traget. Cable Talk.Technics.TDC,Yarnaha. Kenwood. 
Air conditioned listening rooms, on site service and 
repair facilities 

STAFFORDSHIRE 

ACOUSTICA 114 Wolverhampton Rd. Stafford 
ST 17 4AH. www.acoustica.co.uk.Tel 01785 258216. 
Ail 0).),', bent Heme Cinema fr,rn 

manufacturers including Naim, B&W, Musical Fidelity, 
Rotel. Seleco Projectors, Kef, Ruark.Teac. JM Lab, 
Rega, NAD, Yamaha. REL. Sanyo projectors. Fujitsu. 
We offer friendly, helpful advice, interest free credit 
& trade-in facilities, and deliver & install systems 
throughout Staffordshire & the Midlands. Opening 
hours are Tuesday to Friday 10.30 until 6.00. 
Saturday 10.30 until 5.00. 

SUFFOLK 

ANGLIA AUDIO The Street Hessen, Bury St 
Edmonds. Suffolk, 1P30 9AZ Tel 01359 2702 I 2. "Hi-
Fi and speaker centre dedicated to quality hi-fi since 
197 I. Open I 0-6. Closed Weds and Sundays. Evening 
and Sunday Dews by appointment. 

AUDIO IMAGES 128 London Road North. 
Lowestoft, Suffolk, NR32 1HB Tel: 01502 582853. 
ArCaM,AcuruS. CaStle. ROtel. Moth, triangle. QTA, 
Sugden, Denon.Yamaha. Mirage. M & K. Definative, 
Musical Fidelity, plus the incredible Rothwell range. 
Refreshingly different selection. Dem Room, 
Professional AV installer's from budget to high end. 
Full credit facilities. 9.30 to 5.30 Mon & Sat - 9.30 to 
6.00 Tues to Fri. 

EASTERN AUDIO 41 Bramford Road, Ipswich, 
Tel. 01473 217 217. Fax 01473. 215705. Quad.Arcam, 
Audiolab, Meridian, Mission. Denon, Rotel, Maranta. 
NAD, Sony. Rogers, Nakamichi, Systemdek.Technics, 
Celestion: B&W,Tannoy, Morel Thorens and Top Tape. 
Also stock a wide range of accessories, usual credit 

facilities. A BADA dealer 

SURREY 

INFIDELITY 9 High Street. Hampton Wick. 
Kingston upon Thames, Surrey. KT I 4DA.Tel, 020 
943 3530. Email: infidelity@compuserve.corn - Web 
Address: infidelity.co.uk Stockists of: Linn, Naim, 
Arcam, Meridian. Rega, B&W Nautilus, Neat Proceed. 
Royd, M&K, Rote', Stax, Shahinian, Dynavector. Open 
10.30 - 7.00 Tues - Fri. 10.00 - 6 Sat. 

SUSSEX (EAST) 

ADAMS & JARRETT For the best Audio Visual 
Specialist with friendly helpful staff phone or visit us 
at 6-18 Norman Road Sc. Leonards-On-Sea. East 
Sussex. Tel. 0 1424 437165/432398. Copland, Castle, 
Denon, Densen. Dynaudio, Jamo, Kef, Kenwood, 
Maranta, Meridian. Musical Fidelity, NAD. Onkyo, 
Primare, Rel, Rotel, Ruark, Tannoy, Technics, Yamaha. 
Interest free credit available subject to status.Visa. 
Mastercard. 

WEST MIDLANDS 

ACOUSTICA I 14 Wolverhampton Rd. Stafford 
ST 17 4AH. See our main entry under 
"STAFFORDSHIRE'. 

MUSIC MATTERS 
Birmingham - 363. Hagley Road. Edgbaston, 817 
8DL.Tel: 0121 429 2811. 
Solihull - 93-95. Hobs Moat Road, B92 EIJL. 
Tel: 0121 342 0254. 
Stourbridge - 9. Market Street D48 I AB. 
Tel 01 384 444 184. 
Sutton Coldfield - 10, Boldmere Road, 873 STD 
Tel 0121 354 231 I . Arcam,Alchemist.Apollo, 
Audioquest, Audio Research, B&W, Cable Talk, 
Castle. Celestion, Chord. Copland. Cyrus. Denon, 
DPA, JBL. Kef, Krell, Marantz, Martin Logan, Meridian, 
Musical Fidelity, Panasonic, Pioneer, REL, Rotel, Ruark, 
SME, Sennheiser, Sonus Faber.Tag McLaren, Teat. 
Thera,Yamaha etc. Classical CD's available at 
Birmingham only Demonstration rooms, service and 
installation. BADA member. VISA / MASTERCARD / 
AMEX / SWITCH. Open;. 10-5.30 Tuesday to 
Saturday. Late night Thursday till 7.00 ( not 
Stourbridge). 

SOUND ACADEMY For the Midlands. The 
Parade. Sutton Coldfield.Tel. 0121 321 2445 & High 
Street, Bloxwich, Nr Walsall, ( sharing the ASDA 
shopping centre) Tel 01922 493499. Hosts 4 private 
studios plus a Home Theatre Cinema with Tube & 
LCD Projectors. The best in hi-fi from Naim:Arcam, 
Audiolab, Chord. Meridian, Monitor Audio and many 
more. So... if you've taken time to read this, please 
let us make you welcome. Phone 0121 321 2445 for 
Sutton or 01922 493499 for Walsall. Call in and to 
browse our exciting display of hi-fi and home cinema 
equipment. Mail order available, interest free credit 
S.T. Status. Open 6 days, 9am to 5.30pm. Please call 
for late night. Expert Advice. Cable Dressing and 
Installation. 

WILTSHIRE 

SALISBURY HI-FI LTD 15 Catherine Street 
Salisbury,VViltshire SPI 2DF. Tel (01722) 
3221 69/330841. Arcam, B&W. Celestion, Denon, KEF, 
Maranta. Meridian, Mission, Musical Fidelity, NAD. 
Opera. Pioneer, Ruark.Tannoy.Yamaha. 2 Dem 
rooms. Friendly, relaxed atmosphere. Professional 
advice. Home dew available. Service department. 
Free installation. Home trial facilities. Access.Visa. 
Amex. Interest free credit. Instant credit. Open Mon-
Sat 9-5.30. 

THE RIGHT NOTE - See under BATH & 
BRISTOL heading. 

YORKSHIRE (NORTH) 

SOUND ORGANISATION YORK. 2 Gillygate, 
York Y031 7EQ.Tel (01904) 627108. Carefully 
chosen Hi-Fi and AV equipment includes Arcam, 
B&W. Nautilus, Denon, Linn, Naim. Rega, Rotel, Stan 
etc 3 dew rooms incl. Home Cinema and Linn 
cennect. Service Oerr!mont worn° InrcillvIor, 
Instant Credit and major credit cards . Closed 
Mondays. Phone for chat and more details. 
www.soundorg.co.uk 

YORKSHIRE (EAST) 

THE AUDIO ROOM 2 George Street, Hedon, 
Hull. HUI 2 8JH, tel 01482 891375. 
www.theaudioroom.co.uk.The North Easts premier 
hit) dealer. Stunning showrooms and dedicated 
listening rooms authorised agents for, Naim, Linn. 
Cyrus, Sugden, Graaf, Unison Research. Rega. 
Bryston. Rotel. Spendor. B&W, PMC, Sonus Faber. 
Home demonstrations and credit facilities 
available.Open Mon - Sat. 9am - 7pm.The North 
Easts friendliest hifi dealer. 

ZEN AUDIO 35 George Street Hull Tel 01482 
587397, "Comfortable listening rooms: Home dews: 
Personal, friendly service; Free installations. Agencies 
include: Arcam, Audiolab, Atacama, Audio Innovations, 
Audio Note, Audion, Alchemist, B&W. Cable Talk, 
Chord CO. DPA, Densen. Denon, DNM, EAR, 
Exposure, Fi-Rax, Harbeth. Heybrook. Impulse, KAR, 
KEF, Michell, Micromega, Monitor Audio, Musical 
Technology. Myryad: NAD, NAIM, Pioneer. REL. 
Rehdeko. Rotel, Royd. Ruark. Shearne Audio, Stands 
Unique, Sugden, Spendor. Sonic Link, TEAC.TDL. 
Tube Technology,V,vanco and many others. 

YORKSHIRE (SOUTH) 

THE HI-FI STUDIOS 
Hi-Fi - Home Cinema - Custom Installation 
Tel: Doncaster 01302 727274 or 01302 725550. 
E- Mail: info@thehifistudios.freeserve.co.uk 
Web Site: www.thehifistudios.co.uk 
Musical Fidelity, Electrocompaniet ProAc. PMC. JM 
Lab, Roark, Castle,TEAC, Unison Research, Monitor 
Audio, Impulse, Primare, Harbeth, NAD, Michell 
Turntables. Nottingham Analogue Studios, Audio 
Analogue, Living Voice. Densen, Celestion, KEF, 
Opera.Trichord Research, Nordost, Stands Unique, 
Ortofon. Project. Goldring. REL, Denon,TAG 
McLaren, Rotel.Yamaha, Proceed - plus many more. 
Viewing & Demonstration by appointment in a 
unique setting. Home trials and installation. Card 
facilities and 0% available. Please phone for more 
information. BADA. CEDIA. 

YORKSHIRE (WEST) 

HUDDERSFIELD HI- F1 CENTRE 
Hi-Fi • A/V • Widescreen 
Plasma • Installation Service 
4 Cross Church St. Huddersfield. 01484 544668. 
Brands inc. Arcam. B&VV, Castle, Cyrus, Denon, KEF, 
Maranta. Mission, Musical Fidelity. NAD, Project. Sony 
etc. 3 Dem Rooms, Mon-Sat 9-5.30.Thurs 9-8, 
Closed Wed. 

HUDDERSFIELD HI-FI CENTRE HALIFAX 
3-5 King Cross Sc, Halifax. 01422 366832. Brands inc, 
Arcam. B&W, Castle, KEF. Maranta, Mission, Musical 
Fidelity, NAD. PRO-AC, Project, Sugden etc. 2 Dew 
Rooms, Mon-Sat 9-5.30, Closed Thursday. 

PREMIER AUDIO - now demonstrating - Room 1: 
DCS Elgar. Purcell & Verdi Transport, Plinius CO Lad 
& 250 PowerVerity Fidelo & Sonus Faber Speakers, 
Siltech Cables, Isotek Sub Station, BDA Equipment 
Stands Room 2:Audio Aero,Audio Synthisis, Kora 
Pre & Power, Pink Triangle CD/Amp: Martin Logan / 
Audio Physics Speakers.Arcici Equipment Stand, 
Isotek Sub Station P/S Audio Synthisis. Audio Physics, 
Audio Aero, Absolute Sounds, DCS, Kora. Plinius, 
Siltech,Arcici. BDA. Pink Triangle.Avid Turntables. 
Project, Ortofon.Van den Hul, Mirage. P/X welcome 
Home demonstration good selection of S/hand.We 
are 10mins J39 - MI 10mins J30 M62 
Tel:Wakefield 01924 255045 - Colin Grundy. 

AUDIO REPUBLIC, 78 Otley Road, Leeds 0113 
2177294, wwwaudio-reoublic.co.uk for the very best 
in quality hifi in West Yorkshire and beyond. our 
relaxed and professional approach stems from over 
10 years experience in designing and installing high 
quality music systems. We believe the following offer 
outstanding results: Naim Audio, Rega Research, 
Dynavector Systems ( amplifiers and 
cartridges)Totem Acoustic. Roksan Engineering, 
Beyer, Ortofon. Creek Audio, Shahinian, JM Lab. 
Epos.TEAC, PMC, Bryston. Quadraspire, Chord 
Cables. Custom Design, Alphason Designs. 
Choice of shop or home demonstrations, open 
Tues - Sat 9.30am to 5.30 pm. most credit card, 
welcome. Please phone for a chat and directions. 

WALES 

NORTH WALES 

ACOUSTICA 17 Hoole Rd, Chester CH2 3NH. 
Tel 01244 344227. See our main entry under 
"Cheshire". 

ACTON GATE AUDIO 4 Ruabon Road, 
Wrexharn, North Wales.Tel .01978 364500. See our 
main ad under Cheshire 

VINYURECORD MAIL ORDER 

DIVERSE VINYL 10 Charles Street, Newport. 
NP20 I JU.Tel/Fax: 01633 259661/256261. 
Email: sales@diverse-music.co.uk Probably the 
most varied and impressive selection of brand new 
LPs you'll find anywhere: international new releases. 
reissues and audiophile products. Also UK 
distributor of the Disco Anti Stat LP Cleaning 
Device. Call for a free catalogue, or visit 
www.diverse-music.co.uk 

PRE-OWNED MAIL ORDER 

AFFORDABLE AUDIO. (NORTHAMPTON) 
Pre-Owned Hi-Fi Specialists. 168 Wellingborough 
Road, Northampton. NN1 4DU. Tel/Fax: 01604 
23126Ior Tel: 01933 273281 Mobile: (0370) 877893, 
Email: sales@affordable-audio.co.uk 
VVebsite;www.affordable-audio.co.uk Urgently 
required: compact disc collections, hi-fi separates.. 
especially Linn products, Naim Audio, Cyrus 
Electronics, Musical Fidelity. Quad Electronics. almost 
anything British/American. Cash waiting, part 
exchange welcome. We also stock lots of audio 
accessories: compact discs, vinyl. OAT players. All 
equipment is sold with warranties. All Credit Cards 
accepted. Please phone anytime for stock update. 
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meet your maker 
A reference guide to Britain's manufacturers and distributors 

AFFORDABLE VALVE COMPANY £600 Valve 
amplifier. Powerful 40 watts. Powerful bass. See colour 
photograph in ' Specialist Hi-Fi Dealers' section. Mr 
Andrew Everard in Gramophone Magazine "delivers a 
sound that's both smooth and refined allied to a 
good degree of clarity and finesse" Free colour litera-
ture. Telephone 01634 373 410 anytime. Website: 
www.affordablevalvecompanycom 

AUDIOPHILE FURNITURE LTD The Square, 
Forest Row, East Sussex RHI8 SES Tel: 01342 826262. 
Fax: 01342 824845. Manufacturers of the patented 
BASE Vibration Control Platforms and the Modular 
Audio Support System. These Products are endorsed 
by Hi-Fi World. Also newly introduced are the 
Resonance Controlled Hi-Fi Cabinets which are multi 
level modular design and available in various sizes and 
wood finishes. Please telephone for more details and a 
product portfolio. 

AUDIO SYNTHESIS Manufacturers of the the out-
standing DAX digital to analogue converter, comes 
DAX-2, a new Hi-End reference converter able to dig 
deeper into the digital source than ever before! A new 
addition to the superb PASSION series of all Vishay 
controllers has just been introduced in the form of 
PASSION 8, a fully remote controlled uniquely trans-
parent passive preamplifier, the perfect match for 
DESIRE. By word of mouth our DESIRE power amplifi-
er is rapidly convincing listeners, whether passive or 
active! New for 1997 is TRANSCEND a state of art 
CD transport with AES, coaxiaLAT&T glass and Toslink 
outputs. Audio Synthesis, PO BOX 50,Nottingharn, 
NG9 I DZ,Tel: (+44) (0)115 922 4138. 
Fax: (+44) ( 0)115 922 9701. 

BLACK RHODIUM 32, Derwent Business 
Centre, Clarke Street, Derby DEI 2BU. Tel: 
01322-361390, Fax: 01332-200698. email: 
enquiries@blackrhodium.co.uk BLACK 
RHODIUM offers a complete cabling solution 
from British made wires for hifi and home cin-
ema, including Super mains cables that deliver 
at less cost as much improvement in listening 
experience as upgrading expensive equipment. 
BLACK RHODIUM Component Video cables 
let you enjoy the highest possible picture qual-
ity by using silver plated wires insulated in 
PTFE. AERO SPACE TECHNOLOGY loud-
speaker cables insulated in silicone rubber 
gives you a more natural sound.We also offer 
very competitively priced home cinema cables 
from the best sources around the world in 
our FIRST BASE brand. 

BORDER PATROL 63 Berriedale Avenue Hove BN3 
4JD Tel/Fax 01273 276716. Manufacturers of Power 
Supply Units for valve amplifiers, Single-Ended Power 
Amplifiers and high quality Transformers. The Border 
Patrol PSU: valve- rectified choke input filter power 
supply units which dramatically improves the sound of 
valve amplifiers: models available to suit Audionote. 
Audio Innovations, Audion, Art Audio, Cary, Unison 
Research, World Audio Designs. The Border Patrol 
300B SE single-ended valve amplifier featuring inter-
stage driver transformers and valve rectified choke 
input filter power supplies. Border Patrol transform-
ers: high quality output (PP and SE), interstage and pre-
amp output transformers and high value inductors. 

CREEK AUDIO LTD 2 Bellevue Road, Friern 
Barnet, London Nil 3ER Tel: 020 8361 4133, 
Fax: 020 8361 4136.E- mail: info@creekaudio.co.uk 
Internet: vee.v.creekaudio.co.uk - Creek Audio build 
stylish Hi-Fi products in the UK, combining state of the 
art electronic design, with full bodied, accurate and 
musically rewarding sound. Our standard size products 
come in two award-winning ranges, the entry level 43 
series and higher priced 53 series. These include: 
CD43 Mk2 - CD player with 24 bit resolution DAC, 
T43 AM/FM Tuner, Integrated Amps • 5350. 5350SE and 
4330 Mk2 (described by Stereophile Magazine as the 
best amp under $ 1000). Our A43 Mk2 and A53 Power 
Amps range from 50 to 250 Watts and both P43 and 
P53 Pre-Amps offer passive and active operation with 
remote control. In addition we have an award winning 
OBH range of small products: OBH-8/8SE MM and 
OBH•9 MC Phono Pre-Amplifiers, OBH-1 I and 11 SE 
Headphone Amplifiers. OBH-10 and 12 Remote 
Control Passive Pre-Amps and OBH- I 4 - 24 bit DAC. 
See our home page for further details or call us for 
leaflets. 

DBS AUDIO. PO BOX 91, Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk. 
IP32 7JU. Phone: 01284 723933 Fax: 01284 723933. 
Suppliers of Electro-Acoustic measuring equipment 
and CAD software to the audio industry. NEW: Clio 
win and Clio win Lite. the latest Windows versions of 
the Globally-established Clio Electro-Acoustic measur• 

ing system, used for loudspeaker design, Quality 
Control and electronics testing by many major audio 
companies. Clio win is the full ( lab) system and Clio win 
Lite a lower-cost version for smaller companies and 
serious hobbyists. Both use the same purpose-built 
Clio HR200 ISA card, with its in-built mic. preamp and 
phantom powering. The matching Mit 01 (or Mit Lite) 
plugs straight in to make a complete system. Both ver-
sions offer the same high accuracy and ease of use: Clin 
win Lite simply has fewer functions. Common features 
include MLS testing ( to eliminate sound reflections), 
sine and third-octave analysis. impedance. Thiele Small 
Parameters, LC meter. software and manual on CD 
ROM -- plus much more. Measurements may be 
exported to our Netcalc software for accurate and 
easy crossover design. Also available: Boxcalc and 
Boxdraw bass optimisation packages and Outline 
speaker measuring turntable. Write or E mail and we 
will send fuller information and prices. Also, visit 
Audiomatica's new Website at vnew.audiomatica.com 

EMINENT AUDIO Distributor of Croft Valve 
Amplification. Tel 01902 656517. Fax, 0121 681 8772 
Mobile 0956 921740 U.K. Stockists are: Classique 
Sounds ( Leicester) GT Audio ( London NW) 
Nottingham Analogue, Purist Audio,The Cartridge Man 
(Len Gregory - Croydon). call for overseas distribu-
tors. 

EPOS ACOUSTICS 2 Bellevue Road, Friern 
Barnet, London N11 3ER. Tel: 020 8631 8864. 
Fax: 020 836 I 4I36.Emai I: info@epos-acoustics.com 
Website: www.epos-acoustics.com Innovative design 
and superior sound distinguish EPOS speakers from 
other brands in a similar price category. Adhering to 
the EPOS tradition of musicality and communication, 
the new MI2 follows closely the style of the successful 
ES12. and was awarded five gold stars in the March 
2001 edition of What Hi-Fi? For more information 
about the MI2 or the new MIS please see our home 
page or call us for leaflets. 

FALCON ACOUSTICS LTD Tabor House, 
Norwich Road, Mulbarton, Norwich, Norfolk, NRI4 
13(1. Tel (01508) 578272. U.K. distributors of FOCAL 
drive units and SOLEN (Chateauroux) polypropylene 
capacitors and the largest inductor manufacturer in the 
U.K. Comprehensive range of DIY Speaker Parts and 
Kits. Sub-Bass and Electronic Filters. " Everything but 
the wood" Enquiries should be accompanied by a 44p 
stamped addressed envelope. 

IAN EDWARDS The Old Chapel, 282 Skipton Road, 
Harrogate, Yorks. Tel. 01423 500442, Somebody 
Somewhere must make better storage units for CDs, 
Music, LPs, HiFi, Books, etc. than Ian Edwards. BUT until 
he appears, why not send for the brochure showing a 
selection of HAND MADE units.To do this please send 
3 x 2nd class stamps. 

JEM DISTRIBUTION ( F1 RAX) Springfield Mills, 
Spa Street, Ossett. Wakefield. WFS OHW Tel: 01924 
277626. Fax: 01924 270759. Fi-Rax offers a new dimen-
sion in audio visual racking. High quality aluminium con-
struction. Finishes available to your choice. Fully 
adjustable 6mm glass shelving. sound insulation on 
shelf/feet. Custom created to suit your system. Free 
delivery throughout the UK. For further information or 
a free brochure contact JEM Distribution, 

LANGREX SUPPLIES LTD 1 Mayo Road, 
Croydon. Surrey CRO 2QP. Tel: 020 8684 1166. Fax: 020 
8684 3056. One of the largest distributors of electron-
ic valves, tubes and semi-conductors in the UK. and 
USA manufacturers. stock. We specialise in obsolete 
types including original UK and USA made audio valves. 
Telephone or fax for an immediate quotation. 

NORTON TECHNOLOGIES LTD Manufacturers 
of the acclaimed AirPower LP I 2 Power Supply. 14 
Rothesay Avenue, Chelmsford CM2 9BU. (01245) 
283125 

NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE STUDIO 
Tel: 01773 762947. Design and manufacture of quality 
analogue audio. We're in the business because we 
realise how important music is. Our turntable arms and 
cartridges sell the world over. Our Main UK Dealers: 
Radlett Audio: Tel: 01727 85577, The Audio 
Consultants: Tel: 020 7380 0866, Walrus Systems: Tel: 
020 7724 7224. 

PLATFORM 7 High density marble ISOLATION 
PLATFORMS for all makes of equipment 
RACKS/STANDS. An elegant way to UPGRADE. 
improves clarity: better BASS control. 3 Abbotts Drive, 
North Wembley, Middlesex HAO 3SB. Tel: 020 8904 
2646. Also NEALGAR DISTRIBUTION Tel/Fax 01296 
24756. 

PMC/BRYSTON Emmy award winning manufactur-
ers of the highest quality loudspeakers and amplifica-
tion. Industry standard in Mastering. Film Scoring, 
Broadcast and Post Productions. ( 5.1 8 Stereo) PMC 
Products: Compacts. Floorstanders, and Large passive 
8 active monitors. Prices range from £500 to 
£32.0000. Finished in a large selection of exquisite real 
wood veneers. all PMC loudspeakers are available in 
horizontal mirrored pairs, centre channels and comple-
mentary subs for 5.1 surround systems. Bryston's bal-
anced range of products include R/C Preamps, 
Integrated.Amp modules for all the PMC range. Mono, 
Stereo 150W to 800m per ch, 3 Ch. 4 ch and 5 chan-
nel THX amplifiers, Surround processors, all with dis-
tortion figures and build quality to die for. Every prod-
uct is available in silver or black backed by a 20 year 
warranty. PMC Ltd 43-45 Crawley Green Road. Luton, 
LU2 OAA. Tel: 08704 441044 Fax: 08704 441045 
Email: sales@promonitorco.uk 
Web: www.pmc-speakers.com 

REL ACOUSTICS North Road, Bridgend Ind Est. 
Bridgend. Mid Glamorgan, CF31 3TP. UK.Tel. 01656 768 
777, international +44 656 768 777, Fax. 01656 766 
093. international. +44 656 766 093. Email: 
contact@rel.net Web: http://rel.net The UK's only 
specialist sub-bass speaker manufacturer. "The only one 
that works". Get your dealer to give you a home demo 
and find out what the fuss is all about. 

RDE TANDBERG HI-FI SERVICES Holly Tree 
House, The Green, Full Sutton. YORK YO4 1HW Tel: 
01759 372795.The service, overhaul and recondition-
ing of all Tandberg hi-fi products regardless of age. 

SOUND BYTES 72 Novar Drive, Hyndland, 
Glasgow.. GI2 9TZ Tel. 0141 339 7595 Fax. 0141 339 
7592 e-mail bytes@colloquium.co.uk. We specialise 
only in mass loading material. After hours exhaustively 
testing SOUND BYTES with various types of speakers, 
we know it works and so do you - we have never had 
a single complaint. Call us for advise on how much to 
add to your equipment for the best performance and 
the location of your nearest dealer. 

SOUND IMAGE UK LTD. 52 Milton Road, London 
Sw 14 8JR.Tel: 020 -8255-6868. Importers and distribu-
tors of the finest audio equipment, featuring the stun-
ning Boulder 2.000 series and the complete range 
from Norwegian manufacturer Electrocompaniet. 

JE SUGDEN & CO LTD Valley Works, Station Lane. 
Heckmondwike. West Yorkshire, WF I 6 ONE Tel. 01924 
404088. Email jesugden@compuserve.com. Superb 
amplifiers and compact disc players from the original 
class A Company. Our unique wide-bandwidth 
Masterclass series sets new standards in sound repro-
duction and can be upgraded to 180 Watt balanced 
monoblocks. Prices start from £549.00 for the incred-
ible Audition-T and £649 for the legendary A21a. 
Contact us now for Brochures, reviews and purchase 
details. British owned • British built. 

TALK ELECTRONICS Unit 12, Farnborough 
Business Centre, Eelmoor Road, Farnborough. 
Hampshire, GUI4 7XA.Tel: 01252 378383. Please ring 
for details 

TAG McLAREN AUDIO - The Summit, II Latham 
Road, Huntingdon. Cambs, PE 18 6ZU. Tel +44 (0) 1480 
415600 Fax +44 (0) 1480 52159. Combining science 
and technology with distinct style. TAG McLaren 
Audio's complete range of audio and audio-visula prod-
ucts are designed to bring maximum pleasure to the 
discerning listener To find out more visit our website 
at www.tagmclarenaudio.com. email us on 
HelpDesk@tagmclarenaudio.com or contact our 
helpdesk on freephone 0800 783 8007. 

tech+link distributes some of the best performing hi-
fi and a/v accessories currently available in the U.K. 
These include: Puresonic, best known for its range of 
high performance interconnects and connectors. and 
cable adapters for a wide variety of hi-fi and a/v appli-
cations in its range; tech+link's own brand of high qual-
ity interconnects and connectors - digital compatible. 
24k gold plated metal connectors; and hi-fi furniture - 
a selection of high quality speaker floor stands, sur-
round sound stands and hi-fi racks. For more informa-
tion, contact: tech+link International, Unit 8. Bat and 
Ball Enterprise Centre, Bat and Ball Road. Sevenoaks, 
Kent.TNI4 5LJ.Tel: +44 (0) 1732 779400 Fax: +44 (0) 
1732 449344 

To advertise in Meet Your Maker 
please call 

Amanda Sweeney on 
020 8864 4760 
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COPY PROTECTION VOX POP 
US market analyst GartnerG2 has found that most 

consumers believe they have the right to copy their own 

music CDs, and copycodeci discs to come with 

mandatory warning labels. The study involved 1,005 

adults and 1,009 teenagers being interviewed in the US. It 

found that most consumers believed that copy-protected 

CDs threatened their legal right to make personal-use 

copies of discs, causing its authors to conclude that copy 

protected CDs without warning labels could have a 

negative impact on sales. 

A statement released by GartnerG2's research 
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'I'm a Celebrity Get Me Out of Here' winner Tony 

Blackburn's new single, 'Oh Tony Blackburn', has been 

remixed using Creative Labs' SoundBlaster Live! 

Eschewing the studio for the soundcard, technology 

expert Eric VViltsher was able to mix, balance, level and 

edit the track on his PC using his Sound Blaster. He's 

Reading "mp 3" data 

Estimated Time Remaining. 3 Seconds 

fe3/mp3PRO0 • Fraunhofer IIS 
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director, PJ McNealy says that, " Since it's clear consumers 

perceive they have the right to make some copies, the 

lack of labelling will only contribute to declining revenue 

for the music industry as those who are still buying CDs 

become frustrated. Consumers will balk if they bring 

home a CD and find it won't play on every CD player 

they own." 

The survey found that 82% of respondents believe it 

is legal to make copies of CDs for personal backup, while 

77% think they should be able to copy the CD for 

personal use in another device. 60% thought it was legal 

to make a copy for another member of the household. 

74% thought the music industry should be required to 

label CDs that include copy protection. 

reported to have said that, "Advances in technology have 

meant that I have finally been able to dump the mixing 

desk, Thanks to Creative, half a ton of metal and 24 

faders have left the building and now everything is made 

on my PC! It's given me the edge to produce broadcast 

quality audio quickly and easily".Those wishing to 

purchase this seminal moment in pop history can e-mail 

tonyb@debbieflintcom.  

SOUND BYTES 

In tech news, Macrovision Corp. is acquiring both Midbar 

Technology Ltd. and the assets of TTR Technologies Inc., 

bringing together three top CD copy-protection 

technology developers in a concerted effort to enable 

acceptable consumer CD-burning and transfer of music 

files. Market research company Comscore reports that 

CD burning and file- sharing are impacting online music 

sales to the tune of a 25% online sales drop, or $545 

million for the first nine months of 2002 compared to the 

same time last year. 

Universal Music Group has launched a digital 

download program offering over 43,000 tracks in Liquid 

Audio format. Burnable to CD and transferable to 

portable devices, they're available from Best Buy.com, 

BET.com, CircuitCity.com, FYE.com, MP3.com, 

RollInetyne.com,Tower,com, and WindowsMedia.çoni. 

Aimster has now been ordered by a US Federal judge 

to employ filtering technologies to block such swapping of 

unauthorised copyrighted content.This is the result of an 

RIAA lawsuit against the service, now called Madster, over 

copyright infringement. 

Listen.com's Rhapsody subscribers, who are already 

allowed to burn to CD tracks from Universal Music 

Group and Warner Music Group, can now burn tracks 

supplied via BMG Entertainment for 99 cents each.The 

just relaunched 

MP3 corn site has 

'digital music tutorials' 

for newcomers, 

increased coverage of 

digital hardware and 

software, expanded 

artist information, 40 

channels of streamed 

radio from Radio Fren 

Virgin, and a Chart 

tracking its most 

popular downloads 

and streams. 
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SILENT RUNNING 

Aopen has launched its new 

SilentTek ' silent PC technology' 

on its latest generation of 

motherboards. Its combined 

"Hardware-Status Monitoring", 
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• WelliM e 

Load Default Clem Log 

audio world 
www.computeraudio.co.uk 

"Overheat Warning" and " Fan 

Speed Control" lets users strike 

the right balance between noise, 

system performance and stability. 

Featuring a wealth of information 

from voltages, CPU and chassis 

temperature and fan 

performance, the system 

automatically trims the speed of 

your cooling fans (or you can 

manually set them) and adjusts 

your CD-ROM rotation speed to 

the lowest that is appropriate. 

More information is at: 

http://english.aopen.com.tw/tech/tec 

hinside/SilentTek.htm.  

E !OCT STEP 

The leading edge Japanese home 

computer market has seen the launch'. 

of NEC's VALUESTAR FS, an all-in-one PC combining LCD monitor a 

PC, featuring NXT's SoundVu technology. This follows the success of 

NEC's first SoundVu system, the VALUESTAR T, launched last month. It 

has been well received, winning the 'Best Desktop PC Award' at the 

World PC Expo in Japan last month.The new 

machine is being sold as a ' one-stop 

entertainment centre' combining traditional PC 

use with watching and recording TV programm 

as well as listening to music and watching DVD 

By integrating the speaker into the 

, screen, the SoundVu technology gives perfect 

synchronicity between sound and vision, as well 

'removing thc need for boxy loudspeakers whic 

in turn saves living space (much prized in Japan) 

and adding to the home's interior design. F 

more details point your browser at 

11.. 
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MP3 GOES MOTORING! 

FEELING SCRATCHY? 

Emission has released a series of six PCDJ 

music creation software titles comprising 

three DJ mixing titles ( in home, club and 

professional grades) and three music 

creation titles ( in rock, dance and hip hop 

producer variants). PCDJ is claimed to look 

and feel just like a dual deck CD player, but 

with many more options including Twin 

Virtual Mixing Desks, Beatmatch, Loop & 

Sample , Dual CD Playback,Visual Cue 

Points and Rip & Encode. Prices are as 

follows: PCDJ Home Edition (complete 

entry-level start-up) £ 19.99, PCDJ Club 

Edition (expanded version) £39.99, PCDJ 

Pro Edition (full edition for professional 

DJs) £79.99. PCDJ Rock Producer, Dance 

Producer and HipHop Producer all cost 

£39.99, and offer a real-time stereo 

sequencer, Audio Effects Unit, Melody & 

Drum Loop Creator, Integrated Sound 

Editor,Automatic Beat Slicing, 600MB 

Royalty Free Samples and MP3 & Skin 

Support. You can download PCDJ Free 

Edition at the Emission web site: 

www.emissionuk.com  
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Dension's DMP3 is a £400 MP3-based hard drive unit that slots into your 

car dashboard and hooks up its existing hi-fi - either via the FM 

radio, auxiliary input or CD changer controls. Its vast 

80GB storage capacity means tens of thousands 

of MP3 songs can be stored and accessed by 

, easily managed playlists. Every time you want to 

add more music, the DMP3 can be unclipped f' from the dash and hooked up to a PC, either by 

' the standard docking station or an optional 

,i (£49.99) USB 2 lead. Head units fitted to 

countless cars (from Audi to Volkswagen) will 

control it, but a small remote is supplied for those 

that don't. For more information, check out:  www.ln-CarMP3.com  
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COOLE 
STILL? 
Syntrillium's Cool Edit Pro is, for many, the industry-standard digital audio editing 

package. Now, with Cool Edit Pro 2, it's been updated. David Price asks if it's 
improved a winning formula? 

0
 ne of the best digital 
music editing pack-

ages has just been 

given a major revamp. 

Cool Edit Pro users 

include The Byrds' 

Roger McGuinn, the BBC and Abbey 

Road Studios, such is this software's 

respect throughout the audio indus-

try. Essentially it's an audio recording 

application which lets you store 

music from an analogue or digital 

source (depending on your computer 

soundcard) on your PC and manipu-

late it in the digital domain using the 

program's powerful digital signal pro-

cessing functions. 

Such is its power that you can 

record, mix, and master up to 128 

tracks of stereo audio (up from 64 in 

the original version). It comes 

complete with over 45 DSP effects, 

audio restoration, mastering and 

analysis tools. CEP2 also adds loop-

based song creation and sequencing 

for musicians, and allows direct 

import of ACID file format songs 

(not just ACID loops, but actual .acd 

files.) It even has SMPTE/MTC 

master and slave, DirectX, MIDI and 

video support. 

Of greatest interest to me is the 

software's wider compatibility - it 

talks to myriad file formats, including 

VVAV,AIFF and all the other standard 

audio formats.A handy new bonus is 

its MP3 support, and Syntrillium 

hasn't done this by half, There's a full 

Fraunhofer MP3PRO codec bundled 

for the very best sound. Likewise, the 

new version supports even higher 

sampling rates, meaning it will record 

and playback (soundcard permitting) 

in up to 32bit, 

192kHz resolution. It 

will even upsample 

m fro 16/44 to 24/192, 

or downsample and 

dither - effectively 

offering 'Super Bit 

Mapping'! 

The software is 

an easy install for all 

Windows 98, 

Windows Me, 

Windows 2000 and 

Windows XP PCs, taking less than 

20MB of hard disk resources. The 

program auto configures itself to use 

your PC's soundcard as its recording 

and playback devices, but if you've 

got several soundcards fitted you can 

select your desired one by going into 

the OPTIONS/ SETTINGS menu. As 

before, wide bar-graph meters 

running all the way along the bottom 

of the screen are provided, but with 

a smoother, finer action. 

Recording and editing is pretty 

much as before, which means 

extremely easy and straightforward - 

simply a case of locating the start 

and stop points of the recording you 

wish to cut, paste or delete.You can 

use the ZOOM IN and ZOOM OUT 

buttons to display your edit.Vast 

digital signal processing is then 

available, including noise reduction, 

click and pop elimination, clip 

restoration, compression, 

convolution, delay, sustain, echo, 

chorus, expanding, FFT, distortion, 

normalisation, phasing, vocoding, 

sample rate conversion, time 

stretching, tempo compression, 

parametric equalisation and DC bias 
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adjustment, multi-band equalisation 

and powerful filtering. 

Once you're done, you can save 

it to disk or - new for CEP2 - burn it 

to CD directly. This feature is 

brilliantly easy to use, and powerful 

too, but does require downloading 

the free Downloadable Disk-At-

Once CD Burning Plug-in from the 

website first. 

Overall, the package feels slicker 

and more elegant than the original, 

and adds some very useful features. It 

remains incredibly stable and impres-

sively fast, however, the very qualities 

that have endeared it to so many 

users in the past. The extra 

functionality hasn't compromised its 

ease of use, either - if anything it's 

improved it because the program 

feels far more 'all of a piece', more 

coherent and convincing. Once again 

then, Syntrillium's premium package 

gets a hearty thumbs up - with its 

high UK retail price the only 

disappointing factor. 

Syntrillium Cool Edit PRO 2 

£249.00 

www.syntrillium.com 
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THE SECOND 
COMING 
After launching what was effectively the world's first hard-disk based digital audio 
player back in 2000, Creative Labs has a new 'DAP Jukebox' for our delectation, 
cunningly entitled the Jukebox 2. David Price takes it out on the road. 

H 
ow times fly! This 

time two years ago I 

was over in Japan, 

waxing lyrical about 

something I was 

immensely impressed 

with - Creative Labs' DAP Jukebox. 

Its amazing claim to fame was that it 

was the world's first-to-market hard 

drive-based digital audio player. By 

using the (then still fairly new-fan-

gled) MP3 format, it could store 

thousands of hours of music on its 

internal hard drive. It was a classic 

case of yours truly marvelling at the 

miracle of modern technology. 

Although I admitted it had a few 

faults, the concept totally knocked 

me out. I was smitten. 

Things have changed since then. 

The idea of a dinky device that holds 

vast amounts of music and plays it 

back with fairly high fidelity has 

become pretty much routine.A 

number of such devices have 

appeared on the market from a 

range of hitherto unknown manufac-

turers such as Archos, while one 

unlikely name has moved in and 

completely transformed the 

landscape - Apple.The iPod is - to my 

mind - the most brilliant example of 

the breed. Its ergonomics, software, 

sound quality, visual design and build 

is superb - and now, surprise, 

surprise, it's available for PCs too. 

Much has happened in the 

intervening two years, then. Having 

invented the breed, Creative Labs 

reappear on the 'MP3 jukebox' scene 

almost as an interloper. No longer 

acknowledged masters of the art, 

their new Jukebox 2 faces dramat-

ically tougher competition - forget 

who invented this market segment; 

anyone who can 

take on Apple and 

win has got to 

have something 

special up their 

sleeves. The 

question is: has 

Creative Labs? 

To be fair, the 

Jukebox is 

appreciably 

cheaper than the 

iPod. Although the 

latter has had its price cut, the 

Creative Labs unit is still almost half 

price at £ 199. Considering that it 

was launched at £249 just a few 

months back, and that the original 

DAP Jukebox cost £349, that's a lot 

of product for your pound. Factor in 

the myriad improvements that 

Creative has made over the original 

and it scores highly on the value 

front before you even pull it out of 

the box. 

The unit itself has a I OGB hard 

drive built in, which is appreciably 

faster and quieter than the original 

machine.This translates to being able 

to store around 5,000 songs in VVMA 

format (333 hours), or up to 2,500 

songs in MP3 at I 28kbps ( 166 

hours), or around 300 songs in 

uncompressed I 6bit, 44.1 kHz PCM 

digital audio ( 30 hours). Other 

improvements include a new USB 2.0 

connector which permits obviously 

faster transfers from computer to 

Jukebox 2 than was possible with 

USB 1.1 - although this older format 

is available if your PC lacks the new 

type. I have to say that FireVVire 

wouldn't have gone amiss, but the 

designers have obviously taken the 

view that it's simply not ' universal' 

enough yet, I guess? The latest type 

of lithium- ion rechargeable battery is 

supplied, giving up to sixteen hours 

of playback. 

The unit itself is noticeably 

smaller and lighter than the original 

DAP at 123x130x32mm and 249 

grams, although in homage (?) to the 

first of the breed it retains the 

'Discman' shaped case. I had 

questions about this two years ago, 

and have to reiterate them here. 

Why isn't it square like the iPod? It 

simply doesn't fall ' to hand' easily, and 

the buttons aren't labelled in English 

(only graphical legends) making it 

baffling to use. 

It's quite well made, Although the 

case is moulded plastic, it's good 

quality stuff and doesn't feel flimsy in 

the least. Once again though, a sleeve 

of Perspex (a la iPod) would work 

much better, and wouldn't present 

the possibility of that nice silver paint 

wearing off six months down the 

road. Round the back is a 5V DC in 

(for the supplied AC adapter/charger) 

and the USB socket, while the 3.5mm 

stereo headphone jack sits to its 

right - shame there's no direct 

analogue line out, or digital for that 

matter. 
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SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 

Windows© 98/98SE/Me/2000/XP (USB 

2.0 may require host driver from USB2.0 

card or mother board vendor), Intel() 

Pentium© II 233MHz or AMD K6e-2 

266Mhz ( Pentium III 450MHz or higher 

recommended for MP3 encoding), SVGA 

graphics adapter (256 colour, 800x600), 

64MB RAM ( 128MB recommended), 

Sound Blaster© AudigyT, ExtigyT or 

Liven- for EAXe enhanced MP3 encod-

ing, CD-ROM driver with digital audio 

extraction support, USB port, 30MB free 

hard drive space (more for audio content 

storage) 

The original DAP Jukebox's 

display, menu and PC interface is 

retained, albeit with a few tweaks to 

bring it up to date. Power it up and 

you're presented with a green backlit 

window of I32x64 pixel resolution. 

The characters are very small, 

meaning it can cram in six lines of 

text. Pressing the right hand button 

underneath it lets you search for the 

track you want to play by album, 

title, genre etc.You then scroll up and 

down with the tiny 'thumbwheel' on 

the right hand edge of the player and 

push it in to select. It works well 

enough, but frankly is a league or 

three beneath the iPod's user 

interface.A larger display, clearer text 

and a huge central thumbwheel 

means you'll not find yourself flapping 

around in the wrong submenu for 

very long with the Apple - shame you 

can't say the same about this! Along 

with the 

Jukebox 2, the 

package 

includes a 

cheap set of 

headphones 

(as usual, buy 

a pair of 

Sennheisers!), 

the USB 2.0 

connecting 

cable, power 

adapter, 

instal-

lation CD, 

Quick Start guide and Li-

ion Battery. 

Creative Labs has always had 

more than a passing interest in sound 

quality, as the fine standards set by 

the original DAP Jukebox showed. 

This time, the company claims that 

careful attention to detail at the 

design state has resulted in a signal-

to-noise ratio of up to 98dB, a 

channel separation figure of 74dB, a 

frequency response of 20Hz - 20kHz 

and total harmonic distortion of less 

than 0.1%. Hooked up to my main 

reference system, driving Yamaha 

NS 1000M loudspeakers, the unit 

certainly impressed. 

As ever, sound quality with MP3 

files depends on the codec used, but 

a Fraunhofer encoded I92kbps file of 

AC/DC's ' Highway to Hell' proved 

most impressive. Bass was powerful 

and well articulated with no sense of 

anaemia found in many MP3 

portables, midband crisp and clean 

and treble smooth and even. Stereo 

imaging was bold, pushing vocals way 

ahead of the plane of the 

loudspeakers, and falling back way 

behind. Cueing up an uncompressed 

WAV file of The Dandy Warhols 

'Bohemian Like You' revealed the 

Jukebox 2 to be easily the sonic 

equal of, say, a high end Sony 

Discman and comfortably superior 

to lesser examples of the breed. 

All in all, this is a deeply 

impressive product considering its 

£199 retail price. My main criticism is 

of its ergonomics and case design, 

which simply don't make as much 

sense as Apple's iPod. I guess this 

CREATIVE 

PLAYCENTER 

Interestingly, the original PlayCenter 

was a kind of precursor to 

Windows Media Player, integrating 

powerful playlisting, file transfer (to 

and from the portable player) and 

PC music playing. Such is the quality 

of Windows Media Player now, this 

latest version looks a little cheap 

and nasty by comparison.The main 

navigation is pretty much identical 

to the Microsoft player, with left 

mounted buttons for PC MUSIC 

LIBRARY (which tells you all the 

music you've got on your hard 

drive),AUDIO CD (which lets you 

play or rip music tracks from a CD 

in your CD-ROM drive), MY COM-

PUTER (which is a kind of 

Windows Explorer-style file brows-

er) and NOMAD JUKEBOX (which 

tells you what's on the Jukebox 2 - 

the ' Nomad' bit is a reference to 

Creative's digital audio player not 

available in the UK!). 

The software doesn't.look 

especially good, but works seam-

lessly.Two TRANSFER tabs 

between the main left file window 

and the smaller right hand PC 

MUSIC LIBRARY window let you 

punt tracks to and from the 

Jukebox 2 with heady abandon - it's 

fast and self- managing ( if you want, 

it will pop up a dialogue box telling 

you what it's doing with the 

TRANSFER QUEUE). Creative's 

EAX signal processing, with 4-band 

equalisation is also included, along 

with the very useful Smart Volume 

Management system which effec-

tively ' normalises' volume levels 

across tracks. Overall then, this is a 

very worthwhile piece of software. 

It's bullet-proof in everyday opera-

tion and really makes the Jukebox 

2's file transfer activities a breeze 

to handle - it's just a shame it 

doesn't look better on the screen. 

isn't entirely fair, as Apple is the 

prime exponent of this art and 

charges its customers for the 

privilege. Sonically however, it's up 

there with more expensive designs, 

and really very good for its modest 

retail price - don't forget, the very 

first 32MB Rio barely cost any less! 

Creative Labs Jukebox 2 £ 199.99 

Creative Labs 

Tel: + 44 (0)1245 265265 

www.creativelabs.co.uk 
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World Verdict £011.1  
Superb sound allied to an ultra 
competitive price compensates for its 

fussy ergonomics and control layout. 
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World Verdict  
Excellent ergonomics, superb feature 
count, fine build and clean sound make 
this the class of the field at the price. 

BLUE VELVET 
David Price looks at the most polished SONICblue Rio so far, the S35 portable digital 
audio player. 

T
wree years ago, Diamond 
Multimedia - the compa-

ny that is now 

SONICblue (after previ-

ously being called 'S3') - 

as the word upon 

everyone's lips.The company was at 

the centre of a much-publicised legal 

battle with the Recording Industry 

Association of America, which slapped 

a court injunction on Diamond to 

restrain sale, contending 

that the 'Rio' (and all 

other devices of its 

type) was an 

illegal 

copy-

ing 

device. 

To cut a 

long 

story 

short, 

Diamond 

argued that it 

was merely a 

playback device 

(essentially it 

was just flash 

memory with a 

digital-to-audio con-

verter), and there-

fore exemptAfter 

weeks of wrangling, it 

won. 

It's important to recognise how 

important this all seemed at the time. 

The Rio was not the world's first MP3 

player - it's generally agreed that 

South Korean company Saehan has 

that particular accolade - but was the 

first to make it to the shops en-

masse, thanks in no small part to the 

company's pioneering legal struggles 

in the US.The original PMP300, 

launched Spring 1999, became quite 

an icon - much in the same way as the 

original Sony Walkman (called the 

'Stowaway') - and will doubtless soon 

attain cult status along with brick-

sized Nokia mobile phones and 

Sinclair ZX Spectrums! 

After cleaning up in what was a 

very highly charged market with the 

PM P500 (still a nice player today), the 

company renamed itself S3 and 

introduced the Rio 600,800 and 900 

in 2000. These were extremely 

competent designs, so much so that 

they were a little lacking in character. 

Nor were they the height of fashion 

either, as the likes of Sony and 

Samsung moved in with far trendier 

looking designs. SONICblue has now 

completely revamped the range with 

its new SIO, S30, S35 and S50.The 

previous models' awkward 'memory 

backpack' modules have gone, to be 

replaced by MMC memory expansion 

slots, offering up to 256MB of storage. 

The S30 you see hear comes with a 

perfectly adequate 64MB. 

In marked contrast to many of 

the latest crop of portable digital 

audio players, which are made from 

brittle, featherweight plastic that feels 

like it won't last a week on the road, 

the tiny (64mm diameter) S30 feels 

rugged to the touch.At the centre is a 

brilliant, fine-pitch backlit LC display - 

beautifully crisp and clear and bristling 

with information (artist name, song 

title, playing time, etc).As per the last 

Rio range it plays both MP3 and 

WMA files - disappointingly there's 

still no AAC or MP3 Pro support, 

although SONICblue says it's 

"upgradeable to future audio formats". 

Built in is an FM stereo tuner and a 

clock/ stopwatch. 

The package contains the player 

itself, a pair of mediocre in-ear phones 

(as usual, get a pair of Sennheiser 

MX500s), a carrying case with belt 

clip, an adjustable armband, a battery, 

USB cable and a disc containing Rio 

Music Manager software for both the 

PC and Mac.A 'getting started guide' 

completes the package. 

Rio Music Manager is excellent. 

It's an improved version of the code 

offered with the previous generation 

of Rios, which was already serious 

stuff. Its easy-to-use interface allows 

quick transfers of MP3 and WMA files 

from PCs or Macs via USB. RealOne 

(PC) and iTunes (Mac) software is also 

included - all 1 can say is that, as for 

the latter, it's at moments like this that 

I wish I'd bought a Mac! 

Out and about the Rio feels 

great, whether you choose to use the 

armband or simply put it in your 

pocket. It's durable, and all the 

facilities (clock. equaliser. etc.) are easy 

to get to without fumbling through 

menus and submenus, etc. One AAA 

battery provides a claimed fifteen 

hours of battery life, but my review 

sample was closer to ten. NiMH 

rechargeable batteries can be fitted if 

desired, but aren't standard. 

The USB connection is a joy - the 

Rio 500 was the first to pioneer this, 

and the S30's implementation feels 

smoother and faster still.This 

diminutive heart-shaped gadget with 

its well designed display and buttons is 

a true pleasure to carry around. 

The Rio S30 sounds genuinely 

impressive - up there with the best 

digital audio players I've heard (such 

as the old Rio 800 and the Philips 

Rush SA 126). It's on the analytical side 

- clinical even - but there's a wealth of 

midband detail, nice crisp treble and a 

taut, firm bass response. Stereo 

imaging is well defined, and the images 

project out into space well at high 

bitrates, when feeding a serious hi-fi 

system via its 6.3mm headphone jack 

at maximum outputThe only 

downside is that the Rio is just a little 

too 'digital' sounding compared to the 

warm, lush, big hearted character of 

the aforementioned Philips. 

Overall, it's an excellent product - 

a true fourth generation design with 

all its concomitant refinements and 

strengths.There's very little to 

criticise at the price, something you 

can't say of most digital audio 

portables even now. 

SONICblue Rio S30 £ 160 

www.riohome.com 
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welcome to 

world favourites  
Here's a list of products that are a good buy. We've tried to cater for a range of tastes, identifying 
strong products in every area. We're agnostic so you'll find a wide range of products, from valve 
pre-amps through to MiniDisc players. Products marked * are recently out of production but 
make a good second-hand buy. 

Prices shown are those at 

the time of the review 

Sonic Frontiers Transport Cutting edge 

design and technology. 

COMPACT DISC 

ARCAM FM) CD23 £1100 

This British-built player is extremely versatile. 

Controlled and detailed with a musical 

insight that few match. (Jul 2000) 

CAMBRIDGE CD4SE* £200 

A touch soft in the treble but outstanding in 

every other respect. ( Feb 98) 

KEN WOOD DP-3080/11* £ I80 

Has great clarity and presence for the price. 

Not as naturally expressive as the CD4SE 

though. ( Feb 98) 

LINN KARIK III* £1775 

Under rated and overlooked, the final Karik 

was a gem. Superb transport gives a brilliantly 

tight, grippy dynamic sound, albeit tonally 

rather dr y. 

MARANTZ CD- 17 KI-S £ 1100 

The Maranta excels in all areas.Without 

doubt this is one of the most involving CD 

players on the planet. Build quality is also 

exemplary. (Sep 97) 

MARANTZ CD-63 

MKII KI-S* £400 

Similar to the CD-635E but more powerful 

bass and an all-round smoother sound.The 

famous KI tweaks pay off again.Whether or 

not it is still pre-eminent against the vastly 

improved competition is a matter of opinion. 

MERIDIAN 506 20-BIT* £ 1100 

Very detailed and revealing player. More 

cerebral than visceral sounding, however. 

(May 95) 

MUSICAL FIDELITY X-RAY £800 

Commonsense sturdy CD player of 

exceptional ability. Clear and detailed with 

high quality internal processing system.The 

X- Ray is inclined to show up poor 

recordings, but it's only doing its job! ( Feb 

99) 

NAD S500 £1000 

This dynamic top of the range Silverline 

spinner delights with any type of music. 

Exciting, sophisticated sounding and highly 

recommended (Jun 2000) 

ROKSAN CASPIAN £1395 

The Caspian has a smooth, slightly bright 

sound with some of the clearest treble in the 

business.Very engaging, dynamic character. 

(Aug 97) 

ROTEL RCD 951 £300 

HDCD capability at a midrange price. Plain 

Jane looks but solid construction.There is 

some higher than average measured 

distortion which may take the edge off this 

otherwise tempting product. (Aug 99) 

COMPACT DISC 
TRANSPORTS 

SONIC FRONTIERS 

TRANSPORT £6999 

Cutting-edge design and technology combine 

to make this one very desirable product.The 

only problem is the fantasy hi-fi price. (Sep 

98) 

TEAC P-30 £2500 

Cheap it isn't, but then it sounds like a 

million digital dollars. Nothing short of 

superb. (Jun 97) 

TEAC VRDS-TI £600 

Excellent mid-price silver disc spinner with a 

powerful, expansive and warm sound. Easily 

beats most sub- l000 designs.A good choice 

for the budget concious who want the 

best.(Feb 95) 

DACs 

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO 

DACMAG1C 3* £99 

Superb value for money with extensive 

facilities and solid, detailed sonics. Upgrades 

any sub- E300 player 

DCS ELGAR £8500 

Future-proof convertor which will handle 

24/96 and 24/192. Extremely open and 

natural performer. (Nov 97) 

OPA LITTLE BIT 3* £299 

A taste of the high end on a budget. Rich, 

clean, punchy sound transforms budget CD 

players. 

MIDIMAN FLYING COW £299 

Excellent as a DAC and doubles as an ADC 

for archiving to CDR. (Jun 98) Great value, as 

is junior version Flying Calf at £ 109. ( Feb 99) 

MUSICAL FIDELITY X-DAC* £300 

A bargain for normal CDs and even better 

with HDCDs. (Nov 97) 

SONIC FRONTIERS 

PROCESSOR 3 £6999 

Quality never comes cheap! This DAC oozes 

class and when matched with the Transport 3 

is certainly up with the best. (Sep 98) 

TURNTABLES 

LINN SONDEK LPI2 BASIK £ 1100 

Off the pace these days in many respects but 

still an extremely sweet and engaging listen 

with a quintessentially analogue sound. 

www.hi-fiworld.co.uk 

MICHELL GYRODEC SE £775 

Exquisitely built, infinitely upgradeable deck 

that gives true high end sound at mid-fi 

prices. 

MICHELL ORBE £2000 

Fantastically capable all rounder with 

commanding, powerful. detailed sound that 

gets the best from almost any arm and 

cartridge. Supreme build, brilliant value. (Apr 

95) 

ORIGIN LIVE 

STANDARD (KIT) £I45 

Good in standard form with AC motor; 

frighteningly good with a DC motor and 

battery PSU. 

PINK TRIANGLE TARANTELLA(680 

Not only does the Tarantella have more style 

than a catwalk full of models, it also 

combines PT's usual clarity with real 

authority. (Oct 97) 

PRO-JECT DEBUT IC I I 0 

Straight out of the box and onto the shelf! 

Nothing short of a bargain.Vinyl's never had 

it so good, so cheaply! 

REGA PLANAR 2 £214 

Brilliant starter deck with extremely polished 

manner. Better built £274 Planar 3 is a great 

all- in-one package that eats mid-price CD 

players for breakfast. 

ROKSAN XERXES X £1295 

DSU or XPS 3.5 power supply [ 150/170 

extra. Excellent pitch stability from a new 

Swiss motor and outboard power supply. 

Very tight bass, fine dynamics and revealing 

clarity. (Jan 97) 

SYSTEMDEK IIX900*/RB250 £330 

A fine all-rounder and easy to upgrade too. 

More depth and breadth than Regs Planar 3. 

(Sep 94) 

VESTAX BDT-2000 £225 

A stylish looking deck with infinitely variable 

speed I 6-90 rpm, DC belt drive and built-in 

MM phono stage. Good value, with plenty of 

chassis room for alternative arms, if required. 

(Sep 99) 

TONEARMS 

HADCOCK 242 SE £649 

Latest of a long line of unipivot arms. Added 

mass makes the 242 suitable for both low 

compliance MCs and straw-in-the-wind high 

compliance types. Revised geometry and 

chromium plating completes a first-class job. 

(Jun 2000) 

NAIM ARO* £975 

Truly endearing and charismatic performer - 

wonderfully engaging mid-band makes up for 

softened frequency extremes 

REGA RB300 £180 

Some may prefer the simpler RB2_50 at £ 130. 

Detailed, tight rhythmic sound but tonally rather 

grey and cold-sounding. Still excellent value. though 
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Hand-crafted and professional electronics... 

Mark Levinson No.383 intectrated amplifier 

Nothing compares to the world's pre-eminent audio 
brand. High ideals, three decades building on success 
and an enviable scale of research and development 

New! PROCEED AVP2 

LoubspeAl(ers 
New Models 

art loudspeakers 

-Handcrafted 
in Scotland 
individually 
calibrated to 
musical 
accuracy by a 
blend of high 
technology 
and 
professional 
musicians 
Listen, and 
become 
Involved 

SUüUEN 

MasterCI ass range. 
Britain's High-end' Phono amp, 

fully balanced pre-amp, stereo and 
Mono Class-A amps, integrated CD player 
NEW! Integrated ClassA amplifier (£2,995). 

ART Audio 

New! ADAGIO 
CD PLAYER 

4itier,7 • rem. e 

Www.artaudic 

DIAVOLO monos (£5.995 per pair) 

ATC Active Tens 

5 CROWN TERRACE • HYNDLAND - GLASGOW G12 9HA - SCOTLAND 

t 

aeONLINE 
Web phase I launch 1 JUNE 2002 
- MONTHLY NEWSLETTER 
- USED AND DEM EQUIPMENT (1 MONTH IN ADVANCE) 
- USED CABLES AND AUDIO UPGRADES 
- AUDIO CABLES SECRETS - HINTS AND TIPS 
-LINKS, AND MUCH, MUCH MORE 

eXpeoloé ± iiiiiZ oe?ee 

UK: Next Day Delivery incl. Insurance. Overseas 2-4 days by UPS 

WWW. 

e7 2ei aesdea Le" 
.co.uk, 

.Mark Levinson 

SCOTLAND'S F 

AND 

FOREMOST DEALER 

4 day del, very by UPS 
WO#4e44.3 .4 

The GRYPHON 

CALLISTO 2200 

INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER 

-The Gryphon 
:cSUGDEN  
g Proceed  

ART Audio 

EAR / Yostiino_l 
ART Loudspeakers 
ATC • ProAC 
Revel 
Zingali 

SME 
Trichord / MICHELL 

Simon Yorke 
Lyra / Sumiko 
STAX • Ergo 

t: 0141 • 357 5700 

f: 0141 - 339 9762 

e: info@audiosalon.co.uk 

SINCE 1979 

• GUSGON G12966 SCOTLAND 
MX0141 - 3399762 

:D 



Prices shown are those at the 

time of the review 

Pro-ject Phono Box. Provides an 

inexpensive introduction to all that 

vinyl has to offer. 

SME 3009511 £309 

Once state of the art, but no longer. Weak at 

frequency extremes and detail, but its 

legendary serviceability makes it a cult in 

japan. Can be picked up for peanuts second-

hand. (Jan 93) 

SME 309 £689 

A down-market version of the IV and V with 

aluminium armtube and detachable headshell. 

Tight, neutral sound with good tonality, but 

lacks the IV's pace and precision. Like the 

older SME 3009 series, this arm is also 

available in 10" and 12" versions. (Jan 93) 

CARTRIDGES 

AUDIO TECHN ICA 

AT-110E £30 

Great starter cartridge that's refined, detailed 

and musical beyond its price. Best value MM 

under £50 

GOLDRING I 0 I 2GX £74 

An accomplished MM with a solid bass, 

slightly forward midband and clean transients. 

Very reasonable price for such an able 

performer. (Jul 93) 

DNM MICA £185 

Betters Goldring's 1042 and costs only £ I35 

on trade-in, An assured and transparent MM. 

(Feb 98) 

DYNAVECTOR DV20X-1-1 £299 

The best modern budget MC combines 

deliciously sweet sound with fantastic get-up-

and-go. High output version works a treat 

with valve phono stages too. 

MUSIC MAKER £575 

When mlr.nd with a good quality ai in, thls 

hand finished high-output pick-up gives an 

ear-boggling account of itself.Very high 

compliance ensures maximum information 

retrieval, An absolute (grain orientated) gem. 

(Feb 99) 

ORTOFON MC 7500 £2000 

Conclusive proof that there's hope for the 

world. It's a long time ago now but this high-

priced favourite still earns its niche - CD 

lovers would die if they heard it. 

(May 94) 

ORTOFON MC 15 

SUPER II £140 

Not quite as good as the dearer Supremes 

but the Super II is a splendid introduction to 

the joys of moving-coil cartridges. 

GOLDRING 1042 £130 

One of the best Moving Magnet cartridges 

going, with beautiful treble and muscular 

bass. New low price makes it a bargain. 

ORTOFON ROHMANN £ 1000 

In a way it's MC 2000 meets MC 7500 with 

great tonal strengths and a dynamo sound. 

(Apr 96) 

INTEGRATED 
AMPLIFIERS 

AUDIO ANALOGUE 

PUCCINI SE £595 

This superbly-built Italian integrated has à 

lucidity and control which leaves others 

nowhere. Sound stage a wow. (Dec 97) 

AUDIOLAB 8000a* £495 

Well rounded integrated with smooth and 

detailed sound plus a huge feature count. 

Great build makes later versions a top used 

buy. 

DENON PMA-2505E £ 160 

It might not have bags of grunt but the 

Denon can sound exceedingly natural and 

open. (Feb 97) 

McINTOSH MA6800* £3735 

The MA6800 not so much plays music as 

takes control of it, with effortless bass drive. 

(Sep 95) 

MISSION CYRUS 2 * £299 

Classic eighties minimalism combines 

arresting styling with clean, open, lively sound. 

Further upgradable with PSX power supply. 

MUSICAL FIDELITY 

X-CANS2 £160 

Warm, sumptuous, sweet sound h/phone 

amp. gives startling results with a decent set 

of headphones. 

NAIM NAIT 3 * £575 

Superb rhythms and dynamics make for great 

music making, but tonally monochromatic. 

Super optional phono stage makes it ideal for 

vinyl junkies. 

ROKSAN CASPIAN 

Smooth, warm integrated with remote 

control that works happily into most 

'speakers. (Dec 97) 

£695 

SONNETEER ALABASTER £995 

Builds on the strengths of the Campion with 

ample control, colour and drive. (Oct 97) 

PHONO STAGES 

CREEK OBH-8 SE £ 180 

Punchy, rhythmic character with oodles of 

detail makes this a great budget audiophile 

product. 

LFD MISTRAL 

PHONO STAGE * £ 00 

The Mistral has a warmth and involvement 

that make many pricier stages sound 

overpriced. 

MICHELL DELPHINI 

MONOBLOCS £ 995 

Analogue tour-de-force gives supremely 

clean, detailed and finely resolved sound with 

breathtaking dynamics. Great value, even at 

this price. 

MUSICAL FIDELITY X-LP £ 125 

One of the famous MF X series. Full marks 

throughout for clarity and detail. Switchable 

between MM and MC. Indestructible build! 

(May 99) 

PRO-JECT PHONO BOX £39 

Not the last word in many respects but a 

thoroughly honest piece of work. Inexpensive 

introduction to all that vinyl has to offer MM 

and MC provision plus choice of two 

impedances. 

ROKSAN ARTAXERXES X £950 

With the Attessa PSU the Artaxerxes X 

MM/MC stage still shines. Great stage 

depth, neutrality and tonal colour. 

(Oct 97) 

" 0, •••00" 248 Lee High Rd, London SE13 5PL ( Mon - Sat 10am to 6.30pm Closed Thurs kt Sun) 

ee Would you like to upgrade your Naim 
SYSTEMS Call 020 8318 5755 or 8852 1321 now! 

Each year we replace our Naim demonstration stock 
giving you an opportunity to make a substantial 

saving on our normal price! All products are boxed 
with full two year warranty. Only one of each available 
Interest Free period of nine months available - please call for details. 
I NAC 52 Preamp (£3850) £2690 I SuperCap Power Supply (£2450) £1195 
I NAC 102 Preamp (£ 1210) £799 I NAP 180 Power Amplifier (£ 1220) £859 
I NA CDX Player (£2470) £1129 I NAP 250 Power Amplifier (£ 1910) £1339 
I NA CDS/2 Player (£4165) £3099 I NAP 500 Power Amplifier (£ 10995) £7995 
We have a few new units available at 15% off list price - please call for details 

Featured 
NAC 82 Preamp 

one only available 

Was (2500) Offer price £1195 

Job Opportunity 
We have a vacancy for a 

young enthusiastic 18 - 20 

year old sales and customer 

service person. Experience 

not necessary but good com-

munication skills, would be an 

advantage. Above average 

income potential. Please write 

to Ian Anderson sending your 

C.V to the address above. 
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SONNETEER SEDLEY £ 99 

Combines transparency and fine dynamics 

with excellent rhythmic ability. (May 98) 

PRE-AMPLIFIERS 

AMC I 100 £ 50 

Suffers from un-defeatable tone controls but 

an extremely good value piece of kit. 

Partners the similarly budget level AMC 2200 

power amplifier, also at L150. Comfortable 

beginners choice. (Mar 99) 

AUDIO ANALOGUE 

BELLINI £475 

Showcases AA's characteristic mix of clarity 

and musicality and blasts the competition. 

(Apr 98) 

CHORD CPAI800 £ 800 

Clarity, insight and control are second to 

none - an addictive mixture. ( Mar 98) 

CROFT VITALE £350 

A modestly priced valve pre-amp with 

exceptionally transparent performance. MM 

phono stage plus three line stages are 

standard.Volume controls are separate for 

each channel, thus giving balance adjustment. 

A remarkable item in all respects. 

(Feb 2000) 

XTC PRE-I * £ 000 

Almost valve-like in its smoothness, the line-

level Pre- 1 is warm and seductively clear. 

(Nov 96) 

POWER AMPLIFIERS 

ARCAM 9 * £400 

With 70W on tap, the 9P will drive most 

loudspeakers with a spacious and detailed 

sound. Good bass welly too. ( Dec 96) 

CHORD SPM400 £ 400 

There's a sense of effortless power to the 

Chord that gives music real scale and 

presence. ( Mar 98) 

MARANTZ MODEL 9 * £3000 

Authentic reproduction monoblocs still more 

than cut the sonic mustard. Highly expensive 

and highly sought after(Mar 97) 

MICHELL ALECTO £ 989 

Crisp, clean and beautifully controlled with 

gorgeous styling. Partnered with the £ 1650 

Orca this is a superb winning combo. 

(Oct 98) 

MUSICAL FIDELITY X-A200(1000/pair 

200W of high-end monobloc power in a 

grooved tube. (Aug 98) 

NAIM NAP 180 £1060 

Partnered with a NAC82, this has classic 

Naim control, and a superbly rhythmic 

presentation. 

TUNERS 

CAMBRIDGE T500 £180 

An extremely engaging tuner with a 

performance at odds with its low price. Not 

exactly a Troughline. but you may not 

notice... ( Feb 99) 

CREEK T43 £399 

Excellent detail. separation and dynamics.A 

great little tuner and unbeatable at this price. 

(May 98) 

MARANTZ ST I 7 £600 

A positive dreadnought of a tuner. Sweet and 

refined but with a heavy punch when needed. 

A tuner of this quality demands a decent 

aerial. (Jul 99) 

MISSION CYRUS FM7* £ 00 

Clear and lucid sound puts it up with the 

best. Superb build too. (Apr 94) 

NAIM NATO3 £595 

The NATO3's warm, atmospheric sound is 

further proof of Naim's proficiency with 

tuners. (Sep 93) 

SONY ST-SA3ES* £250 

Beguiling RDS tuner for the sonically 

discerning. Good ergonomics and sensitive 

too. 

(Apr 97) 

CASSETTE DECKS 

AIWA AD-S750* £200 

Sonically a very decent machine at the price. 

Comes fitted with Dolby B. C and the dead 

handy Dolby S. (Apr 96) 

AIWA AD-S950* £300 

A stable transport, superb head and Dolby S 

make the AD-S950 an excellent all-rounder 

(Feb 95) 

KENWOOD KX-3080* £ 160 

A simple deck, but excellent-quality head and 

transport give top quality sound. 

(Oct 96) 

PIONEER CT-S7405 £430 

A great piece of engineering from Pioneer, 

with first-rate sound. (Jun 96) 

YAMAHA KX-580SE* £250 

The SE' tag is more than a marketing 

gimmick. Sound is solid and clear with Dolby 

S. (Sep 97) 

LOUDSPEAKERS 

Kef Cresta 1 loudspeakers 

A very musical sound 

CASTLE EDEN £469 

Impressively vice-free 'speakers that offer 

great transparency and involvement. One of a 

select band that simply makes music 

regardless. (Mar 97) 

EPOS ESI2 * £495 

Strong, punchy bass is allied to finely detailed, 

articulate midrange and sparkling treble. 

(Oct 96) 

KEF CRESTA 1 £ 00 

Delightfully sophisticated presentation for 

the price.VVon't blow the roof off, but will 

deliver a very musical sound. (April 2000) 

KLIPSCH HERESY II £ 100 

An outstanding high sensitivity loudspeaker 

with midrange and treble horns coupled with 

infinite baffle 12" bass driver. Effortless, fast 

and accurate. (May 99) 

MISSION 752 * £495 

Cracking mid-price mini towers combined 

HDA drive units and metal dome tweeters 

with surprisingly warm results. Benign load 

characteristics makes them great for valves. 

MISSION 77 I £ 70 

Characteristically fast, punchy Mission sound 

from the Aerogel mid/bass and silk-dome 

tweeter. (Jul 98) 

rye 248 Lee High Rd, London SE13 5PL ( lVlon - Sat 10am to 6.30pm Closed Thurs fr Sun) 

ee Would you like to upgrade your him 
SOUND•SYSTEMS Call 020 8318 5755 or 8852 1321 now! 

Each year we replace our Naim demonstration stock 
—giving you an opportunity to make a substantial 
saving on our normal price! All products are boxed 
with full two year warranty. Only one of each available 
Interest Free period of nine months available - please call for details. 
I NAC 52 Preamp (£3850) £2690 I SuperCap Power Supply (£2450) £1195 
I NAC 102 Preamp (£ 1210) £799 I NAP 180 Power Amplifier (£ 1220) £859 
I NA CDX Player (£2470) £1729 I NAP 250 Power Amplifier (£ 1910) £1339 
I NA CDS/2 Player (£4165) £3099 I NAP 500 Power Amplifier (£ 10995) £7995 
We have a few new units available at 15% off list price - please call for details 

Featured 
NAC 82 Preamp 

one only available 

Was (2500) Offer price £1795 

Job Opportunity 
We have a vacancy for a 

young enthusiastic 18 - 20 

year old sales and customer 

service person. Experience 

not necessary but good com-

munication skills. would be an 

advantage. Above average 

income potential. Please write 

to Ian Anderson sending your 

C.V to the address above. 
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QUAD ESL 63 * £3450 

A reference against which all other 

loudspeakers are judged, die '63s havé 

superb imaging and genuine transparency. 

TANNOY AMS8 * £2700 

Bold sounding pro active monitor with solid 

bass, clear midrange and delicious treble. 

(Aug 96) 

TANNOY MERCURY m2 * £ 140 

A true audiophile bargain which embarramos 

many more expensive boxes. Never mind the 

price, let your ears decide. (May 97) 

mirviniçc PLAYERS 

KENWOOD DM-9090 £500 
One of the best MD players yet.ATRAC 4.5 

gives clean and very musical recordings from 

this Kenwood. (Jan 98) 

SONY MDS-JB930Q £250 

Great mid-price machine that adds better 

build and facilities to the '530's already 

excellent sonics. 

SONY MDS-JA5OES * £ 1300 

This Sony can put the wind up Nakamichi 

cassette decks when used with better blank 

MDs. (Apr 98) 

SONY MDS-JE555ES 

MiniDisc recorder £520 

The best sounding MD deck made so far, 
thanks to awesome build and heroic ATRAC-

DSP Type R coding. 

SONY MDS-JE5I0 £300 

An impressive sound and unmatched 

convenience make this MiniDisc player an 

excellent buy. 

Pioneer DVD-7 I 7. A well built and 

solid performer. 

DIGITAL RECORDERS 

ALESIS MASTERDISK £1400 

A groundbreaking hard disc recorder with a 

built-in CD drive. An amazing bit of kit, and 

a glimpse of the future. (July 2000) 

KENWOOD DMF-9020 £500 

An excellent tool for home recording, 

combines convenience. superb sound and a 

fair price.(Aug 99) 

MARANTZ DR-17 £1100 

Probably the best sounding CD recoder on 

the market. Built like a brick out house with 

a true audiophile sound. HDCD 

compatible/July 2000) 

PHILIPS CDR-26S £360 

One of the first twin deck recorders/players 

that boasts high speed dub facility. Playback 

could be warmer, but still a bargain (Oct 99) 

PIONEER PDR-555RW £480 

Excellent mid-priced CD recorder that both 

plays and records with equal panache. 

(Oct 99) 

SONY TCD-8 DATMAN * £599 

Super clean and detailed sound makes this an 
amazing portable. Not as robust as it should 

be though. 

DVD PLAYERS 

DENON DVD-5000 £ 1600 

Monster build, as you'd expect at this price. 

Facilites and gadgets galore and drop-dead 

high end looks.A very smooth and sophis-

ticated sound, although not as good as 

similarly-priced CD players.(Mar 99) 

PIONEER DV-71 7 £700 
Well built and a olid performer, with a ue' 

24/96 digital output. Facilities in abundance 

and a controlled, exciting way with CD 

replay. Shame it lacks a Dolby Digital 

decoder!) 

(Sep 99) 

SONY DVP-S725 £490 

One of the best buys in the DVD market. 

Available in a dodgy white case, but the 

facilities and performance more than make 

up for this. Excellent with both music and 

visuals, and a whole host of up to the minute 

facilities to keep you occupied.(Mar 2000) 

HEADPHONES 

JECKLIN FLOAT 

MODEL TWO £99 

Wonderful panel- like and open sound from 

these esoteric-looking headclamps. Do not 

wear in public unless you like being made a 

fool of. 

SENNHEISSER HD-490 £50 

Good value cans with an exciting and bassy 

sound. Everything one should look for in 
headphones at a sensible price. 

INTERCONNECTS 

Nordost Blue Heaven 

A simple and effective upgrade 

CHORD COMPANY 

CHAMELEON 2 690/m 

One of our favourite favourites, the 

Chameleons are musical performers with a 

smooth yet open sound. 

DNM RESON 640/m 

Neutral and transparent, and a steal at forty 

quid! 

NORDOST 

BLUE HEAVEN 6150/m 

Some of the fastest and most transparent 
cable around.A simple and effective upgrade. 

VAN DEN HUL 

ULTIMATE THE FIRST 626010.6m 

Carbon interconnects that help you forget 

the electronics and concentrate on the 

music. Miraculous transparency. 

LOUDSPEAKER CABLE 

CHORD COMPANY 

RUMOUR 69.95/m 

The Rumour is our reference at the price. 

Tight and tuneful bass mixed with air and 

space results in a cracking cable for the 
money. 

DNM RESON 66.95/m 

This cable has a transparency of sound that's 

rarely heard at the price. Excellent value for 

money. 

NORDOST 

BLUE HEAVEN 6375/3m pair 

This isn't cheap, but it sounds absolutely fab. 

An open and spacious sound that simply 

carries music. 

SOUND.SYSTEM 

SAVE UP TO 50% ON EX-DISPLAY BARGAINS 
SONIC AS NEW WITH I YH WARRANTY 24HR DEL ONLY £5 CHECK AVAILABLITY BEFORE ORDERING 

CALL SALES:(020) 8318 5755 or 8852 1321 - 248 Lee High Road. London. SW 51k 
0°. APR is available on purchases of more than £ 660 Please call for details Contain stock before visit E&OE 

Arcam DV88 DVD Player (1Yr 0/tee)  (999.00) 

Arcam FMJ A22 Dave Amplifier ( 1Yr G,/tee) ...(1849.00) 
Arcam FMJ P25 3 Ch P/Amp (1Yr 0./tee)  (999.00) 

Unn Classik K CD system (2Yr 0/tee)  (999.00) 

Linn Karik/2 CD PlayerS/H ( 1Yr 0/tee) .(new 1850.00) 
Linn Kan 4 Speakers (2Yr 0/tee)  (325.00) 

Linn Keosa Speakers (2Yr 0/tee)  (495.00) 
Linn Kairn Line Preamp ( 1Yr 0/tee) so% ....(1400.00) 
Linn 5103 DTS System Controller (2Yr 0/tee) .(3250.00) 

Linn LP12/Lingo/Akito S/H (1YR 0./tee)  (2250.00) 
Linn Keilidh Blk S/H ( 1Yr 0/tee)  (775.00) 

Linn Sizmik Sub Woofer (2Yr 0/tee)  (995.00) 
Linn Keltik Speakers Wal (2Yr Gitee)50 )̀/0 ....(6000.00) 

£599.00 Lexicon MC1 Processor (2Yr 0/tee)  (5500.00) £3795.00 

£999.00 Naim CDX CD Player (2Yr 0/tee)  (2470.00) £1729.00 
£599.00 Naim CDS/2 Player (2Yr 0/tee)  (6256.00) £4595.00 
£749.00 Naim 102 Preamplifier (2Yr/Gtee)  (1210.00) £859.00 

£649.00 Nalm 72 Preamplifier (2Yr 0/tee)  (767.00) £429.00 
£229.00 Naim NAP 180 Power Amp (2Yr G/tee) .. .(1220.00) £899.00 

£279.00 Naim NAP 250 Power Amp S/H ( 1Yr 0/tee) (1805.00) £995.00 
£799.00 Naim NAP 250 Power Amp (2Yr 0/tee) . . .( 1805.00) £1339.00 

£2200.00 Naim Intro Spkrs - Beech (1Yr 0/tee)  (790.00) £549.00 

£1095.00 Naim NAP500 Power Amp (2Yr 0/tee) . . .( 10995.00) £7995.00 
£385.00 Rotel RV 985 DVD Player (2Yr 0/tee) 50% .(625.00) £279.00 
£749.00 TAG DV32R DVD Player (2Yr/Gtee)  (3995.00) £2995.00 

£2595.00 Yamaha AX620 AV Amplifier (2Yr/Gtee) . .  .(399.00) £279.00 
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ACCESSORIES  
CUSTOM BUILT:#Centre Speaker Stand — Ex.Demo/Mint £ 250 E 90 

Mass Filled ( Black High Gloss) Fits almost all Centre Speakers — Call to Check 
MONDIAL:# MAGIC BOX Improves your Picture! NEW £ 99 E 49 
RENAISSANCE AUDIO CABLES: Many ln Price Ex.Demo/Mint £ Call Call 
ACURUS  
A250:# 250W Stereo Amplifier ( Black) Ex.Demo/Mint £ 1400 750 
A200X3:# 3-Channel (3x200w) Power Amp. ( Black) Ex.Demo/Mint £ 1600 E 850 
AERIAL ACOUSTICS (see pictures below) (£147513) 
Model 5: Bookshelf Monitors-Pair ( Maple) Ex.Demo/Mint £2900 £1495 

Including Special Stands 
Model 713:**Floorstanding Speakers-Pair (Cherry) Ex.Demo/Mint £5000 £2500 

Plus Special Plinths 
M1111_ 
V2:# Remote PreAmplifier ( Black) Ex.Demo/Mint £ 1175 595 
M2:# Mono Power Amplifiers — Pair ( Black) Ex.Demo/Mint £ 1975£995pr 
CAIRN / EZO  
4808:# 70W Integrated Amplifier-Remote ( Silver) Ex.Demo/Mint £ 650 325 
ARIA:# 40W Integrated Amplifier — Remote ( Silver) Ex.Demo/Mint £ 450 225 
NANDA Face Nord:# Preamplifier. 2 Analog Chan. Ex.Demo/Mint£1000 E 499 

Dual Mono, 3 Transformers, Bal In/Outputs (Silver) 

BPS-400 

welcome to 

world favourites 
CASSETTE AMPLIFI 

NAKAMICHI DR-2 
A great machine with Nakamichi's legendary 
heads.The lowest cost true Nakamichi at 
the time, retailing for £600. 

NAKAMICHI CR-7 
The last of the great ones, and definitely the 
best Nakamichi ever (yes, better than a 
Dragon) 

YAMAHA TC-800G 
Early classic in serious cassette. Its ski-slope 
looks got it a cult following once it had 
ceased to be simply ugly. 

CD PLAYERS 

MERIDIAN 207 
Beautifully-built two-box with pre-amp stage. 
Very musical although not as refined as 
modern Bitstream gear No digital output. 

PIONEER PD-9I 
Built-to-last player with easy upgrade routes 
for modifiers. Not knockout as it stands but 
get one cheap and have a go! 

CAMBRIDGE CD' 
The first two box player with weighted 
mechanics and even an optional 
Dropout/error counter. Radical and effective 
at the time - a classic. 

LEAK POINT ONE,TL I 2 &TL I 0 
Ancestors of hi-fi, consequently expensive 
nowadays. As with all vintage valve stuff, 
overhauling is de rigueur before use, using 
original parts if possible. 

LEAK PRE-AMPS 
Line of 'good for their time* pre-amps. Use of 
EF86 pentode valve for high gain rules out 
ultra performance. Not the highest-fi. 

LEAK STEREO 20 
Excellent workaday classic valve amp. In good 
order the 20 will not disgrace itself.Various 
upgrades are available from specialist 
repairers. 

LEAK TL 12+ 
Plentiful monobloc equivalent of Stereo 20. 
Reasonably inexpensive and a tweakers' 
dream. Genuine valve hi-fi on a budget. 

NAD 3020 
You can't argue with success! NAD's budget 
transistor integrated gave thousands their 
first taste of hi-fi and remains great value. 

QUAD 33/303 PRE/POWER 
Great style and construction, also bullet 
proof.Warm and wooly sound, but easy 
going. A good introduction to early 
transistor audio classics. 

Garrard 401 
A legendary turntable. 

QUAD 22/Il PRE/POWER 
One of the all-time classic valve amplifiers. 
Unusual circuit but it works beautifully. 22 
pre-amp not up to today's standards. 

SUGDEN A21 
Seventies transistor integrated has an 
eminently likeable smoothness and musicality. 
Limited inputs via DIN sockets. 

TECHNICS SE-A5 Mk2 
Nice transformer and electronics, shame 
about the casework.With tweaking, this 
I 50watter can sound sweet. 

LOUDSPEAKE 

KLIPSCHORN 
Not exactly plentiful or cheap but a splendid 
beast. For efficiency they have seldom been 
equalled. Space hungry! 

ima 
AUDIO 
ILLUSION 
3 Langley Broom 

ngley, Berkshire SL3 8NB 

2 mins. Junc.5 off the M4) 

EL: (01753) 542761 FAX: (01753) 772532 

pen 10am-8pm (Mon-Sat) By appointment only 

www.audioillusion.co.uk 

ailto:auttioillusion@btinternet.com 

EVERYTHING MUST GO 

MASSIVE CLEARANCE SALE 

AT PRICES NEVER TO BE REPEATED 

**AIL ITEMS SOLD WITH A WARRANTY** 

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED** 

**MANY HALE PRICE OR LESS!!!!**  

STRAIGHT AUDIO/HOME THEATRE!!! 

RETAIL SALE CHORD ( see pictures belowl RETAIL SALE 
CPA3200E: Preamplifier + Legs ( Silver/Gold Badge) Ex.Demo/Mint £4887 E POA 
DAC64: D to A Converter (Silver/Gold Badge) Ex.Demo/Mint £1900 E 1350 
OTHER CHORD PRODUCTS AVAILABLE — PLEASE CALL FOR MORE INFO 

ENLIGHTENED AUDIO DESIGNS 
RF DEMODULATOR: # (Black) Ex.Demo/Mint 
MIRAGE — Just a few of the AWARDS won - bottom centre  
Mlsi: ***Reference Bipolar Loudspeakers S/Hand/Mint 

(Piano Black) 
M3si:***Bipolar Floorstand Speakers (Piano Black) S/Hand/Mint 
MC-si**# Magnetically Shielded Centre Speaker S/Hand/Mint 

(Piano Black) 
BPS-400: **# 400W Active Bipolar Subwoofer Ex.Demo/Mint 

(Piano Black) 
FIEGA ( l' Series — see picture top right of advertisement) 
S3: Satellites with Wall Brackets,Pair ( Aluminium) Ex.Demo/Mint 
S4: Floorstanding Speakers —Pair ( Aluminium) 
S4C: Centre Speaker ( Aluminium) 
P4L: ** Floorstanding Speakers —Pair ( Aluminium) 
P4C:** Centre Speaker ( Aluminium) 

Ex.Demo/Mint 
Ex.Demo/Mint 
Ex.Demo/Mint 
Ex.Demo/Mint 

£ 6(10£199 

£60130 £1995 

£3400 £1395£  
600 E 275 

£1300 695 

£ 499£250 
£1095 £ 550 
£ 440£220 
£1695 E 850£  
840£430 

** AWARD WINNERS / 5 STAR BEST BUYS !!!!!!! 
# Email for picture of unit/item 
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LEAK SANDWICH 
Rather warm sounding big infinite baffle but 
cheap with it. With a reasonably powei ful 
amp can sound quite satisfying. 

LOWTHER PM6A 
High quality full- range driver; still 
manufactured. High sensitivity, as fitted to 
many classic horn designs. 

MAGNEPLANAR SMGa 
Touch dry in the bass but a technological 
loudspeaker with genuinely musical abilities. 

MISSION 770 
Father of the 77 range which continues to 
this day. Well mannered with a warm sound 
and a kind load to amplifiers. 

QUAD ESL57 
Unrivalled. Properly serviced there is nothing 
like them.Their natural presentation may 
make them caviar to the general. 

YAMAHA NS 1000M 
Hi-tech favourites of the Japanese and 
Americans.Viewed more warily in the UK 
but can give excellent results. 

TANNOY GRF & AUTOGRAPH 
Folded horn monsters which certainly sound 
good if you have the space. For Tannoy 
vintage see HEW November 1998. 

WHARFEDALE SUPER 8 RS DD 
Ideal experimenters driver. High sensitivity 
-14,000 Gauss magnet and extended 
frequency range. Inexpensive too! 

TANNOY YORK, LANCASTER 
Many similar models of infinite baffle or 
reflex design. Not the last word in tautness 
but the drivers work well in modern 
cabinets. 

=NIP 
ACOS LUSTRE 
Very honest piece of kn, well made and easiFy 
adjusted.Vinyl beginners could do very much worse. 

ALPHASON HR1OOS 

First class arm, up to present-day standards 
Buy carefully, though, as there's no service 
available now. 

AR1STON RDII 
A one-time king of turntables very similar to 
the Linn LP I 2. Now deposed but worth a 
look at the right price. 

LINN AXIS 
Uncomplicated, lower-price version of the 
famous Sondek. Less expensive than some of 
its stablemates. 

GARRARD 301 & 401 
Legendary turntables, once fairly plentiful. 
Excellent back-up available; many different 
custom plinths available. High quality. 

GOLDRING LENCO 88 & 99 
Great deck for the kitchen table enthusiast. 
Garrard fans won't look at 'em but cheap and 
capable. Servicing available. 

HADCOCK 228 

Recently out-classed by Hadcock's updated 
228 Special Edition but a proper hi-fi arm for 
all that. Makers still service. 

MICHELL FOCUS ONE 

20 years and still going strong. Early runner in 
the 'modern' turntable cycle with a first class 
arm. Factory servicing available. 

SHURE M75 

Recent line-contact improvements have left 
the M75 behind bur the wide range of 
needles make it a handy tool. 

SME 3009 IIS 
Everlasting classic cone-arm. Spares 
permanently available from SME. No longer 
the last word but peanuts second-hand. 

THORENS TO 124 
Best classic deck ever? 
Judging by the prices they fetch it's possible - 
78rpm toot 

beyer dynamic)))) 

AURAL STIMULATION 

Distributed by: Henley Designs 
01235 511166 www.henleydeslons.co.uk 

e-mail: infoehenleydesigns.co.uk 

THORENS TD150 
Mid-price deck with a keen following. No 

real difficulty with servicing - novices may 
find the suspension system unnerving. 

TRIO L-07D 
Knockout heavyweight from 1980 with 
stainless bearing and Illb platter! Not a give-
away and beware! - spares scarce. 

LEAK TROUGHLINE (ORIGINAL) 
Interesting ornament but no longer hi-fi. 
Limited coverage of 88MHz to 100MHz only. 

LEAK TROUGHLINE II & III MONO 
Arguably the best-sounding tuners ever. 
Adaptation for stereo easy via phono 
multiplex socket. 

LEAK TROUGHLINE III STEREO 
Excellent tuner with indifferent stereo 
decoding circuit. Best when adapted to use 
modern outboard decoder. 

MARANTZ ST-8 
Possibly the ultimate Tardis console, including 
an oscilloscope for checking the strength of 
signal. Expensive even now. 

Leak Troughline II Mono 

Arguably the best sounding tuner ever 

MANTRA AUDIO 
Specialist Siipplif.rsç,f Audio Accessorirs 

WINIAL ma ntra-audio.co.uk 
1P,TRCE SELECTION STYLUS FiLF'LACFIVIFN _ TYLI 

tin 
1006 
1012 GX 
1022 GX 
042 
roica LX/H 
te 

£76 
£95 
£124 
£143 
£133 
£232 

£62 GEX £52 
£76 GEX £67 
£100 GEX £86 
£114 GEX £100 
£109 GEX 
£190 GEX 

GEX - Exchange pike or a Goldring 
Any make/model of cartridge accepted 

Audio Technica 
AT 95 E 
AT 110 E 
AT OC 9 ML 

Denon 
DL 110 
DL 160 

£23 £15 
£28 £16 
£330 £280 EX 

£79 
£95 

o 
Prestige Black £40 
Prestige Gold £110 

Ortofon 
510 Mk II £34 
MC 15 Super II £130 
MC 25 FL £227 
MC 10 Supreme £304 
MC 20 Supreme £382 
MC 30 Supreme £452 
Kontrapunkt B £643 
Rohmann £837 

Shure 
M 97 XE £98 
V 15 V XMR £304 

iko 

£110 EX 
£193 EX 
£258 EX 
£323 EX 
£385 EX 
£548 EX 
£742 EX 

Point Special £265 £237 EX 

£27 
£73 

£22 

£58 
£204 

EX — Exchange price for MC from 
above companies 

Swiss Quality Diamond Styli 
ADC XLM Mk 111 
Akai AN 5, AN 60 

AN2, AN 70 
Dual DN 145 E, DN 165 E 
&sicking 6000 
JVÇ OT 55 DT ho 
National EPS 24 CS, P 30 0, p 33 D 
Ortofon FF 15 E II, VMS 20 E II, OM 20 
Pioneer FN 210, FN 220, FN 240 
Shure N 75C SC 35 C 

N 75 ED T2. N 75 EJ T2 £16.00 
N 95 ED. N 95 EJ, N 75 3 (78) £16.00 
VN 35 E £18.00 
N 95 HE. N 97 HE. VN 35 HE f.25.00 

Sony ND 142 G. ND 155 G, CN234 £12.00 
ND 143 G. ND 150 G, ND 200 G £14.00 

• • Over 500 Styli Types Stocked •** 

£16.00 
£12.00 
£14.00 
£16.00 
£14.00 
£12.00 
£12.00 
£t6.00 
£12.00 
£12.00 

HEADPHONE SELECTION 

GRADO 
Prestige Series SR-60 £85 

SR-80 £104 

SR-125 £152 
SR-225 £199 

SR-325 £294 
Reference Series RS-1 £641 

RS-2 (new) £495 

All items guaranteed 
authentic new orignals 

see our websste for full selection 
of accessories 

order direct from our secure 
online catalogue 

MAIL ORDER LI•10 DAYS) PRICES ( INC P&P) INSURANCE FOR UK 
uel IVERY • £5 FOR EUROPE DELIVERY & £ 12 FOR US WURLDWIDE nRiVERY TO 

COVER INSURANCt UN 11RDERS OVER £ 50 VALUE  

Tel/Fax (01757) 288652 e-mail: enquiry b mantra•audio.co.uk C---'13 

MANTRA AUDIO )HFW), 22 GARTH AVENUE. NORTH DUFFIELD SELBY NORTH YORKS YO8 5RP 
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Choice 
hi-fi 
youchoo s e 

Choice hi-fi make it easy for i 

you to fulfill your sonic 

dreams. Quality hi-fi is not just 

about expensive brandnames. 

It's about aspiring to the very 

best sound, about choosing 

your ideal system from the 

widest selection in the country, 

in a unique no-pressure 

environment. 

Y ourchoice 
•Acoustic Energy 
•Advantage 
•ATC 
•Audible Illusions 
•Audio Physic 
•B.A.T 
•Boulder 
•Bryston 
•Cary 
•C AT. 
•Chord 
•Clear Audio 
•Denon 
•DNM 
•Egglaston Works 
•Electrograph Delphi 
•Genelec 
'Gryphon 
•Graham 
•Imerge 
•J M Lab 
•Krell 
•Lexicon 
•Linn 
•Loewe 
•Lutron 
•Lyra 
•Mark Levinson 
•Michell Eng. 
•Musical Fidelity 
•Naim 
•NEC 
•Nordost 
*Oracle 
•Ortofon 
•Plinius 
•P.M.C. 
•Primare 
•Project 
•Quadraspire 
•REL 
•Rockport 
•Roksan 
•Rotel 
•Ruark 
•Seleco 
•SME 
• Straight Wire 
•Sugden 
•Tara Labs 
•Teac 
'Totem 
'Transfiguration 
•Trichord 
'Trilogy 
•Van den Hul 
•VPI 
'Wilson Audio 
'Wilson Research 
•YBA ' 

15% off all items marked throughout January 

HI-FI HOME MULTIROOM BUY/SELL 
CINEMA INSTALL 

CZ:bunt- ter-1y S.ale 

Kenwood L 1000C pre,' L I 000M Power Amp 
Exposure VII pre + XII psu 
Harmon Kardon AVP1 
Dynalab SDA 2.8 Pre 
Magnum Dynalab P 200 Pre 
Trilogy 901 Pre 
Quad•FM4 Tuner 
den Enlightenment DAC 

e..", thismonth 
FEATURED SYSTEM OF THE 
Gamut D200 new 
JM Lab Micro Utopia + Std Blk 
CAT SL I ( Black) 
Audio Aero 32/192 Capitole CD 

POWER AMPLIFIERS 
Krell FPB 2000 
Roksan M1.5 Monoblocks 
Chord SPM 1200E /Integra) 
Chord SPM 1203 (3 Channel) 

PRE AMPLIFIERS 
Roksan 2.5 Pre + 1.5 psu 
Chord DSC 1600E (dac/pre) 

LOUDSPEAKERS 
Audio Physic Caldera 
Aerial Acoustic SW 12 Sub Woofer, Maple 
JM Lab Mini Utopia + Stand, Red Cherry 

CD PLAYERS & DACS 
Pink Triangle Da Capo 2.4 bit 
Ortofon Rohman 'new" 

P cz, w c e- ampltfi ers 
Krell FPB 600 
Meridian 558 ( 5.-channel) 
Plinius SA 102 new" 
Audio Research D200 
Musical Fidelity PI80 
Musical Fidelity CRPS 
Vincent T.A.0 SV 236 Integrated 
Bryston 4 BSST 
Michaelson Audio Odyseus 
Jadis Defy 7 mk III 
Mark Levinson No 27 
Linn Treble Active Card 
Linn Bass Active Card 
Audio Research VTI50se Monoblocks 
Cello Duette 350 
Trilogy 948 
Gamut D200 "new" 
Primare A20 Integrated 
Musical Fidelity F15 
Audio Innovations S1000 mk Ill monos 
Krell Kay 500i 
Krell FPB250M 
Krell MDA 300 
Cary SLA 70 mk 11 Silver 
Boulder 500 AE 
Acuphase E203 Integrated Amp 
Krell FPB 300 
Linn Klassik CD/Amp .silyer 
Boulder 1060 Power new" 
Primare 30.1 mk II Integrated 
Krell 250 A/3 3 Chanel' amp 
YBA Passion Stereo "new" 
Sunfire 300 Power Ame 
Plinius 250 mk IV ' new' 
Cary 805 C Monoblocks "new" 

AN/ components 
AV COMPONENTS 
Lexicon DC2 
SIM 2 HT 300 
Primare P30 Processor 
Linn Klassik DVD 
Audio Refinement Pre 5 " new" 
Lexicon MCI "new" 
Lexicon MCI2 f MCI2B 

TELEVISIONS & DVD 
Loewe Xemix DVD "new" 
Loewe Aconda 
Loewe Planus + Std 
Loewe Xelos + Std 
Loewe L2A Active Speakers 

PLASMAS/LCD/PROJECTORS 
From NEC/ Panasonic/Pioneer/Sharp frail 
Electrograph Delphi/Seleco/Sony/Sanyo 
Panasonic TH-42 PWD5 "new" 

P amplifiers 

items 
Our 
Price 

[Offers 
£595,00 
£175.00 
£195.00 
£695.00 
£395.00 
£225.00 
£395.00 

MONTH 
£0n Dem 
new 
£2,595.00 
£0n Dem 

PLAYERS 

Ar can, Delta I 10 fore amp 
Audio Research SP14 
Audio Research LS7 
Audio Research SPI6L 
Audio Research LS1 
McCormak Line Drive 
CAT SL I (Black) 
Audio Synthesis Passion 8m bal/ remote 
Audio Research LS3 
Musical Fidelity F22 

£3,995.00 
£2,495.00 
£4,495.00 
£4,195.00 

L 1,095.00 
£4,750.00 

£4,995.00 
£2,995.00 
£2,995.00 

Original 
Retail Price 

£2,500.00 
£1,200.00 
- 

L600.00 
£ I ,900.00 
£995.00 
£450.00 
£ - 

£3,250.00 
£3.899.00 
£4,995.00 
£4.500.00 

£8,000.00 
£4,600.00 
£6,000.00 
£5,500.00 

£2,000.00 
£6,500.00 

£10,000.00 
£5,200.00 
£5,400.00 

£795.00 £ 1,800.00 
£850.00 £ 1,050.00 

£6,995.00 
£1,995.00 
£0n Dem 
CI 795.00 
£450.00 
£495.00 
£0n Dem 
£0n Dem 
£695.00 
£2,750.00 
£2 495.00 
£64.00 
£69.00 
£7,995.00 
£4,995.00 
£995.00 
£0n Dem 
£395.00 
£1,395.00 
£1,395.00 
£3,495.00 
£6,450.00 
£4,995.00 
£1.295.00 
£3,495.00 
£795.00 
£5,995.00 
£895.00 
[On Dem 
£1,350.00 
£2,995.00 
£3,995.00 
£995.00 
£0n Dem 
[On Dem 

£1.995.00 
£7,500.00 
£1.295.00 
LOn Dem 
LOn Dem 
£3.500.00 
LOn Dem 

£12,998.00 
£3,500.00 
£3,750.00 
£3,400.00 
£900.00 
£900.00 
£1,495.00 
£2,350.00 
£1,500.00 
£6,000.00 
£6 000 00 
£10.0è 
£120.00 
£16,800.00 
£10,000.00 
£2,000.00 
£3,250.00 
£750.00 
£2,500.00 
£3,000.00 
£5,498.00 
£10,000.00 
£12,000.00 
£2,250.00 
£5,500.00 
C -
£9,990.00 
£1,030.00 
£16,500.00 
£1,500.00 
£4,698.00 
£5,995.00 
£2.400.00 
£6,350.00 
£8,250.00 

£3.500.00 
£9,000.00 
£2.000.00 
£2,000.00 
£895.00 
£5,500.00 
L8100.00/ 
£8900.00 

BY LOEWE 
[On Dem £495.00 
£P0A 
£P0A 
£P0A 
£P0A 

£4000.00 POA 
-£4,995.00 POA 

£295.00 £750.00 
£1,395.00 £ - 
£995.00 £ 1,800.00 
£1,695.00 £ 1,999.00 
£945.00 £2 000.00 
£395.00 £995.00 
£2,595.00 £4,995.00 
£995.00 £ 1,895.00 
£1,095.00 £ 1,997.00 
£695.00 £ 1,500.00 

Audible Illusions P3Amc £2,450.00 £3,400.00 
Audiolab 8000 Q Pre £695.00 LI ,295.00 
AVI S2000 MP remote pre £495.00 £ 100000 
Krell KSL 2 Pre £1,750.00 £3,000.00 
Cary SLP98L Remote Pre x-dem £1,795.00 £2,794.00 
Boulder 1012 (pre amp/ 24.96 dad Phono) £0n Dem LI3,000.00 
Krell KSL + Phono £1,295.00 £ - 
YBA 1 Alpha Pre mm/mc + psu "new" £2,495.00 £4.900 00 
YBA Passion Pre (inc Phono) £3,995.00 £5,595.00 
Boulder 2010 Pre £P.O.A £30,000.00 
Plinius 16L "" £0n Dem £3,200.00 
CAT. ultimate reference Pre Amp Inc/Phono "new" [On Dem £5,750.00 
Audible Illusions P3A Pre MM/MC mk II "new" £0n Dem £3,374.00 
Naim 42.5 £150.00 £450.00 

C:;) ,i-11 t speakers 
Mirage M3 si 
Linnl<abers (Active) 
Rel Q 200 E 
Rd l Q 150 E 
Audio Physic Luna Sub (wood) 
Audio Physic Yara 
Vienna Acoustics Mahler 
Vienna Acoustics Mozart 
Vienna Acoustics 5.1 
Cabasse io 5.1 
JM  926 (x-demo) 
M Lab Sib & Cub (5ek s4s) 
ue Room Minipod ite 

Blue Room Minipod Sub lue) 
Blue Room Minipod Sub 
IMLab Mini Utopia + Std (Rosewood) "new" 
SD Acoustics SDI 
Martin Logan SU 
1M Lab Cábalt 826 
B+W DM 602 S2 
ATC SCM 20A 
Audio Physic Avanti Ill X-dem 
Genelec 205 Active Monitors 
Audio Physic Virgo III "new" 
Audio Plan Contrast 3 
Avalon Ascents 
JM Lab Micro Utopia + Std Blk"new" 
M Lab Mezzo Utopia 
Audio Physic Tempo Ill "new" 
Naim SBL's 
ClaraVox Maglifica 
Audio PhysiciSpatic "new" 
Rogers 1.555 "new" 
Alt SCM 10 +stds 

Li) F_), I . a y cc e-

DACS 
Marantz 17 Ki Sig 
Myryad MDV 200 DVD 
Arcam Delta I 70 Transport 
Meridian 500 Transport + MSR 
Audio Research CD2 
YBA CD 3 Delta 
Alchemist Kraken 24 bit CD 
Audiomeca Damnation CD Transport 
Vincent T.A.0 CD S3 
Maranta CD7 
Primare V20 DVD/CD 
Mark Levinson No 39 
Mark Levinson 3905 ,(upgrade 
Audio Aero 32/192 apitole CD 
Primare V25 CD/DVD 
Thule Spirit CD 
Wadia X 64.4 AT&T/ Bal 
Theta Pro Geny 
YBA CD 1 Delta "new" 
Tag Macaren CDT 2OR 
Audio Lab 8000 DAX 
Mark Levinson 30.5/ 31 
Krell KPS 25s 24/96 
Acuphase DP7OV 
YBA CD Speciale 
Boulder 2020 dac 
Krell KPS 25sc 
Theta Data II Transport AT + link 
YBA CD Integre "new" 

11111.1111111111:Szanaloque 
Revox BI60 Tuner £450.00 
Decca London Gold (original Garrott Brothers) £ 1,495.00 
Linn Linto Phono 
SME 30/2 A "" 
Moth Record Cleaning m/c 
Project RPM4/ Ortofon 510 "new" 
Project RPM9/ Ortofon Rohmann "new" 
Ortofon Rohmann 
Adjuster Racks (Aluminium/ Perspex) 
Pierre Lurne JI / SL5 
Ortofon Kontrapunkt a/b "new" 

£1,995.00 £4,100.00 
£1.195.00 £2,500.00 
£0n Dem £650.00 
£0n Dem £500.00 
£0n Dem £ 1,799.00 
[On Dem £999.00 
£0n Dem £6,000.00 
iOn Dem £ 1,700.00 
[On Dem £3,500.00 
[On Dem £2,170.00 
£1,750.00 £2 149.00 
[On Dem £859.00 
£225.00 £298.99 
£625.00 £749.00 
£415.00 £468.99 
£2,5'95.00 £5,780.00 
£695.00 £ 1,650.00 
£1,995.00 £3,399.00 
£0n Dem £ 1,279.00 
£195.00 £330.00 
£1.995.00 £3,300.00 
£6,499.00 £7 499.00 
[On Dem £750.00 
[On Dem £4,000.00 
£1,395.00 £3 200 00 
£6,995.00 £ 1,000.00 

£3,899.00 
£4995.00* £7,799.00 
[On Dem £2,000.00 
£1 295.00 £2,225.00 
£51?95.00 * £ 14 500.00 
£0n Dem £ 1 ,i49.00 
£330.00 £430.00 
£795.00 £ 1,200.00 

£750.00 £ 1,200.00 
£750.00 £995.00 
£295.00 £650.00 
£795.00 £ 1,450.00 
£2,495.00 £3,500.00 
£0n Dem £2.200.00 
£795.00 LI .600 00 
£750.00 £ 1.600.00 
£0n Dem £ 1,300.00 
£2,795.00 £3,500.00 
£750.00 £ 1,000.00 
£3.495.00 £5,000.00 
£4,995.00 £6,495.00 
£0n Dem £4.500.00 
[On Dem £ 1,000.00 
£695.00 £900.00 
£1,595.00 £5,000.00 
£595.00 £ 1,295.00 
LOn Dem £4,400.00 
£995.00 L 1 .500.00 
£995.00 L I,600.00 
£9,995.00 £24,000.00 
L14,995.00 £22,500.00 
£1,895.00 E - 
£395.00 £675.00 
LP.O.A. £24,000.00 
£16,995.00 £23,498.00 
£1,995.00 £4,000.00 
LOn Dem £ 1,195.00 

Michell Gyro SE/ RB300 "new" 
Elemental 4 Tier (Fixed) 
Michell Orbe/QC 
Audio Synthesis Phono Eq mm/mc 
Gryphon Phono Pre-Amp (dual mono) Head Amp 
Parasound TIQ1600 (remote tuner) 
SME Series V Arm "new" 
Wilson Benesch Act 2 arm 
Musical Surroundings Phonomena Phono Stage 
Pink Triangle PT SA7RB300SNV 
Plinius I 4 'Phono "new" 
Cary PH301 MM/MC 
Nackamichi DR 3 
Tom Evans - The Groove "new" 
Clear Audio Reference Mc_phono stage X-demo 
Regs Planer 3 + Hi Fi News Out Board Power Supply 
Clear Audio Symphono phono stae X-demo MM/MC 
Lavardin Reference Phono "new' 

£10,495.00 
£395.00 
[On Dem 
[On Dem 
£0n Dem 
£0n Dem 
£1,695.00 
[On Dem 

£0n Dem 
£1,295.00 
£1,495.00 
£795.00 
£795.00 
£295.00 
£1,350.00 
£895.00 
£495.00 
£795.00 
£0n Dem 
£895.00 
£225.00 
[On Dem 
£1,695.00 
£320.00 
£640.00 
[On Dem 

£995.00 
£ Priceless 
£900.00 
£12,289.00 
£ - 
£325.00 
£2,050.00 
£1,050.00 
Frm£300.00 
£4000.00 
£500.00 
/£750.00 
£1.100.00 
£2,000.00 
£2,200.00 
[ - 
£1,600.00 
£400.00 
£1,650.00 
£1,400.00 
- 

[ - 
[2,750.00 
[1,695.00 
£400.00 
£1,795.00 
£2,065.00 
£423.00 
£740.00 
£2,500.00 

tei:020 8392 1959SzO2O 8392 1963 
.f 17 X: 20 8392 1994 711111info@choice-hifi.com 

Open from 10am to 6pm Mon•Sat and other times by appointment. 
Buy, sell, exchange quality hi•fi equipment. 

We accept all major credit cards. Finance available subject to status 
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NEW! 
Visit our web site at 

www.chelmervalve.com 
to view our entire valve 

catalogue and buy on 
line! 

.-,>7 
Falcon Acoustics Ltd 

Falcon Electronics, Basically Sound 

hup://wwwfulcon-acouNtics.co.uk 

Full Price List and Focal details on Web Site 

DRIVE UNITS: by FOCAL & SeaS, and a pick of the best from other manufacturer, 

100+ CROSSOVER NETWORKS: - Active & Passive. Components. Accessories. 
New E.S3/5A type Crossovers 

COMPONENTS 

SOLEN Polypropylene capacitors. 0.1mFd. to 100mFd. 

Polyester and Polycarbonate Film Capacitors. O. I inFd. to 10mFd. 
ALCAP Reversible Electrolytic Capacitors ( Non-Polar): 50s. 10h. & Low Loss. 2mfd. to 60amFd. 

FALCON Custom-wound Inductors. 
FERRITE:- Standard. High Power. Super Power. Super-Super Power 

AIRCORED 0.56 - I.25mm wire; IRON DUST. I nun wire 
TAPPED INDUCTORS:- 0-10m11 in t mH steps & 0-ImH in 0.ImH steps 

AUDIO AMATEUR PUBLICATIONS 
Back year sets of Speaker Builder. Audio Amateur & Glass Audio, plus the Audio Anthology Set 

Altogether 50+ hooks and 50+ Audio Amateur's magazine year sets. 
2001/2 year sets on CD-R only 

Ritn: 'State of the Art' Units & Kit Designs' 

NEW Focal Unit Range 
as pioneered in the Utopia range of systems. 

Price List 8.: Unit Specs FREE on Web site - in vif format 

5W4211 6W4311 7W4411 8W5411 10W6411 

Plus: Audiom 6 WM 

7K6411 (replacement for Audiom 7K-/7K2) 
TC120TD5 - TC90TD5 & TC90TD5B 

All normal stock items 

SUPPLIERS TO THE TRADE SINCE 1972 

Send for our FREE price list PIJO: Just send a large SAE (44p stamp) or USS2 hill overseas. 
Europe USSI bill or 3 International Reply Coupons ( IRC) to:-( Dept HFW) Tabor House. 

Norwich Road. MULBARTON. Norwich, Norfolk. NR14 81T Tel ( 0)1508 578272 

Check Web site for Change of address - We are moving early in the New Year 

audioXpress,. It Just Sounds Better 

Your Favorite Audio - 
One New Magazine! 

- PROJECTS 

-0- REVIEWS 

-30- THE NEWEST 
TECHNOLOGIES 

AUDIO 
CLASSROOM 

and Much More! 

Subscribe To This 
Great Monthly 

Publication Today! 

audioXpress • PO Box 876 • Peterborough, NH 
03458-0876 USA • Phone: 603-924-9464 

Fax: 603-924-9467 • E-mail: custserv@audioXpress.com 

ofrerAn www.audioXpress.com 

Rediscover 
the beauty of 
pure sound.... 

if 

• 
We have been supplying tubes to the audio market for over 40 
years. Only valves that pass our stringent in house QC tests are 
used for the CVC Premium brand, and our no fuss guarantee 
ensures your complete peace of mind. When available, we also 
stock the justifiably famous brands such as Brimar, GEC, Mullard, 
RCA Telefunken etc. So why compromise? Our sales and technical 

staff are just a telephone call away. To put it simply  

YOUR NEEDS...OUR BUSINESS. 

CC Chelmer Valve Co Ltd 
The Stables, Beddow Park, Great Baddow, 

Chelmsford, Essex CM2 7SY 
Tel: +44 1245 241300 Email:sales@chelmervalve.com 

Fax: +44 1245 241309 www.chelmervalve.com 

WHITE NOISE 
AUDIO KITS, MODULES, COMPONENTS 

PRODUCTS INCLUDE:- Power Amplifiers 30-
250W, Preamplifiers, Phono stages, Active 
Crossovers, Power Supplies, Buffer Amplifiers, 
Balanced line drivers / receivers, Stepped attenua-
tors, Gold plated connectors, Cables, Capacitors, 
Resistors, Semiconductors, Transformers, 
Subwoofers, Loudspeaker drive units 

WHITE NOISE 

II STATION ROAD 

BEARSDEN 

GI ASGOW 

G61-4AW 

Web:- http://www.wnaudio.com 

Email:- david.white38@ntlworld.com 

Tel:- 0141-942-2460 (until 9pm) 

Fax:- 0141-587-7377 
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MOTH TO A FLAME 
The website www.mothaudio.com belongs not to Moth 

of U.K. audio but an American company that details 

numerous esoteric valve amplifiers which have a 

particular retro look about them - it's equipment that 

wouldn't look out of place in Captain Nemo's submarine. 

All items are fully built and look totally individual.They 

have a 3008 single-ended stereo integrated, giving 

lOwatts aside, a single-ended using a 45 valve giving a 

gentle 2watts, also a 2A3 integrated giving 3watts.And a 

couple of passive pre-amplifiers. 

An amplifier that you will see in their special offers 

section is the M304TL , a 35watt single-ended amplifier 

that uses the colossal 304TL.Also they have a barmy 

novelty item called the Nitelite that you can buy for 

$595.00. Basically, it is an elaborate box that holds a 15e 

radar tube with a huge dial on the front panel that varies 

Nitelite 

its light intensity. 

With all these single-ended designs you need a high 

sensitivity speaker and lo and behold they have just the 

one, the Cicada, that has a sensitivity of 94dB, using a full 

frequency range driver of their design.The built speaker is 

only $595.00 and they sell the drivers at only $89.00 a 

piece. 

You will find the items that Moth sell are actually very 

reasonably priced and definitely worth a look. 

FULL OF ESTONIAN SOLDERING ON 
PROMISE 

'Audio from Estonia', as it says on the 

site. Here's a well structured site that 

details a huge range of speakers fi uili 

hi-end hi-fi to surround-sound.The 

drivers are their own brand and 

definitely look the part.The company 

also make and sell transformers, chokes 

and power supplies.What interested us 

was their excellent documentation for 

a six-strong range of kit speakers, with 

full box plans, crossover diagrams and 

even explanations of where to put the 

wadding. 

Orpheus Loudspeaker 

M304TL amplifier 

For those of your who only buy the ‘kikklaitelleehele 

best in tools then may we point out 

Weller's VVSL precision soldering 

station.This beauty can warm up from 

50 degrees centigrade to 350 degrees 

in 7 seconds flat, plus an automatic 

temperature set back facility that 

reduces the tip temperature to 150 

degree after 20 minutes of no use to 

prolong tip life, Temperature is set by means 

of up and down push buttons and a 3 digit LED 

display. Excellent for those who like to 

experiment in different melting point solders.The 

new device is available from Rapid Electronics, price £ 199.50 excluding VAT, 

code number 85-515OP. 

RESPECT THE AUTHORITY 11 Another American site - these guys love their hifi.This site represents 

Samaghi Acoustics who make speaker kits that specialise in upward firing • 

driver arrangements.Also, detailed are Black Dahlia Acoustics, who also do 

speaker kits. One took my interest immediately, the Basszilla kit. Available -• 

in two versions, both feature a 15 inch bass unit, The more expensive one 

uses the Lowther DX4 full range driver and sells for $2700.00. all in, whilst 

the cheaper version uses Fostex FE208 and sells for 

$1000.00. Both version boast 97-98dB sensitivity so are 

excellent for the single-ended valve user. 

http://store.hifiauthority.com 

The Bass Zilla 

WSL Station 
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BUILDING 
STONES 

Ever fancied building your own ribbon tweeter loudspeaker? Clive Meakins 
assembles the Visaton Topas — a Gem from Wilmslow Audio. 

V
isaton are a German 
speaker technology 

company that offers a 

huge range of drive 

units and complete 

speaker designs.Their 

products are now available in the UK 

from Wilmslow 

Audio.You can buy 

drive units with pre-

assembled crossovers 

and Wilmslow Audio 

are starting to pro-

duce Visaton-

Unlike so many "generic" 

speakers on the market today, the 

Topas features high quality drive units 

that suggest it will have an 

interesting, high quality sound.The 

drive unit and crossover kit costs 

£646.25, the cabinet kit is E150 extra 

at a good price.The Topas is a small 

floorstanding speaker that is designed 

to be on the borderline between 

vented bass and transmission- line. It 

certainly possesses a small footprint. 

Just I 65mm wide, 225mm deep and 

standing 900mm tall or a touch more 

with spikes. The 

front edges of 

designed cabinets. 

This provides a very 

quick and easy way 

to build a pair of 

speakers without needing special 

tools or skills.The first full kit avail-

able from Wilmslow Audio is the 

Visaton Topas, featured here. 

•ati 
SCO 

the cabinet have 

a chamfer to aid 

soundstaging. 

The speakers 

are ported at 
_ 

n A the front. 

A graph of the frequency response and impedance curves of the Topas 

and you need another E 10 for a floor 

spike kit.You're not going down this 

route to build an economy speaker, 

instead you're after something special 

offering the 

likelihood they'll 

work close to a 

wall. By the way, do use spikes; the 

speakers won't be stable without 

them. 

Visaton claim a frequency range 
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The Visaton TI 100 

bass/mid driver is a titanium 

cone design 

from 35Hz to 40kHz. From their 

graphs it would seem they are an 

easy 8 ohm load, indeed their 

impedance looks to be considerably 

greater • than 8 ohms most of the 

time.The only downside is 

desperately low efficiency, just 80db 

for 1W at 1m. Peak power handling 

is given as 60W so already we can 

deduce that the Topas is not meant 

for producing headbanging sound 

levels. 

The drivers used are a bass/mid 

with titanium cone, accompanied by 

a ribbon tweeter.The T1 100 bass/mid 

is a 10cm / 4 inch, magnetically 

shielded, 8 ohm unit with a hefty 

double magnet.The MHT 12 is an 8 

ohm ribbon tweeter that has a range 

that runs from 3,000Hz to 40,000Hz. 

Visaton have a long history with 

ribbon tweeters. Several speakers 

have been developed with them in 

the past: some were successful whilst 

others struggled with the integration 

of ribbon and cone sound. It would 

be interesting to hear what the Topas 

could do. 

The MHT 12 tweeter uses a 

very thin diaphragm giving a low 

mass to move around.With both 

drivers being 8 ohms we end up with 

a true 8 ohm speaker, unlike many 

speakers today that mix 4 and 8 ohm 

drivers. 

MADE OF STONE 
Time to get to work. Before gluing 

the cabinets it is advisable to test 

that the panels all fit well, At this 

point you need to attach the two 

crossover boards to the rear panel, 

as access will be difficult later. Also, 

all the internal wiring needs to be 

prepared and soldered to the 

boards as well as tied 

temporarily across the 

binding post aperture. 

I borrowed 

some woodworking 

clamps to hold the 

cabinets while the 

glue dried.You can 

bind the cabinets 

together with 

masking tape instead, 

but clamps are better. 

Just ensure you don't 

over tighten the clamps or 

you'll squeeze all the glue 

out of the joints. I suppose I'm 

too generous with glue, the supplied 

amount was only enough for one 

cabinet but I made sure I had some 

spare before 1 started.To run out 

with a half assembled cabinet would 

not be a good idea. 

To assemble you build up the 

cabinet while it's lying on it's front. 

Fitting the angled port requires at 

least three hands but otherwise all is 

straightforward. You must then leave 

the cabinets to dry for 24 hours. 

When dry I spent a few minutes with 

The MHT 12 ribbon tweeter 

makes the Topas not your 

average kit loudspeaker 

a detail sander cleaning up the joints, 

getting them smooth.Wilmslow did 

such a good job of cutting the panels, 

there was actually very little to do. 

I then fitted the spikes.This 

meant drilling holes in the bases and 

hammering in threaded collets. Be 

careful not to drill too deeply - one 

of my holes went right through the 

18mm MDF! I packed the back of 

the hole and sealed it with glue to 

ensure it didn't cause an air leak. 

Nearly there now. Just drill pilot 

holes for the binding post plate and 

then screw it down. Next, stuff the 

supplied lambs wool evenly into the 

cabinet and then prepare to mount 

the drive units, Again, drill pilot holes 

before finally screwing in the drive 

units. 

Take care to ensure the drive 

units have an even gap around them, 

they look better this way. Also, be 

sure not to slip with the screwdriver 

- they are expensive units! I try to be 

very careful when building kits and 

test where 1 can do so; I used a full 

range car speaker to check bass and 

treble were output as expected from 

the crossover boards. 

Lastly 1 soldered the internal 

wire to the drive units. It's very much 

up to you how you finish the 

speakers. Suggestions include 

veneering, staining/spray varnishing or 

take them to your local car repair 

centre and have them sprayed any 

colour you want! 

LOOKING GOOD 
For a kit, the speakers do look very 

good indeed.They should be highly 

acceptable in most domestic 

situations.The titanium bass/mid is 

especially attractive. I found the 

speakers needed a couple of weeks 

to loosen up and open up fully.The 

change wasn't night and day but it 

happened, mostly increasing the level 

of bass output. 

First of all I used the speakers in 

my usual free-space position: bass 

was somewhat curtailed.Then I tried 

them close the rear wall and the 

missing bass arrived.They worked 

well just a couple of inches from the 

rear wall, though for the best balance 

I ended up with them around 8inches 

from the rear wall. 

These 'speakers are clearly quite 

forgiving about placement. Where 

they work best will depend on your 

room and how much bass you like. 

Just don't expect the Topas to work 

100cm into a room without a 

subwoofer.The quality of the bass 

you get is slightly dry and very 

textured. You don't get lots of bass 

bloom with overhang, but instead 

you get detail.As you would expect 

from a 4 inch titanium driver, the 

lopas baSs will not pin you to the 

wall. It's much more subtle than that, 

but I am quite prepared to believe 

they do go down to the specified 

35Hz 

Vocals project well into the 

room, especially considering the 

closeness of the cabinets to the rear 

wall.There's bags of treble detail but, 
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BARGAIN BULBS 

It you've always thought of valve amps as temperamental and expensive beasts, think again. 
World Audio Design's latest kit is designed with the budget conscious beginner in mind. 

The Kec182 was created from a brief that demanded simplicity, ease of build 

and a super low cost. In order to achieve a reasonable power output we 

went for a push-pull amplifier. 

We chose the ECL82, a triode/output pentode.This tube is readily 

available and has a good sound. In push-pull mode it delivers 8VVatts. 

Realistically you need a speaker of around 89dB or above.This is possible 

at a budget price - try the smaller Triangle models, or a Tannoy mX3 or 

even one of the older Missions like the 773e, or if you like building your 

own speakers, try the Adire Audio HE 10.1, as reviewed in HFVV October 

2002 issue. 

You will see that the front has only a volume control, and it is fed by 

one pair of phono sockets.A selector and tape/source switch were not 

used in this amplifier as they are tricky to wire up, and the aim was to 

make it easy to build. In fact, in many ways the Kec182 would be great 

powering a second system, using a CD player as a source, and will definitely 

give you a taster of what valves can offer. Measuring 30cm wide, 23.5cm 

deep and I I cm height with feet, it is entirely self-enclosed.The valves are 

visible through the four upper circular vent holes (one directly above each 

valve).We have kept the look simple with the minimalist front panel holding 

the volume potentiometer. The two-part chassis is constructed from 

I.6mm mild steel with a durable black powder-coat finish.The whole unit is 

very sturdy, weighing in at 9kgs. 

The signal input is in the form of a pair of gold plated RCA phono 

sockets that sit at the rear of the chassis.The speaker sockets accept 4mm 

banana plugs as well as bare wire.The mains switch is positioned at the 

rear of the amplifier, on the right hand corner for easy access. Mains power 

is received via an IEC lead.The Kec182 is based on a printed circuit board 

(PCB).The PCB is easy to follow with all component names, locations and 

orientations shown clearly.The amplifier requires no set up, you just turn it 

on.The kit will come with comprehensive instructions taking you through 

the build step- b-step. 

SOUND QUALITY BY SIMON POPE 
Purity is the key to this amplifier's design and sound. Because there's very 

little to get in the way of the signal what you get is an exceptionally sweet 

and simple sound that also has a superbly wholesome roundness to it.A 

high quality recording of Mahler's Das Lied Von Der Erde on Reference 

Recordings showed that the Kec182 faithfully reproduced all the depth and 

space of a full symphonic orchestra without any problems.Violins were 

smooth and sweet, as was percussion (which virtually sparkled) and the 

woodwind section was especially impressive, with a spacious and airy 

sound. 

I 

A run through Miles Davis's Kind Of Blue saw the little integrated 

delivering a detailed and precise sound that highlighted the warmth of 

Coltrane's tenor sax and the rich, deep sound of the upright bass. Rock 

and Pop records such as Radiohead's ' Lucky' demonstrated that the valves 

inside the amp, whilst small, are quite robust sounding, with commendable 

clout and bass depth for a humble budget 8W valve amp. This is a great 

introduction to the sonic art of the valve amp and a big upgrade for 

anybody with a mid-price solid-state amp that wishes to swap over to 

something more musically engaging, for a price that's virtually as cheap as 

chips! 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 

Frequency response 

power output 

sensitivity 

hum 

+/-3dB I5Hz - 75kHz 

8 watts into an 8 ohm load 

850mV (suitable for CD) 

0.5mV 

The Kec182 amplifier kit is available from World Audio Design 
Tel/fax: 00 44 (0) 1908 218836 or order on-line at 

wvvw.worldaudiodesign.co.uk 

Kec182 amplifier kit (UK price) £ 195.00 
(inc. vat & carriage) 

Kec182 amplifier kit (EU price) £ 195.00 
(inc. vat, exc. carriage) 

Kec182 amplifier kit (Overseas price) £ 170.00 
(exc. carriage) 



orne flatpacked and are easy to The MDF cabinets for the Topas c 

assemble 

that's not to say the speakers are 

bright. Treble sparkles in a way that 

few other speakers achieve, pretty 

much at any price thanks to that 

ribbon. 

Overall I would say the sound of 

the Topas is detailed but not over 

analytical. It is tight, clear, clean, fast 

and provides plenty of "air". 

Integration between the drivers is 

excellent; they complement each 

other very well. The sound is very 

different to the Adire Audio HEI0.1 

that I reviewed recently.The HE W.1 

is very much more "muscular", 

providing more wallop in general.The 

Topas are about subtlety and finesse 

with treble that not only sparkles 

beautifully but is so incredibly 

refined. 

I drove the Topas with solid-state 

and valve amps from a Meridian 588 

CD player. For solid-state I used a 

Michell Orca/Alecto monoblock 

combination.Though these 128W 

amps are overkill for the speakers, 

they worked very well indeed.The 

Michell Alecto stereo amp would be 

more in keeping with this speaker.' 

would imagine that some of the 

several quality 50W / 60W 

integrated amps on the market 

would also be a good match for the 

Topas. I tried a couple of cable set 

ups: Nordost Red Dawn 

interconnects with Blue Heaven 

speaker cable and then Chord 

Company Chorus / Odyssey.The 

Nordost accentuated detail whereas 

Chord gave a fuller bass. I'd say both 

makes matched the speakers well, 

the differences were very clear to 

hear as the speakers are revealing. 

Personal preference will determine 

how you want to tune the Topas 

sound. 

You would expect the 

soundstage of such a narrow speaker 

to be good and the Topas did not 

disappoint. Along with tremendous 

ambience there is a very spacious 

sense of atmosphere. Instruments are 

placed beautifully between the 

speakers, there is little 

sound that is perceived 

to come directly from 

the drivers. 

I originally had no 

intention of driving 

80dB efficiency 

speakers with a 9W 

single-ended triode but 

curiosity got the better 

of me. It's quite well 

understood that a 9W 

SET sounds more like 

20W or 30W of solid-

state. Perhaps I 

shouldn't have been 

surprised.The 

Transcendent Sound 

Grounded Grid preamp 

with DIY Hi-Fi Supply 

Billie 300B SET 

monoblocks proved to 

work rather well the 

Topas speakers.The 

speakers proved their 

ease of drive with no 

signs of the Billies being 

uncomfortable at any 

frequency. For many 

prospective purchasers 

of the Topas this 

combination is not quite as mad as it 

first seems. A 20W 300B PSE would 

also be an interesting option and, of 

course, bigger valve push-pull amps 

of around 40-50W would be a great 

match. 

So who is the Topas likely to 

suit? These are not middle-of-the-

road speakers that try to appeal the 

mass market. Some people will prefer 

non-Topas attributes such as lots of 

bass and high volume. If this is the 

case then the Topas are not for you. 

The archetypal British living room is 

likely to be ideal. You will need to be 

able to cope with a little DIY.As long 

as you can manage a little soldering 

you should be fine.You will want 

clarity, subtlety, fabulous refinement 

coupled with an "airy" sound plus a 

very classy looking speaker. 

Placement near a wall is likely to be 

necessary. If you value what the 

Topas do so very well here is a gem. 

Visaton Topas £646.29 

(drivers and crossover) 

£150 (cabinet) 

Wilmslow Audio 

01455 286 603 

www.wilmslow-audio.co.uk 

Hey presto! The finished gems 
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kit Et component suppliers 
CLASSIC TURNTABLES 

Technical & General 

PO. Box 53, Crowborough, 

East Sussex TN6 2BY. 

Tel: 01892 65 45 34. 

The original specialist source of spares, 

replacements and expertise for the das-

sic tumtables.Years of actual experience 

and comprehensive range of parts (origi-

nals and re-manufactures), manuals. ancil-

lanes, No dubious 'improvements' - no 

harmful 'modifications'. Our specialities: 

Connoisseur; Garrard; Goldring Lenco; 

S.M.E;Thorens;Watts; Ortofon; Shure: 

Cartridges and styli for 78s, Mono LPs, 

Stereo LPs. 

COMPONENT SUPPLIERS 

"A"Audiosolutions 

63 Love Lane 

Pontefract 

West Yorkshire 

WF8 4EG 

01977 798844 

email:Aaudiosolutions@aoLcorn 

K1WAME resistors - 2w £ 1.10ea, 

5w £2.20ea 

GOLDPOINT stepped attenuators - 

true ladder type stem/mono 

JJ - electrolytic capacitors I 00uf + I (X)uf / 

500v 32uf + 32uf / 500v £9.00ea 

others available 

BARTOLUCCI - c-core mains and 

output transformers. 

White Noise 

Il, Station Road, Bearsden 

Glasgow G61 4AW 

Tel: 014 I 942 2460 

Fax:0141 587 7377 

Email: david.white38@,ntlworld.com 

http://www.wnaudio.com 

Supplier of the widest range of standard 

and audiophile kits for solid state pream-

plifiers, power amplifiers, headphone 

amplifiers, power supplies, MM/MC 

phono stages, active crossovers, balanced 

i/o modules, and stepped attenuators; 

more kits in the pipeline.All kits use the 

highest quality, glass fibre, solder masked, 

silkscreened, PCBs.We also supply a wide 

range of active (espiapanese transistors 

and Exicon rnosfets) and passive compo-

nents,gold plated connectors, and silver 

plated wires.Write, phone or email for a 

free catalogue. Mail order only 

Audio-Links 

7 Fairmont Crescent, 

Scunthorpe, 

North Lincolnshire DNI6 ¡ EL 

Tel: 01724 870432 

Fax: 01724 875340 

Email: audiolinks@ukonline.co.uk 

Extensive stock of specialist audiophile 

components for valve and solid state 

enthusiasts. Supplier of the largest range 

of high-end audio volume controls in 

Europe. 30 page catalogue - Free via 

e-mail or £3.00 posted. 

LOUDSPEAKER KIT  

SUPPLIERS  

Audio Note (UK Ltd) 

Unit C, Peacock Ind. Est 

125-127 Davigdor Road 

Hove, East Sussex BN13 ¡SG 

TeL 01273 220511 

Fax. 01273 731298 

Suppliers of a large amount of compo-

nents for the Audiophile Kit builder. Valve 

amplification data and vintage circuits also 

available. See the double page spread in 

the back section of the main issue for 

extra & more detailed information. 

Falcon DIY Speakers 

Falcon Acoustics Ltd., 

Tabor House, 

Norwich Road, Mulbarton, 

Norfolk 

NR14 8IT. 

Tel: 01508 578272 

UK distributors of FOCAL drive units & 

kits, and ETON loudspeakers, plus 

SOLEN (SCR-Chateauroux) polypropy-

lene capacitors We are the largest spe-

cialist Audio inductor manufacturer in the 

UK.VVe also stock Audio Amateur 

Publications and Audio Computer 

Software and a comprehensive range of 

D.I.Y speaker kits, parts, accessories and 

books. Please send large SAE (44p) for 

free price list "Everything but the wood". 

IPL Acoustics, Chelsea Villa, Tons Part 

Ilfracombe, North Devon, 

EX34 8AY 

Tel/Fax: 0 1271 867 439 

Website: wwwiplacoustics.co.uk 

IPL Acoustics supply a range of 7 trans-

mission line,3 conventional, speaker kits, 

and kits for centre speakers and active 

subwoofers.VVe also supply a full range of 

drive units from Audax, SEAS, Morel and 

Legend Acoustics (Ribbon Tweeters) as 

well as custom bulk metal coned drivers. 

Also included is a range of capacitors, 

inductors and quality cabinet accessories 

as well as Silver Plated PTFE insulated 

cables. 

SPECIALJST UPGRADE  

SERVICES 

AudioCom (UK), 

Unit 14 Pier Road 

Pembroke Dock 

Pembrokeshire, SA72 6TR 

Tel: 01646 685601 

Fax: 01646 685602 

We balte: www.audiocorn-ulccom 

E-A4ail: enquiries@audiocom-ukcom 

Release the full potential of your digital 

source with CD/DVD upgrades from 

audiocom.Available is the highly 

acclaimed SUPERCLOCK master dock 

oscillator. (Dave Berriman fits the S-Clock 

to the Teac VRDS- I OSE and 

comments...."there was not one area of 

music reproduction which didn't improve") 

SUPERCLOCK super low noise power 

supply, & Q-power ultra-low noise dis-

crete regulators.VVhy not contact us to 

see how this service can be adapted to 

suit your requirements? 

VALVE AND OUPUT 

TRANSFORMER SUPPLJEFtS 

Wilson Valves, 28 Banks Avenue, 

Golcar, Huddersfield, 

West Yorks 1-1D7 41.1 

Tek 01484 6546501844554 

Fax 01484 655699 

E-mail: wilsonezoo.co.uk 

We stock over 2.500 different types of 

valves, N.O.S. and New. Please send a 

SAE for full list No charge for matching. 

Most major credit cards accepted. 

Watford Valves 

3 Ryall Close, Bricket Wood, 

St Albans, Herts AL2 3TS 

Tel: 01923 893270 

Fax: 01923 679207 

Specialist in new old stock and current 

production valves. Sole UK distributor of 

the Harma Diamond range selected for 

their superior performance. Huge range 

held, stockists of Mullard, GE Philips, 

National, Brimar, Sylvania,Telefunken, 

RCA MOV and many more.All valves 

are new boxed and guaranteed. For free 

price list and specialist advice call or fax 

Derek Rocco,Watford Valves. 

Chelmer Valve Company Ltd 

The Stables, Baddow Park 

Great Baddow, Chelmsford, Essex 

CM2 7SY 

Tel: 01245 241301 

Fax. 01245 241309. 

Email: sales@chelmervalve.com 

Web Site: www.chelmervalve.com 

Supplier of premium range of audio 

valves, other valves and components also 

available. (Please see our main advertise-

ment in this supplement). 

Longs-ex Supplies Ltd 

1 Mayo Road, Croydon, 

Surrey CRO 2QP 

Tel: 020 86841166 

Fax: 020 86843056 

One of the largest distributors of elec-

tronic valves, tubes and semi-conductors 

in the UK by original UK and USA man-

ufacturers. Obsolete types are a speciali-

ty.Telephone or fax for an immediate 

quotation. 

Billington Export Ltd. 

I E Gillmans Trading Estate, 

Billingshurst, 

West Sussex 

R1-114 9EZ 

Visitors by appointment only please 

Fax: 01403 783519 

E-Mail: sales@bel-tubes.co.uk 

Website:www.bel-tubes.co.uk 

Specialists in guaranteed new/old stack. 

current production valves & tubes.Also 

CRT for audio, hi fi (as well as industrial 

uses).A vast archive of vintage and obso-

lete types including limited quantities of 

Mullard, GEC, Sylvania Philips, Brimar. 

Telefunken, RCA and others. Large 

stocks of Chinese, Russian, El and Testa 

etc.A 50-page valve catalogue is available 

on request Major stockists of the excel-

lent Billington Gold brand. Contact us for 

quotations - attractive price on larger 

orders. 

Audio Specialists 

73 Stoneyford Road 

Sutton-ln-Ash field 

Notts 

NG 17 2DL 

Tel/Fax: 01623 461122 

Email: audiospecialists@talk21.com 

UK distributors for Cardas Audio,Tobias 

Jensen, Orca & Raven products. Product 

line includes Silver, copper 8i tin foil paper 

in oil signal capacitors, I 2AWG & 

I 4AWG 9999% (0.EC.) copper foil 

inductors.Any intermediate value avail-

able from 0.00mH to 8mH, copper & 

aluminium loudspeaker capacitors, 

Cardas Audio patented 6N 99.99998% 

golden section litz cable. 99.9997% 5N 

silver Full superb range of Cardas Audio 

connectors. full range of Orca drive units. 

Raven (R I -R3) ribbon transducers (95-

100dB sensitivity). electro Harmonix 

valves.Vast range of audio componets 

and accessories. Extensive range of trans-

formers available for modem and vintage 

audio equipment One off a speciality. 

replacement and upgrade transformers 

for WAD., Leak, Marantz, Radford, Quad, 

(potted)VVilliamson and many more. 

Superb range of interconnect loudspeak-

er and power cord cables. Choke input 

power supplys available for solid state 

and valve equipment (Made to order 

bespoke range of transformers shunt 

(parallel) feed a specialityAll products use 

the very best materials currently mailable 

in the worid.All types of repairs, modifi-

cations & restoration undertaken to 

valve and solid state equipment Classic 

and vintage equipment always sought, 

working or not Catalogue £3.50 

redeemed on first order over £30.00 

TO ADVERTISE IN 

THE KIT & 

COMPONENT 

SUPPLIERS PAGE 

PLEASE CALL 

020 8864 4760 

Email: 

diyadvertising@hi-fiworld.co.uk 
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THE VINYL 
WORD 
If you're running a vinyl source, it's essential that your arm and cartridge are 
properly set up, but the process can be hit and miss without knowledgeable help. 
Neville Roberts checks out a handy accessory that could be just the job. 

I
n order to get the best from 
your investment in a 

turntable, arm and cartridge 

combination, it is vital that 

the system is correctly set up. 

Unfortunately, it can be a 

time-consuming process to do prop-

erly and, in my experience, not all Hi-

Fi shops can be relied upon to do 

this satisfactorily. It also requires a 

test record of some sort and to the 

best of my knowledge, the only one 

available until recently was the trusty 

HFS75 Hi-Fi Sound Test Record - and 

the 75' in the title give a clue as to 

when it was produced! 

Unfortunately, my copy of that 

record has endured a variety of lath-

es over the years in my quest for 

true Hi-Fi sound. Some of the more 

extreme tracks have the scars of ear-

lier cartridge mistracking. I was 

therefore delighted to learn of a new 

record produced and manufactured 

in Germany and available in the UK 

from Roksan. 

The record is made by a 

company called Image Hi-Fi and has 

the modest title of "Vinyl Essentials - 

The Ultimate Pickup Test Record". It 

costs £ 5 - not cheap, but when this 

is set against the cost of your 

system, it is a small price to pay to 

get the best from your vinyl 

investments. As a further incentive 

for purchase, it has a highly jocular 

bilingual cartoon on the back which 

will doubtless give some light relief 

during the many hours of tweaking! 

The record itself is stated as 

having six tracks on Side I, although 

Track 6 (the Tonearm and Cartridge 

Resonance Test) is repeated as a 

seventh track for no explained 

reason. 

Side 2 contains two tracks; both 

are a repeat of Side I,Track 2, the 

Tracking Ability Test. The reason for 

this, according to the sleeve notes, is 

that these extreme tests can cause 

the vinyl to be heated to several 

hundred degrees centigrade 

at certain points 

while being 

tracked by 

the stylus 

and therefore 

these tracks 

should be 

played in 

sequence to 

allow for the 

necessary cooling 

time and thus 

reduce record wear. 

Lest you should 

feel cheated by having 

spent so much money on what is 

essentially a single sided LP, I should 

mention that, judging from the 

sheer weight of the record, it is 

made of very high quality vinyl. In 

fact, they state that it is 100% virgin 

180g vinyl and manufactured to the 

The new Vinyl Essentials 

Test Record and its vintage 

counterpart 

closest cutting tolerances possible. 

Who am I to argue with that? 

IT'S A SET UP 
Enough of the record itself, how 

does one go about setting up a 

cartridge and arm combination and 

how does this record help with the 

process? Well, the first two tracks 

are the obligatory channel identifi-
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PHONE 

020 

LANGREX SUPPLIES LTD 
DISTRIBUTORS OF ELECTRONIC VALVES,TUBES AND SEMI-CONDUCTORS AND I.C.S. 

I MAYO ROAD • CROYDON . SURREY CRO 2QP 

24 HOURS EXPRESS MAII ORDFR SERVICE ON STOCK ITEMS 

8684 1166 E-MAIL LANGREX@AOL.COM 020 

FAX 

8684 3056 

A selection of our stocks of New Original Valves/Tubes. 
Many other brands available 

STANDARD TYPES SPECIAL QUALITY TYPES I2BY7A GE 7.00 
5687WB ECG 6.00 

ECC83 El 400 A2900/CV609 I GEC 17.50 58I4A GE 5.00 

ECC85 RF-r SAO E82CC SIEMENS 7.50 6072A GE 10.00 

ECC88 BRIMAR 6.00 E83CC TESLA 7.50 
E88CC/CV2492 BRIMAR 15.00 

6146B GE 
6201 GE 

15.00 
6.00 ECC88 MULLARD 10.00 E88CC GOLD PIN TESLA 8.50 6336A RCA 35.00 ECH81 MULLARD 3.00 ECC81/CV4024 MULLARD 6.00 6550C SVET 20.00 

ECL82 MULLARD 5.00 ECC81/M8162 MULLARD 7.50 6922 ECG 6.00 
ECL86 PHILIPS 10.00 ECC81/6201 MULLARD 10.00 7027A GE 25.00 
EL36 MULLARD 5.00 ECC82/CV4003 MULLARD 15.00 7308 SYI 5.00 
EL37 MULLARD 30.00 ECC82/M8136 MULLARD 17.50 
EZ81 MULLARD 10.00 ECC83/CV4004 MULLARD 40.00 OTHER TYPES 
EZ80 MULLARD 5.00 
GZ33/37 MULLARD 20.00 AMERICAN TYPES 

E88CC TESLA 4.00 
GZ32 
5Z4G 

MULLARD 25.00 
BRIMAR 6.00 

5R4GY RCA 7.50 
5U4GB SYLVANIA 15.00 

ECC81 REF 
ECC82 RFT 

3.00 
6.00 

6V6GT BRIMAR 7.50 5Y3WGT SYLVANIA 5.00 ECC83 REF 8.00 
12BH7 BRIMAR 12.00 6BX7GT GE 7.50 EF86 USSR 5.00 
12E1 STC 10.00 6B4G SYLVANIA 22.00 EL84 USSR 3.00 
13E1 STC 85.00 6FQ7 SYLVANIA 7.50 EL34G SOVTEK 5.00 
807 HYTRON 7.50 6L6GC GE/SYL 20.00 EL34 E.I 6.00 

811A RCA 25.00 6L6WGB SYL 15.00 6SL7GT USA 7.50 

6080 MULLARD 10.00 12AX7WA SYLVANIA 6.00 6SN7GT USA 7.50 

THESE ARE A SELECTION FROM OUR STOCK OF OVER 6000 TYPES. PLEASE CALL OR FAX FOR AN IMMEDIATE 

QUOTATION ON ANY TYPES NOT LISTED. WE ARE ONE OF THE LARGEST DISTRIBUTORS OF VALVES IN THE UK. 

SAME DAY DESPATCH VISA/ACCESS ACCEPTABLE. OBSOLETE TYPES A SPECIALITY. 

CREDIT CARD MIN ORDER £ 10.00. 

VISA OPEN TO CALLERS MON.- FRI. 9AM - 4PM. CLOSED SATURDAY 

U.K. P&P 1-3 VALVES £2.00. 4-6 VALVES £3.00 ADO 17.5% VAT TO TOTAL INC P+P ITSEAS P & P PLEASE ENQUIRE 

Watford 7 DAYS A WEEK 9AM - 9PM The Audiophiles Choice 

Valves All output valves multi-tested and digitally matched 
Full no quibble guarantee. Expert advice on all valve amps 

AC701 Telefunken 150.00 EF86/806S Tesla 20.00 
ECC81 Philips 7.00 EF86/6267 Siemens 20.00 
ECC81 Siemens 15.00 EF86/6267 Telefunken 35.00 
ECC82 RT 12.00 EL34EH Sovtek 8.50 
E82CC Siemens 25.00 EL34 Svetlana 10.64 
ECC802S Tesla 25.00 E34L JJ/Tesla 8.50 
ECC83 Sovtek 3.83 ELM Harma 7.00 
ECC83 Philips 12.00 EL84 JJ/fesla 7.00 
ECC83/5751 G.E. 12.00 ELM Philips 25.00 
ECC83/7025 Harma 12.00 EL519 El 12.00 
ECC83 Sylvania 15.00 EZ81 Tesla 12.00 
E83CC/803S Tesla 20.00 GZ32 Harma 9.00 
ECC84 R.F.T. 7.00 GZ34 Sovtek 8.00 
ECC85 R.F.T. 8.00 KT88 Sovtek 20.00 
ECC88 Tesla 6.00 KT88 JJÍTesla 25.00 
E88CC/6922 Philips 8.00 KT88 Svetlana 34.00 
E88CC/6922 Harma 15.00 PL519 Siemens 15.00 
ECC99 J.J.ffesla 10.00 300B JJ(Tesla 68.00 
ECF80 G.E. 8.00 5R4WGB Cetron 12.00 
ECF80 R.C.A. 10.00 5881WXT Sovtek 7.00 
ECF82 Tungsram 6.00 6L6 Vissaux 40.00 
ECL82 Citfe 12.00 6550C Svetlana 22.00 
ECL83 Mallard 10.00 6550EH EH/Stntek 22.00 
ECL85 Polam 5.00 6550WE Sovtek 18.00 
ECL86 A.E.G 10.00 7581A Philips 25.00 
EF80 Telefunken 10.00 7591A EH/Sovtek 16.00 

QUAD II REVALVE SPECIAL OFFER 

The Harma KT66 has become the industry choice as the closest in 
performance to the G.E.C. KT66 in these classic amps. This month 
you can revalve and revitalise your quad at a fraction of the normal 
cost. 
4x Harma KT66, 2 x Harma GZ32 & 4 Svet EF86 
only£130 The set plus carriage and v.a.t. 

ATTENTION ALL 6C33 USERS & GRAAF OWNERS 

We are renowned for supplying the high grade military version of 
the 6C33C. We have selected items which have been matched on 
plate current & transconductance at the special offer price of £23 
each. 
Also PC900 Philips on special at £8.50 each. 

WATFORD VALVES 3 Ryall Close, Fast mail order/next day delivery/World Wide shipping 
Bricket Wood, St Albans, hens AL2 3TS 1000's more valves stocked. Prices exclude VAT and carriage. 

VISA 01923 893270 Fax: 01923 679207 
www.watfordvalves.com tin 
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The inside cover showing the detailed instructions 

cation and phase tests with the help 

of some pink noise.This is fairly self-

explanatory, except to say that you 

should ensure that your phasing and 

channels are consistent throughout 

your system. If, for example, you have 

the left and right channel 

connections to your cartridge and 

also the connections from your pre-

amp to your power amp swapped 

over, your record deck will sound 

fine, but your CD player won't! 

Having confirmed a welliidefined 

central image with the in-phase pink 

noise tests, we move on to a rather 

clever method of checking the 

crosstalk between the channels. On 

Track 3, a burst of pink noise is 

recorded on the left channel only 

alternating with a low-level i•eference 

burst of pink noise at -25dB 

recorded on the right channel only. 

By muting your left channel 

(unplugging the left channel to your 

pre-amp or using your balance 

control) you hear on the right 

channel only the crosstalk from the 

left channel alternating with the 

reference burst. If they are both at 

the same volume, then your crosstalk 

is - 25dB - simple! The test is 

repeated with -30dB and - 35dB 

reference bursts.Track 4 repeats the 

test for the right-to- left crosstalk 

measurement - remember to mute 

the right channel this time. 

The point of all this is that if 

there is a significant difference in 

crosstalk between the left and right 

channels, it indicates that your 

cartridge is probably misaligned 

vertically. Viewed from the front, your 

stylus should be exactly perpen-

dicular to the surface of the record. 

If your arm has an 

adjustment to rotate 

the headshell to 

achieve this, all well 

and good. If, however, 

your headshell is 

fixed, instead of using 

a Mole wrench on 

your cartridge, you 

can use thin shims of 

paper or washers 

between the cartridge 

and the headshell to 

achieve the desired 

effect. 

Next comes the test that strikes 

fear into all cartridge manufacturers - 

the Tracking Ability Test.This is simply 

a tone recorded with increasing 

amplitude ranging from a 40mici.ons 

peak-to-peak sinusoid cut in the vinyl 

to 100microns, in 10micron steps. 

When the cartridge starts to 

mistrack, a very clear buzzing is 

heard.This is an extreme test for 

your system and it is repeated twice 

The Tracking Ability Test grooves 

Adjusting the VTA 

on side two for the reasons 

previously mentioned. 

I noted that the frequency 

chosen for the tracking test is 

315Hz and I wondered why they has 

chosen that particular frequency. 

However, if you look at the 

photograph I took of the record 

surface, you can see that this 

frequency allows successive grooves 

to nestle with the previous grooves 

on the record given the huge 

displacements (yes, I know there is 

only 1 groove on a side of a record, 

but ...!). Incidentally, between the 

bursts of 3I5Hz, there is an 

announcement in German and 

English to inform you of the 

amplitude in microns. 

The Tracking Ability Test can 

assist in setting the tracking weight 

but this should be within the range 

recommended by the manufacturer 

of your cartridge.Too low a tracking 

weight will result in poor tracking 

and do more harm to your records 

than erring on the high side, but 

don't overdo it. 

Tracking ability isn't everything 

and will very much depend on your 

tone arm and cartridge combination. 

The Tonearm-Cartridge Resonance 

Test to be discussed later will 

indicate how well your arm matches 

your chosen cartridge. 

THE RAKE'S PROGRESS 
There is no test on the record for 

setting the Vertical Tracking Angle 

(VTA), which sets the Stylus Rake 

Angle (SRA) of the cartridge.The 

VTA is the angle of the cantilever to 

the record surface ( usually around 20 

degrees), which in itself is not that 

critical. However, the SRA, which is 

the angle of the stylus in the groove, 

is very critical and has a major 

impact on sound quality.The VTA will 

vary depending on the tracking 
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Steady arm above resonance 

weight so it is important to set this 

before attempting to adjust VTA. 

Once you have set tracking weight, 

the VTA is adjusted by altering the 

height of the arm and the correct 

point is best determined by ear. A 

good starting point is to set the arm 

height so that the arm is parallel to 

the record when it is playing and to 

choose a well-known record with 

some bass and either a solo violin or 

a female vocalist. If the arm is too 

high (VTA too great), the sound will 

be harsh and thin with poor imaging. 

If set too low, the sound will be dull 

with boomy' bass, lacking detail and 

again with poor imaging.The correct 

point is unmistakable where the 

instruments and vocals snap into 

focus and everything sounds clear. A 

simple gauge can be made using a 

piece of card temporarily fixed to 

the turntable to help adjust the 

height and note the position where 

the VTA is correct. 

Last, but not least, is the 

Tonearm-Cartridge Resonance Test. 

Every combination of arm and 

cartridge has a natural resonant 

frequency, which should be about 

10Hz. If it is much higher than this, it 

will intrude into the low frequencies 

of the recording, such as low organ 

notes. If much lower, resonance will 

be at warp frequency, producing 

strong cone flap. 

Before embarking on the test 

itself, a word on matching cartridges 

to arms. One of the physical 

properties of an arm is its effective 

mass, which is the mass of the arm as 

seen by the cartridge. Cartridges 

have a property called compliance 

that, in simple terms, is the ability of 

the stylus to ' comply' with the 

groove and is measured in terms of 

the distance the stylus is displaced 

for a given force (either i/mN or 

cm/dyne).That doesn't mean to say 

that low compliance is bad and high 

compliance is good. It means that, 

generally speaking, a low compliance 

cartridge matches well with a high 

effective mass arm, and vice versa. It 

is this combination of effective mass 

and compliance that results in a 

particular resonant frequency and 

also has an impact of the tracking 

ability. 

So, back to the test. Track 6 

consists of an audible tone that is 

modulated with a sub-audible low 

frequency - the frequency that is 

Arm vibrating at resonance 

being tested. If the arm is not 

resonating, the tone will sound 

constant. At resonance, the tone 

'warbles' and the arm and cartridge 

can actually be seen to vibrate, which 

is quite an amazing sight! The track 

has six tests ranging from I 6Hz 

down to 6Hz and a sequence of 

introductory short or long ' beeps' 

tell you which frequency is being 

tested. 

If this test reveals a problem, you 

could try adjusting the damping of 

the arm ( if possible( or fitting a 

lighter or heavier headshell. 

The alternative is, of course, to 

change the arm or cartridge. Indeed, 

a friend of mine, who has a Roksan 

XerxesX,Artemiz arm and Lyra 

Clavis DC cartridge, was unable to 

identify a frequency at which the arm 

did not vibrate, We decided this 

might be the root cause for the 

overly powerful low bass his system 

puts out with the dance/trance music 

he listens to. He is now thinking of 

replacing the Lyra with a Roksan 

Shiraz, which he assumes will be a 

good match. 

My verdict? A test record is an 

essential tool to ensure the proper 

setting up of a record deck and this 

offering from Roksan utilises some 

very clever techniques and is clearly 

made to very high standards.You can 

obtain a copy directly from the 

company. 

Roksan Audio 

Telephone: 020 8900 6801 

www.roksan.co.uk 

Email: info@roksan.co.uk 
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WELCOME TO OUR 

M ARKET PLACE 
I » I 

WORLD 
& computer audio 

Here are a wide variety of specialist hi-fi 
products and services. Keep an eye open for regular advertisers, 

who know the market and serve their customers in a friendly 
and reliable manner. 

RESERVE YOUR COPY TODAY! 
Complete this form and hand to your local newsagent 

Please reserve/deliver*(delete as appropriate) 
Hi-Fi & Computer Audio World on a regular basis, commencing 

with the next issue, until further notice. 

Name 

Address 

Signed _ Date 

tábr 

Distributed to the 
newstrade by 

COMAG 
MAGAZINE MARKETING 

AUDIOJUMBLE  

2003  

ANNUAL SALE OF VINTAGE AND MODERN HI-FI 

EQUIPMENT AT:- THE ANGEL LEISURE CENTRE 
TONBRIDGE, KENT. 

SUNDAY 16TH FEBRUARY 2003 
10.30AM - 4.30PM 

STALLS £25-00 ADMISSION £3-00 

9:30am Early Entry £10-00 

BOOKINGS/ENQUIRIES 01892-540022 

REFRESHMENTS AVAILABLE ALL DAY 

MAIN LINE RAILWAY STATION WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE 

* VALVE AMPS * TUNERS * RECORDS * 
* SPEAKERS * COMPONENTS * 

* ROOKS * CASSETTE DECKS * C.D. PLAYERS * 

www.audiojumble.co.uk 

MUSONIC 
STYLI 

SPECIALIST MANUFACTURER & 
SUPPLIER FOR MORE THAN 40 YEARS 

REPLACEMENTS & ORIGINALS 

MANY OBSOLETE/78 VERSIONS 

PICK-UP CARTRIDGES 

RECORD/TAPE/CD ACCESSORIES 

WHY NOT TRY US AND HEAR THE 
DIFFERENCE!! 

NAGAOKA CARTRIDGES NOW IN STOC 

For further information tel/fax/e-mail to:-

MUSONIC (UK) LIMITED 
Unit 13 Wenta Business Centre Colne Way 

Watford Hertfordshire WD24 7ND 

Tel: 01923 213344 Fax: 01923 213355 
E-mail:sales@musonic.co.uk 

VISIT OUR UPDATED WEBSITE 
www.musonic.co.uk 

VISA Trade and Export enquiries welcome I. 
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KRELL FPB300 EX-DEM AS NEW f9998 £6998 

baril 
MARK LEVINSON ; • ••*** c119`, £ 2990 PATHOS Twin Towers Ex-dem 

WADIA 8 Tran+DDE12 DAC ***** £7500 £3600 I REVOX 8710 Mk2 £548 

£3250 £2495 

MICHELL Gyro EX-DEM AS NEW £829 £695 

nome_ !7kirwf 
DUNLOP Systemdeck 3 / Basik LVX / K5 £750 £379 
DYNAVECTOR Doctor cartridge f2500 £ 1625 

LINN Basik + Arm £94 

MICHELL ISO HR Phono Stage Ex-dem £895 £696 
MICHELL Gyro EX-DEM AS NEW £829 £695 

MICHELL Delphini Phono IPSO EX-DEM AS NEW£895 £738 

MICHELL Delphini Phono SPSU EX-DEM AS NEW£998 £798 
MICHELL ISO/HERA Phono Stage £895 £448 

MICHELL ISO HR/HERA Phono Stage £895 £480 

REVOLVER Turntable + Linn LVX arm £380 £ 148 
SME 10A with 309 Tone Arm Ex dem £3410 £2896 

STAX System SR303/SRM313 (Mint) £850 £648 

VOYD Reference inc arm £14,995 £5000 

WELL TEMPERED Reference turntable £5500 £3575 

WILSON BENESCH Full Circle ( Mint) £1995£1495 

ailhowma•àiâfflillim 

ARCAM Alpha 6 CD + Clock 3 £850 £458 
ASSEMBLAGE DAC2 POA 

AUDIO ALCHEMY VI + PSU £489 £ 169 

AUDIO ALCHEMY V3 DAC + PSU £900 £549 

AUDIO ANALOGUE Maestro EX-DEM AS NEW f1500£1298 
AUDIO MECHA Kreaturo Irons 

AUDIO MECHA Damnation « Upgrade 
DPA PDM 1 DAC 

KRELL KPS 25 CD/Pre 

KRELL 250 CD Ployer 

KRELL 250 CD Ployer AS NEW 

LINN Rank 

MARK LEVINSON 31.5 Ref transport 
MARK LEVINSON 360S DAC 

MERIDIAN 203 DAC 

MERIDIAN 263 DAC 

MERIDIAN 500 Trans 

MICROMEGA DAC 1 

MONRIO Arty CD Plyr NEW IN BOX 

MONRIO 1862 DA( EX-DEM 

NAIM CD3 

NAIM CDS/XPS ML? EX-DEM 

NAIM ( DX Ex-dem 

£1500 £648 

(1250 £599 

£1000 £438 

£24,998 £ 14,996 

£3798 £2000 

£3798 £2298 

£1850 £1098 
£10500 £6500 

£7500 £41375 

£499 £228 

£398 

£1400 £798 

£320 

£750 £495 

f600 £295 

£595 

£6265 £4994 

£2470 £ 1974 

WANTED 
TOP QUALITY, MINT CONDITION 
HI-FI EQUIPMENT & SYSTEMS 

CASH, COMMISSION SALES AND 
GREAT PART-EXCHANGE OFFERS 
AGAINST NEW EQUIPMENT 

NVA [motive Statement (Must be seen!) 

ORELLE DAI OT Trans 

PINK TRIANGLE Cardinal ( Trans) 
PRIMARE V20 ODD Pli EX-DEM AS NEW 

RADFORD WS1 CD Ployer 

REGA Planet 

REGA Jupiter Ex-dem 
REVOX 8225 

TAG CDT2OR ( Trans) 
TRAC DRUS 10 ( CD Ployer) 

TRAC P500 (Trans) 
THETA Gen Pro IV 

THETA DATA Basic 

THETA Pro Basic IIIA ( DAC) 

THETA Pro Time Il 

THORENS TDC2000(Trons) + TDA2000(DACI 

TRICHORD Pulsar 1 DAC «- PSU 

WADIA 8 Tran+DDE12 DAC ***** 

£2200 £998 

f900 £450 

£1250 £550 

£998 £848 

£999 £358 

£500 £350 

£1000 £658 

£348 

£2200 £ 1100 

£450 

£850 f400 

£4500 £2400 

£2400 £ 1100 

£1990 

£2000 £995 

f2000 £1198 

£1800 £ 1298 

£7500 £3600 

•191.1 3.1! -illiklei—•"T2 

AUDIO ANALOGUE Maestro EX-DEM AS NEW (2600(2098 

BAT VK40 £4950 £2600 

CYRUS Pre 0100 £358 

CYRUS Power f700 £358 
CYRUS Ill £358 

CYRUS PSXR £228 
DENON AVP-Al D Digital Pre-amp (2500(1299 

DENON ADD 700 Ex-demo £750 £644 
DEVA 250 integrated Matching Power £ 1000 £450 

ELECTROCOMPANIET EC3 MC £1188 
EXPOSURE 7/8 pre & Power £400 

HARMON KARDON AVR85 AV Rec £1000 £498 

JEFF ROWLAND (. 3 ( pre-amp) £4990 £2490 

KRELL KAV300i £3965 £2500 
KRELL KAV300i EX-DEM AS NEW f3965 £3168 

KRELL FPB300 EX-DEM AS NEW £9998 £6998 

KRELL KAV250P Pre £1850 

KRELL KAV250A Pwr ( Chaire of two rom (2350) £3698 £2350 
KRELL FPB650 Mono's. 5 available, price each £ 14,000£8000 

LFD LS) Pre-amp £1900 £500 
LFD LS2 Pre-amp £950 £250 

LFD Zero Integrated £400 

NEW, NEW, NEW 
WE CAN SUPPLY MANY TOP 

HI-FI & HOME-CINEMA BRANDS 

AND YOU'LL GET THE BEST TRADE-IN 
ALLOWANCES FOR YOUR UNWANTED 

HI-FI EQUIPMENT & SYSTEMS 

LINN LK1 £194 

LINN LK2 £299 

LINN Kairn Pre £1700 £1098 

MARK LEVINSON 32 Pre inc phono £17500£11380 
MARK LEVINSON 330 Power amps £20000£13000 

MARK LEVINSON 275 Power ***** 
MARK LEVINSON 380 ***** 

McINTOSH MX 132 Pre/Processor Ex-dem 

McINTOSH MC7108 8 Channel Ex-dem 

McINTOSH MC122 EX-DEM AS NEW £1249 £998 

McINTOSH MC35L EX-DEM AS NEW £5095 £3998 

McINTOSH MC7108 8 Channel power Amplifier 

EX-DEM AS NEW £2549 £ 1998 

McINTOSH MX132 AV contr EX-DEM AS NEW £7990 £5498 

MERIDIAN 201 Pre 

MERIDIAN 557 ex demo 

MERIDIAN 563 Ex-dem 

MERIDIAN 518 Digital Processor Ex-dem 

MICHELL Argo + Hera 

MONRIO MP1 I 35w EX-DEM 

MONRIO MP2 135w X 2 NEW 

MONRIO MP3 135w X 3 NEW 
MONRIO MP? 135w X 5 NEW 

MUSICAL FIDELITY The Pre-Amp 3a 

MUSICAL FIDELITY P270 

NAD C160 Pre 

NAGRA VPA Monoblocks EX-DEM AS NEW 

NAIM NAIT 3 Choice of two 

NAIM NAP90 ( Power) 

NAIM NAP90 ( Power) 

NAIM Hi- Cap ( New style) 

NAIM Hi- Cap ( Ex-dem) 

NAIM NAC 102 Pre ( Ex-deml 
NAIM NA( 82 Pre ( Ex-clem) 

NAIM NAP ( 80 ( Power) 

NVA P90 

REGA Elicit 

REGA Corsa ( Pre) Ex demo 

REGA Exons ( Monoblocks) Ex-demo 
ROTEL RC971 ( Pre) 

ROGERS 0100 Integrated 

SONY SDPEP9ES ( Digital) 

TALK ELECTRONICS Storm ( Intgtd) 

£6000 £3998 

£4495 £2990 

f7990 £4996 

£2549 £ 1996 

f760 £329 

£1625 £ 1294 

£700 £446 

£985 £646 

£598 

f600 £395 

£950 £595 

0225 £795 

£1500 £895 

£240 

£578 

£420 £278 

£9350 £7748 

£498 

£600 £378 

£600 £400 

£780 £498 

£794 £634 

£1210 £964 

£2500 £ 1994 

£1220 £474 

£P0A 

£750 £498 

£1000 £638 

(750 £498 

£450 £248 

f400 £ 154 

£298 
£650 £370 

GUARANTEE 
THREE MONTHS PARTS & LABOUR 

WARRANTY ON ALL SALES 

GENEROUS TRADE-BACK OFFERS 
IF YOU DECIDE TO UPGRADE 

AGAIN WITHIN TWELVE MONTHS 
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£1600 £999 CARY CAD300SE monoblocks ( As new) CONRAD JOHNSON PVI 1 Pre 

NMI 

La 1 

NAGRA PL I. ( Line Level Pre) Ex- dent - Mint £5395 £4395 

ARION Electra Integrated 
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 
AUDION Silver Knight 300B Monos 
AUDIONOTE M2 Pre 
AUDIO PRISM Debut ( Red Rose) 
AUDIO PRISM Mantissa ( Red Rose) 
AUDIO RESEARCH 152 Pre 
AUDIO RESEARCH LS15 Pre 
AUDIO RESEARCH 611 
AUDIO RESEARCH LS8 Pre-amp 
AUDIO RESEARCH 1.516 Pre-amp EX-DEM 
AUDIO RESEARCH V1100/3 Pwr EX-DEM 

AUDIO RESEARCH VT50 Power Amp 
AUDIO RESEARCH V1100 Mkl Power Amp 
CARY CAD3005E monoblocks ( As new) 

CLASSE CA200 + DR6 

£1200 £598 
£748 

£2250 11390 
£1000 £600 
£2800 £1700 
£3000 £1800 
£2800£1 79 8 
£2995£ 1 9 9 6 
£699 £496 

£1800 £ 1196 
£2999 £2398 
£6400 £5198 
£3499 £2496 
£5500 £3498 
£5000 £3998 

£7700 £3500 

CONRAD JOHNSON PV11 Pre £1600 £999 
CONRAD JOHNSON PV14L Pre ( 3hrs use!) £2200£1 5 9 0 

CONRAD JOHNSON 15 Phono Stage £4500£2 6 50 
CONRAD JOHNSON Premier 17 Pre £4750£2 7 50 

CONRAD JOHNSON Premier 8 Monoblocks £ 16,000 £9750 
COPLAND CIA 301Pre £1299 £899 

CR DEVELOPMENTS (ormeto (Pre) £900 £428 
GOLDMUND Mimesis 6 Amp Ex-dem 
GOLDMUND Mimesis 4 Tuner Ex-dem 
GRAAF 13.5 BII Pre Ex-dom 
MICHAELSON Odysseus 40w lot 
NAGRA PL- 1. ( Line Level Pre) ( Mint) 
PAPWORTH TVA50 

PATHOS Classic One EX-DEM AS NEW 
PATHOS Twin Towers 
PM COMPONENTS Monoblocks 
UNISON RESEARCH Feather 1 EX-DEM 
UNISON RESEARCH Power 35 EX-DEM 

£2900 £1726 
£6100 £2996 

£3950 £2996 
£1150 £699 
£5395 £4 3 9 5 
£2000£1 1 9 8 
£995 £848 

£3250 £2495 
£3000 £ 1498 
£795 £495 
£1500 £895 

4111.111MIMUeit.eiri 

ACOUSTAT Model 2 Electrostatics £2500 £674 
ARIEL ACOUSTICS Model 8's ( stands) Ex-dom £5679£3996 

AUDIONOTE AN/E ( Inc stands) £2900 £1748 
B&W DM801 (Rosewood) £1500 £749 
B&W THX System EX-DEM £4975 £2498 
CASTLE Chester (Blk) £900 £475 

Much More Always Available 
Please Check Our Web Site 

hifitradingstation.com 
ALL ABOVE ITEMS IN STOCK 
AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS 

High-End Cables 
Make Fabulous Savings on 
Some Serious Connections 

£5000 £3998 BAT VK40 £4950£2 6 00 

4111111100 
AUDIO INNOVATIONS Alto Integrated Amplifier £208 PATHOS Classy One EX-DEM AS NEW £995 £848 

CASTLE Howard S2 £848 
DMA 400 1800 £400 

DYNAUDIO SDA 2.4 £650 £348 
GAMMA ACOUSTICS F.pnch S £3000 £998 
GERSHMAN 01 £1298 
HALES Signature System 2 £4000 £1848 

HEYBROOK Heystack (Rosewood) £500 £297 
IMPULSE H7 (Black) £1000 £480 
INFINITY Modulus ( Inc stands) £600 £390 
KEF Ref 3 £1300 
KEF Ref 3/2 Rosewood - As new £2500 £1498 
KEF Coda 70 Maple As new £200 £154 
KEF Coda 80 Centre Speaker Maple As new £150£1 24 

LINN Kober (Block) £2000 £780 
LINN Kober ( Rosewood) ACTIVE £2500 11 3 50 
M&K VX100 Sub EX-DEM AS NEW £754 £634 
M&K VX7 Mk2 Sub EX-DEM AS NEW £474 f384 
MAGNA PLANAR la Imp £1400 £850 
MAGNA PLANAR MG111A £3500 1 1 9 5 

MARTIN LOGAN Aerius i £2295£1 5 9 5 
MARTIN LOGAN 513 £339911 9 9 5 
MARTIN LOGAN CIS ( 2) Ex-dem £6998 £4496 
McINTOSH LS320 Eu-dam £1790£1 2 9 6 
McINTOSH 15340 EX-DEM AS NEW £4590£3 5 9 8 
McINTOSH 15360 EX-DEM AS NEW £6389 £4998 
McINTOSH PSI 12 Active Sub EX-DEM AS NEW£2290 £1798 
MEADOWLARK Shearwater £2990£1 9 9 0 
MERIDIAN 4500 £478 
MERIDIAN DSP550 ( 20 bit) EX-DEM AS NEW £ 6995 £4998 
MERLIN ISM-SE (Mint) £1600 1 1 4 8 
MISSION 754P ( Rosewood) £698 
MISSION 783 ( Beech) EX-DEM AS NEW £999 £794 
MISSION 781 ((entre) EX-DEM AS NEW £350 £274 

MISSION M71 ( Beech) EX-DEM AS NEW £130£1 04 
MISSION M72 ( Beech) EX-DEM AS NEW £130 £104 
MISSION M73 ( Beech) EX-DEM AS NEW £200 £154 
MISSION MCI ( Black) EX-DEM AS NEW £100 £74 

MORREL Bass Master (Oak) £1600 £728 
NAIM Credo Eu-dom £1425 £994 
NOTE PERFECT Virtuoso Ea-dom £1395 £698 
OPERA SP] ( Cherry) EX-DEM AS NEW £525 £428 
PINK TRIANGLE Ventrical £950 
PROAC Studio 1 Mk2 £350 

The Hi-Fi COMPally'S 

Trading 
Station 

35 Cowgate 
Peterborough PE1 1LZ 

PROAC Response 1.5 ( Rosewood) EX-DEM £1970 1 5 96 
PROAC Response 2.5 ( Lt Oak) EX-DEM £270012 1 4 8 
QUAD ESL63 (Black) £3500 £1400 

REGA Nous ( Cherry) EX-DEM AS NEW £998 £794 
REGA ARA ((herry) EX-OEM AS NEW £255 £214 
REGA [IA Eu-dear £750 £418 
REGA OIL (Black) £990 £640 
REL 0100 Sub £750 £448 
ROKSAN Ojon ( Ex-dem - Mint) £1000 £590 
RUARK Equinox (Black) £2200 £1400 

RUARK Sceptre £348 
RUARK Logrythm (Sub) £498 
SHELL 13 High Sensitivity Monitors £170 £449 
SNELL Type [2 £698 
SONUS FABER Grand Piano (Ex-dem) £1699 11 3 9 9 

SONUS FABER Guayen i EX-DEM AS NEW £5295 £4298 
SONUS FABER Gravis Sub EX-DEM AS NEW £999 £798 

SONUS FABER Concertino ( Ex-dem) £599 £529 
SONUS FABER Electra En-dam £1789 £1 3 4 9 
SOUNDLAB Dynastats £3200 £1400 
TANNOY M15 £175 £94 
TRIANGLE rare £1500 £748 

TRIANGLE Zephyr XS EX-DEM AS NEW £595 £395 
TRIANGLE Lyrr XS EX-DEM AS NEW £1600 £895 
TRIANGLE Titus XS EX-DEM AS NEW £335 £225 
TRIANGLE Comete XS EX-DEM AS NEW £395 £275 

TRIANGLE Antal XS EX-DEM AS NEW £875 £595 
WILSON Cub ( Black Laminate) Ex-dem £5495 £3496 
WILSON Cub ( Gloss) Ex-dom £6890£39 9 6 
WILSON 6 ( Black) Ex-clem £19998113998 
WILSON 6 - still in their crates! £18500112030 
WILSON BENESCH Orator EX-DEM AS NEW £2900 £2524 

WILSON BENESCH Actor EX-DEM AS NEW £3999 £2998 

1 k!! et» u ame. 
WILSON BENESCH Act-1 EX-DEM AS NEW 
WILSON BENESCH Act-2 EX-DEM AS NEW 

LUXMAN ST50 ( Rare) 
MERIDIAN 204 
SONY ST770ES 
NAKAMICHI CR2E Cassette 
REVOX D36 Reel to Reel 
REVOX E36 ( Reel to reel) 

REVOX 8710 Mk2 

£6999 £4499 
£8999 £5999 
£900 £550 
£580 £350 
£440 £250 
£600 £300 

£348 
£298 
£548 

PHONE: 

0870 608 8211 
OPEN: Tues - Sat 10am - 5.30pm 

NEXT DAY DELIVERY 
WITH CREDIT CARD PURCHASES 



MAXI'Midland Audio X-change 

Sitund and ex-derno clearance items - FEARI 'ARV 2003 

10% Off everything listed if purchased in January! 

CD players DACs & Transports 

Audio Analogue Paganini 24/96khz CD Player x-demo 
Primare A30.2 CD Player S/H 

47 Laboratory Flatfish CD Player with Dumpty X-Demo 

47 Laboratory Progression DAC requires Dumpty X-Demo 

Turntables Tonearms & Cartridges 

Basis 1400/ RB300 Turntable x-Demo 

Basis 2000/RB300 Turntable x-Demo 

Basis 2001 Turntable x-Demo 

Basis 2004 Turntable x-Demo 

Heed Audio Quazar 2 Box Phono Stage New and Boxed 

Lehmann Audio Black Cube SE New& Boxed 

Lehmann Audio Silver Cube S/H 

Linn LP12 Cirtws Chassis Afromosia S/H 

Linn Lingo S/H 

Linn LP12Ciricus/ Lingo/Ekos S/H 

McCormack Phono Stage New and Boxed 

Origin Live 250 Silver Tonearrn S/H 

Project Persective 6.1/MC25 FL x-demo 

Roksan Atremiz Tonearm S/H 

Roksan Xerxes/SME Cut /No Arm Black S/H 

Roksan Xerxes / Atremiz/ Corus Blk S/H 

Roksan Xerxes RW/Alphason HR100Mcs/KiesId PurpieheartS/1-1 

47 Laboratory Phono Cube inc Dumpty x-demo 

Preamplifiers 

Audio Analogue Belini Remote Preamplifier x-demo 

Bel Canto Pre1 Remote controlled Balanced x-demo 

Bryston BP25 preamplifier S/H 

CAT SL1Mk11 Reference Phono Pre amplifiers/H 

EAR 802 Valve Preamp S/H 

Einstein The Tube" Preamplifier x-Demo 

Electrocompaniet EC1 Preampliwire S/H 

Krell KAV-S Processor/Preamplifier DTS/AC3/Pro Logic S/H 14989 

Roksan L2 preamplifier S/H 1295 

47 Laboratory Input Chooser x-demo 534 

Was Now 

795 

1500 

4332 

2733 

1299 

1999 

2999 

4500 

599 

650 

1500 

N/A 

670 

3500 

650 

600 

950 
895 

N/A 

2200 

3099 

3066 

560 

2500 

1600 

6500 

1599 

6000 

N/A 

Amplifiers 

Audio Research CASO Valve Integrated S/H 
Bryston B6OR Amplifier S/H 

Bryston 4BST Power Amplifier S/H 

DNM PA3S Stereo PowerAmplifier S/H 

Graaf GM20 OTL Stereo Valve Amplifier S/H 

Lavardin IT x-demo 

Linn LK140 Silver 3 months old 

Rogue Audio Tempest Valve Integrated S/H 

Roksan Rok S1.5 Power Amplifier S/H 

Unison Research S8 845 Triode Integrated x-demo 

Unison Research SR1 Hybrid Integrated x-demo 

Union Research S6 Valve integrated S/H 

Loudspeakers 

BKS 107 MKII Supreme Ribbon Hybrids x-demo 

Indigo Model Two Centre Channel Cherry S/H 
JM lab Electra 906 Signature S/H 

JM Lab SW900 Subwoofer S/H 

Jm Lab Micro Utopia Dark Cherry New and Boxed 

Opera Super Pavarotti X-demo 

Opera Operetta Mahogany x-demo 

ProAc Response 1SC Mahogany S/H 

3495 

1550 

2500 

2900 

3295 

3200 

785 

2400 

1499 

3100 

1295 

1600 

2199 

199 

1149 

1079 

4500 

995 

795 

1200 

599 

1099 

2999 

1799 

899 

1299 

2299 

2799 

399 

399 

1249 

349 

399 

1299 

399 

499 

599 

399 

250 

749 

599 

1999 

399 

1799 

950 

2599 

499 

3999 

499 

3799 

499 

399 

1899 

1099 

1395 

1699 

1895 

2250 

599 

1599 

945 

2499 

799 

1199 

1599 

129 

750 

699 

3799 

699 

575 

649 

Midland Audio X-change is looking for good used British & 

American Hi-Fi 
cash paid call John Roberts on 01562 822236 

ProAC studio 100 Cherry x-demo 

Revel Salon Black/Aluminium (6 months old) S/H 

Sonus Faber Concerto Home Latest version Walnut S/H 

Totem Tabu Mahogany x-Demo 

Cables & Accessories 

799 

15000 

995 

2300 

Air Pod size 1x3 S/H 210 

Audio Note AN-V 1m Silver interconnect S/H 420 

Cogan Hall EM-D 0.6m S/H 199 

Finite Elemente Pagode E55/014 4 Tier Maple Stand x-Demo 849 

Finite Elemente Pagode HDO3 MR ex Martin Colloms 2499 

Goertz AG2 Silver 2x2.5m S/H 
Kimber DX-50 illuminations AES/EBU 1.5m S/H 

Nordost SPM 1m Phono-phono Interconnect S/H 

Nordost SPM 1m Balanced Interconnect S/H 

Opera Lux 3 Tier Table Clear/Stainless x-Demo 
Partington Dreadnaught 600mm S/H 

Roksan HAO1 1M Interconnect S/H 

Roksan HAO1D 0.5m Digital Interconnect S/H 

Target R1 Stands S/H 

Target R4 Stands S/H 

Target HR60 Silver Stands S/H 

Target 5 Tier equipment rack glass shelf S/H 

Transparent Music Link Ultra Balanced 7.26m S/H 

Transparent The Wave 2X7m S/H 

Tuners & Tape Decks, Power Supplies 

AKG C1000 Condenser Mic S/H 

Magnum Dynalab FT-R Remote Switcher for FT101 

A/Etude (New&Boxed) 

Revox B77 MKII Reel to Reel _ Track S/H 

Sony TCD-10Pro Portable DAT S/H 

Bargains under a £ 100 

Sony TCK-461s 2 head cassette decks new&boxed 

1900 

350 

825 

875 

950 

199 

99 

49 

329 

329 

179 

329 

2349 

599 

599 

11599 

649 

1399 

99 

199 

99 

599 

1750 

995 

149 

599 

625 

499 

129 

49 

25 

199 

199 

129 

179 

1499 

199 

241 120 

450 

2800 

2500 

299 

699 

995 

199 99 

Midland Audio X-change are looking for Audio Research, Krell , Mark Levinson, 

Naim Audio ,Dcs,Wadia, cash paid call John Roberts on 01562 822236 now! 

• • • • • fik • • • • • 

Suppliers and installers of High 

Quality Audio Systems 

47 Laboratory 

Accuphase 

Audio Note 

Audio Research 

Avid 

Basis 

Cabasse 

Cardas 

Clearaudio 

Conrad Jóhnston 

Copland 

Dcs 
DNM / Reson 

Einstein 
Electrocompaniet 

Final 

Finite Elemente 

• • • • • • 

Graff 

Gryphon 

Lavardin 

Mark Levinson 

Martin Logan 

Michell 

Nagra 

Primare 

ProAc 

Rega 

Resolution Audio 

Sonus Faber 
Spectral 

SPM 

Sugden 

UKD 

www.midlandaudiox-change.co.uk 

call John Roberts Tel 01562 822236 

or fax on . 01562 750246 

181 Franche Rd • Kidderminster • Worcs • DY11 5AD 

e-mail sales@midlandaudiox-change.co.uk 

Mobile 07721 605966 

Midland Audio X- change 



WILLIAMS HART 
III( I 

HARI ELECTRONIC KITS TRADED FOR OVER 30 YEARS 

Mortel Monohlock Pont, Amp KI0 

ONE OF THE BEST AMPLIFIERS YOU WILL HEAR! R.mardles al price 

ON DEMO lA Bala, Southend, Peterborough and Burnley 

Single Ended Class A Valve Sound 

I 5Watt Power Amp modules 

FOR THOSE WHO WANT THAT VALVE 
MIDBAND BUT BASS AND TRF131. F Ti) MATCH 

ACTIVE R/Control SUBWOOFER MODULE £ 177.30 Speakers Designed 8c Huai to Ordo, 

Advertise your Hi-Fi on my website (FREE) 
Also Award Winning Phono Stage Kit. Active Crossover Modules, Speaker Drise Units. 

M Cap Capacious. Caddock Resistors, Remote Control Volume and much more 

WEB SITE www.williamshart.com e-mail: williamshart@classicfm.net 
Tyn-Y-Coed. Llidiardau, Bala. Gwynedd, LL23 7Sei Tel/Fax for catalogue 0 I elg 520757. 

PERSONAL VISITORS SHOULD PHONE FIRST TO AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT 

Run h> tonne, Technwal Director of loodow Audio 

1V/SA 

eland Mid 
www.mana.co.uk 

"Now I can only 
say that until I 
had the Mana 

equipment table 
fitted. my hi-fi 

system was at 
best half 
Cocked." 

Alan Sircom 
Hi-Fi Choice 

March '95 

"Mana Tables are not cheap. But they are essential if you want to 
unlock your system's true potential." BEST BUY 
Malcolm Steward, Hi Fi Choice February '96 

For information on MANA products please contact: Unit E, Amlwch Ind. Est. 

Amlwch, Anglesey Wales. LL68 9BX..Email: post@mana.co.uk 

Sales: 01248 751 043 Factory 01407 830 530 
VISA 

11.1~111611111111 Fax 01407 830 535 

PRODUCT 

ARCAM A75 Silver Amp 

ARCAM A85 Silver Amp 

ARCAM AVR100 Black AV Reciever 

ARCAM CD62 Silver CD Player 

ARCAM CD72 Silver CD Player 

DENON AVR1602 Black AV Reciever 

DENON AVR1802 Black AV Reciever 

HARMON KARDON HK3370 Receiver 

KEF REFERENCE 4-2 Cherry Speakers 

KEF TDM45b íHX Subwooter 

LINN AKTIVMOD Aktiv Modules 

LINN LP12 Turntable 

MARANTZ ECLIPSE 70 DVD Combi System 

MERIDIAN 558 Multi Channel Amp 

MERIDIAN DSP5000 Cherry Speakers 

MERIDIAN DSP5000C Black Centre Speaker 

MERIDIAN DSP5500HC Centre Speaker 

MISSION 782 Speakers 

MISSION 78C Centre Speaker 

MISSION 78DS Speakers 

MUSICAL FIDELITY A3 Amp 

MUSICAL FIDELITY A3CR Pre Amp 

MUSICAL FIDELITY A3DAC DAC 

MUSICAL FIDEUTY CDPRE CD Player/PRE Amp 

MUSICAL FIDELITY HTP AV Pre Amp 

MUSICAL FIDELITY M250 Mono Block 

EX/DEMO 

EX/DEMO 

EX/DEMO 

EX/DEMO 

EX/DEMO 

EX/DEMO 

EX/DEMO 

EX/DEMO 

EX/DEMO 

S/H 

DUDEMO 

EX/DEMO 

EX/DEMO 

EX/DEMO 

EX/DEMO 

EX/DEMO 

EX/DEMO 

EX/DEMO 

EX/DEMO 

EX/DEMO 

EX/DEMO 

EX/DEMO 

EX/DEMO 

EX/DEMO 

DUDEMO 

EX/DEMO 

MUSICAL FIDELITY NUVISTA 3DCD CD Player NEW 

MUSICAL FIDELITY XA10OR Amp EX/DEMO 

MUSICAL FIDELITY XCAN Headphone Amp NEW 

MUSICAL FIDELITY XLPS Phono Stage NEW 

NAIM BRUNDY Super Logical Interconnect EX/DEMO 

NAIM INTRO Black Speakers EX/DEMO 

NAIM NASBL Speakers EX/DEMO 

PANASONIC NVFJ630BS Silver VCR NEW 

PIONEER DVR7000 DVD Recorder/Player EX/DEMO 

PROAC HESPONSE SG Speakers EX/DEMO 

SONY STD 777ES DAB Tuner EX/DEMO 

SONY STRDB1070 Black NV Receiver EX/DEMO 

SONY STSA3ES ES Tuner EX/DEMO 

SONY VPLHS1 Projector EX/DEMO 

YAMAHA FIXV62ORDS AV Receiver EX/DEMO 

LIST 

£450 

£800 

£800 

£370 

£450 

£350 

£450 

£250 

£3,650 

£800 

£125 

£1,075 

£1,500 

£3,395 

£3,885 

£1,995 

£3.750 

£600 

£300 

£300 

£850 

£1,000 

£800 

£2,000 

£2,000 

£850 

£3,000 

£1,000 

£150 

£150 

£245 

£790 

£2,360 

£150 

£1,200 

£1,200 

£700 

£600 

£300 

£1,800 

£450 

NOW 

£375 

£600 

£400 

£330 

£400 

£280 

£360 

£190 

£2,800 

£500 

£50 

£700 

£900 

£2,500 

£3,100 

£1,600 

£3,200 

£550 

£250 

£250 

£600 

£800 

£600 

£1,600 

£1,400 

£650 

£2,700 

£650 

£120 

£120 

£100 

£550 

£1,600 

£110 

£900 

£650 

£560 

£375 

£225 

£1,600 

£300 

PLEASE VISIT OUR SHOWROOMS 

OR CALL OUR HOTLINE 

NUMBER FOR DETAILS. 

MANY ARE ONE-OFF ITEMS!! 

HOTLINE 020 7497 1346 
Convent Garden 

18 Monmouth Street 

Convent Garden 

London WC2H 9HJ 

Tel: 020 7497 1346 

E- Mail: sales@musical-images.co.uk 
NO1 VALID WI 1H ANY CITHFR OFFERS OR PROMOTIONS E&OE 

VISIT THE MANA FORUM AT. http://iflallafOrUM.atillf0p0p.COITI 

www.hi-fiworld.co.uk FEBRUARY 2003 HI- Fl WORLD Ft COMPUTER AUDIO 111 



HICAM 
CHERISHED PRE-()WNED HI-FI EQUIPMENT SOLD, PURCHASED, P/X. 

CASH WAITING FOR THE FOLLOWING BRANDS 
NAIM, MERIDIAN, AUDIOLAB, KRELL,WADIA,SONUS FABER, 

MARTIN LOGAN MARK LEVINSON, COPLAND,QUAD 

AUDIONOTE MEISHU UNE INT AMP NEW 

ALPHASON AKROS 2 SPEAKER STANDS BOXED 

AUDIONOTE QUEST MONO AMPS NEW 

WAS NOW 

2750 

60 30 

2750 

AUDIOIAB 8000C/8000 P PRE/POWER/BOXED 600 

AUDIONOTE 010 INT AMP UNE LEVEL AS NEW 999 850 

LORA HEUKON St MC CARTRIDGE NEW 1249 

EAR HEADPHONE AMP HP4 AS NEW 1749 1500 

101 52000000 MONOBLOCKS SEALED BOX 1399 1195 

BUCK RHODIUM REQUIEM II METRE PAIR NEW 1247 950 

RACK RHODIUM REQUIEM 21 METRE PAIR NEW 1747 1350 

BLACK RHODIIUM ORATORIO 1 METRE PAIR NEW 547 450 

AUDIONOTE P4 MONOBLOCKS 4250 3700 

AVI S2000MC REFERENCE 24/96 CD PLAYER 999 895 

BLACK RHOIUM ORATORIO 1 METRE DIGITAL NEW 497 400 

MYRYAD MA 240 POWER AMP AS NEW 999 850 

AUDUSA EUPEN POWER CABLES FULL RANGE POA 

EURO 20 INTERGRATED CLASSA MINT 2798 2195 

"(AIM INTRO LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK/BOXED 395 

AUDIONOTE OTO PHONO INT AMP 1 MONTH OLD 1300 1100 

AUDIONOTE DA( 2.1X 24/96 1149 1025 

AVI S2000MM 150 WPC MONOBLOCKS NEW 1399 1200 

ETA( CINEMA 2 ESP SPEAKES+SUB 499 

EAR 8L6 INTRERGRATED/PRE/MAIN AMP NEW 2298 

EAR 834P CHROME DEEM WOK PHOND AS NEW 788 695 

EAR 834P MM/MC PHONOSTAGE 558 450 

EAR MC3 MC TRANSFORMER AS NEW 678 595 

EAR 834 INT AMP BOXED MINT 2198 1875 

IEYBROOK QUARTET ROSEWOOD FINISH 595 225 

AUDIONOTE A/IWO LOUDSPEAKERS 93 DB MINT 599 500 

LAI SS800 SPEAKER CABLE SMUT NEW 206 175 

EAT 8 WAY DISTRIBUTION BLOCK 3 FT NEW 232 199 

LOT AC2 6 WAY DISTRIBUTION BLOCK 3 FT NEW 201 175 

AT A(2 POWER CABLE .9 METRE 81 72 

LOT IC100 MK2 1 METRE BOXED NEW 105 90 

BLACK RHODIUM SUPER MAINS 8 

DISTRIBUTION BLOCK NEW 299 250 

AUDIONOTE ZERO TRANSPORT/DA( 1048 925 

SME 20/2 TURNTABLE NEW 3112 3112 

MYRYAD MI 240 INT AMP 2X120 WPC 1499 1300 

MYRYAD MA 500 5 CHANNEL AMP 5X100WPC 1699 WIN 

EXSPOSURE X1111 AMP BOXED MM PHONO STAGE 1000 395 

ERA [ODIAN BETA MC CARTRIDGE NOT USED 599 525 

EAR 890 POWER AMP 70 WPC CUSS A NEW 2548 

AUDIONOTE ANS3 MC STEP UP TRANSFORMER NEW 1299 

"[(HELL LARGE PSU NEW 399 399 

°OWERBLOCK 1000 MAINS CONDITIONER NEW 450 395 

MICHELL GYRO SE/RB300 ARM SEALED BOX 1017 925 

SME V ARM NEW 1375 

MICHELL ORCA PRE AMP 

MYRYAD MT 100 FM TUNER NEW 

1251 1095 

59995 

MICHELL GYRODECK /RB 300 ARM AS NEW 1190 FIN 

STAB OMEGA REFFERENCE SR 007/SRM 717 

TUBE ENERGISER 2795 

AUDIONOTE AN CDT THREE TRANSPORT NEW 3500 

AUDIONOTE DAC 4.10 NEW 4950 

AUDIONOTE P2 PP POWER AMP AS NEW 999 850 

)10H INTERGRATION .8 METRE NEW 240 160 

AUDIONOTE AN CD 2.1X INT CD PLAYER AS NEW 999 895 

VDH INTERGRATION .6 METRE NEW 220 140 

PUB ALPHA 6 ACTIVE SUBWOOFER AS NEW 500 250 

ELK CL 330I LET INC STANDS NEW 2499 

RUARK (L10 CHERRY FINISH BOXED 900 525 

RUARK PROLOUGE CHERRY BOXED 995 550 

E1A( 201 CENTRE SPEAKER VARIOUS FINISHES 279 

STAY SRS 4040 SYSTEM SIGNITURE 2 MINT 1195 995 

ELAC 555 CENTRE 3 WAY (ETTER SPK CHERRY FINISH 599 

EAR 899 INT/PRE AMP 70 WPC CUSS A NEW 2698 

AVI BIGGATRONS CHERRY NEW 599 450 

NAIA132.5 PRE M/C PHONO 295 

TRICHORD DINO PSU NEW 299 

SONICLINK AST200 BI WIRE SPK CABLE NEW 10 8 

SONICUNK Ilif BASE I MElle PIVRRETERCONen 25 13 

TRICHORD ORCO PRE/ LARGE PSU MINT 1650 1450 

SONICLINK 8 WAY DISTRIBUTION BLOCK 

2 METRE CABLE NEW 299 250 

SONICUNK SUAFUCITY I A191 PNR INTERCONNECT NEW 35 18 

CONRAD JOHNSON 17 PRE AMP MINT 4500 2500 

SONICLINK VIOLET INTERCONNECT (OFF THE REEL) 15 PER METRE 

STAB SRS 2020 MK2 EARSPEAKERS MINI 449 375 

AUDIONOTE M5 LINE LEVEL PRE AMP MINT 4650 4100 

TRICHORD RESEARCH DELPHINI MK2 

PHONO, LARGE PSU NEW 995 900 

SUIAIKO PEARL MM CARTRIDGE NEW 79 

SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL MC NEW 279 249 

AUDIONOTE ANVX 1 METRE PAW NEVER USED 574 495 

TALK ELECTRONIC THUNDER 1 CD PLAYER 

TARGET MX100 SPEAKER STANDS PIANO BLACK 

EAR PARAVICINI M100 MONO BLOCKS (AMAZING) 19995 

VDH THE SECOND .8 MIR NEW 230 150 

TRICHORB REASEARCH 500 POWERBLOCK 299 275 

EAR 324 TRANSISTOR PREAMP NEW 

OED FULL RANGE 

ST1L)( SR 007+SRM001 EARSPEAKERS NEW 

SOUND ORGANISATION FULL RANGE 

MYRYAD MD 600 (D PLAYER AS NEW 

AUDIONOTE AN° 3.1X CD PLAYER NEW 

VDH THE SOURCE HE 0.8 METRE NEW 

AGENTS FOR,EAR,TRICHORD,AUDIONOTE,NHCHELL 
MYRYAD,AVI,STAX,LAT,VDH,ELAC, RUARK,SME 

BLACK RHODIUM,LYRA,SUMIKO,QED 

1880 

PUA 

2995 2700 

PDX 

1299 1050 

1499 

6557.5 

OPEN MON-SUN 10AM-6PM 
FOR FURTHER DETAILS: TEL 01726 74474/01844 260517 

FAX 01726 70387 MOBILE: 07973 233 380 
E-MAIL HICAM1eFREENETNAME.CO.UK 
OR VISIT OUR WEBPAGE HICAM.CO.UK VISA 

USED AND EX DEM EQUIPMENT 

.Audio Analogue Bellini Pre Amp Silver ... £ XX3.00 Electr000mpankt AW25OR Power  0615.00 

Alphason 7 Shelf Smoked Glass Rack £ 150.00 Epas ES30's Reaewocd, Inc. 4m Exposure Tri-Wire 

Anaun DV88 DVD Black £4 95.00 &Cable 1195.8) 

Aream Alpha 10 Dave Module Black £525.00 KEF Q5 Ile Apple £ 435.00 

Audio Note CDTI Trans. & Aloi DAC £750.03 LED Zens In( Amp  £ 275.00 

B&W Silver Signatures Inc. UNE Manley Purist Pre. Valve  £ 795.00 

( iranite stand, eicom Marante DR7013 CD Reccoltr  £ 150.03 

It&W ASW 2503 Sub  £46.5.0) Marante SR5200 AV Surround Receiver Amp£ 325.00 

B & W CC6 S'2 Centre Black £ 115.00 Meridian 506 X/ bit CD  £1,45.00 

lirysion BP2.5 Pre. Remote. Silver £1200.03 Musical Salty Nu Vea Srk Cables 5m Pair . £150.00 

liryston 4B ST Power. Silver  £1600.00 Nairn 102 Pre MC Boards  £695.00 

( bord Clone 1/Connects From £ 12510 Nairn 180 Power  1695.00 

Chord Chorus XLR I I SET ONLY)  £ 17000 PMC FBI Floorstimders Oak  £11150.130 

Chord Solid I m I/Conn:xi £ 105.00 PM(' DB 1 Standmounts (Yak £ 475.00 

Copland CDA 266 CD Mint  £ 195.11) PM(' TB2 Centre. (Xik  £ 315.0) 

Cyrus ()WW1/ & Cyrus Stereo Power Amp & CLS Pink Triangle Cardinal & DaCajxi with 1307& 24 Bit 

511s Cherry  195001 Filters, Serviced  £1500.00 

Cyrus 2 Int. & PSX. Serviced. Inc QED Silver Spiral Rega Planet CD Black Inc. Remote  £ 365110 

I/Connœt £ 30100 Sugden CD2I Latest Spec  £ 670.00 

Cyne A. V.Master Processor  £ 80.00 Trite 6a3os Cassette Deck  £ 275.03 

Iknon AVR 3802 Surmund Receiver Tt tun Mcdel I's Cherry Inc Dedvaied Stands £ 1295.0D 

\Hip. Black  150000 Tounshendlsolda I/Connects 0.75m  £ 185.00 

I Xmon TU425RD Tuner. Black  £100.00 Vaitas 7's aak   5oono 

laxese Ref. MA2 lite Maestro 0.8m 1120.00 Vc1H The Wind Speaker Cable 3m Pair.... E 115.00 

Faxese Ref MS2.3 S/Cable Ri-Wan 3m Pair £ 200.00 Wadia Ei  11600.03 

Frvese Ref I/Conneets MS,  1 135113 ALL ITEMS PRICED TO CLEAR ! 

I ]ectn slum:mix EC 4.6 Pre  £ 795111 

PHONE STEVE ON 01527 450500 / MOBILE : 07773198336 
E-MAIL Apexsnm@aol.com www.apexacoustics.co.uk 

audio 

THE HI- END SPECIALISTS 
We buy and sell top condition, second user, 

ex-demo and new equipment, including amongst 
others, the following world class brands: 

NAIM 
MARK LEVINSON 

KRELL 
WILSON AUDIO ETC 
+ HI END ANALOGUE 
+ ESOTERIC CABLES 

We offer full demonstration facilities and home trials 
plus considered help and advice. 

From individual components through to full systems, 
tom tom audio is your cost effective key to hi-end 

with complete peace of mind. 

Cash waiting, plus all products are tested and carry 
a full, no quibble money back guarantee. 

Contact us today for a chat to discuss your 
requirements. As true enthusiasts, we look forward to 

hearing from you. 

WE COLLECT AND DELIVER 

CALL 07971 202742 ANYTIME 

tunes@tomtomaudio.com 
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ADJSN 
AUDUSA - 00M Silverlink Mono Crystal balanced speaker cable - 
conductor of 3mm diameter (apprOx 8 gauge), stranded SO« on OFHC, plus 
three strands of Mono Crystal Copper for improved bass performance. Mylar 
infill and with designed in protection against RF and EMI. Cable OD 14.72 
mm Priced at £12.95 per meter 

AUDUSA EUPEN CSA 2.5 MAINS CABLE - HI FI CHOICE SEPT 2001 BEST BUY 
GNLM 05/04 and GNLM 05/2.5 ( CSA 2.5) Cable with FERRITE TECHNOLOGY - A polymer material mixed with a consid-

erable quantity of homogeneously fine high quality ferrite powder.is extruded around the 

copper conductors. As a ferromagnetic material, it will go through hysteresis loops when-
ever it is under influence of an alternating magnetic field. Con-

secutively magnetizing and demagnetizing the material will 

cause considerable losses of high frequency energy. This ener-

gy is absorbed in the ferrite grains and converted into heat.This 
effect is more or less proportional to the field frequency; high fre-

quencies will be strongly attenuated, because their energy will be 

absorbed by the ferrite powder.The GNLM cables which in addition 
to the above described ferrite technology is further protected with a 
foil shield and a drain wire and specifically manufactured for High 

End audio use. Said by some to be the most neutral sounding 
mains cable on the market 

Fitted with IEC ( Martin Kayser) and MK Tough Cable can be supplied fitted to our all steel 4, 6 

We can rewire the distribution blocks with Eupen cable as an extra cost option. 

AUDUSA - Eupen GNLM 05/2.5 (CSA 
2.5) shown with Marino° IEC 320 

GNLM 05/2.5 (CSA2.5) £48 for 
1.0m,£58 for 1.5m, £68 for 
2.0m, Off the reel £30 for 1st 
meter, £20 per m thereafter. 
GNLM 05/04 £58 for 1m, £68 
for 1.5m, £78 for 2.0m Also off 
the reel. 
Both GNLM cables available for 
export 

and 8 way distribution blocks. 

Refer to our web site for details. 

AUDUSA EUPEN GNLM 05/04 

4115USA - Eupen and LAT AC-2 mains cable available with 16 amp IEC ( for certain models of amps by Krell, MF, Levinson etc), Mannco 

320 IEC, Figure of eight, Bulgin, USA Hubble,European Schuko, Australian, Swiss, Danish, and Neutrik plugs. 

SILVER SILVER SILVER - Upgrade the cable with silver plated contacts on IEC and and MK plug for 
an extra £6. IEC's and MK plugs with silver plated contacts available seperately at £6, £8 and £9 

Why Silver plated contacts? Simple, silver is THE BEST conductor of electricity. 

LAT AC-2 HI-FI CHOICE - SEPT 2001 - RECOMMENDED MAINS CABLE 
We have developed a cabling (weaving) pattern along with 

an unusual shielding/filtering system that gets rid of the 

garbage that contaminates your components. The difference 

you hear with our cord is astounding. Our power cord takes 

advantage of silver in its design through use of our proprietary 

Silverfuse conductors. The conductors are 10 gauge and with 

PTFE; the best insulation available. Fitted as standard with 

IEC / MK Toughplug. . 60cm £62, 90cm £75, 1.2m £88, 1.5m 

£101, 1.8m £ 112 etc Other lengths available and.off the reel. 

4,6 and 8 way all steel mains distribution blocks fitted with 

UK, Schuko or USA sockets.CE tested & approved mains 

distribution units manufactured of heavy gauge steel, finished 

in black and fitted with high quality 13amp sockets. It has no 

filters, circuit breakers, surge protection, transformers, resis-

tors, capacitors, LED's, on/off switches, chokes, regulators, 

just fitted with 1m of AC-2 mains cable.From £ 166 for 4 way, 

£198 for 6 way, £229 for 8 way. 

OF 

AC-2 
Power cable 
compare with 

products costing 
ten limes as 
much, then 
decide 

di. 

SILVERFUSE is a near alloy of sil-
ver and copper. IT IS NOT SILVER PLATED 
OR SILVER CLAD. Plating (or clad, which is 
the same thing as plating) causes a dioding 
effect when signal is passed through resulting 
in brightness and distortion. The Silverfuse 
process starts with seven nines OFHC copper 
wire with a diameter that is slightly larger than 
the required size. It is then pulled through a 
trough of molten silver. The wire with a silver 
deposit, is then forced through a compacting 
die where it is subject to tremendous pres-
sure. The silver and the high purity copper are 
fused together into a near alloy. The compact-
ing fusion also reduces the wire diameter to 
the desired size. No dioding subsequently 
occurs with this process. The result provides  1 for the benefits of silver; which are excellent 
definition and clarity, with the high purity cop-
per benefits of warmth and mellowness. 

LAT INTERNATIONAL - Analogue, Digital and Video interconnects and Speaker cable- better than 
most otheN at double the price Refer to www.audusa.com for further details or ask for reviews 

SUNFIRE CORPORATION - Snohomish USA 
New for 2002 Sunfire True Sub Woofer MKIV - 11 inch cube. Signature True Sub-

Woofer 13 inch cube and Junior Sub Woofer 9 inch cube -all with two drivers, to as low as 16hz, 

116 SPL and 360 cu ins of air movement, 1200 or 2700 watt patented amp technology. Classic 

Tube Pre-amp, Solid state power amps 2 channel (300 x 2 or 600 x 2) and 5 channel (220 x 5 or 
430 x 5 - yes total of 2150 watts into 8 ohms or 4300 watts into 4 ohms) patented amp technology 

(no heat sinks) and Theatre Grand II processor pre-amp. 

WWW.AUDUSA.COM 
Tel: 020 8241 9826, 020 8264 0249 Fax 020 8241 0999 Email: sales@audusa.com 



Oxford Audio 
Consultants Ltd. 

OUR SUPERB SERVICE IS THE SAME REGARDLESS OF PRICE 

Now Demonstrating 

1..\-Demon.tratlIn S: Pre\ iou.ly Owned EquIpment 

SALE LIST - December 2002 
Audio RCSC:II, 
Musical Fidelity. A3 CD player 
Theta Dreadnought 5 channel 
CR Developments Romulus amplifier 
LOEWE TVs - various dem models 
Onkyo Integra system - our dem models 
Musical Fidelity FX Power Amplifier 
Ventas P400 Power Amplifier as new 
Naim 52 pee-amp as new 
Sonus Faber Concertino Home Boxed 
Kimber KS- I130 Black Pearl Balanced 1.5m interconnect 
Sonus Faber Concerto GPs with Stones Mk 1 Walnut 
Graaf GM20 Monohlocks 
Linn Sara speakers walnut 
Transparent Cables — various 
Musical Fidelity MVT preamp 
Theta Carmen DVD/CD Player silver ex dem 
Martin Logan Prodigy ex dem 
Sonus Faber Signums Ex Dem 
Audio Research VT60 Power Amp 
Audio Research 0100.2 
NAIM 140 power amp 
Nairn 82 Preamp as new ex dem 
Naim 180 Power Amp 
Naim Supercap Ex Dem Mint 
Nairn 102 
Audio Analogue Bellini Preamp Silver 
Wilson System 5.1 
Wilson System 6.1 Ferrari Grey 
Musical Fidelity A3 Preamp/Power Amp Ex Dem 
Krell CD DSP Mk 2 Cl) Player Glass lid Top- Loader 

É.2995 SH 
£495 SH 

£5495 XD 
£ 450 SH 

EP.O.A. 
£7500 XD 
E 495 SH 
£2695 
£2750 XD 
£ 425 SH 
£1100 SH 
£1095 SH 
P.O.A. SH 
£295 MI 

P.O.A. SH 
£ 295 SH 
£2495 XD 
£8500 XD 
£895 XD 
£ 850 SH 
£2795 SH 
£295 SH 

£1895 XD 
£895 XD 

£1895 XD 
£895 XD 
£250 SH 

£4995 SH 
£12995 SH 
£1295 XD 
£1295 SH 

SH - Second Hand XD - EX Demonstration 

0% interest free credit 
Licensed Credit Broker 

REFER TO OUR WEBSITE FOR THE LATEST UPDATED SALE LIST. 
Agences onslude *souses Energy. ANNueon Atacama AASo Analogue Aude Research Beyeg BOSE Casse Chord Company 

CUStand. Creshon. Denon Dupason Dann Electrceecs Ensure Furtso SM Aude GoUnng Steal Integra Systems IXOS Jado 
Jamo Key Nosesu K,S Lemose. Lae,. ,VNKleo ¡Jon Ciassk Lyra Marantz Mann Logan MoCile MRS lauttroorn Systems 
Alusacal Feleley. NAD Nara NEC Gas Plasma Screens Nakarnéche Nordost Onkyo Opera Calolon Pares.. Pence, ProAc 
P,sect Torntades OED Mottroasn Goad Q.alraso,.. PF: CD TVs SME Sonus Sonus 

' " .•. ta Transparent Uoson Research Van 

TAX-FREE EXPORT SERVICE 
MAIL-ORDER AVAILABLE ON MANY ITEMS 

Cantas House, Park End Street 

Oxford 0X1 lin 

Telephone: Oxford ( 01865) 790879 

Facsimile: Oxford (01865) 791665 

E-MAIL: oxford.audio@htinternelcom 

WEBSITE: www.oxfordaudio.comk 

V.A.T. No. 
729580013 

TEL/FAX 
0121 747 4246 

RRP NOW £ 

QUALITY USED 
EQUIPMENT, 

BOUGHT, SOLD, 
PAW EXCHANGE 

URGENTLY REQUIRED 
LINN, NAIM, 

MERIDIAN, QUAD, 
CASH WAITING 

ADVANTAGE A300 POWER AMP 
ACCUPHASE E212 INTEGRATED 4 WEEKS OLD 
ACCUPHASE DP65V 
ADVANTAGE M300 MONO'S NEW SEALED BOX 
ATC SPA2-150 
AUDIO PHYSIC VIRGO 3 CHERRY 
AUDIO RESEARCH SP 14 
AUDIO RESEARCH LS15 
AUDIO RESEARCH V1150 MONO'S NEW VAL VES 
AUDIO RESEARCH D125 
AUDIO RESEARCH D115 MK11 
AUDIO RESEARCH VT50 BALANCED 
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 60 
AVI S2000MC CD 
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES VK20 PHONO REMOTE 
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES VKD5SE CD 
BKS 107 SUPREME MK11 RIBBON HYBRID 
BOW WIZARD CD 
BOW WAZOO XL 
CLASSE DR6 PRE 
DENSEN B300 POWER AMP 
EAR 534 POWER BALANCED 
EAR 859 INTEGRATED 
EAR V20 INTEGRATED 
HOVLAND HP-100 + M/C PHONO NEW 
HOVLAND SAPHIRE POWER AMP 
KEF REFERENCE 1 BLACK 
LUXMAN K-351 CASSETTE DECK 
MAGNUM DYNALAB M010 VIRTUAL DECODER EX OEM 
MARANTZ SACD 12 NEW UNUSED 
MARK LEVINSON 331 
MARK LEVINSON NO29 POWERAMP 
MARTIN LOGAN CLS 11 Z 
McINTOSH C100 TWO BOX PRE 
McINTOSH MR85 TUNER 
MERIDIAN 518 
MERIDIAN 500 MK2 
MERIDIAN 561 
MERIDIAN 501.2 
MERIDIAN 555 2 AVAILABLE 
MERIDAIN 505 MONO'S 5 AVAILABLE 
MERIDIAN 562 A/D CONVERTER + MC PHONO 
MERIDIAN 556 4 AVAILABLE 
MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO PtlesF ROSEWCCO MARKED HENCE 
MUSE MODEL 8/296 DVD/CD TRANS & 24/96 KHZ DAC 
NAIM CDS 
NAIM 32.5 
NAIM 72 
NAIM 90/3 
NAIM 250 NEW STYLE 
NAIM SBL LATEST DRIVERS BLACK 
NAIM PREFIX S 
NAIM CREDO CHERRY 
NAIM CREDO EBONY 
NHT 1.1 SPEAKERS PIANO BLACK EX DEM 
NVA THE INTEGRATED STATEMENT 
ORACLE CD TRANSPORT 
PINK TRIANGLE DA CAPO 1307 FILTER 
PS AUDIO P300 POWER PLANT 
QUAD ESL 63 BLACK/ROSEWOOD 
REGA CURSA/MAIA PRE POWER 
RUARK ACCOLADE WALNUT 
ROKSAN DP3 DA2 DS5 TRANSPORT DAC + P/S 
SONUS FABER CONCERTO GRAND PIANO MARBLE BASES 
SUGDEN MASTERCLASS PRE 
SUGDEN MASTERCLASS POWER 
TANNOY MERCURY M3 
TEAC P30 TRANSPORT 
VTL MB125 MONO'S 
VPI JUNIOR 
WADIA 61 
WADIA 6 
YAMAHA SW 160 SUB 

2800 1295 
2200 1495 
4000 2795 
4600 2595 
3000 1695 
4000 2500 
3500 1195 
3500 1995 
14000 4995 
5000 1295 
N/A 995 
3500 1995 
3500 1495 
1300 395 
5000 1795 
5500 3195 
2000 1195 
3500 1995 
3000 1095 
3500 895 
900 395 
2200 1395 
2300 1295 
2800 895 
5750 4495 
7000 4995 
N/A 395 
N/A 195 
700 195 
3500 2595 
5500 2995 
N/A 1295 
5000 2495 
6500 3495 
2300 1495 
1000 495 
1300 695 
3300 2095 
800 495 
850 395 
900 550 
N/A 395 
1000 595 
2200 495 
7000 2495 
4000 1995 
N/A 145 
800 350 
N/A 195 
1910 895 
2540 695 
450 250 
1425 695 
1425 695 
400 95 
1300 495 
7500 3995 
1860 495 
1750 995 
3800 995 
1000 495 
2700 795 
3500 995 
2100 995 
2300 1295 
3300 1995 
250 50 
2800 1495 
3000 1595 
700 350 
N/A 1695 
N/A 1395 
275 95 

OPEN MON-SUN 10.00 TO 8.00 
Website: www.centralaudio.co.uk. 
E-mail: tony@centralaudio.co.uk 

ALSO AGENTS FOR 

Advantage. Balanced audio technologies. Boulder. Burmester. 
Egleston. Hovland.Kharma. Lumley. Pass labs. Sound lab. VIL. 
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202 Findon Road, Worthing, WEST Sussex. BN14 OEJ 
Tel. 01903-872288 or (after hours) 07860 660001 Fax. 01903-872234 

e-mall: heatherdaleihiti-aereo.com fiwww hifi-steren.com 
-,varra Heatherdale ,sebaere 

•audlo limited 
HEATHEROALE PRO- OWNED GUARANTEED EQUIPMENT EXPORT FACILITIES AVAILABLE Nakamichi Pa 5 Stasis Power Amp 

Bow Wazoo XI Integrated Amp (New) 
Ion Nexus AAMO Mono Blocks With Spi Pre Amp & X Pac 2 Psu 
Adcorn SPA 5300 Power Amp 
OUI 2000M1 Integrated Amp (ex demo) 

SPEAKERS 
, I PLL1 Speakers x den, 

imoy 6095 with stands 
Max Symphony speakers 
Audio physic Tempo Speakers 
ATC SCM 50A Active speakers 
Tannoy Kingdom 12 x Demo 
Pro-ac studio 1 speakers mk 2 
ATC SCM 50A Active speakers 
Thiel Scs 2 Speakers (Walnut Factory Sealed Boxes) 
Normal Price £2395 Our Price 

FILM 
Audio Synthesis DA converter with varable output pre amp (cost new £2900) 
Musical Fidelity MITT Pre amp 
Rom audio NAIT 3 Pre amp 
Exposure 21 Pre Amp (New, with Remote) 
Adcom SIP 450 Tuner/Pre Amp 
Oakley High-end Value Pre Amp (similar to Conrad Johnson) 
Nom NAC 42 5 Pre-Amp 

MEER 
Classe CA 201 power amp (200 WPC) ( remote facility) normal retail £2500 
Ion Obelisk 3x integrated amp with power supply 
Naim audio NAP 90 power amp 
Arcam xeta one integrated amp (pro logic) 
Krell KST 100 Power Amp 

£3995 
£225 
£99 

£995 
£3495 
£3495 
£395 

£3495 

£1595 

f2195 
£375 
£425 
£750 
£350 
£650 
£150 

£1995 
£1495 
£395 
£595 
£1695 

larlilEULTRNME 
Sugden £D21 CD player £550 
Krell KAV 300 CD Player £1995 
Marantz CD 63 SE CD Player £195 
Cec T11 Cd Transport Belt Dove ( Gold Finish) ( Stereophile Recommended) 
Normal Retail £5000 £2650 
Maranta Cd 72 Mk2 Se Cd Player (Mint) £295 

IMO 
Sonic Frontiers SFD1 Digital Processor 
Theta Chrome HDCD DAC (ex demo) 

IRKEIMMOVI 
Audio note Iliondoi 3mtr pair SPZ Speaker cable 
Graham 22 tonearm with extra ceranic arm wond (boxed and mint) 
Denon DOD 5000 DOD player 
Nin Headphone Amp and power supply 
Balm audio FLATCAP power supply 
Nairn audio NAT 03 tuner 
Pioner 830s 3 head cassette deck 
Target Heavy duty speaker stands 
Nakamichi tuner 2 
Nakamichi 80-3000 3 Head Cassette Dee 

ALL USED CARTRIDGES ARE CHECKED UNDER A MICROSCOPE BEFORE BEING OFFERED FOR SALE. 

£695 Magner,' Dynalab Etude Tuner 
£1995 Ouadrashire 04 Oak Wall Shelf 
£1195 Synergistic Research Coax Resolution Reference Balanced Digital Cable 
£350 Stay SR007 Omega Ref iSR117 Head Phone & SRM007I dual mod) 
£750 Normal Retail £2995 

Eminent Technology air bearing arm with magnesium wand Ow pump 
Shun Mook Record Clamp Normal Retail £ 1660 
Nakamichi Ca7e Cassette Deck 
Nakamichi Cr40 Tape Deck 
Harmonix Record Clamp 
Luxman K331 W Cassette Deck 
Audio Note ANSI MC Transformer with Phono- Phono Stage 

TIMPAILWAINRIERIAILMINi 
Dynavector karat 1702 cartridge 

£695 Audio research PH3 Phono stage 
£775 Mark Levinson No 255 Phono Stage with Power Supply 

Anston RD11 Turntable 
Linn Axis Turntable with Linn Skits Arm ( Below Average Condition) 

£2500 Verdier Ebony Wood Arm Board Normal retail MO 
£1695 Audio Power Supply & Soir Arm 
£695 Hehus Silver wired tom, 
£175 
£250 
£395 
£195 
£195 
£195 
£295 

VISA - SWITCH - MASTER CARD - AMEX - DINERS CLUB WELCOME. 
WE TAKE PART EXCHANGE ON NEW 8. USED STOCK and buy In for cash 

£795 
£120 
£250 

£1750 
£1695 
£995 

£1195 
£225 
£195 
£150 

£8495 

£295 
£1495 
£3495 
£75 
£75 

£425 
£995 
£995 

Mite LISTE111161011SE 951WMK 

le on ell« Mt hum (WOW to stets) 
PLEASE PHONE TO ARRANGE AN AUDITION 

MAIN DEALERS FOR MARK LEVINSON, THIEL. AND ABSOLUTE SOUNDS 

Souncicraft HiFi rill At 40 High Street, Ashford, Kent. TN24 8TE 

SPECIAL CLEARANCE SALE February 2003 

Hi-Fi Separates (! = Ex - demonstration) 
Acoustic EnergyAE 109 ( black) Sub woofer Used £200 00 

ARCAM XETA 2Home Cinema Ex-demo 0199.00 

ARCAM DV-88 (silver)black) DOD New £799.00 

ARCAM DV- 27 (silver) DOD Ex-demo £1.295.00 

ARCAMCD92 (black) CD Ex-demo £699.00 

Arcam AVR100 receiver Home Cinema Ex-demo £399.00 

Arcam A65. (sliver) Integrated amplifier Ex-demo £299 00 

Audio Lab 8000 PRE AND POWER AMP 

Pro/power amplilier Used f 500 00 

BOW Nautilus 802's R.Cherry SpeakerEx-demo £4,995.00 

BOW ASW 500 Sub cooler Ex-demo £279.00 

CASTLE SEVERN 2 (Birch) Speaker Ex-demo £449.00 

Denon DOD 3300 GOLD OVO player DVDEx-demo £ 749 00 

Denon AVR-1602 black Home Cinema Ex-demo £249 00 

Denon AVR-3802 (black) Home Cinema Ex-demo £65000 

Denon ADO- 795 Home Cinema Ex-demo £599 00 HARMAN NARDON OVO-5000 Home Cinema Used £499 00 

HARMAN KARDON AV 4000 Home Cinema Ex-demo £399.00 

Len Kairn Pro Pre amp Used £799.00 

Linn CD- 12 CD Ex-demo £7.999.00 

Linn Index 2 Speaker Used £149.00 

LINN (abers ( black) Speaker Used £895 00 

Linn Arkiv Moving Coll Cart Turntable Used £599.00 

Linn MAJIK I Phono Amplifier Ex-demo £399.00 

Linn Katan ( black) Speaker Used [400.00 

LOEWE ACONEtk 5ELECT (era hive) 

with SELECT CABINET Television Ex-demo £2.350.00 

Loewe Planus 32* TV. Cabinet Television Used £1.199.00 

Marantz DV-4200 Zone Free OVO Ea-demo £199.00 

Marantz OVO-4100 OSE Zone Free DOD Ex-demo £249.00 

MUSICAL FIDELITYHT 600 5 Channel Power Amp 

Power amp Ex-demo £1.499.00 

MUSICAL FIDELITY HTP ( Processor) 

Home Cinema Ex- demo £1,499 00 

Our exciting range includes: Arcam, DiVA & FMJ, Chord 
Electronics, Linn , Lexicon, MC-12, Naim, Rega, Musical 

Fidelity, Denon, Yamaha, Rotel, B&W Nautilus, PMC, Ruark, 
Kef, Loewe TV, Hitachi & Pioneer Plasma, Sim 2 DPL! 

Hotline: 01233 624441 Fax: 01233 640333. 
Musical Fidelity 03 AMPLIFIER ••-i 

Amplifier Used 

Musical Technology Harrier (walnut)Speaker Used 

Nairn NAP 903 Power amp Ex-demo 

Naim AV-1 processor Home Cinema Used 

NAIM CDS II Cd transpon  CD Ex-demo 

NaimCDS.PSU ( serviced) CD Used 

Nakamichi DOD 10-5 zone free DOD Ex-demo 

Ortofon Scratch Concorde Stylus ( pair) TurntableNew 

Pioneer XV-0055 • S-59 speakers 

Home Crnemar r 7. 

£595 00 

£199 00 

£299 00 

£599 00 

£3.499 99 

£2.499.00 

£399 00 

£175 00 

£499 00 

Pioneer POP-502 • a display Home 

Cinema Ex-demo 

Ouad 50E (mono)Power amp Used 

BESO JURA ( Dark Cherry) SpeakerEx-demo 

ROTEL HOU-972 Home Cinema Ex-demo 

ROTEL RD V-995 (zone free) DUD Ex-demo 

ROTEL RSP-966 Home Cinema Ex-demo 

Sony DVPS 7700 Home Cinema Ex-demo 

Yamaha OSP-00320V Home Cinema New 

Yamaha RX•V42ORDS Home Cinema Ex demo 

Yamaha fis , • 

Check our web site: soundcrafthifi.com 

a4 S95 JU 

£200.00 

£399 00 

64900 
£399 00 

£450 00 

£350 00 

£949 00 

(199 00 

(199 00 

Sounc Invest 
If you have invested expertise and 
money in building up a sound system 
to your own unique specifications. 
then why compromise with indifferent 
housing units? 

Fi-Rax offers a new dimension in 
audio visual racking - from a range 
of standard designs to the flexibility 
to custom create a unit to suit your 
particular sound system and lifestyle 

ment 
•High quality aluminium construction. 
'Finishes available to your choice 
•Fully adjustable 6mm glass shelving. 
'Sound isolation on shelving/feet. 
*Custom created to suit your system 
*Free delivery throughout the t1K 

Fi-Rax - a sound investment for those 
who want the best from their 
equipment. 

Audio Visual Furniture 

For further information or o free brochure conlact•JEM Distribution, 
Springfield Mills, Spa Street, Ossett Wakefield WF5 OHW. 
Tel: 01924 277626 Fox: 01924 270759 

Are you making the right connections? 
Send for Britain's biggest catalogue of 

specialist cable and connections. 

All available by mail order. 

Phone 020-8942 9124 or clip 
the coupon for your Free copy 

www.custom-cable.co.uk 

CUSTOM FIBLE 
SERVICE 

PO Box 4007, London SW17 8XG 

Please send me your FREE Custom Cable Catalogue 

Name   

Address   

Postcode   
NO FURTHER INFORMATION REQUIRED 

Send to: Custom Cable Service 
PO Box 4007 
London SW17 8XG 

HEW 02/03 

1 
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hi-fi for grown-ups 

Second hand 
ex dem deals 

. L- ATC A7 Tower loudspeakers. Rosewood veneer, no 
marks other than some minor chips to the (black 
painted) bases. S/H, boxed. Originally Lizoo. £ 95 

Audlophysic Spark u slim, pretty, accom-
plished floorstanding loudspeakers. 

American Maple veneer. Ex demonstration, unmarked, 
boxed and fully warranted. (E175o) 

£1295 

I
' Heybrook Sextet compact floorstanding .. loudspeakers. Cost Eiloo, originally sold 

by Signals, S/H boxed, in light ash veneer 
' • with burr maple trims. Ported to the 

floor (they need to be on spikes) they 
will normally work well near walls. Rib-
bon tweeters . . . £495 

Ja1110 Concert Eight loudspeakers in cherry. s/h boxed, 
excellent. (E1400)   £62.5 

Jamo Concert Twelve loudspeakers in cherry veneer. s/h boxed, 
excellent. (E2200) Luso 

Jamo Concert centre loudspeaker in maple (Escuo) s/h, no box. £225 

Linn Classik movie system. Complete 5.1 
channel A/V receiver, DVD player, the 
works in a very small box. Ex demonstra-
tion, perfect and unmarked. Ez000 new . 
Full warranty. . . eisso 

NVA AP7o amplifier. S/H, unmarked S/H 

(E96o). • £595 

Primare Vio DVD player. Ex demo, 
boxed, excellent (E699). A slightly 
revised new model is now out, time for a 
new demo unit.   £ 75 

Primare Aio amplifier. Ex demo, boxed, 

unmarked (E499). Remote control. A very good little amplifier. . . . £.2.85 

Primare T20 RDS FM tuner. Ex demo, 
boxed, unmarked (E499). Remote con-
trol. A lovely tuner, visual match for the 
io, uo and 30 series components. &Rs 

Package deal : all three of the above Primare units for Eggg 

Quad 34 preamplifier. s/h phono sockets (grey), good condition, .. 

Lust) 

Quad 405 power amplifier. Beige, quite an early specimen with DIN 
input. s/h, good condition ...... E135 

Rega Radio R tuner. Approx 2 years old. 
sei, boxed urunarkeo. (E398)   

Nordost specials 

x sm pair Red Dawn (revs) single wire spkr cables (E1274) £760 

x urn pair Red Dawn Rev II bi-wire speaker cable. (E699) £385 

ch(01473)6551 71 
I s bucklesham 

h suffolk IP 1 0 ODY 

0 1 4 7 3 ) 6 5 5 1 7 2 

e ng@signals.uk.com 

ignals.uk.c om 

IAN HARRISON HI-FI TEL. 01283 702875 
HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIONWIDE DELIVERY 9am- 9pm 

SALE NOW ON! INCLUDING SUNDAYS 

TRADE IN YOUR OLD MOVING COI. CARTRIDGE & SAVE UP TO 60% OFF THE RRP. 
CARMOGES & STYLI 

DENON 

SHURE 

AUDIO TECHNICA 

GOLDRING 

SUMIKO 

TRANS-

FIGURATION 

LONDON (DECCA) 

GRADO 

ROKSAN 

VAN DEN HUL 

ORTOFON 

RESON 

CLEAR AUDIO 

KOE7SU 

TONEARMS 

ROKSAN 
SOUTHER 
GRAHAM 
MOTH 
CLEAR AUDIO 
HADCOCK 

HIFI FURNITURE 

OPTIMUM 
ASH DESIGN 
APOLLO 
SOUND STYLE 
SOUND 
ORGANISATION 
ALPHASON 

CABLES 

BLACK RHODIUM 

TRANSPARENT 

VAN DEN HUL 

QED 

ORTOFON 

NORDOST 

ARGENTO 

AUDIO 

TURNTABLES 

ROKSAN 
MICHELL 
CLEAR AUDIO 
AUDIO NOTE 

HEADPHONES 

SENNHEISER 
SONY 
AKG 
GRADO 
AUDIO-
TECHNICA 

DAT 

TASCAM 
SONY 
PANASONIC 

CASSETTE DECKS 

PIONEER 

TEAC 

SONY 

DENON 

MINI DISCS 

SONY 
DENON 

TUNERS 

SONY 
DENON 

DVD 

SONY 
DENON 

PHONO STAGES 

TRICHORD 
MOTH 
CREEK 
NAD 
EAR 
ROKSAN 
TOM EVANS 

LOUDSPEAKERS 

SONY 
HARBETH 
CABASSE 
SHUN MOOK 
EPOS 

AMPLIFIERS 

DENON 
HALCRO 
MOTH 
CAT 
GAMUT 
ALOIA 
EAR 

; 
MN News Cartridge Alignment Gauge £5 Audio Technica Stylus 

Hill News Test Record & Cleaning Fluid 
Alignment Gauge £15 Clearaudio Carbon Fibre Record 

Sere SFG/2 'tacking Force Gauge £25 Cleaning Brush  

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE & AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. 
ALL GOODS ARE BRAND NEW & BOXED WITH FULL U.K. GUARANTEES. 

NO EX. DEM OR EX DISPLAY GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS. GOODS ARE NOT 
UPPLIED ON APPROVAL. SORRY, NO GENERAL CATALOGUES PLEASE PHON= 

OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS, BROCHURES OR PRICES. 

MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM ; IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, 
DERBY 0E65 6GQ. TEL: 01283 702875. 9am - 9.m INCLUDING SUNDAYS. 

1 4 

V'AUDIO 
Hi-Fi Consultants 

TURNTABLES  

In the October issue I referred to eagerly awaited items such as the 
new AVI Integrated and Pro-Nine Plus speakers, but as happens 
with new products the amp is still not quite ready and I will proba-
bly await evaluating the Pro-Nine Plus until I get the new amp. 
Having just acquired an SME 10A turntable, and having found that 
the new Infinity Prelude MTS speakers (see Oct) sound particularly 
good with vinyl, I have spent time playing this turntable, an old 
VP! TNT, an Audiomeca J1 with SL5 arm, an old Oracle, and plan 
to dig out one of the original Pink Triangle's. The trouble always 
with turntables, now we have become accustomed to CD etc, is the 
time it all takes, especially as the eyes and hands aren't as good as 
they were!. Invariably they have different arms and cartridges and 
comparisons are difficult. They all should sound good however. I 
am playing them through the Trichord Dino Phono Stage, AVI pre-
amp & ESLAB Digital poweramp which suits the Preludes very 
well. 

The Preludes are very open and detailed but never get hard when 
driven. Looking forward to the new 350 watt Eslab amp, which 
although more powerful than the Preludes need, being efficient, will 
no doubt change the balance. Will keep you up to date. 

Just in however is the VP! Scout turntable, which at £ 1250 
complete with superb unipivot arm, makes it an excellent bargain. 
Superb open sound! 

www.vaudio.co.uk 

V'audio HI- Fl Consultants 
36 Druid Hill, Stoke Bishop, Bristol BS9 lEJ 

Tel/Fax 0117 968 6005 



listening 
rooms 

PHONE FOR LATEST LIST 

NEW, EX-DEM AND CLEARANCE ITEMS  

RRP SALE 

Acoustic Energy AEI MKII £995.00 £499.00 D 
Arcam Alpha 10 £799.00 f 519.00 D 
Arcam FM] P25 power amp £750.00 £489.00 N 
Arcam FM] CD23 Cd player f 1099.00 £699.00 N 
Arcam FM] A22/Dave AC3 - DIS amp £ 1849.00 f 1,199.00 N 

Arcam FM] A22 £1,1.00 £769.00 D 
Arcam FM] P35 power amp £830.00 £539.00 N 
Cyrus SL Amp £400.00 f 199.00 D 
Cyrus AV Master Processor f 195.00 

Krell KAV 500i Irit. Amp. f5,198.00 £2,495.00 D 
Linn Kaber f 1,995.00 £695.00 D 
Meridian M33 Active speakers £ 1,495.00 £995.00 N + D 
Neate Mystique £735.00 f499.00 D 
Neate Elite (1,200.00 £779.00 D 
ProAc 3.8 £3,990.00 £2,299.00 D 
Rotel RX965RDS WV receiver £950.00 £595.00 D 
Mission 781 £399.00 £219.00 D 
Mission 773 SE f399.00 £239.00 N+D 
Mission 78AS subwoofer £699.00 £449.00 N 
Mission 783 £995.00 £649.00 D 
Vienna Acoustics Beethoven £2,500.00 f 1,795.00 D 
Vienna Acoustics Mozart £ 1,500.00 £ 1,195.00 D 
Vienna Acoustics Hayden rosewood £750.00 £ 569.00 D 

Vienna Acoustics Mahler £6,000 £4495.00 D 

MUSICAL FIDELITY SPECIAL OFFERS 
A3 CD £799.00 £499.00 D + N 
A3 pre amp £999.00 £559.00 D+N 
Musical Fidelity XP100 BARGAIN"" £799.00 £549.00 N 

D = EX DEMONSTRATION, N = NEW, S/H = SECOND HAND 

Hi-Fi Multiroom and home cinema 

ACOUSTIC ENERGY ARCAM ASH DESIGN AUDIO 

RESEARCH CELESTION COPELAND CYRUS 

DENON KEF KRELL LINN TAG MCLAREN MARTIN 

LOGAN MERIDIAN MICHELL MISSION MONITOR 

AUDIO MUSICAL FIDELITY NEAT ACOUSTICS 

PIONEER PROAC QED QUADRASPIRE REL SONUS 

FABER SME STANDS UNIQUE STAX THETA 

WILSON AUDIO ETC... 

THE LISTENING ROOMS LTD 

161 OLD BROMPTON ROAD LONDON SVV5 OUJ 

TEL: 020- 7244 7750/59 FAX: 020 - 7370 0192 

www.listeningrooms.com E-mail: tIr©dial.pipex.com 

Mon-Sat 10-6pm 

Virtues or using 

SONIC DESIGN® DAMPING FEET 

For CD, SACD, DVD Players: 
The CD Damping Feet ate made from the same material as the Standard Damping Feet. If the sound 

of your CD/DVD player is sensitive to vibrations, the CD Feet will be the way to go. The sensitivity to 

shock and the accompanying mistracking will be reduced with the use of the CD feet. They can also 

be used with any other audio product that you would like to isolate from vibrations. The set contains 

four small and one large foot. The large foot is used if the centre of gravity is off-centre or for those 

CD/DVD players that have five feet. CD Feet cost just £9.99 per set. 

There are two types available for Loudspeakers: 
Audiophile Damping Feet provide the best possible isolation and damping but it is important that the 

feet are optimised to the weight of your loudspeakers. Both the stiffness and size of the feet are 

selected to achieve this. Speakers within the range 5 to 200 kg can be optimised. Let us know the 

mass of your loudpseakers and we can advise you the correct set to purchase. 

Audiophile Damping Feet are available for most high-end loudspeakers from 5kg 

upto 200kg. Price per set of eight feet: £60.00. 

The Standard Loudspeaker Damping Feet have a large overload margin, and are lower priced than 

the Audiophile version The resonance frequency is a few Hertz higher. The colour is nut brown, except 

for the stiffest feet which are grey. The standard feet are produced in four different weight classes and 

do not need to be fine tuned to specific loudspeaker models 

Standard Damping Feet are available in four sizes: upto 12kg, 12-28kg, 28-50kg, 

50-100kg. Price per set of eight feet: £ 19.99. 

These feet will give a substantial decrease in loudspeaker cabinet movement. This is 
apparent when you put place one finger softly against the top of the front baffle, as it will 
vibrate much less after damping. The transmission of vibrations from the cabinet will 

also be reduced. The music will be cleaner, with a "less coloured" sound quality 

BEFORE »: 

(top) 125 Hz sine 

signal to me 

speaker. ( lower) 

floor movement, 
using spikes 

n< AFTER: 

(top) 125Hz Sine signal 
to the speaker. (lower) 

floor movement, using 

soft feet (note flee, 

signal magnified x2) 

Visit our website at www.sonicdesign.co.uk to see more 
details or to read satisfied customer feedback. 

Sonic Design Damping Feet are available from 
Hi-Fi Care ( London) and all good specialist hi-fi & accessory retailers. 

(trade enquiries are welcome - email: tradesales@sonicdesign.co.uk 

Or, in case of difficulty, via our web shop at: www.sonicdesign.co.uk 
Distributed by: Wavelength Distribution 
Tel: 01622 201983 Fax: 01622 201983 

www.supradirect.co.uk 
The ONE-STOP SECURE WEBSITE to buy SUPRA 

cables to improve your Hi-Fi and/or Home Cinema 

system. -• ONLINE CREDIT CARD PURCHASES via 128bit SSL ** 

Need a reason to buy Supra 
cables?? 

FOUR WHAT HI-Fl "BEST BUY'S": 
BEST BUY Component Video cable 

(under £100): 
AV3 RGB/component video 

BEST BUY Scarf cable (£51+): 

AV6 RGB scarf to scart 

BEST BUY Digital cable (£51+): 

X-ZAC Fibre optic cable 

BEST BUY Speaker cable upto E5/m: 

Rondo 4x 2.5 Bi-Wire cable 

«11111Ma*u 
We belong to the 

Which? Webtrader 
Code of Practice 

Other good reviews include: 

Hi-Fi Choice "Best Buy" 
EFF-ISL interconnect cable 

Hi-Fi Choice "Recommended" 
LoRad shielded mains cable 

Hi-Fi World "Highly recommended" 
Quattro 4x4T Bi -Wire 

What Hi-Fi **** 
What Video "Best Buy" 

Classic 4T speaker cable 

Hi-Fi Choice "Recommended" 
Ply 3.4 8, Ply 3.4/S shielded 

Also available now: 

EFF-ISL "25th Anniversary" 
Special Edition version of "Best Buy" EFF-ISL 

NEW - Sword speaker cable 
Worldwide Patented, BiFilar wound Litz speaker 

cable, with NO NET INDUCTIVE EFFECT 

NEW - Dual interconnect cable 
Entry level analogue cable 

These are the 4 easy steps for improving your system 

/ - VISIT: www.supradirect.co.uk 

2 - VIEW the range on/offline (download the PDF catalogue) 

3 - SELECT from the wide range, SAVING money when you buy 

4 - ENJOY!! 
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5 MINS FROM M25 

MATRIX HI-FI 
VALVE AMP 

REPAIRS 

VALVE CD PLAYERS FROM £ 30.00 ON DEMO - 
PLEASE PHONE FOR DETAILS. 

AUDIO NOTE ANJ/SPE INCLUDING STANDS BLACK 
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 1st AUDIO SERIES 800 - MONO BLOCS 
AUDIOLAB 800S INTEGRATED BOXED MINT 
AUDIOLAB 800P PRE. BOXED MINT 
ARION ACOUSTICS ELECTRA INTEGRATED VALVE AMP. 
BEARD P100 MK II DUAL MONO KTIle. 
CASTLE HOWARD S2 PAIR DARK CHERRY - NT MINT Boxed 
CELESTION Al SPEAKERS BLACK - EX DEM 
CLEAR AUDIO SOLUTIONS RECORD DECK WITH RB300 
CONRAD JONSON PV6 PRE-AMP 
DPA ENLIGHTENMENT CD & DAC 
E.C. AUDIO FINESTRA PRE. VGC WITH SEPERATE PSU 
GARRARD 401 SME PLINTH SME 3009 IMPROVED VGC 
GATE VALVE PRE. CHROME/WOOD/GOLD 
GATE 300B PUSH-PULL MONO-BLOCKS - EX DEM. 
GOLDEN TUBE AUDIO - SEA° STEREO CHASSIS S/ ENDED 
HARMAN KARDON HK- 1400 LINE AMP 
HELIOS - No 2 CD PLAYER - MINT 
HEART/MARANTZ VALVE 0/PUT CD PLAYER - STANDARD 
HEART/MARANTZ VALVE 0/PUT CD PLAYER - IMPROVED 
HEART/MARANTE VALVE 0/PUT CD PLAYER -SE 
LEAK STEREO 20 VGC VGC 
LEAK 12.1 PAIR NICE EXAMPLES - GEC KT's 
LINN SONDEK LPI2- IITOK- LV II + Asak - Mahogany VGC 
LINN CLASSIC VARIOUS COLOURS 
LINN KEOSA FLOOR STANDERS - BLACK/MAPLE/CHERRY 
MARANTE CD63MKII KI SIG. 
MATTISE ATOM VALVE PRE-AMP MINT 
MECHELL ISO/HERA PHONO/PSU - VGC 
MERIDIAN PRE. CONTROL UNIT 10IB 
NAKAMICHI LX2 CASSETTE DECK 
PHILIPS 420P10/00 42" PLASMA SCREEN - SPECIAL 

2.00 13.00 
3.999.00 

PIONEER ER-420 VALVE RECEIVER 
PINK TRIANGLE DA-CAPO DAC 
PRECIOUS METALS COPPERTECH DELTA 

699.00 PRECIOUS METALS SILVER SS200 SIGNAL 
600.00 PRECIOUS METALS SILVERCOPPERTECH 102 SIGNAL 
349.00 PRECIOUS METALS SILVERTECH 52 SIGNAL 
250.00 PROAC SUPER TABLETTE SPKRS. BLK. ASH 
499.00 PROAC 150 FLOOR STANDERS BOXED OAK 
650.00 ED PASSIVE CD PRE AMP ALPS MT. 
650.00 QUAD 44 PRE-AMP MINT 
399.00 QUAD FM 1 TUNER 
699.00 QUAD FM 3 TUNER 
499.00 QUAD 303/33 VGC 
699.00 QUAD II POWER AMPS GEC KT66 RE-SPRAYED 
475.00 QUAD ESL 57's BRONZE - WORKING FINE 
450.00 QUAD ESL 63's BROWN WITH STANDS - MINT 
649.00 RAPPAPORT PRE AMP WITH RUSS ANDREWS PSU. 

1,500.00 ROGERS MASTER POWER AMPLIFIER - RARE EXCELLENT 
699.00 ROGERS LS88 FLOOR STANDERS -EX DEM. 
200.00 ROGERS HG88 MK2 CHASSIS - WORKS FINE 
699.00 ROGERS RAVENSBROOK 
590.00 ROGERS JUNIOR STEREO CHASSIS + PRE AMP - RARE 
650.00 ROGERS CADET CHASSIS WITH SEPARATE PRE-AMP 
699.00 SOUND LAB REM CDPIO CD PLAYER 
299.00 SOUND ORGANISATION RACK - SILVER 4 SHELVES 40% OFF 

1.499.00 SOUND STYLE XS RACK - ICE BLUE GLASS - 5 SHELVES 
749.00 SUDGEN CD 21 PLAYER - MINT 
895.00 TEAC P-700 CD TRANSPORT WITH REMOTE 
350.00 THORENS TD 124 MKII IN GORGOUES BASTIN PLINTH 
155.00 THORENS TD 160 B MKII - UNIPIVIT ARM PLINTH 
525.00 TRIPPLETONE STEREO INTERGRATED 
249.00 VP1 DECK WITH RB 300 BLK ASH PLINTH 

WHARFDALE RUBIANCE FLOOR STANDERS CHERRY/BLK 
WORLD AUDIO 4 WATT SINGLE ENDED - INTEGRATED 
YAMAHA CT7I0 TUNER 

155.00 
699.00 
59.00 
187.00 
110.00 
81.00 

275.00 
1,100.00 

65.00 
300.00 
50.00 
95.00 
150.00 
650.00 
475.00 

1,299.00 
250.00 
650.00 
159.00 
150.00 
75.00 

350.00 
250.00 
95.00 
120.00 
299.00 
450.00 
175.00 
399.00 
160.00 
95.00 

399.00 
120.00 
250.00 
100.00 

• HI-FI/THEATRE DEM ROOM NOW AVAILABLE 
• VINTAGE HI-FI FOR SALE & WANTED 

MICHELL - CELESTION, QED, AUDIOQUEST, MARANTZ - ETC... 

NEW AND VINTAGE VALVES - INTERCONNECTS & SPEAKER - OFC & SILVER 

WEALTH OF KNOWLEDGE SPANNING OVER 30 YEARS, FOR ENQUIRIES OR 

A CONTROVERSIAL CHAT, ASK FOR DAVE OR LEE. 

PHONE: (01322) 292391 

FAX : (01322) 229908 

E-MAIL: INFO@MATRIXHI-FLCO.UK 

WEB: WWW.MATRIXHI-FLCO.UK FREE EASY PARKING 

SHOWROOM 

65 DARENTH ROAD 

DARTFORD 

KENT DA 1 1 LU 

01376 521132 
07802 483698 

%Cit 
Stage CHELMSFORD, ESSEX 

E-MAIL: soundstage@netlineuk.net 
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY 2nd User Hi-Fi & audio 

PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT 
‘RCAM ALPHA 9 AMP BOXED AND IMMACULATE 2 YEARS OLD £329 
RCAM ALPHA 8 TUNER BOXED AND IMMACULATE-2 YEARS OLD £199 

AUDIO INNOVATIONS SERIES 1000 MKII MONO'S £995 
AUDIOLAB 8000A-GREY-PHONO £199 
DEFINITIVE TECHNOLOGY PRO TOWER 400 (INCL TWIN ACTIVE SUBS-£2350 NEW) £1195 
DEMON AVP-AI GOLD BOXED AND IMMACULATE (£3000 NEW) 
KRELL KSA100 POWER AMP LOVELY CONDITION £1495 
LINN NUMERIK DAC 20 BIT NON SMPS VGC £399 
LINN ISOBARIKS DMS WALNUT LOVELY CONDMON BUYER COLLECTS £595 
LINN KARIK/I 11 CD PLAYER (UPGRADED KARIK I) VERY GOOD CONDMON £895 
MARANTZ DV4200 DVD PLAYER BLACK SEALED BOX NEW £299 
MICROMEGA DVD PREMIUM-MULTI REGION £595 
MICROMEGA STAGE 6 IMMACULATE AND BOXED £495 
MICROMEGA DRIVE 3/DAC BOXED AND IMMACULATE £995 
MONITOR AUDIO SILVER 91 CHERRY BOXED AND SUPERB £595 
MONITOR AUDIO MAI800 REFERENCE GOLD LOUDSPEAKERS-BOXED £595 
MUSE MODEL 3 PRE-AMP REMOTE BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE £995 
MUSICAL FIDELITY HTP/FIT600 AV SILVER 5 MONTHS OLD AS NEW (WERE £4K) £2995 
MUSICAL FIDELITY TI FM ONLY TUNER BOXED AND IMMACULATE £199 
MUSICAL FIDELITY A220 INT AMP PIANO BLACK BOXED AND SUPERB £499 
NAIM NAC 82 GREEN CASE I YEAR OLD SUPERB CONDMON £1895 
NAIM NAP140 OLD STYLE BOXED SUPERB CONDMON £399 
NAIM NAPI80 SUPERB CONDMON ETC £695 
NAIM HI-CAP-OLD STYLE-BLACK CASE £429 
NAIM MAC 92 PRE AMP BOXED AND IMMACULATE £279 
NAIM NAIT3/PRE OUT MODIFICATION BOXED AND IMMACULATE11999 MODEL) £399 
MAIM IXO 2-WAY ACTIVE X-OVER WITH VARIABLE FREQUENCY £349 
MAIM NAPI40 OLD STYLE-SUPERB CONDITION £399 
NAIM NAP90/3 BOXED AND IMMACULATE £329 
NAIM NAP 250 1 YEAR OLD BOXED AND IMMACULATE-BLACK SNAIC £1395 
NAKAMICHI OMS5E/II CD PLAYER-WAS £ 1500 NEW-LOVELY CONDMON £399 
NAKAMICHI CASSETTE DECK 2 £179 
PIONEER DV-7I7 MULTI REGION DVD PLAYER-GOLD £299 
PRO-AC TABLETIE 50 CHERRY-IMMACULATE £395 
PROCEED PCD SERIES 3 CD PLAYER (£3500 NEW) £1695 
QUAD 33/405 MKII DIN TO BE SOLD AS A PAIR £299 
REGA PLANAR 3/RB200/REGA SUPER BIAS £179 
RUARK EPILOGUE YEW £229 
RUARK CL20 BEECH VERY GOOD CONDITION £1395 
TAG MACLAREN DAC 20-24 BIT BOXED SUPERB CONDMON £595 

PROFESSIONAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE - KEITH MONKS MACHINE - 

PLEASE RING FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND PRICES. 

THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL ITEMS 
www.sound-stage.co.uk 

STOWSOUNDS 
Stone Farm Borough Lane, Great Finborough, Stowmarket, Suffolk, IP14 3AS 

Special prices on the following new and used products: 

ENGINE 
Creek CD53 
Exposure 2010cd - new player also in 
Michell QC 
Arcam CD7 
160 
Trichord Revelation CD 
Ortofon VMS 20E Mk 2 
Myryad MC 100 cd 

GEARBOX 
Creek 5350 SE 
Musical Fidelity X Al 
Exposure 25 integrated 
Michell Alecto Monoblocs 
Exposure 2010 integrated 
Sonneteer Campion 
Michel Orca pre 

EXHAUST 
Neat Mystique 
Chevin Audio-new 5 sided speakers-amazing 
Linn Kan 4 
Linn Keosa Maple 
Epos M12 
JM Lab Profil 55 
JM Lab Cobalt 810 
Rogers LS4a 

FURRY DICE 
100s of CDs, interconnects, cables ex dem 
Grado SR 60 
Fuss Sub and satellite for computer, TV etc 
Soundstyle Firewoods maple 
OED X-Tube 
Linn Classic movie system - great 
Soundstyie XS 250 CD rack 
Beyerdynamic DT911 
Beyerdynamic DT531 
Denon 260 L 
Atacama SE24 or BDS 25 
Audioquest Video pro50 
Stands Unique AV rack 
DNM Bullet 

1050 
525 
250 

350 
20 
350 

650 
300 
700 
1250 
525 
450 
900 

385 
950 
275 
349 
449 
175 
325 
100 

From 2 
80 
150 
200 

Phone for prices 
1750 
225 
140 
80 
50 
40 
30 
275 
65 

Various interconnects, supports, cables at reduced prices. 
Phone for details 

Sale of CDs. Phone for latest list. 
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111 tb far • 

Sound êiViusic 
93-95 Nantwich Rd., Crewe, Cheshire. 

Telephone: 01270 214143  
Arcam Diva 88 DVD Player(XD) - £700 

Arcam A75 Integrated Amplifier(XD) - £200 
Arcam A75 Power Amplifier(XD) - £ 150 

Linn Kremlin FM Tuner(SH) - £800 
Linn LK100 Power Amplifier(SH) - £350 
Linn Kairn Pro Preamplifier(SH) - £600 

Linn Sizmik ( Maple/XD) - £650 
Linn Classik Movie System(XD) - £ 1600 
Castle Conway Speakers(XD) - £750 

Castle Pembroke Speakers(XD) - £250 
Castle Warwick Speakers(XD) - £350 
Castle Harlech Speakers(XD) - £650 

Monitor Audio Silver 8 Speakers(XD) - £500 
Meridian 568 Processor(XD) -£2500 

Meridian DSP33 Speakers(XD) - £ 1900 
Meridian D2500 Subwoofer(XD)- £ 1700 

Meridian Pre 6(SH) - £450 
Infinity Kappa 400 Speakers(Cherry/XD) - £650 
Infinity Kappa 200 Speakers(Maple/XD) - £350 
Kef Reference 104/2 Speakers(SH) - £450 

Monitor Audio FB110 Sub-Woofer(XD) - £350 
Musical Fidelity A308CR CD/Pre(XD) - £ 1600 
Musical Fidelity - The Preamp ( SH) - £250 

Musical Fidelity Typhoon Pwr Amp(SH) - £250 
Musical Fidelity A3 Integrated Amp(SH) - £500 

Sanyo PLV30 Projector (XD) - £ 1300 
Tannoy Eyris 3 ( Sycamore/XD) - £800 
preek CAS 3149 Tuner(Stl) - L$Q  

Agencies Include Lam, Music,aI Fidelity, 
SALE ',  Origin Live, Monitor Audio, Castle, 
Quad, Wharfedale, Harman Kardon, Creek, 
Meridian, Tannoy, Infinity, Loewe, Sanyo, 
Ortofon, VDH, JBL, Proiect, Roksan, QED, 
Cable Talk, Michell, Arcam, Trichord, PMC 

electrical 

We buy, sell & part exchange quality Hi-fi 
AMPLIFIERS I RECEIVERS CD PI AYERS 

Yamaha DSPH90 prologic processor £45 
Linn 11100 Power Amp  £295 

Audio Research DIO Mahe Monster 11171 

Arum Alpha 89  £195 
Alchemist Kraken APD8Am0Porrer . 1425 

Haim NAP140/10162 Pre/power .. 1495 

Kenwood 1650909  (ISO 

Cyrus 3 redo PSX  CHO 

Electrocomparnent 1980s power amp 0495 

Quad 606 power amp   

Aram Alpha 9 Integrated  £295 

Quad 303 poorer amp  LID 

Nakamichi receiver 3  (HO 

Qued 104 Ptrrer £195 
Rorer 9072/95981 Pre /Poorer 1320 

Yincem SP996 Mono blocks  £295 

Arcam Delta 290 Integrated . . . 1115 CASSETTES 
Linn Kann Preamp  £ 95 TUNERS Yamaha 94581  (95 

Ilerilikir rdrz mrp  £14! kn. Alpha 1 (135 Nakamichi IX9  £ 45 
Rogers calce power amp  £425 Quad f 114  £ 45 Yamaha £158015  £ 15 

Nairn HAIT 3  095 Euxman 10115 champagne  £ 140 

Altnedom earn integrated  025 Meridian NI  £145 EQS 
Audiolab 8000s with remote  £425 Ratel 111004Sitar classic  £245 Technics SH8046 touch tens Ill 

Arcam Alpha 10 Integrated as new 1395 

Arcam Alpha 9 power amp as new  065 

Haller Ins pre amp  £115 

Denon Art A IOSE  (5/5 

Musical Fidelity 1A1  £ 25 

TRANSPORTS & DACS 
Marano( CD80  0175 
Copland 11822 As new  £995 
Marano( CD 17 El signature  5125 
Sony CDPX13930E as new  £ 45 
Linn Munds/Numenk CD/DAC ( 1045 
Technics B.P6520 silver 
Plidiman Flying Cow DAC  £ 145 
D P A The Little Sri DAC  £ 45 
Arcam Delta Black Boxl DAC  £ 30 
Marantz CD63 lo Signature  £ 191 
Musical Fidelity CD/  £ 4S 
Cambridge Audio 05005E  £ 145 

(09951 Recorder  0195 
OC MU1011 (mint)  (95 
mmmciii1310F GOD Amin, 1295 
lorry SCD-511940 SAO as new . 1245 
Phrlrpr 0409880 at oem  0350 

SPEAKERS 
Bose 301 series 4  £ 95 
Acoustical Alanre Spun  095 
AR 97  (245 
Sony AP11-2253  £135 
Linn Kanns  (245 
Acoustic Energy 65109  (215 
Linn Ninka  £545 
Musital Technology Harriers  (220 
Linn Kelid1Spassire'  0495 
Kel 965  0295 
Mel 90113 Cherry  0891 
Audio Plink Elie Step  £425 
Magneplanar SIIGa  (441 
Bel ADM mint  (995 
Ilmstor Audnal114703r/ord  (545 
Coral 80500 lap .tlatuct  OD 

I
eb page: www.xelectrical.com 
25 King Street Hammersmith 
• Station Bldgs Fife Road Kingston 
ames & CDs upstairs at Kingston 
• 3 Church Street Croydon 

TURNTABLES 
Technics ILIllO  0145 
AR E8101 black   
Thorens TD160/511E3009  £ 195 
Orohell Gyrodec bronze/smoked . 0725 

SYSTEMS 
Denon 01130   1225 

Technics SCCHHD550  £ 25 
Bang & ()When Century  0675 

Bose Acoustic Ware as new  £695 

Please call us tf you have any equipment to sell or are 

looking for anything in particular. New stock daily 

All equipment is fully tested and guaranteed 
Also Music CDs, Dames, Musical Equipment, Computers, TV, VCR& Photographic 

email: x@xelectrical.com 
020 - 8563 7383 
020 - 8546 1233 
020 - 8546 4442 
020 - 8680 0007 

LASSTQUE, SOUNDS.(I.EICES'I'ER) INC ONE THING. 
VI N ' Alit.. illf 1 ,s., VALVF S'Pri'lAI.P.,1 t El, 0845 121 5151 itru•rit raterrILIKrerrivi 

WANTED Vintage and modem hifi eqpt. Part exchange welcome. 
1,()Ft SA I ,E.PRE/P.OVVER A NIPI.IFIE RS 

Quicksilver IS' Value pre amplifier. Silver. Mint. £ 449 Nairn NAC 92 pre amp. S/NO 161840. Mint. Knell £ 299 
'Saim Hatcap. S/NO 157403, Mint. Boxed/awe £ 215 Kenwood KA We )13 integrated :nullifier. Black. £ 60 
Meridnuo Modular pre/power amplifier. Ex cond. £ 249 Roksan Kandy nu amplifier. 6 months old.Mint.hxd £ 325 

Quad 77 iniegrated amplifier. \lint. Boxed Inar. £ 399 Quad 77 remote contnol for zunplifier etc 4'(.t £300 £ 149 

ROW. RV23 Valve pre amplifier with phono (MM) £ 299 & Alb Faber 'Music:, integrated amplifier. Beautiful £ 1400 

Mendian 205 100W norm power amps X 2.Ex con. £ 475 Marantz P \ 166SE KI sijmature integrated amplifier £ 199 

\ finical Fidelity B1 integrated amplifier. Good comb: 115 Richard Allen pure class A integratral amplifier. £ 175 

NON2 Fiume I electmeompiniet) class A amp.Rare. £110A Audiolab 8000C pre-ampfifier. Boxed/instructions. £ 299 

Sugden A2.1 pure class A int. Wood czec_5 pin din. £ 175 Nairn Nait 3R integrated amp & remole.Mint.Boxed £ 495 
Quad 34 pre zunplifier.Exc cornu] All phono.Boxal £ 295 Audio Innovations St3.f 0 int class A valve amplifier £ 299 

1.inn 1.K 1 preamp and remote. Grxid condition. f 249 Linn LK2 power amplifier. Good conditiork £ 299 

( .00..1(71501 power amplifier. Valve. £ 18110 £799 Nairn Nap 181) power amplifier. Mint Boxed. £ 799 
Quad 11 s in sailor> condition and Ionian £P0A Norse tarse ielectroconnpaneti pre amplifier. EPOA 

leak Stem,, 2)) 'Ells,: power amplifiers from.... £ POA Hannon Kanlon integrated oath e amp.110V. V rare £ 299 

N ad C3511111( amp 2 ,snubs old.Cost 1330. Boxed. £ XXI Pair Levik TL12+ sahe amps.Rehuilt hy us. As new £ 599 
Quad 303 power amplifiers Inn £ 125 Creek 41 4411 integrated amplifier. 5 pin din version. £ 79 
Nakamichi CAS pre-amplifier. Ex coixL Cost £750 £ 375 Nakiunkti F1A5 I ( 111\1/CH pow er amp. Coa £ 1300 E 650 

NVA A80 mono power amplifiers X 2.. Good cond. £ 799 IsBIA Afil o stereo sucer amplifier. Gor xl condition. £ 295 

AV1 S2000 MI cot zunp & remote. OW £999. Mint £ 549 Linn 1,K100 pox er amplititu. Exvullent condition. £ 395 

Musical Fidelity Pie- l) ¡we-amplifier. Mint. Boxed £ 150 Arcam Alpha 3 amplifier. Mint.Boxed/ Instructions E 100 
Musical Fidelity The Preaunplifienwith MM/MC £ 199 Technics SHE il"711 Graphic Equidiser.12 presets £ 80 

Arcano Zeta 1.Pro logic ()fleas' amp. Cost £999.00 £ 450 Quad 33 pre zunplifiers. From £ 75 

Arciun Alpha 2 amplifier. Mint Boxed/instr £ 95 Conninsiur/Sugden stem, valve pre/power amp mim £ 249 

TURNTABLES 

I Inn Sondek with Valhalla aryl Bank + tone-amt £ 499 Linn Sondek 1.1112/ninana/cirkushalhallaNtmk £ 795 

Xlichell Hydraulic nlererence turntables In s anon> condition. As seen r in Ckckwork (huge. Ring fix-prices kl'OA 

Ind 4'505-2 tumtalskt Mint condition. Boxed E 89 Thoerns TD166 MK2 with thrown, ann. £ 89 

( " arrant 301/401 chassis in saloons condition Inn £ 115 Throttler TD125 nassis only £ 59 

I bull 505/4 nuel chick. Good condition/inar £ 100 Trio KI)550. Direct drisetunitable. £ 95 

SPEAKERS 

\ limiaunt short MS 3.11) in black. Ex corkliryn. £ 40 Celestino 60110 subwoofert (pair' ss idi active rover. £ 900 

Limo Conceit 8 speakers ex cryod with kuno stands £ 799 Rogers LS55 speakers. Rosesmixi. Boxed. Exc Lund £ 199 

Klipsh KG 5.2 Oak oil finish. Ex condition. £ 499 Quad ESL57s. Black pair. Ex working order. £ 500 

/lega EL8 flooraanding speakers. black ashBoxed £149 Proac 3 kludspeakers. Ex cond. Rosewood. Boxed £ 450 

Fannon. Chatsworth with 12 inch rnonitior guns. £ POA B&W 17 N1220. slight cabinet nulls. Bowel £ 79 

Castle Kendall speakers. Good condition. E 69 13&W D \ 14 speaker.. Black finish £ 85 

Quad ESL57 speakets.All fully serviced with lidl 3 months warranty.Hear what ES1.57s should sound like From £ 750 pr 

Pair Quad ES157 spkrt. Fulls rebuilt. le 4 Recon Iva, & 2 recon treble unitsAll new electronics.12m warrants. £1199 

\fission 773 Boor standee.. Mint/boxed. Half price £ 199 Castle Pembroke. Good condition. Super sound. £ 90 

Kef C20 Bookshelf monitre speakers in black E to Magneplaner MG 1.4 . Boxed with £4161 oak stands £ 999 

I leybrook Heyhos. Black. Boxed. Ex condition £ 199 Relevan Ojan 3. Black. Excellent condition. £ 399 

NIonlaunt Shen MS2111 pearl. Brand new. Black £ 169 Richard zdan monitor splers. 3 way. High efficency. £ 125 

Pair I ann Keilidh in black with Kristine stands. Absolute's. mint. 6 monde. (old 4 yiN warranty. left 1010 Bxd £495 

CY1'11ER ITEMS 

Quad 77 RDS FM tuner. Mint. Boxed. Instructions £ 399 Nalcamichi COP 2E CD player. Ex condition. £ 250 

sugden 1/21 tuner \Virden case. Beautiful £ 95 Cogan Hall kmdsprtiker cabk.1.5 metre ¡stir £ 150 

\finical Fidelity E60 Cd player/remote. Boxed. £ 150 Meridian MC Pro ed player. 1983 model. Mint. E 199 

Xfiehell Iso Phono pm amp and PM'. Ex condition. £ 249 Phillirn 101 top ksoding cd player Collectable. £ 125 

-WM° Alchemy Dac in the box ss ith separate pou £ 99 Maranta CD50 Cd player. Ex condition. £ 79 

Xlendian 203 DAC. Good condition. £ 115 Rotel 950 CD player. Ex cond. Boxed. £ 100 

Audio note CDT Lend DAC 1 \ 'Wye combo CD £ 750 KUM 42.5 pre amp. MM Bards fitted. £ 125 

X Imam" SD275 twin cassette deck. Dolby B/C E 49 Technics SL-PG440A Mash CD player/remote. £ 75 

Xi, a AD-5750 Dolby B-C-S/I1X pro cassette deck £ 75 Technics SL-PS620A CD playerhernow. £ 75 

Rote] 965 BX CD player. Excellent condition E 150 SME X109 toneanns from  £125 

I cal. Troughline 3 stereo valve tuner. Fully serviced £ 195 Tear 114450 tuner. AM/FM syndusized/RDS.Boxed £ 69 

lons Tuner Mint.Boxed. Very unusual. Cost £549 £ 249 Quad FM3 timer in excellent condition. £ 99 
\ream Alpha 5 cd player. Mint Boxed/remote £ 195 Maranta CD63 top louder cd player. Collectable. £ 125 

Xs antic Beam Echo salve tuner. BM6I I. AM/FM £ 149 Trio KT88(I1. synthesiser tuner. ASS/FM. Black. £ 75 

QltiAl) Etil . 57 .1.;:. É'.1,Sei3 PA NEI.S/SiKieN: It ' I NC; 1.:"I'e ' 

NEW-- B&W DM70 Electrostatic panels now undertaken. Price I or one panel is 1150.00 

Reconditioned Quad ESL57 speakers front only £750.00.pnWhy spend £4000+? Have your 
ESL57 SPEAKERS SERVICED FROM f249.PR. Ring for full details. 
Exchange/ recoil ESL57 bass panel £ 129.Treble £ 109. ESL63 panels £ 80 refurbished. 

ELS63/ESL57 speaker stands, available in black or v,vodgrain (g, £ 165.00 a pair. 

New socks for ELS63s £38 pr. Many other spare parts available. Please ring. 

"Classique Sounds servicing restores the Quads to a position where they can hold their 

head high", Jon Marks. HIFI WORLD. April 1999.Full servicing facilities available. 

l'roughline tuner service & realignment £95.00. (excludes valones. Rarely needed). 

One thing stereo decoder (back in stock ) f175.00 Ex review Hifi world. 

fl '. (somewhat of a Ixu-gaiii) 1E6 World.Jait 1999 

PURE SILVER INTERCONNECT CABLE 

• .99% pure silver conductors. Quality gold plated RCA phono plugs. 

- Metre terminated t60.00 One metre tenttiodted E80.00 
eut Dunsitecent UL77tA + Heavy duty. 99.59"4 purr silver (4N). Gold phorms. £1990) Mere 
" dolt)  itlititeV back guarantee enot better than Meting eable.Regardleso «¡wire or quality 

NEW. 1.0hLW 99.99% Pure silver wire @£15m. 0.5mm pure silver wire @ £6.00m 
Translucent pure silver mains cable. 3 amp. £129.00 13 amp £249 
One Thing 31ains cables. Class 1 Rfi suppressed. Silver plated conductors. 
Voltage spike protection. only...£55.00. 6 way mains block & lead only £99.00 

NEW EAR/YOSHINO EQUIPMENT 

Ear 834P MM/MC phono stage with/without volume. Brand new. Boxed at only £559 
Ear 834P MM phono stage. No volume control. Brand new. Boxed at only £399 

Ear 834L Line only valve pre.amplifier.Amazing. Brand new. Boxed at only f499 

. 1)84 1- L ( a s charge at ocal rate anywhere in the UK) 
el 1:1116 2235821 nr 07/102 21:4140 (Mnbilet, Callers by aPPt only. 
• fling times 10.00am-6.00pm Mon-Friday.10.00arn-2.00pm Saturday. 

I Aylestiane drive, Aylesione. Leiccatcr. LE2 8QE. Email 
Inçsiquie_solinds@yahoo.comk 
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THE EMPORIUM 
Willow House, Rectory Road, Brome, Eye, Suffolk, IP23 8AH 3 miles from our old location 

Tel/Fmc 0 I 379 870873 email emporiirn@circortco.uk www.emporium.clircon.co.uk 
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Unique specialists in Hi-Fi, A/V 
& custom installation 

For Sale - Used/New 

JM Lab Micro Utopias (ebony) 
Boston 10X (4 units) satellites ( black) 
Audio Note TT1 turntable & arm 
(no cartridge) 
NHT Audio Centre 2 reference (piano black) 
TDL Studio 1 with plinth ( black ash) 
Parasound CDP1000 CD player 
Kinshaw Overture Power Amplifier 
TEAC AG-D9300 A/V receiver/processor 
Audioquest Cobalt 2 x 2.5m, 1 x 1.5m 
JR1 Audio Ref speakers & stands (oak) 
Musical Fidelity X 24K DAC 
Kinshaw Overture DAC 
Denon TU-38ORD reference tuner 
Frameworks isolation platform 

T: 
E: 
W: 

01209 613700 
info@goingonitd.co.uk 
www.goingonitd.co.uk 

Studios 5. 118i 12, Bosleake RAN 
Bosleake, Redruth, Cornwall TR15 3YG 

£ 2295 
£795 
£395 

£395 
£295 
£295 
£275 
£225 
£200 
£195 
£155 
£145 
£85 
£45 

diverse v'n 
10 charles st newport south wales np20 1 ju 
01633 259661/256261 sales@diversevinyl.com 

2002 Best Sellers:  
Alicia Keys 

Alison Krauss 

B.R.M.C. 

Beth Gibbons 

Beth Orton 

Bruce Springsteen 

Byan Ferry 

Coldplay 

David Bowie 

Dido 

Doves 

Dusty Springfield 

Elvis Costello 

Neil Young 

Norah Jones 

Peter Gabriel 

Red Hot Chili Peppers 

Ryan Adams 

The Who 

Tom Waits 

Wilco 

Songs In A Minor 

Forget About It/New Favourite 

Black Rebel Motorcycle Club 

Out Of Season 

Daybreaker 

The Rising 

Frantic 

Rush Of Blood To The Head 

Heathen 

No Angel 

Last Broadcast 

Dusty In Memphis 

When I Was Cruel 

Are You Passionate 

Come Away With Me 

Up 

By The Way 

Gold / Demolition 

My Generation 

Alice & Blood Money 

Yankee Hotel Foxtrot 

£14.90 

£16.90 

£9.90 

£12.90 

£15.90 

£16.90 

£14.90 

£15.90 

£13.90 

£11.90 

£12.90 

£15.90 

£19.90 

£15.90 

£26.90 

£18.90 

£14.90 

£19.90/ £12.90 

£12.90 

£14.90 

£25.90 

FREE POSTAGE ON ANY OF THE ABOVE LPs IN JANUARY 

Please mention the advert when ordering! 

Recent Restocks  

MARY BLACK LPs £15.90 each 
Babes In The Wood, Collected, No Frontiers Shine. 

The Holy Ground, Without The Fanfare 

Creedence Clearwater Revival LPs (Acoustic Sounds) £25.90 each 

Bayou Country, Cosmos Factory, CCR. Green River, 

Willy & Poorboys 

Carol Kidd 

Claire Martin 

Frank Sinatra 

Genesis 

Giant Sand 

Miles Davis 

Sonny Rollins 

Dolly Varden 

Justin Timberlake 

Missy Elliot 

Pearl Jam 

Tom Petty 

Nice Work/Glad We Met ( Linn) each £ 15.90 

The Waiting Game £15.90 

The Reprise Years £12.90 

With Peter Gabriel ( Decca) £15.90 

Thin Line Man/ Love Songs each £15.90 

Cookin/Relaxin/Steamin (OJC) each £9.90 

Way Out West/ Sax Colossus each £9.90 

NEW STUFF 
Forgiven Now ( Diverse Records) 

Justified 

Under Construction 

Riot Act 

The Last DJ 

DISCO ANTI STAT LP CLEANER 

£14.90 

£14.90 

£14.90 

£17.90 

£19.90 

Probably the most economical LP cleaning device on 

the market 

Only £41.95 

Call for details 

Call for a catalogue of over 3500 

brand new LPs, or visit 

www.diversevinyl.com 
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We are best known for our single-ended 300B power amplifiers and power supply upgrades for 

valve amplifiers, but did you know that we supply complete systems, new and used equipment, 

and components? We also provide support and servicing for Audio Innovations valve products 

For full information visit www.borderpatrol.net or ring 01273 276716. 

passion, grace & fire 
www borderpatrol net 

Selected products from: 

BorderPatrol • Living Voice • SME • Audio Note • Cartridge Man • Goldring 

Western Electric • Electrofluidics 

BorderPatrol Brighton UK 

Tel/Fax +44 (0)1273 276716 

e-mail: bp@borderpatrol.net 

www.borderpatrol.net Border PŒ`UTMA 

Used equipment for sale 
Amplifiers 
Arcarn 10 Power Amp £495 
ARAGON 4004 with matching Preamp and 
PSU may split £1,195 
Audio Innovations Series 500 25W Class A 
Integrated Amp with Phono Stage £595 
Audio Innovations Series 400 Integrated Amp with 
Excellent Valve Phone Stage £450 
Audiolab 8000C pre amp £150 
Audmnote MI Valve Pre Amp with Phonostage and 
Outboard PSU f475 
Audio Research VT100 Mull £2.300 
Audio Research Remote Integrated Amp CASO £1,895 
Cary SLP94 Valve Preamp with Outboard 
PSU and Phono Stage £835 
Concordant Excelsior preamp with Outboard PSU £495 
Copland CSA8 Integrated Amp as new £595 
Crimson 610 pre amp £95 
Cyrus I Integrated Amp (Last Version of this Model) £95 
Cyrus II PSX Power Supply £195 
EAR 834P Valve Phono Amp £235 
EAR 834L Valve Line Stage £275 
Krell 3001 Integrated Amp (Final Highest 
Version of this Model) £1,595 
Linn Clout Power Amp £995 
Linn Cairn pre amp with latest PSU £495 
Linn Preamp and Digital Processor (New £4500) £1,495 
Lurnley 120 Mono Blocks 120 Watts per channel (Revalved 
with GE Valves) £1.495 
Musical Fidelity P180 Power Amp with choke regulated 

£495 
£195 
£195 
£995 
£395 

£1,495 
£175 
£150 
£195 
£595 
£275 
£195 
£95 

£195 
£95 

power supply 
Musical Fidelity MOL Pre Amp 
Micrornega Minuet Integrated Amp 
NAD Silverline Power Amp 
Nairn Net 3 Integrated Amp superb condition 
PASS Aleph 3 Classic Single Ended Amp 
Pioneer A400 Integrated Amp 
Project 7 Amp - very good phono stage 
Quad 303 Power Amp 
Quad 77 Pre and Power Amp 
Quad 77 let deep grey/blue finish 
Quad 44 pre - old style 
Richard Allan Class A Integrated Amp 
Sony TA/FB93OR Integrated Amp with remote 
Sugen A48 Integrated Amp 
Tube Technology Genesis Monoblocks 100Watts 
revalued 

Tube Technology Prophet 2 boxed pre with rare 
MC stage (new £27001 

InorantRafti t. Rae Cassette Deck. miss 
Nam 101 Traes with SNAPS Power SoPP,Y Inert ocnrbton 
Quad FM3 Tune (Boxed Mint) 
Rotel RT930 AX Tune 
Revox G36 Open Reel Mint 
Tascare 22/2 Open Reel 
Leak Troughline Tuner 3 various from 

£1.350 

£895 

£495 
£145 
£95 
£395 
£395 
£50 

New Showroom & Dem rooms now open 
28a Haddington Place Edinburgh EN7 4AF Phone/Fax 0131 558 9989 

Open 11.00am • 5.30pm • closed Monday & Sunday 

speakers 
AVI Pro 9 
BEM 603 S2 Speakers 
JBL TI 2k boxed unopened new £1600 
KEF ROM One Monitor Series Bookshelf Speakers 
KEK Uni O - 5 Channel Speaker System 
(only 6 months old) 
Linn Index Speakers 
Linn Isobank Loudspeakers (Mint Condition) 
Mission 780 Speakers 
Mission 751 Bookshelf Speakers 
Mission 752 Floorstanding Spk HDA Drive 
(Ideal for Valve Amps) £275 
Mission 753 Rosewood Speakers boxed £350 
Mission 700 Bookshelf Speakers £95 
Musical Fidelity MC2 Bookshelf Speakers £195 
Neat Critique rosewood finish speakers £350 
OLN Splitheld Signatures £895 
Rogers LS33 with AB 33 new £600 £275 
Solstice Advanced Acoustic Design oben baffle design speakers 
with Outboard CrOSSOVerS and starlets new £1COO's? £695 
Snell Type K Speakers-Kirnber Solver Weed (Boxed Mint) £295 
Spendor BC1 Speakers £250 
Tannoy 0100 Bookshelf Speakers £450 
Tannoy R3 Floorstanding Speakers £325 

Ierratablits, Ann 
Linn ITOK Tone Arm 
Pink Tnangle LPT with Tabriz ZI Arm 
(Superb Condition) 
Rega Planar 3 original 
SME V Tonearm boxed 
System Deck IIX turntable UPGRADE YOUR 
REGA from 

CO PlaPos S DAM 
Aucholab 8000 CD Player £550 
Audio Research CD2 CD Player £1.600 
Fons C030 with Mission 774 tonearm 78rpm levity £250 

£795£  
5 

£295 
£175 
£450 
£595 
£165 

Pioneer Precision CD Player £250 
Clued 77 CO Player £395 
Rotel RCD 965B)( CD Player (Fitted with Black 
Gate Caps as standard) £175 
Rotel RCD 991 (Heavy Weight CD Player) -£900 new £475 , 
Sony COP 055 ES heavy weight CO Player £275 I 
Sony SACO Model XB940 new £500 £275 
Sorry 337 ESO 10kg monster a voy fine player new £800 £225 

Focal Audio M13VX Drive Units as used in Wilson Speakers 
Theta Miles CD Player 

Line saris S LU r'iayer 
Maranta CD63 top loading CD Player 
Meridian 207 CO with Preamp 
Micrornega Junior CO Player 
Naim CD3 boxed mint condition 
Pink Tnange De Capo DAC with 1307 Filter 
Pioneer PDS 703 CD Player 

£450 
£295 
£995 
£395 

£495 
£195 
£795 
£225 
£175 

£295 

£495 
£125 
£995 

£150 

WE ARE PROUD TO ANNOUNCE THE NEW BEAUHORN B2 HORN  
LOUDSPEAKERS IDEAL FOR LOW POWERED SINGLE ENDED VALVE AMPS  

ALSO DEMONSTRATING THE NEW GRAHAM SLEE PROJECTS RANGE OF 
AFFORDABLE PHONOSTAGES 

Now stocking Sonneteer's new Bronte product range including 

digital amp from £ 300 and matching CD player 

Ear 869 single ended triode integrated amplifier 

0/  49 itrriir:rsli,n'tilesr.rin:U'firetiihr„cpl:fsicag8r5:),-1;itt ,h,:::ei‘,1i:r 
a extra signal valve which ha.s allowed an increase to 

111.att of single ended power. also the 869 can be used as a 
power amp. Don't he fooled by its modest power output this amp 
drives real world speakers. price £2298.00 

Far 8L6 Integrated/Pre-main amplifier 
Using 8 FL34 power valves to produce 50watt per channel in 
push pull class A with in-house designed output transformen. The 

8L6 has been designed to meet a wide variety of needs from the most demanding of audio files to the 
professional seeking high quality monitoring equipment in the studio field. Valve life is long and 
replacement cost are modest. There is also a balanced power amp version with monoblocking capabil-
ities to produce 100, au per channel Price £2.298 (X1 

P.1 CONN CI> E MC> r.a STRATI ea 

NOW IN STOCK "AT LAST 1 HAVE A CABLE TO DO ALL THE THINGS THE MANUFACTURE 
CLAIMS AND AT A RIDICULOUS LOW PRICE" PHONE FOR MORE DETAILS 

d) Therea.are. n747,  four ussr thm odels in. the ,E, hi R Lineup:The . more expensive brothers. analdtseh'a're'su'the'rs'ain'keZ aqsirael.;. 

ty sound through MM type cartridges. it is enclosed in a tough, rigid 
metal case and is fully -CE" type approved price f395.00 

The signature builds on the Classic 834P specification l'y adding a superb 
moving coil 1MC) input stage. as well as the no-extra-price option of a high 

quality volume control. pnce f550.00 

1 Top to the range. the Deluxe 834P comes in stunning chrome and gold cabinet, and has extra attention 
, and quality control. With different moving coil input opiiims, this unit will fit the most demanding of 
audiophile systems. For the true vinyl enthusiast. price £8181.00 

MC3 - The ultimate stage Inc MC matching with 3 fixed transformer taps to cover all types of missing 
coil cartridges, and separate left/right grounding. MC3 in used in the new £ 0.000 312 pre. price 
/630.00 

Selected products from: ATC.Audio Physic, EAR Yoshino, Nottingham Analogue. 
Revox 636 Open Reel Mint Creek, Triangle, Sugden, Dynavector. 
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Private Ads 
Dealers must not advertise in the Private Classified section. Monthly consecutive 
insertions will be considered Trade advertising. The Publisher reserves the right to judge submissions. 

Special Internet offer see page 130 for details 

MUSICAL FIDELITY M3 Nu 

Vista integrated amplifier £2250 

ono. Thiel CS3.6 loudspeakers, 

world class leading speakers 

(£5495) absolute bargain at 

£2495. Tel: 01508 499586 

evenings or leave message by 

day ( Feb(I) 

MEADOWLARK SHEARWA-

TER Transmission line speakers 

colour cherry £ 1100 ono 

(£2700 new). Quad 36 amp 

£120. Yamaha Theatre proces-

sor DSP 590 £ 150. Stax SRS 

electrostatic Ear speakers £ 100. 

All immaculate. Tel: 01634 

724081 ( Feb) 

LINN LK100s x2 £275. Onkyo 

K6 Il cassette deck £ 125. 

Hardly used, QED Silver 
Anniversary speaker cable ( 1) 4 

metre pair Airloc plugs £30 (2) 

4 metre pair bi-wired Airloc 

plugs £50. Tel: 07889 840724 

(Bromey, Kent) ( Feb(I) 

WANTED: STAX SR-Lambda 

professional headphones (year 

1982) must be in excellent/mint 

condition ( unmarked and not 

damaged). Will pay £400 for 

mint condition headphones. Tel: 

01865 378578 (evenings) or 

Email: fiskalan@hotmail.com 
(Mar(I) 

DENON GOLD SD 10 II battle-

ship high end CD player, 

smooth and dynamic, mint con-

dition, boxed, 12 months guar-

antee £375 (£ 1300). New. Tel: 

01308 868 044 (Feb(I) 

QUAD ESL63 electrostatic 

loudspeakers + stands (£ 1100). 
Quad 606 power amplifier 

(£400). Meridian 207CDPro 

player + phono pre-amp option 

+209 remote (£430). Also 

Quad ESL57 electrostatics 

(£350). Tel: 07855 254158 or 

Email: IPS@PATENVVorks.com 

(Feb(I) 

FOR SALE Audio Analogue 

Puccini SE integrated silver 

fronted non remote £300 ono. 

Baby forces sale. Tel: Dave 

01483 487647 (Surrey) ( Feb(I) 

LINN SONDEK LPI2 turntable 

with plinth, tinted perspex 
cover, Linn lttok LVII pick-up 

arm, Valhalla upgrade, new car-

tridge, plus Skyline platform. 
Very good condition £750. Tel: 
023 92 838 500 or Email: 

youngh22@hotmail.com 
(Portsmouth) (Feb(I) 

MARK LEVINSON No. 360S & 
334 £7300 No. 39 £2500 also 
CZ GEL interconnects. PMC 
IB I speakers and stands £2000. 
Tel: Jon 07956 922061 or 

E-mail: Jonathan.Page@ 
t-mobile.co.uk ( Feb(I) 

KRELL KSA 150 Class A 150-
220 watts into 8ohms, RCA 

and balance inputs. Add anoth-
er KSA-150 and have MDA-300. 
Very clean, manual, £2250. 

XL0 Type 6 speaker cables, 8ft 
bi-wire, excellent condition 

£375. Tel: 07919 211 332 or 
Email: 

peterroy@btconnect.com 
(Feb(I) 

KRELL FPB600 £4795 

(£13,500), B&W Nautilus 

801, red cherry, £4750 

(£8500), Audioquest Caldera 

8ft 13i-wire speaker cable 

(£895) £465, Audioquest 

Midnight+ 10ft spades £ 150 

(£450). All reasonable offers 

considered. Tel: 07767 478 

056 or Email: 

andrew.Iucas@cwt-uk.com 

(Feb(I) 

LINN KELTIK speakers in cher-
rywood finish, latest spec, 

boxed, £ 3000. Linn Klimax 
Twin, 6 months old, boxed, 

£3600. Linn Kremlin tuner, with 
manuals, SMPS Model, £995. 
Linn Klimax Crossovers, £ 3600. 

Tel: 01582 456 137 ( Feb(I) 

ORBE-SE DC Motor, RB300 
£1600. Garrard 401, SME 3009, 
SME plinth, spotless, £375, 

Thorens TD 125, plinth, £225. 
Grace G-707- II, newl £ 275. 
Thorens TDI66 BC, RB300 

Incognito, £ 375. Thorens 

TD 124, exceptional condition 
£500. Feb: 0117 955 6555 or 

07979 514 450 ( Feb(I) 

LOWTHER LOWTHER 

Acousta Twin Cabinets wanted. 

Made 1960's. Also wanted: 

PM7A, PM2A drive units, any 

condition, working drawings. 

Twin feet, drive unit mounting 

screws. Tel: Jeff 020 8220 0380 

(Essex) ( Feb) 

INTERCONNECTS DIGI-

TAL Speaker cable and mains 

leads from Transparent, 

Yammamura, Art, Silver 

Sound, Nordost, Shunyata, 

Synergistic Research, Kondo, 

Precious Metals. All top qual-

ity items. Tel: Porteous 

01923 826 830 or Email: 

derek.achelis@btinternet.com 

(Feb(I) 

KRELL KMA 200 Monoblocks. 

Excellent condition, few in the 

UK. Massive heavy amps diffi-

cult to lift one. Very clear and 

transparent without being clini-

cal. Drive any load. Tel: 01803 

214 200 (Mar(I) 

QUAD 33, 303, FM3 £200. 

Wanted: Quad 405-2 modules 

to convert standard 405 amp. 

Quad M.C. input module Type 

C for 44 preamp. Also required 

Denon DLIO3 cartridges. Tel: 

Mike 01758 613 790 ( Feb(I) 

MERIDIAN 557 power amp, 

200 wpc, under warrenty until 

October 2004, £ 1100. Chord 

CPA 3200 preamp, £ 1950. 

Chord SPM 1200B power amp. 

250 wpc, £ 1950. Tel: 01993 883 

523 ( Feb(I) 

TAG McLAREN PPA20 

phono pre-amp, black, mint, 

£900 ono. Tel: 01242 675 

719 (Cheltenham) ( Feb(I) 

MUSICAL FIDELITY A324 

Upsampling Dac £525. Tuners: 

Arcam Diva T6I Silver £ 160. 

Videologic DRX-60 I ES DAB 

£150. Mana Glass Frame £60. 

MIT Digital Reference Cable 

£90. Tel: (daytime) 020 8871 

5089 or Email: 

fotos@btinternet.com ( Feb) 

Ï» I 

f 

WORLD 
es. computer audio 

LEAK POINT One Stereo pre 

amp, Leak Stereo 20 amplifier, 

Leak Troughline 3 tuner. All in 

good worker order, £400. Tel: 

01691 679 248 (Feb(I) 

NAKAMICHI CR4 Tape 

deck, hardly used, mint, 

includes DM 10 head demag-

netiser, £ 90 ono. Denon 

150011 CL) £ 0 ono. Tel: 

0781 329 7022 ( Maidstone, 

Kent) ( Feb(I) 

MARK LEVINSON No.36 Dac 

£1400 (£4000). Martin Logan 

Quest loudspeakers £ 1400 

(£5300). Both Stereophile A 

rated. Boxes, manuals, mint, 

perfect. Tel: Bill 01993 851 508 

(Feb(I) 

RARE OPPORTUNITY, pair of 

Lowther Audio Vector's PM4 

and PM2 Hifferic speech coils 

Anico magnets. Good condi-

tion, offers over £ 1700. 

Garrard 301, new plinth, SME II 

£500. Tel: 01446 418 207 

(Feb(I) 

NAIM 32/250 MM + MC home-

made power supply £750 ono. 

Linn Ittock LVII on mint LPI2 

arm board £275. Decca Jubilee 

Gold, needs re- tip, boxed, 

£150. Decca Blue, boxed, needs 

re-tip, £ 100. Tel: 0121 530 0600 

(Feb(I) 

PATHOS TWIN Towers, pure 

Class A hybrid integrated ampli-

fier with remote control, mint 

£2250 (£3250). Quad IIL speak-

ers, maple, £290. Tel: 01202 

767 873 ( Feb(I) 

LINN LP 12 Lingo Cirkus 

Nirvana mods. AT/1 010 arm, 

AT MM cartridge, immaculate 

£700. Cable Talk 3.1 bi-wirc 2x 

3.4m £ 15. Can dem. Tel: 01909 

470 192 or Email: 

rayspink@supanet.com ( Feb(I) 

VVHARFDALE AIRDALE cor-

ner speakers early 1960 vgc, 39 

x 28. No time wasters. 

Reasonable offers. 01733 349 

923 ( Feb(I) 
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HEATHCOTE AUDIO 
TEL: 01992 653999 MOBILE: 07860 511111 E-MAIL ADDRESS: HeathcoteAudio@aol.com 

VALVE AMPS 
UNISON RESEARCH SMART 845 MONOBLOCS 
GAMMA AEON 211 MONOBLOCS ( NEW VALVES/SERVICED WERE £7000) 
AUDION GOLDEN KNIGHTS 300B MONOBLOCS ( WERE £4000+) 
AUDIONOTE KIT ONE SIG 3008 POWER AMP 
COUNTERPOINT SA-200 VALVE HYBRID POWER AMP (200 WATTS X 2) 
ART AUDIO QUINTET POWER AMP 

GRANT 0200 AMS LTD EDITION 200 WATT MONOBLOCS 8 G100P PRE AMP 
NESTAROVICH LABS 150 WATT MONOBLOCS (VERY RARE/ FANTASTIC) 

LUMLEY REFERENCE 120 MONOBLOCS (TRIODE SWITCHAKE) REVALVED 

UNISON RESEARCH MYSTERY ONE PRE AMP 
AUDIO RESEARCH LS-2 PRE AMP 
ROGUE AUDIO TEMPEST REMOTE INTEGRATED 

SOLID STATE 
PINK TRIANGLE INTEGRAL (3 MONTHS OLD. NEW PRICE £3995) 

BOW TECHNOLOGIES WAZOO-XL (RETAIL £2500) 

00PLAND CSA-28 INTEGRATED 
CAIRN FACE NORD 4808 
PIONEER A91-D HUGE INTEGRATED DIGITAL 8 ANALOGUE INPUTS (RARE) 
MARANTZ PM-555E REMOTE CONTROL AMP 
E LECTROCOMPANIET EC-1 REMOTE INTEGRATED (WITH PRE-OUT) EX. DIS/DEM 
ELECTROCOMPANIET AW-60 CLASS A POWER AMP (STEREOPHILE MAG REC.) 

MUSICAL FIDELITY OU-2X0 MONOBLOCS 
SUGDEN AU-51 HIGH BIAS POWER AMP (LIGHT DEM USE ONLY) 

QUAD 606 MKII 
AUDIOGRAM P-1 WO2 ITALIAN POWER AMP (2X 45 WATTS) 
CONRAD JOHNSON PF-2 PRE AMP ( INC PHONO STAGE) 
GAMUT C2 PRE AMP BALANCED/SINGLE ENDED 

MICHI RHA-10 REMOTE PRE AMP (RARE) 
MICHI RHC-10 PASSIVE PRE (RARE/GOOD) 
ECA VISTA PRE AMP(SUPERB!) 

MINT/BOXED 
MINT 
MINT 

AS NEW/BOXED 
MINI 
MINT 

MINT 
MINT/BOXED 
MINT/BOXED 
MINT/BOXED 

MINT/BOXED 
AS NEW/BOXED 

£2350 
£2250 

£1750 
RING 
£1150 
£1050 

£2250 
£2495 
£1650 
£995 

£1295 
£1495 

AS NEW/BOXED £2995 

NEW/BOXED £1750 
MINT £750 

MINT/BOXED f695 
MINT/BOXED £650 

AS NEW/BOXED £199 
EX DIS./BOXED f750 

EX DIS /BOXED £750 
EXCLT £695 

MINT/BOXED £895 
MINT £375 

NEW/BOXED £250 
MINT/BOXED £995 
MINT/BOXED £795 

BOXED £575 
MINT/BOXED £375 

AS NEW/BOXED £495 

CO 
MARK LEVINSON NO 39 CD/PROCESSOR AS NEW/BOXED £3500 

MUSICAL FIDELITY NU-VISTA 3D CD PLAYER AS NEW/BOXED £2195 
SONY SCD-555ES SACO/CO PLAYER CHAMPAYNE GOLD AS NEW/BOXED £895 
KRELL DSP MK11 TOPLOADER HEAVY PERSPEX LID ( NEW LASER MECH WAS £5000 NEW)MINT/BOXED £1795 

TEAC VRDS 25 MINT £895 

PIONEER PD 93 INCREDIBLY RARE FLAGSHIP MODEL MINT/BOXED £895 
MICROMEGA STAGE-6 MINT BOXED £450 
SONY COP R-1 TRANSPORT/DAS R-1 DAC GOLD 8 WALNUT SIDE CHEEKED CLASSIC MINT £2250 
THETA PEARL TRANSPORT/DS PRO BASIC- 11 DAC MINT/BOXED £2250 
AUDIO SYNTHESIS TRANCEND TRANSPORT 8 DAX-2 DAC MINT/BOXED £1895 
PINK TRIANGLE CARDINAL/ORDINAL 24 BIT/RECLOCKING CABLES ETC (BE OUICKII) MINT/BOXED £1175 
THETA PEARL TRANSPORT/DS PRO BASIC- 11 DAC MINT/BOXED £2250 

PROCEED PDT-3/PDP-3 TRANSPORT 8 DAC (AT8TAES/EBU,COAX.OPTICAL IN) MINT/BOXED £1750 
MARANTZ CD-94 MK11 TRANSPORT (AT&T/COAX) & CDA-94 DAC MINT/BOXED £995 

THETA PEARL TRANSPORT MINT/BOXED £875 
THETA OS PRO GEN III MINT/BOXED £2395 

THETA DSPre GEN111 ( PRE-AMP/DAC 110V) EXCLT/BOXEO £2500 
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAX-2 HDCD COAYJAES-EBU/AT8T/TOSLINK AS NEW/BOXED £1150 

MUSICAL FIDELITY X-24 DAC EXCLT £195 
TEAC Ti DAC MINT/BOXED £225 

VINYL 
NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE MENTOR REFERENCE 8 MATCHING ARM 
MICHELL SYNCRO/REGA ARM 
REVOX 8-795 TURNTABLE/LINEAR ARM 

TECHNICS SL-1500 TURNTABLE 8 ARM 
ROKSAN XERXES/REGA RB300/LINN K-9 
PINK TRIANGLE PT-TOO 
LEHMAN BLACK CUBE SE 
CYRUS AE0-7 PHONO STAGE 
PAUL HAYNES VALVE PHONO STAGE 8 PSU (£ 1500 NEW) 

LOUDSPEAKERS 
WILSON SYSTEM 51 PIANO BLACK 
KLIPSCHORNS FAMOUS CORNER HORN ( 104 DB SENSITIVE) MAPLE VENEER 
AMPHION XENON FLOORSTANDERS EX DIS 
AMPHION ATHENE MK1 EX OEM CHERRYWOOD FINISH 
AMPHION HELIUM 1 
PMC FPB-1+ PLINTH CHERRYWOOD FINISH 
UK° OPERA CALLAS GOLD 
SONUS FABER CONCERTINO HOME PIANO BLACK ( FEW HOURS USE ONLY) 

MINT 

EXCLT 
MINT/BOXED 

MINT 
MINT 

BOXED 

BRAND NEW/BOXED 
MINT/BOXED 

MINT 

f3500 
£375 
£350 
£175 
f595 
£375 
£450 
£295 
£650 

MINT/CRATED £7500 
MINT £3000 

AS NEW/BOXED £1450 
BOXED £650 

MINT/BOXED £325 
MINT/BOXED £1095 

AS NEW/BOXED £750 
AS NEW/BOXED £495 

CELESTION A-3 FABULOUS FLOORESTANDERS SUPERB VALUE BRAND NEW/BOXED £ 1695 

CELESTION A-2 HUGELY CAPABLE ( ROSEWOOD VENEER) BRAND NEW/BOXED £1250 

ACOUSTIC PRECISION FR-I LOUDSPEAKERS £395 
AUDIONOTE ANK/SPX MINT/BOXED £650 

MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 10 (ROSEWOOD) EXCLT £475 
TANNOY SYSTEM-8 NFM11 (DUAL CONCENTIC MONITORS) MINT £595 

TANNOY ARUNDEL 153839 HIGH POWER DRIVERS 95 DB SENSITIVE VERY RARE MINT £1500 
SD OBS FLOORSTANDERS( OPEN BAFFLE) SMALLER BROTHER TO SDI BOXED £675 

MISSION 753 BLACK ASH MINT £475 
PROAC TABLETTE 2000 SIGNATURE (BIRDS EYE MAPLE) NEW/BOXED £700 

PROAC-3 STUDIO MONITORS (ATC DRIVERS) WALNUT MINT £795 
PROAC RESPONSE -2 ( WERE £1700 NEW) MINT £695 
PROAC-2 (VOLT DRIVERS) MINT £350 

CASTLE HOWARD-2 PREMIUM BEECH WOOD FINISH MINT £895 
CASTLE EDEN YEW WOOD FINISH ( HI FI WORLD FAVE) EXCLT £375 
CASTLE AVON MINT £450 

IMF TLS 80 S CLASSIC TRANSMISSION LINE MINT £395 

TUNERS /TAPE 
ONIX 8WD-1 AUDIOPHILE TUNER 8 SEP PSU MINT £295 
SONY TCD-D3 PORTABLE DAT RECORDER/WALKMAN MINT/BOXED £275 
SONY DTC 1000 DAT RECORDER REMOTE MINT £550 
LINWOOD MAINS CONDITIONER 3 WAY £250 
OPA THE POWER MAINS FILTER (4 OFF) (EACH) £70 

MARANTZ 2000 LEARNING REMOTE MINT/BOXED £75 

RACKS/STANDS 
SOUNDSTYLE XS 105 5 SHELF BLACK SILVER OR CHAMPAYNE (£320) 

SOUNDSTYLE XS 100 4 SHELF AS ABOVE 
SOUNDSTYLE XS 310 AN TABLE (f320) 

ATTACAMA R724/ATTABITE ( WAS £250) 
TARGET R4 
TARGET R-1 
TOWNSEND LARGE SEIMIC SINK (2 OFF) 
TOWNSEND MEDIUM SEISMIC SINK 

EX DIS £195 
EX DIS £175 
EX DIS £195 

MINT £175 
MINT £175 

MINT/BOXED £200 

SPECIAL OFFER 

SOUNDSTILE_SPEAKER STANDS SOLID PILLARATECANIA_DIYIE 18/24 .. 1/2 PRICE LAST FEW £50.00 

CABLES 
LIRWSPEAKER GAKE 
MIT MK- 750 12 FT PAIR £850 
MIT MH-750 8 FT. PAIR £650 
NIRVANA AUDIO SL-SERIES 3 METRE PAIR EX DEM. FACTORY TERMINATED £575 
KIMBER 4TC 4.5 METRE PAIR TERMINATED 8 4TC JUMPER LINK FOR BI-WIREING (PACKAGED AS NEW) £1500 
CARDAS HEXLINK 2 METRE PAIR (FACTORY TERMINATED) 
AUDIONOTE AN-L 5 METRE PAIR 
AUDIONOTE AN-L 2 METRE BI-WIRE PAIR (TERMINATED) 
AUDIONOTE ANL YELLOW 5 METRE PAIR 
VAN DEN HUL THE TEATRACK HYBRID BI-WIRE 5 METRE PAIR 

VANDEN HUL MC CS 122 2 X 3 METRE PAIR 
AUDIOOUEST INDIGO 3 METRE PAIR 

MilBenini_ 
LINDSAY AUDIOPHILE SATIN GRAY 2 METRE (AMERICAN NEW/PACKED WAS £480) 

LINDSAY AUDIOPHILE GRAY 2 METRE (NEW) 

AUDIONOTE AN-V SILVER INTERCONNECT 62 METRE PAIR 
OPA BLACK SLINK 5 METRE BALANCED PAIR 
CLEARAUDIO TRIDENT 1 METRE INTERCONNECT 

SUPRA EFF-ISL 2.5 FT PAIR NEW/PACKAGED 
AUDIOOUEST LAPIS 5 METRE PAIR 
AUDIOOUEST TUROUOISE.JADERUBY (VARIOUS PLEASE PHONE) 

AUDIOCHJEST DIAMOND 2 X 2 METRE PAIRS (MINT) 

MORAL 
CHORD CO PRODAC SILVER PLUS (BNC) 
REGA DIGITAL INTERCONNECT 1 METRE (NEUTRIK PHONO SI 

VAN DEN HUL AES/EBU 
KIMBER ILLUMINATI AES EBU 1 5 METR 
AUDIOOUEST VSD-4 SOLID PSS SILVER (WAS f265) 
NIRVANA DIGITAL COAX LEAD 4 FT 
AUDIOOUEST OPTILINK X TOSLINK 

£275 
£225 
£175 
£200 
£150 

(EACH) £90 
£50 

£200 

£175 
£995 
£550 
IBA 
£60 
TBA 

EACH £495 

£60 
£30 
£40 

£150 
£150 
£200 
£50 

MOST EQUIPMENT STOCKED IS ONE OWNER MINT BOXED. SIMILAR QUALITY VINTAGE 

AND MODERN EQUIPMENT REQUIRED FOR IMMEDIATE CASH PURCHASE THIS IS A SELECTION OF STOCK FOR A 
FULL CURRENT LIST PLEASE PHONE/E-MAIL GEORGE. MAIL ORDER A SPECIALITY 

wvvw.soundsexpensive.com 
Hi-Fi & Audio Consultants, Sales and Service 

Buy What Hi Fi's Award 
winners at the cheapest prices! 
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ARAGON 4004 £695. Ion 

monoblocks £595. DPA 

Pre/Pwr £695. Little Bit Two 

£125. Audio Note Mo Pre 

£250. Mo Remote £295. 

Exposure IV £595. Ojan 3X 

(rosewood) £595, Unison 4 

£695. Pathos One (£695 (new). 

DNM Pre(2) £595. Tel: 07966 

267 404 or Email: 

coom@btinternet.com ( Feb(I) 

DNM PRE £795. Exposure pre 

£595. Edens £275. Cairn 

pre/mono's £895. Croft pre 

£295. Sugden AU51 £795. 

Roksan Atessa 11 (3 box) £895. 

Counterpoint SA 12 £595. Tel: 

07966 267 404 or Email: 

coomPbtinternet.com ( Feb(I) 

MERIDIAN 56IM processor, 

latest spec, 558 five channel 

poweramp and 506.24 CD 

player. Cost £8285, will sell for 

£5425, or will split separetly. 

Mint condition. Tel: 01483 890 

561 (Feb(I) 

FOR THE Collector: 

Ferrograph Logic 7 tape 

recorder with manual. Little 

use since service by 

Ferrograph in 1997, £380. 

70's style Sony ST 5066 

tuner £30. NAD 7125 

receiver (mid 80's) £40. Dual 

504-4 turntable with Audio-

Technica cartridge £40. All 

above excellent. Tel: 029 20 

617 767 ( Feb(I) 

PINK TRIANGLE LPT I 

turntable with Helios Aureus 

arm, Glanz arm, 20E cartridge, 

£200. Pair B&VV DM601 Series 

1 speakers, £ 100. Tel: 01908 

501 937 ( Feb(I) 

TWO VALVE Amplifiers. One 

15 watt the other 20 watt. Built 

using separate circuit boards, 

both built on chassis construct-

ed from 3mm aluminium with 

flat black finish, £200, £ 300. Tel: 

01708 749 280 ( Feb(I) 

LOVVTHER HORN speakers 

33 x 39 x 69 cm. 17.5 kg. 

Walnut veneer, 30 years old. 

Offers in the region of £450. 

Tel: 020 8460 0871 or Email: 

djpeebles@btinternet.com 

(Feb(I) 

MAINS BLOCK. Russ Andrews 

8 way. Black metal case with 3ft 

high current Powerkord. Mint. 

£100. Tel: 01752 773369 ( Feb(I) 

AUDIONOTE OTO SE with 

Border Patrol PSU. As new 

condition. Danish Audio 

Connect volume, Black Gates 

and many other internal 

upgrades. Mullard valves plus 

other spares. £ 1000. Tel: Colin 

020 8607 7677 anytime or 

Email: colin.clark@equant.com 

(Feb(I) 

LINN LPI2 Aro Troika Lingo 

rosewood ver y are beautiful 

woodwork fully boxed col-

leLtoi s item £2000. Tel: 

07973 105916 or Email: 

adam.stanhope@ 

btinternet.com ( Feb(I) 

ROGUE AUDIO 88 Magnum 

power amp. 60wpc ultralin-

ear 40wpc Triode switchable, 

Fabulous sound solid build 

black £ 1250. AVI pre stereo 

power £750. Niam 42.5 140 

£300. Wanted: Lescon AP3 

Tel: 01226 710605 or 07779 

274655 ( Feb(I) 

B & W NAUTILUS 805 

Signature/H.N.E. stands £2200. 

A.T.C. SIA2-150 integrated 

amp, new £2375, asking £ 1450. 

JPS NC2 speaker cable 8 foot 

pair, new £ 1900, asking £900. 

Tel: 01296 437314 (Aylesbury, 

Bucks) ( Feb(I) 

WANTED: AUDIOLAB 8000T 

FM/AM tuner black must be in 

perfect working order and vgc 

Tel: Pete 0115 975 4070 ( Feb(I) 

SUGDEN SIGNATURE 41 

remote line pre-amp with 100 

watt AU4 I power £550. Tannoy 

Mercury M3 floorstanders 

£100. Tel: 01733 810516 

(Peterborough) (Feb(1) 

MUSICAL FIDELITY 3D Nu-

Vista CD player. Why settle for 

second-hand? Consider mine - 

late serial number, everything 

absolutely mint, just a few 

hours use and boxed virtually 

since new. Musical heaven. Very 

reluctant sale due to house pur-

chase. £2500. Tel: 01480 

463102 or Email: brian@flat-

man.vispa.com ( Feb(I) 

QUICKSILVER VALVE 

monoblocks superb condition 

genuine hi-end sound many 

spare matched valves £650. 

Meridian 203 DAC £ 180. Tel: 

01432 275203 Ray Thompson 

please do not phone. (Feb(I) 

KRELL 300i integrated amp. 

Hardly used, as new. Boxed. 

Great sound £ 1590 (0660). 

Tel: 01895 623020 day or eve 

(London/Middx) ( Feb(I) 

NAKAMICHI CR7 excellent 

condition, just serviced, 

boxed with manual and 

remote, stunning sound for 

analogue fans, possibly the 

best cassette deck in the 

world. £800. Tel: 07973 

405916 or Email: 

adam.stanhope 

@btinternet4CiM (Feb(I) 

VVADIA 861 built in digital 

pre amp upgrading to 270 

27IX transport and DAC 

8000 new bargain for quick 

sale £4750 ono. Tel: 07929 

063676 anytime ( Feb(I) 

MARK LEVINSON 334 as new 

£3950 (£6000). Sonus Faber 

Guarneris, as new, £3500 

(£5300). Sensible offers consid-

ered. With crates, documents. 

Tel: 01273 464449 or Email: 

sales@sprays.co.uk (Mar(1) 

ARCAM A85 amplifier mint 

£500. Tel: 01925 852316 

(Warrington) ( Feb) 

SPENDOR SP2/3 loudspeakers 

in black with stands and oak 

cones. Good condition. £525 

ono. Tel: Martin 01268 764542 

evening, 01702 373514 days 

(Essex) ( Feb(I) 

COLLECTOR HAVING big 

clearout - 5 shelves of good 

quality books on electronics, 

audio, hi-fi etcetera. Other sub-

jects available. Email for price 

lists peterm@beeb.net or 

phone 01483 428906 ( Feb(I) 

LEAK STEREO 60 wanted and 

American Stereo Varislope II 
will consider faulty or incom-

plete - but transformers must 

be good cash waiting WHY. 

Tel: Gary 01484 328296 

(VV.Yorkshire) ( Feb(I) 

SPENDOR SPI speakers teak 

finish deflex upgrade matching 

stands boxed mint (£ 1300) 

accept £300. Tel: 0114 250 

8035 ( Feb(I) 

ORIGIN LIVE Silver 250 ton-

earm. An audiophile bargain! 

Cost £600 will accept £ 370. Tel: 

01296 623573 ( Feb(I) 

GARRARD 401 transcription 

turntable £ 150. Tel: 01702 

5200I5or Email: 

michaelturbin@lineone.net 
(Feb(I) 

DENON AV.DSP surround 

sound amplifier 70w front 70w 

centre 10w rear. Inputs for 

phono CD tape tuner VCR etc. 
vgc £ 145 ono. Pair Revolver 

miniature speakerç £ 50. Tel 

0121 472 8746 ( Birmingham) 

(Feb(I) 

MICHELL ALECTO stereo 

power amplifier superb Wu-

dition high end sound boxed 

£700 ono. Audio Analogue 

Bellini pre amp mint boxed 

£275. Email: 

jjjaames@aol.com or phone 

01283 533458 after 5pm 
(Feb(I) 

LOVVTHER PM6's 100 watt 8 

ohm in Acousta enclosures, 

walnut, perfect, £ 150 pair, also 

KEF C80's walnut enclosures, 

boxes, perfect, £ 100 pair Tel: 

01226 753796 (South Yorks) 

(Feb(I) 

C.R. DEVELOPMENTS 

Romulus valve amplifier 30w. 

CH finished in S/S and black 

(£1299) £650. I.P.L. A2 Mk4 

HDA floorstanding speakers fin-

ished in mahogany veneer. 

£100. Tel: 01205 750314 ( Feb(I) 

KLIPSCH HERESY 11 with 

plinths 96dB horns £650. Audio 

Analogue Puccini SE immaculate 

£300. Alchemist Axiom amp 

£100. Rega Planar 2 ' S' arm 
£90. Denon TU 260L tuner 

£60. Tel: 01827 261082 

(Tamworth) ( Feb(I) 

NAIM CDS II £3600 Naim 

135 monoblocks £ 1600. MIT 

MH750 high resolution inter-

face speaker cable £950. Tel: 

01462 483646 ( Herts) 

(Feb(I) 

QUAD 33/303 amplifier pre-

amp recently serviced by Quad. 

Excellent condition £200. Tel: 
01404 850689 ( East Devon) 

(Feb(I) 

MARANTZ CD 63 KI Sig mint 

£150. Sony TAE 9000 ES pre-

amp processor Dolby digital 

D IS Sharc DSP 24-bit 96kHz 

compatible mint (new £ 1300) 

£300. Tel: 07754 976443 or 

Email: mgurry@ntlworld.co.uk 

(Feb(I) 
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Upgrade Your Turntable 

"It's value is nothing short of 
tremendous" 
Listener Magazine 

The single most 
important upgrade you 
can ever make to any 
record deck concerns the 
motor drive....Nothing 
can compare you for the 

shock of going DC, in a 
word, Gobsmacking" 

Common Ground Magazine 

if you are thinking of upgrading your 
system the Origin Live DC-motor kit 
should be high on your list for 
consideration" TNT Audio 

Whatever your current turntable, the results in upgrading to the Origin 
Live DC motor and power supply are simply astounding. Designed as 
a drop in replacement for almost all turntables, the Origin Live upgrade 
kit offers vast improvements to all versions of Linn turntables, as well 
as Ariston, Rega, Systemdeck, Roksan, Rock, Oracle, Thorens, Well 
Tempered etc. With only a 12 Volt power supply and a full set of 
illustrated instructions our upgrade is both easy and safe to install.The 
upgrade is also offered with a full money back guarantee if you are not 
satisfied. The kit consisting of a high grade dc motor, soldered 
regulator board and power supply is only £262. This provides an 
extremely cost effective route to truly high end audio and is 
significantly superior in performance to other power supply upgrades 
costing 4 times the price. A larger purpose built transformer is also 

available as an optional extra at £175. 

Turbocharging your 
Rega arm 

"Nothing less than total dynamite" Hi-Fi World 

.- '444 --001 • fliellik.. 

If you are the proud owner of any rega toneram, you are now in the 
enviable position to transform it's performance into the league of super 
arms with modifications offered by Origin Live - the Origin live 
structural modification at £75 will enable your Rega to perform at a 
level exceeding that of arms costing over £1200. High performance 
rewiring with high grade litz cable is also offered at an additional £70 
and external rewiring is £70 this further increases the performance. 

"I have to say the Rega modifications turn this humble arm into a 
real Giant killer. Gone is the rather grey, sterile sound of the 
cooking Rega. Instead, tonal colour is fresh, dynamics have 

great speed and impact, and the sound stage is huge." 
Hi-Fi World, Nov 97 (structural modification on RB250) 

What Hi-Fi? gave this modification 5/5 

Structural Modification - £75 
Internal Rewiring - £70 
External Rewiring - £70 

For arm modifications we normally return your arm in 2 - 3 days. 

Origin Live Ultra Turntables 
Build & setup in an hour 

Cat. 

Modern Classic 

"...this Vinyl front end had my jaw heading towards the floor with the solidity and transparency of the music it was making....with all these 
goodies in place the Standard would give turntables at the £ 1200 -1400 mark a hard time... 
...Overall a deeply impressive deck brilliant value for money ...component quality is superb and the build process is a doddle." 

Hi-Fi World 

"the best sounding deck here (group comparison test of 8 leading turntables) sounds fantastic." 

What Hi-Fi? 

"One of the most enjoyable and musically involving turntables I have ever heard ... Regardless of make or reputation" 

Audiophile 

Now you can own a professionally built, high performance turntable at a fraction of the normal cost. Origin Live turntable kits are supplied in 3 

different specifications: 

1. A standard kit of parts to enable you to build your own plinth at £282 

2. The complete standard kit offered with a non-suspended pre-drilled & finished plinth at £349 

3. The complete ultra kit comes in two options. The Ultra Kit Classic offering a truly high end suspended sub-chassis turntable with beautifully finished 
solid wood plinth. The Ultra Kit modern offers the performance of the Ultra Kit Classic combined with the modern day skeletal styling of our 

sensational resolution turntable. Both options available at £538.00 

All kits are supplied with well illustrated instructions and are easier to assemble than many of today's pre-built turntables. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION SEE WEBSITE OR CONTACT 
Origin Live, Unit 5, 362b Spring Road, Sholing, Southampton, S019 2PB, U.K. 

Tel: 023 80578877 / 80363249 Fax: 02380 578877 e-mail: originlive@originlive.com 

http://www.originlive.com 



MUSICAL FIDELITY P270 pow-

eramp immaculate condition 

£390. No offers. Roksan 

Xerxes turntable SME cut. 

Immaculate £200. No offers. 

Tel: Matt 07775 560357 Email: 

ahankinson©clara.net ( Feb(I) 

ORTOFON MC25FL car-

tridge, never been used, 

£200. Lehman Black Cube 

phono stage, still sealed, 

never been used, £240. 

Obviously both mint, boxed, 

instructions. Tel. 01597 860 

166 (Feb(I) 

WANTED: CREEK OBH-12 

preamp. Tel: 01323 737 850 

(Sussex) ( Feb) 

[INN BASIK turntable. Linn 

[KS MM cartridge. Spare stylus. 

Dedicated audiophile stand. As 

new, little used. Retro reviewed 

HFVV October 02. £290 ono. 

Buyer collects. Tel: 01376 328 

502 (Essex) (Feb) 

NAIM 32.5 preamp with 72 

boards, serviced by Naim, 

£250. Wanted: Old style Naim 

HiCap. Tel: 01302 865 282 

(Feb(I) 

NAIM H1CAP, new style, boxed, 

£400. Possible P/X Naim 02 

tuner. Tel: Richard 01795 842 

392 ( Kent) (Feb(I) 

QUAD ESL63 Electrostatic 

loudspeakers, recently serviced, 

excellent condition, £ 1100. 

Albarry 408 SII monolocks, vgc, 

£350. Tel: 01406 364 935 

(Feb(I) 

WANTED: NAKAMICHI PS-

100 I OvoIt power supply for 

use with Nakamichi MX- I 00 

Microphone Mixer. Tel: Duncan 

01733 266 566 ( Peterborough) 

(Feb(I) 

AUDIO AERO Capitole Mk11 

CD player. 32bit/192 kHz. Built 
in valve pre-stage, hence can 

drive a power amp directly. 

Cost new £4500, asking £3200. 

Tel. 01296 437 314 (Aylesbury, 

Bucks) ( Feb(I) 

NAIM. TWO 250's - serviced 

Naim, £500 each. NAP 180 

£500. NAC72 £375. HiCap 

£375. Rogers Studio One's 

£150. Quad 33,303,FM3 £300. 

Hi-Fi World Active Dipole Subs 

for ESL-63's £250. Tel: 01202 

752 787 ( Feb(I) 

EPOS E514, mint, boxed, plus 

stands £280. Audio Synthesis 

Passion passive preamp, mint 

£395. Nytech CA252, tatty 

£50. Tel: 0208 986 1762 

(evenings) ( Feb(I) 

MONITOR AUDIO MA R352 

Loudspeakers & Factory Stands, 

Robin Marshall Design, £ 175. 

Aiwa XD-S1100 Dat Recorder, 

High End, £245. Aurex 

Microsystem, Pre, Power & 

Tuner, superb quality, £295. 

Pioneer PI640 Quartz Direct 

Drive Turntable, fully automatic, 

£15. All boxed, mint. carriage 

arranged. 07870 657173 or 

hifi©spacernet ( Feb(I) 

APOLLO ARIA 

Interchangeable hi-fi unit. 9 

glass shelves (2 sizes), black 

supports. CD/Record stor-

age. Immaculate condition. 

Buyer collects. Tel: 07720 

402 426 after 5.30pm (Feb(I) 

ROKSAN OJAN speakers, 

black, excellent condition. Can 

demonstrate £350 ono. Tel: 

01970 632847 (day) 01970 

871143 (evening) (Feb(I) 

MUSICAL FIDELITY M3 Nu 

Vista integrated amplifier £2250 

ono. Thiel CS3.6 loudspeakers, 

world class leading speakers 

(£5495) absolute bargain at 

£2495. Tel: 01508 499586 

evenings or leave message by 

day ( Feb(I) 

MEADOWLARK SHEARWA-

TER Transmission line speakers 

colour cherry £ 1100 ono 

(£2700 new). Quad 36 amp 

£120. Yamaha Theatre proces-

sor DSP 590 £ 150. Stax SR5 

electrostatic Ear speakers £ 100. 

All immaculate. Tel: 01634 

724081 ( Feb) 

[INN LK100s x2 £275. Onkyo 

K6Il cassette deck £ 125. 

Hardly used, QED Silver 

Anniversary speaker cable ( 1) 4 

metre pair Airloc plugs £30 (2) 

4 metre pair bi-wired Airloc 

plugs £50. Tel: 07889 840724 

(Bromey, Kent) (Feb(I) 

WANTED: STAX SR-Lambda 

professional headphones (year 

1982) must be in excellent/mint 

condition (unmarked and not 

damaged). Will pay £400 for 

mint condition headphones. Tel: 

01865 378578 (evenings) or 

Email: fiskalan©hotmail.com 

(Mar(I) 

DENON GOLD SDIO II battle-

ship high end CD player, 

smooth and dynamic, mint con-

dition, boxed, 12 months guar-

antee £375 (£ 1300). New. Tel: 

01308 868 044 (Feb(I) 

QUAD ESL63 electrostatic 

loudspeakers + stands (£ 1100). 

Quad 606 power amplifier 

(£400). Meridian 207CDPro 

player + phono pre-amp option 

+209 remote (£430). Also 

Quad ESL57 electrostatics 

(£350). Tel: 07855 254158 or 

Email: IPS©PATENVVorks.com 

(Feb(I) 

FOR SALE Audio Analogue 

Puccini SE integrated silver 

fronted non remote £300 ono. 

Baby forces sale. Tel: Dave 

01483 487647 (Surrey) ( Feb(I) 

[INN SONDEK LP12 turntable 

with plinth, tinted perspex 

cover, Linn lttok LVII pick-up 

arm, Valhalla upgrade, new car-

tridge, plus Skyline platform. 

Very good condition £750. Tel: 

023 92 838 500 or Email: 

youngh22@hotmail.com 

(Portsmouth) ( Feb(I) 

MARK LEVINSON No. 360S & 

334 £7300 No. 39 £2500 also 

CZ-GEL interconnects. PMC 

IB I speakers and stands £2000. 

Tel: Jon 07956 922061 or 

E-mail: Jonathan.Page© 

t-mobile.co.uk ( Feb(I) 

KRELL KSA 150 Class A 150-

220 watts into 8ohms, RCA 

and balance inputs. Add anoth-

er KSA-I50 and have MDA-300. 

Very clean, manual, £2250. 

XL0 Type 6 speaker cables, 8ft 

bi-wire, excellent condition 

£375. Tel: 07919 211 332 or 

Email: 

peterroy©btconnect.com 

(Feb(I) 

KRELL FPB600 £4795 

(£13,500), B&VV Nautilus 

801, red cherry, £4750 

(£8500), Audioquest 

Caldera 8ft bi-wire speaker 

cable ((895) f4AS 

Audioquest Midnight+ I Oft 

spades £ 150 (£450). All rea-

sonable offers considered. 

Tel: 07767 478 056 or Email: 

andrew.lucas©cwt-uk.com 

(Feb(I) 

ARCAM A85 amplifier mint 

£500. Tel: 01925 852316 

(Warrington) ( Feb) 

GUIDELINES FOR 

BUYING AND 
SELLING 

SECOND-HAND 

EQUIPMENT 

FOR THE BUYER  
I Not everyone is honest 

- Buyer Beware! 

2. Don't send cash! 
3. Accept no verbal 

guarantees. 
4. Have you heard the 

item or something 
similar? If not, why do 
you want it? 

5. Don't pretend to have 
knowledge - it's your 
fingers that will get 
burnt! 

6. Is it working? If not. 
why not? 

7. Has it been modified 

and, if so, have notes 
been kept? 

8 Was it any good in the 
first place? 

9. Don't send cash! 
10.If you are in the slighest 

doubt, arrange an 
audition (see point 5 ). 
If it's too far, wait for 
another time. 

II. Either buy it or don't: 
vendors are excusably 
impatient with 
'consultation' exercises. 

I 2. Don't send cash! 

FOR THE SELLER 
I. Not everyone is honest 
- Seller Beware! 

2. Make no verbal 
guarantees. 

3. Even 'nearly new' is still 
second-hand. If the 
manufacturer's 
guarantee is no 
longer in force, your 
price should reflect this. 

4. There is very little 
intrinsic value in 
second-hand hi-fi; 
it's only worth what 
someone will pay for it. 

5. The best guide to 
pricing is last month's 
Classifieds: that a 
'classic' was worth 
£xxx a year or two ago 
is no guide. Values fall 
as well as rise. 

6. Amateur second-hand 
dealing is not a big 
money game: you win 
some, you lose some. 

7. Be prompt with 
despatch. If in doubt 
about buyer's bona-
fides, either wash out 

the deal or send C.O.D. 
8. There will always be 

time-wasters; be 

tolerant within 
reason! 
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"The first impression to hit the listener is one of huge scale and sweeping 
vistas. The LWO's disappear and the soundstage is filled to the brim." 
"I've just gotta brand it a hit"   Ken Kessler 

Hi-Fi News, Dec. 2000 

ORCU-CUD  
PRECISION AUDIO 

Incredible high end audio components at 
winter sale prices. Experience the Heil air 
motion transformer at it's full potential in 

the LWO loudspeaker or the stunning musical beauty of the first new valve amp 
design in twenty years. Over 200 watts per channel of pure cathode follower deep 

class-A musical intelligence. It's name - 
NATURAL FORCE. Visit the Orchid web 

site at www.orchid-precision-audio.co.uk 
or call and make a booking now and 
transcend the world of ordinary 

consumer audio. 

SOUTH : Heatherdale Audio 01903 872 288 

LONDON: Walrus Systems Ltd. 020 7724 7224 

MIDLANDS: Orchid Direct 01608 684 694 

(Normal RRP: LWO £3995, Natural Force £ 12000, PLL1 £6400) 

RESERVE YOUR COPY TODAY! 
Complete this form and hand to your local newsagent 

Please reserve/deliver*(delete as appropriate) 
Hi-Fi & Computer Audio World on a regular basis, 
commencing with the next issue, until further notice. 

Name  

Address  

Signed  Date  

Distributed to the 
newstrade by 

COMAG 
MAGAZINE MARKETING 
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Trade Ads  
Dealers must not advertise in the Private Classified section Monthly consecutive 
insertions will be considered Trade advertising. The Publisher reserves the right to judge submissions. 

Special Internet offer see page 130 for details 

PMC FBI 's, cherry veneer , late 
2001, totally immaculate. ono 
(£1500) £990. Quad II L's 
Original Maple finish, sealed box, 
cancelled order (B80) £340. 
Krell KAV 300i Amp, absolutely 
mint condition, as new. ( 0300) 
£1300 Telephone Jules on 01792 
280061, Email: 
info@sounddrjuleshifi.co.uk 
Web: www.sounddrjuleshifi.co.uk 
(1-eb(I) 

AUDIO RESEARCH Classic 150 
Mono Blocks, black, excellent 
conditon, new valves, boxed, 
(£12000) £3600. Bose 901 Ltd 
Edition, light oak, boxed, mint. inc 
active x over and stands, £1800 
£750. AudioTechnica 0C9 car-
tridge brand new £270. Telephone 
Jules on 01792 280061, Email: 
info@sounddrjuleshifi.co.uk 
Web: www.sounddrjuleshifi.co.uk 
(Feb(I) 

PROAC RESPONCE ONE SC, 
cherry wood, 14 mths old, mint, 
c/w four pillar Target R4 speaker 
stands, £875. Kimber Select 
Digital KS 2020 high performance 
0.75 metre interconnect 
(£546.00) £390. Telephone Jules 
01792 280061, 
Email: info@sounddrjuleshifi.co.uk 
Web: www.sounddrjuleshifi.co.uk 
(Feb(I) 

KRELL KRC-2 pre-amp, as new£  
1650. Meridian 500 transport, 

immaculate, 2 years old , boxed , 
manual, everything as new, 
(£1400) £750. Infinity 
Renaissance 80 floorstander's, 
oak, £550. Telephone Jules on 
01792 280061, Email: 
sales@sounddrjuleshifi.co.uk 
Web. www.sounddrjuleshifi.co.uk 
(Feb(I) 

NAIM NAC 32.5 pre, with phono 
stage, mint condition £275. Audio 
Note AN-SPX Level 5 speakers. 
brand new (£6000 new) £3700. 
Rotel RT 830 AL tuner, analogue 
£60. Telephone Jules on 01792 
280061, Email: 
info@sounddrjuleshifi.co.uk 
Web: www.sounddrjuleshifi.co.uk 
(Feb(I) 

REPAIR, RESTORATION, modifi-
cation, custom design and con-
struction of audio equipment. 
Theo Argiriadis BSc Hons. Phone 
020 8881 1623 Mon-Fri 9.30am 
to 5.30am. Website: www.tube-
electronics.com (Feb(I) 

VINTAGE WIRELESS 
COMPANY LONDON 

VVebsite: www. 

vintagewirelesslondon.co.uk 
Buy- Sell- Exchange. Vintage wire-

less and classical audio. Repairs, 

spares, restoration, modification 

to all valve equipment. Quad II, 
Leaks etc, shipped worldwide, 
best prices, call us at.I7 Bell 

Street, London, NVV I 5BY. Tel: 
020 7258 3448 Fax 020 7258 

3449 Email: 
ywirelesslondon@aol.com 

(Oct(I) 

AMAZING CABLES! Unlock your 

system's full potential. Handbuilt 

silver interconnects from £85, 
solid silver speaker cables from 

£220, £5 p & p. Fantastic perfor-
mance, money back guarantee. 

Details: 0115 982 5772 after. 7prn 
or Email: bob@skydivers.co.uk 
(Mar(I) 

AUDIOREPUBLIC, 78 Otiey 
Road, Headingley, Leeds, 0113 
217 7294. Yorkshire's newest Hi-

Fi retailer. representing Naim, 
Rega, Creek, Totem, 
Quadraspire, Dynavector, 

Roksan, Teac and more. Used 
LP I2's, Lingo's, Linto's stocked. 
Call for advice. Tel: 0113 217 
7294 ( Feb(I) 

FARADAY CONCRETE Cabinet 
loudspeakers, 'a sonic revelation', 

What Hi-Fi? Our unique low den-
sity formulation and design really 

does produce the ultimate in 

audio transpar ency. DIY options 
available. Tel: 01603 762967 

www.faradaysound.co.uk ( Feb(I) 

EX DEMONSTRATION Klipsch 

speaker systems. KSB 2.1 £200, 

KG 3.5 £350, KG 4.5 £450, KG 
5.5 £550. Heresy £650, all tested. 

Tel: Midland Radio Supplies on 
0121 430 7817 or Email: 

guyholdsworth@onetel.net.uk 
(Mar(I) 

GARRARD? THORENS? 

Answer Aphelion! Solid hard-

wood or laminated MF 
plinth's. Three models for all 

motor units. From £200. Also 

our vinyl storage system for-
mat. Prices from £26. All on 

permanent demonstration. 

Call 01604 409 300 (Apr(I) 

HERTFORDSHIRE/NORTH 

LONDON Audio/Record Fair. 

Sunday 13th April 2003. 11.00 to 

4.00. At Cuffley Hall, Maynard 

Place, Cuffley, Herts. 5 minutes 

from M25 Junction 25. Tel: 07944 

909 209 for details ( Feb(I) 

AUDIO COMPUTER valve out-

put or Midiman Audiophile 

soundcard, rack sized, black, sil-

ver, looks like Hi-Fi also PC. 

Replay/Record, CD, LP, MP3, 

Way., Radio. P4, AMDxp from 

£999. Tel: 01460 65988 or Email: 

info@silentaudio.co.uk (Mar(I) 

TELEFUNKEN MISA with two 

spare head blocks, 7.5, 15 ips, 

with delux trolley and service 

manual, NAB adaptors, £750. 

Studer A80 VU, Mk2 RC, 7.5, 15 

ips, with service manual and NAB 

adaptors £850. Tel: 01246 275 

479 or Fmail. 

j.i.tipping@amserve.net ( Feb(I) 

MAF AUDIO. Bryston 4 B ST 

250wpc power amp £ 1100. 

Bryston BP25 pre amp remotele 
£950. Mirage 0M9 speakers in 

cherry £800. Mirage AVS sat sys-

tem inc sub £400. Mirage frx5 

floor standing in cherry £200. 

Mirage Omnisat system inc sub 

£1000. Mirage MBS sats with 

stands £ 125. NAD T760 AV 

amplifier £295. Tel. 01283 538 

882 (Feb(I) 

WORTHING AUDIO True 

Sound Series Crossover less 
rnemitors 96dB efficienLy, sin-

gle 8" driver, perfect for low 

powered tube (S.E.T.) and solid 
state Audio Note Anvx silver 
interconnect .75mtr £500. 

Amphion Argon loudspeakers 
f599. Musica Collins loud-

speakers by Bernard Thiel & 
Partners (German) £ 1000. Tel: 
Worthing Audio 01903 212 

133 or 07900 918 882 ( Feb(I) 

KORA VALVE Amplifiers on 

permanent dem. Also Silver 

Arrow 4N-Pure flat silver foil 

air interconnects and speaker 

cables with Bucchino phono 
plugs. Tel: Worthing Audio 

01903 212 133 or 07900 918 

882 (Feb(I) 

¡  f1! » 

WORLD 
a computer audio 

WOODLAND ELECTRONICS. 
VVebsite: www.woodlandelec-

tronics.co.uk. Tel/Fax: 0207 349 
9675 - 0795 860 7613. High-end 

audio equipments, Home cinema, 
components, cables & connec-
tors, lighting, surveillance equip-

ments, plus mega more items. 
(Feb(I) 

NAIM SPECIALIST has the fol-

lowing equipment for sale. 

CDS 11 + XPS - f4495. NAC 
52 + PSU - £3995. NAT 02 - 

£850. Credo Speakers - £895. 
All first class condition + 6 

month money back guarantee. 

Call Tom Tom Audio on 0/9/1 

202742 or Email: tunes@tom-
tomaudio.com (Feb(I) 

KRELL KAV-300i integrated 

amp, Krell KAV-300cd CD 
player, Martin Logan Aerius i 

speakers, Transparent 

Musicwave plus speaker cable 
£4995, or call for individual 
component prices. Demo 

available + full 6 month money 

back guarantee. Call Tom Tom 
Audio on 07971 202742 or 

Email: 

tunes@tomtomaudio.corn 
(Teb(I) 

LAURI-VOLPI loudspeaker 

stand interfaces. Hi-Fi Choice 
favourably reviewed in in 

instant upgrades 12/02. 
Handmade by Lauri-Volpi, the 

interfaces effectively convert 

vibrational energy Into heat 
energy. Priced @ £ 12 inc P&P. 

Tel: 0113 752 2820 or Ernail: 
laurivolpi56@hotmail.com 

(Feb(I) 

VINTAGE WIRELESS 
COMPANY LONDON 

VVebsite: www. 
vintagewirelesslondon.co.uk 

Buy-Sell- Exchange. Vintage wire-

less and classical audio. Repairs, 

spares, restoration, modification 

to all valve equipment. Quad II, 

Leaks etc, shipped worldwide, 

best prices, call us at. 17 Bell 

Street, London, NW' 5BY. Tel: 

020 7258 3448 Fax 020 7258 

3449 Email: 

vwirelesslondon@aol.com 

(Oct(I) 
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classifieds ads order form 

• 

• 

• 

RATES - ALL ADVERTS MUST BE PRE-PAID 
Maximum length per advert is 30 words, each additional 

word is 50p extra. Telephone numbers and E-mail address-
es are treated as one word. Model numbers are treated as 
one word i.e. Quad 303 = two words. Please tick the box 

for the advert required 

Dealers must not advertise in the Private 

Classified section. Monthly consecutive 

insertions will be considered Trade 
advertising. The Publisher reserves the 

right to judge submissions 

In a rush to get your advert 

published? Why not use our 
Instant Internet Advert to get 
on our website immediately. 
Only £ 15 per week (7 days) 

SPECIAL OFFER 
Book a private or trade classified advert, 
and get one months • FREE internet advert 

*FREE internet adverts are published three 
weeks AFTER the magazine has been published 

Instant Internet Only Advert Private or Trade published immediately 

Private magazine advert plus *FREE internet advert 

Private magazine advert display black box plus *FREE internet advert 

Trade magazine advert plus *FREE internet advert 

Trade magazine advert display black box plus *FREE internet advert 

Please tick here if you DO NOT WANT your FREE internet advert 

£15 per week 

£10 per month 

£15 per month 

£10 per month 

£15 per month 

Please write or type your advertisement copy in block capitals with one word per box. 

Please continue on a seperate sheet if necessary. 

WE WILL ACCEPT PHOTOCOPIES OF THIS FORM 

1 2 

3 4 

5 6 

7 8 

9 10 

11 12 

13 14 

15 16 

17 18 

19 20 

21 22 

23 24 

25 26 

27 28 

29 30 

Name 

Address 

Post Code 

Daytime Tel: 

Please debit my VISA/MASTER/SWITCH Card No.(Switch card issue No 

Expiry Date:  Cardholder Signature -

I enclose a cheque/postal order for £   Made payable to: Audio Publishing Ltd. 

Send in your private classified ads with our NEW Freepost service. No need for a stamp! 

Send this form together with your payment in an envelope marked: 

Hi-Fi World, FREEPOST LON3478, LONDON NW6 6YR 

7:11 VISA -44 5. ICO-0 

PRIVATE Er TRADE CLASSIFIED ADVERTS COPY DEADLINES 
MARCH 2003 ISSUE - WEDNESDAY 8TH JANUARY 2003 

APRIL 2003 ISSUE - TUESDAY 5TH FFRRUARY 2003 

ADVERTISERS INDEX 

Affordable Valve 

Apex Acoustics 

Audio Illusions 

Audio Jumble 

Audio Salon 

Audio T 

Audusa 

Beauhorn 

Billy Vee 

Campaign Audio Design 

Central Audio 

Choice HiFi 

Classique Sounds 

Custom Cable 

Cyrus 

Definitive Audio (Brighton) 

Definitive Audio (Nottingham) 

Diverse Vinyl 

Emporium (The) 

Going On Ltd 

Heathcote Audio 

Heatherdale 

Henley Design 

Hi-Fi Trading Company 

Hicam 

Ian Edwards 

Ian Harrison 

Jem Distribution 

KJ West One 

Mana 

Mantra Audio 

Matrix 

Midland Audio Exchange 

Mission 

Musical Fidelity 

Musical Images 

Musonic 

NAD 

Naim 

Orchid Precision Audio 

Origin Live 

Oxford Audio Consultants 

46 

112 

92 

107 

88 

14 

113 

46 

89.90,91 

22 

114 

94 

119 

I 15 

IFC 

122 

22 

121 

120 

121 

124 

115 

8,93 

108,109 

112 

121 

I 16 

I 15 

20 

I I 1 

93 

I 18 

I 10 

BC 

36 

11 I 

107 

24 

16 

128 

60,126 

I 14 

Real HiFi 76 

Retro Reproduction 122 

Sevenoaks 27,28,29,30.31,32.33 

Signals 116 

Sonic Design 117 

Sound of Music (Crewe) I 19 

Soundcraft 115 

Sounds Expensive 124 

Sounds Perfection 52 

Soundstage 118 

Stowsounds 118 

Supra Direct I 17 

The Chord Company 22 

The Listening Rooms 117 

The Right Note 52 

Tom Tom Audio 112 

Tube Shop 76 

UKD IBC 

V'Audio 116 

Walrus 60 

Williams Hart Electronics 

X- Electrical I 19 

DIY SUPPLEMENT No.7I 

AudioXpress 

Chelmer Valve 

Falcon Acoustics 

Kit & Components 

Langrex Supplies 

Watford Valves 

VVhitenoise 

96 

96 

96 

102 

104 

104 

96 
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UNISON RESEARCH 
UNICO 

The new Unico integrated amplifier from Unison Research has an impeccable 

pedigree. Triode valves give natural purity of sound and effortless listening plea-
sure. With styling of understated elegance and 80 watts of power, Unico offers 
an unbeatable package. As top reviewer Ken Kessler put it (Hi Fi News, July 

2002): " No integrated I've used in recent memory delivers so much at this 
price". Unico has the look, build quality and sound of pure luxury —at a real 

world price. Supplied complete with radiowave remote control. 
The matching Unico CD-Player is now available, with 24-bit/I92k upsampling, 

valve output stage and a sound which will convince you that CD replay has final-

ly come of age. 

*Unico Remote (line) £775, ( line + phono) £825. Unico CD-player £ 1095 

OPERA 
SP2 
Beautiful to behold and a delight 
to listen to. Opera loudspeakers 

are the genuine article. 
The solid hardwood 'boat-tailed' 
cabinet allows the SP2's top 
quality drive units to produce a 

lovely, natural sound. Italian 
craftsmanship, advanced acoustic 
technology and the very finest 
materials make SP2 the perfect 
choice for the discerning music 

lover. 

* Opera SP2 ( mahogany), £ 1350/pair. 
Other solid hardwood finishes available. 

TRIANGLE PATHOS ACOUSTICS 
Loudspeakers that love music The Unorthodox Approach 

Five stars for sound and five stars 
for value. Triangle are regular 
winners of top accolades from the 
world's most prestigious review-

ers. As What Hi Fi recently put it 
"Rarely have we come across 
loudspeakers that are so lively 
and communicative... .they turn in 
a sparkling performance that 

makes others seem bland in com-
parison". Listen for yourself. 

You'll be amazed. 

Zerius 202 
É7o5,p„ir 

After almost two years of design and perfection, the stunning new Logos inte-
grated amplifier is finally here. For the lucky few who will own one, it has been 

worth the wait. Logos is an object of rare bellezza - a swan in a world of ugly 
ducklings. A future classic. Hi Fi News were deeply impressed and summed up 
their review thus: " If you're considering an integrated amp up to £4000, listen to 

the Logos after everything else. Then spend the £ 1500 you saved on a decent 

wristwatch worthy of a Logos owner". 

*Pathos Acoustics Logos, 110 Watts/channel. £2495 
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